According to celebrated media scholar Robert W. McChesney, most analyses of the internet oscillate between utopian bliss and dystopian hell, completely failing to address the relationship between economic power and the digital world. In *Digital Disconnect*, McChesney offers a bold new argument that reveals just how undemocratic the internet has become.

McChesney’s award-winning *Rich Media, Poor Democracy* skewered the assumption that a society drenched in commercial information is a democratic one. In *Digital Disconnect*, the author returns to this provocative thesis in light of the advances of the digital age, arguing that the sharp decline in the enforcement of antitrust violations, the increase in patents on digital technology and proprietary systems, and massive indirect subsidies have made the internet a place of numbing commercialism. McChesney points out that now only a handful of monopolies dominate the political economy of the internet, from Google, which garners an astonishing 97 percent share of the mobile search market, to Microsoft, whose operating system is used by over 90 percent of the world’s computers. This capitalistic colonization of cyberspace has spurred the near-collapse of credible journalism and made the internet a disturbingly antidemocratic force.

*Digital Disconnect* offers a groundbreaking analysis and critique of the internet, urging us to reclaim the democratizing potential of the digital revolution while we still can.
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When I was young, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, I was attracted to the political left, like many of my generation. If I may generalize, this sizable cohort, though not an entire generation, was deeply concerned with economic and social inequality and corruption in American society. We were appalled by its brain-dead commercialism and rampant militarism. Many of us thought that existing capitalism really was a dying system that had no future: it needlessly permitted grotesque poverty and was antithetical to democratic values and practices. We were also decidedly optimistic; we thought we had the winds of history behind us. With the arrogance of youth, we thought we had figured it all out and there would be no turning back.

What does it say about our times that most contemporary observers now look at that period as the high point of American capitalism, when it was hitting on all cylinders? Many people today, and certainly most young people, would give anything to have an economy like American capitalism in 1972. Inequality was narrowing and barely existed by contemporary standards, good-paying jobs were plentiful, the infrastructure was the envy of the world, and governance was downright benign compared to modern corruption. There was a place for young people in the economy. There was hope, something that is awfully hard to muster nowadays.

That paradox prompts this book, which attempts to connect the digital revolution—arguably the most extraordinary and important development of the past half century—to the overriding crises of our times.

I began writing this book twenty years ago, in 1992. I was putting the finishing touches on my first book and was about to put it in the mail when I read a review of George Gilder’s Life After Television in the Financial Times. Gilder argued that the Internet was in the process of eliminating
broadcasting as we knew it. The Internet would also eliminate all traditional concerns about media monopoly and commercialism and terminate the need for policy making. Just let the market do its thing and witness the greatest democratic communication revolution ever. Because my first book dealt with the policy battles that led to the entrenchment of commercial broadcasting in the United States, I felt compelled to add an endnote concerning Gilder’s argument. It was the first time I had seen the case for the Internet as a revolutionary medium put so concretely and provocatively. So I pasted a note to the end of the book moments before I sent it away.

Since that moment, the Internet has turned media and communication upside down and inside out. It has been a major factor in my research. I have also taught classes on the Internet, and have continually updated my notes. What I lecture on today has few elements of my 2005 lectures, which had little from 1999. Between 1995 and 2011, I wrote a half-dozen major journal articles or book chapters about the Internet, each based on considerable research. I always knew that I wanted to write a book on the subject, but the time never seemed right. In all but the last of the six pieces, I wrote with an acknowledgment that matters were changing so quickly and were so unpredictable that my analysis might soon be dated or need serious revision. Grasping the Internet was like trying to shoot a moving target in a windstorm.

The last piece was “The Internet’s Unholy Marriage to Capitalism,” *Monthly Review*, vol. 62, no. 10 (March 2011), which I co-authored with John Bellamy Foster. While writing this article it struck me that matters had crystallized enough online that it was possible to make sense of where the Internet was at and the range of options for where it is going. Certain digital institutions and practices were now sufficiently entrenched that they were not going anywhere soon. The feedback to the piece was positive. It was clear Foster and I had struck a nerve.

For that reason, I decided to write this book. I also had an overarching argument to provide the thread for the book. I believe the current understanding of the Internet and its potential that informs popular writing is deeply flawed. This is especially important because there are a series of crucial policy fights in the next decade that will determine where the Internet—and, by extension, our society—are going to go, possibly for generations.

My core argument is that most assessments of the Internet fail to ground it in political economy; they fail to understand the importance of capitalism
in shaping and, for lack of a better term, domesticating the Internet. When capitalism is mentioned, it is usually as the “free market,” which is taken as a benevolent given, almost a synonym for democracy. The conventional discussion of capitalism often degenerates into a bunch of clichés and is only loosely related to the capitalism that really exists.

Now that capitalism is in the midst of a global crisis with no apparent end and the state of democratic governance, in the United States at least, is appalling, it seems high time to take a more critical look at the relationship of the Internet to capitalism and both of them to democracy. Everywhere in the world, there is the sort of political upheaval that comes only a few times in a century, and everywhere capitalism is in the hot seat and the Internet is directly involved in the struggles. The Internet’s development is intricately connected to the political economy’s development. That is the point of this book.

The 2011 piece with Foster provides a framework for chapters 4 and 5, although those chapters are based on subsequent research. Those are the chapters that assess the way capitalism has shaped the Internet specifically. The discussion of political economy draws from research I have done with Foster over the past few years, which is developed explicitly in our 2012 book, *The Endless Crisis* (Monthly Review Press).

I concentrate almost exclusively upon the United States. It is my own country and the one I know best. I would be hesitant to write with much authority about any other nations or regions. At the same time, nearly all the issues I raise in this book are global and apply in varying degrees worldwide. Moreover, many of the most important policy battles over the Internet are international or transnational in character. The U.S. digital future will be determined in global fora as well as in Washington, D.C., and other domestic locations.

I could not have written this book without the assistance of a number of people. The aforementioned John Bellamy Foster, Inger Stole, Ben Scott, Dan Schiller, and Victor Pickard read the entire book and gave me detailed criticism. Jeff Cohen and Matt Rothschild also read the entire book and did superb editing. Patrick Barrett, Michael Perelman, Rodney Benson, Sascha Meinrath, James Losey, and Josh Stearns each read portions of the book. These friends gave the book a “hard” read and dispensed with niceties to really get after the book’s weaknesses. I am a fortunate person to have such loyal and talented friends. I hope I can return the
favor someday, though it will be hard to do so. I dread to think where this book would be without their criticism. Of course, I am responsible for what ended up in the book and for any errors.

R. Jamil Jonna is responsible for the tables and charts in the book. Most of these were compiled by Jamil specifically for the book. He worked tirelessly to make sure the charts were as close to perfect as possible.

John Nichols talked at length with me about the material in the book, and our conversations helped me crystallize my thinking. His influence can be felt throughout. Some of the material in chapter 6 on journalism is derived, and at times taken directly, from recent work I have done with John, including *The Death and Life of American Journalism* (Nation Books, 2010).

John Bellamy Foster has been my intellectual and political brother for forty years. He poured himself into this book as if he were the author. The only thing that exceeds his knowledge and his wisdom is his generosity.

Marc Favreau of The New Press was encouraging about this project from the first moment we discussed it. The press’s staff is heroically professional. I want to thank Sarah Fan, Kianoosh Hashemzadeh, and Gary Stimeling in particular. Gary did a masterful copyediting job with fastidiousness, enthusiasm, intelligence, and humor. It is an honor to be a New Press author. I hope and trust it will be an honor I will have again in the future.

My colleagues in the Department of Communication at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign are invariably supportive of my research—especially my chair, Dave Tewksbury—and for that I am grateful. The university’s support for my research made this book possible.

The people at Free Press (Freepress.net)—Craig Aaron, Derek Turner, Tim Karr, Joe Torres, Yesenia “Jessy” Perez, Kimberly Longey, Matt Wood, and Josh Stearns—have been a wealth of information, analysis, and support. Doing this book made me appreciate far more than ever what an important organization Free Press is.

A number of other people helped me on specific points or in some other capacity. They include: Heather Brooke, Paul Buhle, Pedro Caban, Sundiata Cha-Jua, Vivek Chibber, Matt Crain, James Curran, Ryan Ellis, Natalie Fenton, Tom Ferguson, Des Freedman, James K. Galbraith, Peter Hart, Matthew Hindman, Amy Holland, Hannah Holleman, Janine Jackson, Paul Krugman, Rebecca MacKinnon, Fred Magdoff, John Mage, Greg Mitchell, Evgeny Morozov, John Naughton, Eric Newton, Molly Niesen, Rich Potter, Einar Scalloppsen, Travers Scott, Norman Stockwell, and Kristina Williams.
This book is for Lucy and Amy, and Inger, always and forever.

And it is for young people everywhere, especially in my beloved America. If there is any conclusion to be drawn from what follows, any takeaway from the digital revolution, it is the heightened importance—indeed the necessity—of the famous slogan from May 1968: Be realistic, demand the impossible!

Madison, Wisconsin
September 2012
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What Is the Elephant in the Digital Room?

Any history of the past three decades will give prominent, if not preeminent, attention to the emergence of the Internet and the broader digital revolution. In the second decade of the twenty-first century, signs point to its being a globally defining feature of human civilization going forward, until it eventually becomes so natural, so much a part of the social central nervous system, as to defy recognition as something new or distinct to our being, like speech itself.

To some extent, the revolution can be chronicled in the sheer amount of information being generated and shared. In 1989, which seems like a century ago, Richard Saul Wurman wrote of “information anxiety” created by overload because there were a thousand books published every day worldwide and nearly ten thousand periodicals then being published in the United States. Google’s Eric Schmidt estimates that if one digitally recorded all extant human cultural artifacts and information created from the dawn of time until 2003, one would need 5 billion gigabytes of storage space. By 2010 people created that much data every two days. By 2012 the amount of video being uploaded to YouTube had doubled since 2010, to the equivalent of 180,000 feature-length movies per week. Put another way, in less than a week, YouTube generates more content than all the films and television programs Hollywood has produced in its entire history.

Another way to grasp the digital revolution is by the amount of time people immerse themselves in media. An extensive 2009 study found that most Americans, regardless of their age, spend at least eight and a half hours per day looking at a television, computer screen, or mobile phone screen, frequently using two or three screens simultaneously. Another 2009 study, by the Global Information Industry Center, determined that the average
American consumes “information” for 11.4 hours per day, up from 7.4 hours in 1980.5 A 2011 study of twenty thousand schoolchildren throughout Massachusetts determined that 20 percent of third graders had cell phones and over 90 percent were going online. Forty percent of fifth graders and nearly 85 percent of middle schoolers had cell phones, generally smartphones with Internet access.6 The Internet has long since stopped being optional.

In the United States, Europe, and much of the rest of the world, one need not have a teenage child to understand that “social networks have become ubiquitous, necessary, and addictive.”7 To the students I teach, life without mobile Internet access is unthinkable. When I describe my college years in the early 1970s, they have trouble grasping how people managed to communicate, how anything could get done, how limited the options seemed to be, how life could even be led. It would be akin to my great-grandparents from 1860 Nova Scotia or eastern Kentucky returning to describe their youth to me when I was growing up in suburban Cleveland in the 1960s. “For society as a whole the Net has become the communication and information medium of choice,” Nicholas Carr writes. “The scope of its use is unprecedented, even by the standards of the mass media of the twentieth century. The scope of its influence is equally broad.”8

Consider this: in 1995 the Internet had 10 million users, still disproportionately at U.S. universities, and it was all the rage. By 2011 the Internet had 2 billion users and was growing by leaps and bounds. By 2020 another 3 billion people will be online. In Africa, mobile telephone penetration has gone from 2 percent in 2000 to 28 percent in 2009 to an expected 70 percent in 2013.9 By 2020, according to IMS Research, there will be roughly 22 billion devices connected to the Internet and communicating online.10 By 2012 three quarters of the world population already had access to a mobile phone.11 “Mobile communication,” a 2012 World Bank report stated, “has arguably had a bigger impact on humankind in a shorter period than any other invention in human history.”12

This only begins to convey the extent of the changes being wrought. The Internet is the culmination of nearly two centuries of electronic developments in communication, from the telegraph, photography, telephony, and recording to cinema, radio, television, and finally satellites and computers. The Internet itself has already experienced several lifetimes in the course of two decades, from Usenet days to the World Wide Web and AOL and then broadband followed by Google and now wi-fi, iPads, smartphones, and social
media. As Ben Scott puts it, we are in a “triple paradigm shift,” wherein personal communication, mass media, and market information have been subsumed within the new order so that the distinctions are becoming passé. The economy has adapted to the Internet and is now populated by digital industries, with colossal firms that mostly did not exist when most Americans were born. The Internet has seemingly colonized and transformed everything in its path.

Even more astonishing, this is just the beginning. Eventually, at least in theory, all humans could be connected to one another at speeds approaching the speed of light, able to send and receive all manner of communication with instant access to the entirety of human culture. Moreover, the “interface among human beings, objects, and the infosphere,” Pamela Lund writes, “is becoming intuitive, less cumbersome.” We are entering terra incognita as machines change our basic understanding of what it means to be a human. Even now, the nature of such a world defies our comprehension.

Despite the difficult-to-imagine twists and turns in the future, the Internet has extensively crystallized. With the Internet enmeshed in the fabric of nearly every aspect of life, with giant firms attempting to dominate it (and our politics), and with a series of crucial policy issues emerging that will be central to its development, we seem to have reached a base camp of sorts. From the firmer ground of this base camp we can look back to where we came from and look ahead to where we might be going. We are in a position, in some respects for the first time, to make sense of the Internet experience and highlight the cutting-edge issues it poses for society. We are also in a position to better understand the decisions that society can make about what type of Internet we will have and, accordingly, what type of humans we will be and will not be in future generations.

The purpose of this book is to contribute to that conversation. Because of the enormity of the digital revolution, I make no pretense of providing a comprehensive or general theory. Instead the point is to ask a series of questions about the Internet and begin to offer answers. The first and most important question is this: in view of the Internet’s magnitude, complexity, exponential growth, and unpredictable gyrations, how can we even begin to make sense of what is taking place?

We have mountains of scholarly examinations, in the finest American social science tradition, of discretely defined problems concerning the Internet, but they focus primarily on micro-issues, like how specific sets of people
use digital communication for specific types of purposes. This research tends to studiously avoid making any larger claims about the broad role of the Internet in society. It tends to ignore institutional matters and questions of structure. It takes the world as it is, accepts it, and assesses it on those terms. This research is necessary and can have considerable value—I cite some of it herein—but it is not asking the central questions, so it is not set up to produce the answers we need.

For the big questions, the way to start is by reviewing the body of work produced by public intellectuals and scholars from a wide range of disciplines that has assessed the Internet over the past two decades, attempting to locate it in a broad historical perspective. Going back to the early 1990s—from George Gilder’s *Life after Television* and Nicholas Negroponte’s *Being Digital* to Clifford Stoll’s *Silicon Snake Oil* and Lawrence Lessig’s *Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace*, numerous writers have provided their assessment of the digital revolution. As one might expect, some of this material ages well, and some of it now seems ridiculous. The amount has increased, perhaps exponentially, in the past decade, becoming a veritable publishing genre. In view of how the Internet affects nearly every aspect of our lives, that is to be expected.

Even if the work does not always stand the test of time, and if some of it may seem superficial, it is of tremendous importance. These efforts by public intellectuals to make sense of the digital revolution, more than anything else, define how Americans—including scholars, concerned citizens, activists, journalists, and policy makers—view the Internet and lay out what many of the relevant issues are. It is a discussion I wish to join.

Robin Mansell has analyzed this Internet literature as falling into two broad camps, the “celebrants” and the “skeptics.” Both camps continue to thrive, though the context and issues have changed. Some observers have been in both camps; there is no Berlin Wall dividing the two sides. It is a schema that captures two distinct frames of mind as much as two distinct sets of individuals, although there are some individuals who fall squarely, even defiantly, in one of the two camps.

I have been influenced by both celebrants and skeptics but believe each position is ultimately unsatisfactory and puts us on a dead-end street. I propose in this book a means to take the best of what each side has to offer and make it part of a far more serious discussion with real political implications. Beyond its self-evident importance, there is immense and revolutionary
potential implicit in the Internet. My overriding concern has been and remains that this tremendous democratic potential—some of which has been realized—can be and has been undermined, leading to a world, at worst, where one could logically wish the computer had never been invented.

The Celebrants

Because the celebrants are the loudest and most publicized Internet observers, it is probably best to allow them the opening argument. In the illuminating 2012 book Misunderstanding the Internet, James Curran summarizes the first tidal wave of Internet celebrants: “In the 1990s,” he writes,

leading experts, politicians, public officials, business leaders and journalists predicted that the internet would transform the world. The internet would revolutionise, we were told, the organisation of business, and lead to a surge of prosperity. It would inaugurate a new era of cultural democracy in which the sovereign users—later dubbed “prosumers”—would call the shots, and old media leviathans would decay and die. It would rejuvenate democracy—in some versions by enabling direct e-government through popular referenda. All over the world, the weak and marginal would be empowered, leading to the fall of autocrats and the reordering of power relations. More generally, the global medium of the internet would shrink the universe, promote dialogue between nations, and foster global understanding. In brief, the internet would be an unstoppable force: like the invention of print and gunpowder, it would change society permanently and irrevocably.

And, of course, changing “the world beyond all recognition” permanently and irrevocably for the better. As Curran puts it, at the heart of most of these claims was what he terms “Internet-centrism, a belief that the internet is the alpha and omega of technologies, an agency that overrides all obstacles, and has the power to determine outcomes.” Or as Mansell puts it, “innovations in digital technologies, including the virtual spaces on the Internet, are accorded near-mystical qualities.”

The early celebrants generated a wave of resistance from the skeptics as few of their predictions materialized and as problems emerged—including
the economic crash of 2000–2001 following the high-tech bubble—that
seemed to provide daunting obstacles to reaching the digital promised land.
Nevertheless, the continued expansion of the Internet, especially Google
search, the blogosphere, wikis, broadband, smartphones, and social media,
has rejuvenated the celebrants and has spawned a number of successful ca-
reers explaining the genius of cyberspace and the glorious world it is in the
process of creating.

No one has celebrated and championed the revolutionary Internet in re-
cent years more furiously than Clay Shirky, who is somewhat of a digital
Johnny Appleseed. In his 2010 Cognitive Surplus, Shirky writes that with the
new digital media, “the kind of participation we’re seeing today, in a rela-
tive handful of examples, is going to spread everywhere and to become the
backbone of assumptions about how our culture should work.” The young
generation “will just assume that media includes the possibilities of consum-
ing, producing, and sharing side by side, and that those possibilities are open
to everyone.” Moreover, and this is where the revolution really kicks in, “the
wiring of humanity lets us treat free time as a shared global resource, and lets
us design new kinds of participation and sharing that take advantage of that
resource.” It is this “cognitive surplus” that holds the potential for previously
unimaginable collaboration that will radically transform and improve our
lives.17 Henry Jenkins makes a similar argument, extolling the mushroom-
ing “collective intelligence,” when, because of the Internet, “we pool our
resources and combine our skills.”18

Physicist and quantum computing expert Michael Nielsen argues in
2012’s Reinventing Discovery that the mass collaboration generated by the
Internet is in the process of revolutionizing science by increasing scale and
cognitive diversity. “Online tools are transforming the way scientists make
discoveries,” leading to a big shift in the relationship of science to society.
Now countless citizens can also participate and the potential is endless and
endlessly exciting. “Will we one day see,” he asks, “Nobel Prizes won by
huge collaborations dominated by amateurs?” Nielsen concedes this revo-
lution in “how knowledge is constructed” faces some speed bumps—not
the least of which comes from commercial interests’ desire to patent every-
thing—but the general trajectory is irreversible.19

In his 2011 The Penguin and the Leviathan, Yochai Benkler sees the In-
ternet as driving a fundamental shift in human nature, one very much for
the better:
All around us we see people cooperating and working in collaboration, doing the right thing, behaving fairly, acting generously, caring about their group or team, and trying to behave like decent people who reciprocate kindness with kindness. Nowhere has this fact been more obvious than online, where Wikipedia and open-source software have been so successful. Tux, the Linux Penguin, is beginning to nibble away at the grim view of humanity that breathed life into Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan.20

These developments are so powerful, they have even brought a pronounced skeptic back toward the celebrant fold. Cass Sunstein once wrote of “information cocoons” and how the Internet would make it possible for people to avoid or ignore much of humanity, with dire implications for public life.21 With his 2006 Infotopia, Sunstein turned—heralding “the development of cumulative knowledge” online, “producing an astonishing range of new goods and activities.” With wikis, with “respect to the aggregation of information, we are in the first stages of a revolution.”22

“Enabled by the Internet and social media,” Simon Mainwaring writes in 2011’s We First, “we are connecting with each other across geographic, cultural, and language barriers, reawakening our innate capacity for empathy and allowing ourselves to derive great satisfaction from social contributions as well as our self-interested endeavors.” He continues: “We have entered an amazing and exciting era in human history. We are fast acquiring the knowledge and technology to meet the challenges of poverty, malnutrition, child mortality, and the myriad social ills that blight our planet.”23

In his 2011 Public Parts, Jeff Jarvis captures the political implications of a wired society now typified by unprecedented “publicness,” with the Internet as a supercharged public sphere. “Publicness is an emblem of epochal change. It is profoundly disruptive. Publicness threatens institutions whose power is invested in the control of information and audience.” He continues:

Publicness is a sign of our empowerment at their expense. Dictators and politicians, media moguls and marketers try to tell us what to think and say. But now, in a truly public society, they must listen to what we say, whether we’re using Twitter to complain about a product or Facebook to organize a protest. If they are to prosper, these institutions must
learn to deal with us at eye-level, with respect for us as individuals, and for the power we can wield as groups—as publics.\textsuperscript{24}

In sum, the celebrants reaffirm one of the most important original arguments from the 1990s, that the Internet will be a force for democracy and good worldwide, ending monopolies of information and centralized control over communication. In 2009 Manuel Castells chronicled the many cases worldwide in which insurgent popular forces had successfully used the Internet to advance democratic politics.\textsuperscript{25} Celebrants like Peter H. Diamandis and Steven Kotler cite the 2009 Swedish government report that concluded increasing access to digital communication in the developing world encouraged “economic development, poverty reduction and democratization—including freedom of speech, the free flow of information and the promotion of human rights.”\textsuperscript{26}

The 2011 revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt and protests worldwide are offered as clinching evidence, exhibits A and B through Z. “Social media and technology,” Pamela Lund concludes, “give you more power than ever before to create the world you want.”\textsuperscript{27} Though some celebrants express concern that bureaucrats or monopolists might muck it up a bit, the general sense is that these genies are supercharged and cannot be put back in the bottle. “The tipping point is upon us. The unprecedented power of the emerging social media is helping people connect online and in the streets to push the entire world over the edge of change,” veteran journalist and film-maker Rory O’Connor notes. “Watch out, Big Media, Big Business, and Big Government—here come our friends, our followers, and our future!”\textsuperscript{28} As Jarvis puts it, “Resistance is futile.”\textsuperscript{29} It is difficult to read these books and not look to the sky and thank one’s lucky star for having been put on the planet at this unprecedented glorious moment in history.

The Skeptics

The skeptics directly counter some of what the celebrants say, but to a certain extent the two sides are talking past each other. Shaheed Nick Mohammed, in his 2012 \textit{The (Dis)information Age}, takes dead aim at the notion that the Internet is spawning greater levels of knowledge, “the notion that these technologies and their popular modes of usage necessarily lead to a
more informed public.” He notes that the Internet works as much or more to promote ignorance as knowledge; hence survey research demonstrates little if any improvement in the knowledge levels of Americans between 1989 and 2007. Mark Bauerlein develops this point, noting that study after study confirms that young people today constitute “the dumbest generation,” shockingly ignorant of civics, history, geography, science, literature, the works. To Bauerlein, the emergence of digital media is the main culprit in this sudden transformation. “Dwelling in a world of puerile banter and coarse images,” they “are actively cut off” from world realities like no other generation.

Jaron Lanier, considered the father of virtual reality technology, also questioned the idea that the Internet is a knowledge factory in 2010’s You Are Not a Gadget. In summarily dismissing Shirky, he notes:

> Some of my colleagues think a million, or perhaps a billion, fragmentary insults will eventually yield wisdom that surpasses that of any well-thought-out essay, so long as sophisticated secret algorithms recombine the fragments. I disagree. A trope from the early days of computer science comes to mind: garbage in, garbage out.

After describing Shirky’s idea of cognitive surplus at length, Lanier responds, “So how many seconds of salvaged erstwhile television time would need to be harnessed to replicate the achievements of, say, Albert Einstein? It seems to me that even if we could network all the potential aliens in the galaxy—quadrillions of them, perhaps—and get each of them to contribute some seconds to a physics wiki, we would not replicate the achievements of even one mediocre physicist, much less a great one.”

In his 2011 book, The Filter Bubble, Eli Pariser argues that because of the way Google and social media have evolved, Internet users are increasingly and mostly unknowingly led into a personalized world that reinforces their known preferences. This “filter bubble” each of us resides in undermines the common ground needed for community and democratic politics; it also eliminates “‘meaning threats,’ the confusing, unsettling occurrences that fuel our desire to understand and acquire new ideas.” Pariser invokes research on scientific discovery showing that serendipity is necessary for creativity and that “blind discovery is a necessary condition for scientific revolution.” The research demonstrates that the filter-bubble environment will likely make discovery less likely: “The Einsteins and Copernicuses and
Pasteurs of the world often have no idea what they are looking for. The biggest breakthroughs are sometimes the ones we least expect.”

Lanier extends the argument to all creativity on the Internet and observes that the most discernible effect of the Internet on artists has been to make it ever more difficult for them to support themselves, with dire consequences for art and culture. “Creative people—the new peasants—come to resemble animals converging on shrinking oases of old media in a depleted desert.”

Rebecca MacKinnon in her 2012 Consent of the Networked and Evgeny Morozov in his 2011 The Net Delusion each reject the idea that the Internet will necessarily lead to democratic political revolutions worldwide. They point out that the bad guys—who are in power—have the ability and resources to regulate, manipulate, and use digital communication just as much as, if not more than, those out of power. MacKinnon documents, for example, how the Chinese government is able to let the Internet provide what it needs for economic purposes while providing layers of regulation and subtle censorship that render it mostly impotent as a democratic organizing force. She also documents how private corporations, as well as governments both authoritarian and democratic, participate in this shrinking of Internet freedom. Resistance to the Internet apparently is not futile.

This realization leads to a familiar refrain among skeptics: that technology is as capable of being destructive as it is progressive. Virginia Eubanks, in her 2011 Digital Dead End, notes that “many of us in the United States have engaged in a massive, collective, consensual hallucination about the power of technology, particularly information technology (IT), to ‘level the playing field,’ create broad-based economic and social equality, and nurture transparency and accountability in democratic governance.” Even in the United States, skeptical scholars have chronicled how the Internet routinely generates bogus information, violates people’s privacy and civil rights, and facilitates various forms of harassment. Viktor Mayer-Schönberger writes about how people can never escape their pasts in the Internet era, and something very important to being human is being lost.

This harks back to the first wave of skepticism by people like Clifford Stoll. In 1999’s High-Tech Heretic, Stoll emphasized that the Internet isolated people, made them addicted, and probably created more unhappiness and dissatisfaction with life than anything else. Sexuality is one area to
which skeptics can point. The explosion in online pornography has created an “orgasmatron” effect, as an increasing number of people get their sexual satisfaction via the Internet. The writer Russell Banks acknowledges this phenomenon in the title of his 2011 novel, *Lost Memory of Skin*, which “refers to the way real flesh has been supplanted by the virtual kind.”

Skeptics argue that the emergence of Facebook and other social media, ironically enough, correlates with a marked increase in loneliness. An AARP study showed that the rate of loneliness in Americans over forty-five has nearly doubled in just the last decade. “Within this world of instant and absolute communication,” Stephen Marche writes, “we have never been more detached from one another, or lonelier.” Scholars term this the Internet paradox. “Our omnipresent new technologies lure us toward increasingly superficial connections,” Marche writes, “at exactly the same moment they make avoiding the mess of human interaction easier.” And the evidence is in: “loneliness makes us miserable,” leading to all sorts of health-related problems. Psychologist Larry Rosen argues that Internet addiction and/or obsession contributes to a wide-range of mental health problems.

Psychologist Sherry Turkle notes that people “seem increasingly drawn to technologies that provide the illusion of companionship without the demands of a relationship.” She writes of the “flight from conversation,” as people find it increasingly difficult to talk with each other. “Many people tell me they hope that as Siri, the digital assistant on Apple’s iPhone, becomes more advanced, ‘she’ will be more and more like a best friend—one who will listen when others won’t.” Turkle concludes, “Even when they are with friends, partners, children, everyone is on their own devices.”

The idea that the Internet is transforming people unwittingly in ways that may be less than desirable is best developed in *The Shallows* by Nicholas Carr. While acknowledging all the benefits of the Internet, and his own addiction to it, Carr argues that the advantages “come at a price,” specifically by reshaping the way our brains work. Carr draws from the recent surge in brain science research demonstrating that brains are “massively plastic” and can be changed dramatically by their environment and how they are used and not used. Carr argues that research demonstrates that with the rise of the Web and the decline in traditional reading, humans are losing their “linear thought process.” The Internet’s “cacophony of stimuli short-circuits both conscious and unconscious thought, preventing our minds from thinking
either deeply or creatively.” People substitute skimming for reading, and “off-load” their memory to computers. The consequences are disastrous. Carr invokes William James, who declared that “the art of remembering is the art of thinking.”

The concerns resonate even with people like Arianna Huffington, one of the great champions of the Internet as the basis of new media and democratization. “All these new social tools can help us bear witness more powerfully,” she acknowledged in a blistering 2012 attack on the inanity of the exuberant self-congratulation of social media, “or they can help us be distracted more obsessively.” Skeptics like Carr and Lanier fear deeply that the Internet is re-creating people in technology’s image, flattening our intelligence and lessening our creativity. In short, they worry that we are losing what was once thought of as our humanity. It is a world where the past, warts and all, looks more attractive than the future.

What Elephant?

Reviewing these two sets of critiques, one feels like a person who has one foot in an ice bucket and the other in boiling water. There is no immediately apparent intellectually honest way to split the difference and say, “On balance, I feel fine.” Although there is much to learn from both sides, both have their weaknesses. The celebrants mostly tap into an untethered love of some combination of technology, gadgetry, markets, utopianism, progress, and individualism that is quintessentially American and downright intoxicating; you get the benefits of a revolution without the messy politics. This may explain why it is so widely embraced in the mainstream culture and can be regarded as the dominant mode of thought about the Internet.

The skeptics provide a dash of realism and raise important deep-seated concerns, but like the original skeptics in ancient Greece, their values are unclear and they generally offer no credible alternative course. John Naughton characterizes the skeptics as contrarians who provide dissent to the dominant groupthink. The skeptics provide plaintive wails, basically footnotes to the celebrants’ defining narrative. In this sense, they are almost necessary to legitimize the celebrants and make the dominant view appear the result of extended debate. The skeptics can have the ironic effect of ending further examination, not encouraging it. And in this supporting role, some skeptics
can be prone to playing the role of curmudgeon and bending the stick too far to make their point.

Both camps, with a few exceptions, have a single, deep, and often fatal flaw that severely compromises the value of their work. That flaw, simply put, is ignorance about really existing capitalism and an underappreciation of how capitalism dominates social life. Celebrants and skeptics lack a political economic context. The work tends to take capitalism for granted as part of the background scenery and elevate technology to ride roughshod over history. Both camps miss the way capitalism defines our times and sets the terms for understanding not only the Internet, but most everything else of a social nature, including politics, in our society.

Political economy—an understanding of capitalism and its relationship to democracy—can provide a rudder as we make sense of the Internet. To the extent that both celebrants and skeptics consider capitalism, they often do so in almost mythical form. It is high time to recognize the elephant in the room.

Political economy should be the organizing principle for evaluating the digital revolution for numerous reasons. The ways capitalism works and does not work determine the role the Internet might play in society. The profit motive, commercialism, public relations, marketing, and advertising—all defining features of contemporary corporate capitalism—are foundational to any assessment of how the Internet has developed and is likely to develop. Any attempt to make sense of democracy divorced from its relationship to capitalism is dubious. Despite all of the routine assumptions equating capitalism—or its euphemism, free markets—with democracy, they remain distinct undertakings with very strong tensions that can boil over into direct conflict.

The most striking tension, the one that has been an issue between property systems and self-government from the beginning of the republic, indeed since classical Athens, has been the conflict between rich and poor caused by the inequality generated by the economy, which can undermine the political equality upon which democracy is premised. “If income, wealth, and economic position are also political resources, and if they are distributed unequally, then how can citizens be political equals,” the Yale political scientist Robert Dahl asked. “And if citizens cannot be political equals, how is democracy to exist?”

The now widely acknowledged massive increase in economic inequality
in the United States over the past three decades poses an existential threat to the possibility of self-government and eventually to many of the freedoms most Americans take for granted. The scholarly research demonstrates that the poor and even middle class have virtually no influence over their elected representatives. Not so for the wealthy. The ability of wealthy interests to play an outsized role in American elections is merely one manifestation of a long process. Any big-picture assessment of the Internet that disregards the very real and immediate threat of inequality to self-governance and freedom is going to be flawed from the get-go.

Inequality promotes a thoroughgoing corruption of the governing process as wealthy special interests come to dominate, forcing the system to maintain and even increase their privileges further. As celebrants and skeptics alike acknowledge, there are several core policy issues that will influence or determine the course of digital communication. If the governing system is in the tank for special interests, it is going to directly affect the shape of the Internet. But without an understanding of capitalism’s dynamics, most celebrants and skeptics have undermined their ability to provide much more than bland generalizations and hand-wringing.

To be clear, few if any of the Internet observers I have cited are apologists for existing capitalism; many envision a world in which the excesses and problems of capitalism are eliminated, if not capitalism itself. Many celebrants, in particular, extol the Internet because it is allowing for a more cooperative and humane economy and society, and considering the growth of Wikipedia and other cooperative efforts, the basis for the argument is not purely hypothetical.

But it is not historical or credible. Untethered from a historical or empirical understanding of capitalism, celebrants tend to have a decidedly utopian notion of political economy. “The entire system of free market capitalism, as it is practiced in the United States and in many Western nations,” Simon Mainwaring writes,

is leading us further and further down the wrong path, toward a world dominated by narrow self-interest, greed, corporatism, and insensitivity to the greater good of humanity and to the planet itself. Short-term thinking and the single-minded pursuit of profit are increasingly subverting an economic system that otherwise has the capacity to benefit everyone.
He concludes that because of social media, “we can transform the role of the private sector, including both corporations and consumers, to build a better world.”

The problem is that celebrants often believe digital technology has superpowers over political economy. “What I found,” Yochai Benkler writes, “was that the Internet has allowed social, nonmarket behavior to move from the periphery of the industrial economy to the very core of the global, networked economy.” “We are talking about deep changes in the structure and modus operandi of the corporation and our economy,” Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams write, “based on new competitive principles such as openness, peering, sharing, and acting globally.” And the good news is, “smart companies are encouraging, rather than fighting, the heaving growth of online communities.” Jeff Jarvis sees corporations evolving into effectively democratic institutions—“radically public companies”—with control in the hands of employees, consumers, and other stakeholders. Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers characterize this epoch as a time “when we took a leap and re-created a sustainable system built to serve basic human needs—in particular, the needs for community, individual identity, recognition, and meaningful activity—rooted in age-old market principles and collaborative behaviors. Indeed, it will be referred to as a revolution, so to speak, when society, faced with grave challenges, started to make a seismic shift from an unfettered zeal for individual getting and spending toward a rediscovery of collective good.”

“Business is rising to the challenge” of social media, Mainwaring tells us. “Top-down hierarchical organizing principles rooted in fear are being superseded by organic, distributed, and free-flowing structures. Leading-edge companies are integrating values into their business strategies and embracing their role as enduring custodians of community and planetary well-being.”

Wow! Wouldn’t all our lives be blissful, were this the case! We could head off to a beach with our laptops, iPods, Kindles, and smartphones—not to mention a daiquiri and a bag of potato chips—and live happily ever after. There is only one problem: there is precious little proof that capitalism as a system is moving in this direction. To be more precise, there is none. The system is in a fairly significant crisis, and there is not a scintilla of evidence that it is in the process of bursting through to a new digital Age of Aquarius. Certainly the Internet is changing capitalism in significant ways, and it may well assist those who wish to reform or replace it in the political arena; but it
is not making capitalism become, in effect, for lack of a better term, a green, democratic socialist utopia. I argue in what follows that it cannot do so.

I think when celebrants incorporate political economy into their analysis, they do not become skeptics and certainly not cynics, but they do become much more aware of the importance of politics. They need not abandon their vision of digital promise; they simply have to accommodate that vision to the political economic world in which they actually live. Likewise, when the most militant skeptics engage with political economy, their powerlessness and defeatism can be trumped by a better appreciation for what human agency can accomplish via technology. In this way, the ice water and boiling water can be merged, producing a comfortable outcome.

Why Is Capitalism the Third Rail of Internet Scholarship?

What accounts for the persistent reluctance, even refusal, of Internet observers to engage in political economy and make a no-holds-barred assessment of really existing capitalism? To be accurate, it is not only Internet observers like Cass Sunstein who see markets and democracy as two sides of the free-society coin. This is the case throughout the social sciences and the punditry, from liberal to conservative. It includes much of the respectable left, which sees its role as humanizing capitalism, not questioning it.

The core problem is that observers confuse the market, which exists to some degree in all modern societies, including Maoist China, with capitalism, or the market system, which has an overriding logic with powerful implications. The quasi-mythical competitive “free market” provides an overpowering metaphor for a free and efficient economy, but it has little to do with real-world capitalism. As Charles E. Lindblom put it, conventional wisdom continually “stumbles” and is incapable of grasping capitalism as a system, “because the market’s dazzling benefits half blind it to the defects.” To be intentionally provocative, the “genius of the free market” to which all are expected to pay homage has as much to do with really existing capitalism as paeans to the workers’ paradise did to really existing communism in the old Soviet Union.

What gives the notion of the “free market” such a sacred position in our society, such that even those who study capitalism as a whole feel obliged to swear fealty to the existing economic structure as the ante to admission?
Consider a superb economist like the University of Cambridge’s Ha-Joon Chang—who is sharply critical of “the ‘truths’ peddled by free-market ideologues” that “are based on lazy assumptions and blinkered visions.” Chang emphasizes his unwavering belief that capitalism is the best possible economic system before launching his devastating and often brilliant critique of a “global economy” that “lies in tatters.”

Why is this loyalty oath necessary? What purpose does it serve?

Moreover, this is a problem limited to the analysis of contemporary capitalism. A scholar studying the Soviet Union would never discount the monopoly of economic and political power held by the Communist Party and the state and then focus on other matters. The political economy would be central to any credible analysis, or the scholar would be dismissed as a charlatan. The same is true of any academic study of any ancient civilization.

This gets to probably the best explanation: whenever scholars examine their own society, it is generally taboo to challenge the prerogatives and privileges of those who stand atop it and benefit from the status quo, even in political democracies. This may be nearly as true of the United States as it was of the old Soviet Union. And there is little doubt that in the United States, real power is with those who have the most money. Now of course the contemporary United States is not a police state and does not have gulags, but it has a variety of powerful material and cultural inducements to encourage a hands-off policy toward capitalism. A ritualized chant to the genius of the free market is a good place to start.

To some extent this internalization of capitalism can be explained by the dismal record of those one-party communist regimes, which were proclaimed by their supporters and their enemies as the only possible alternative to capitalism. If they were the only possible alternative, scholars committed to democracy understandably had no desire to open that proverbial door. Stick with capitalism, regardless of any faults, and thank your lucky stars! But that narrow “capitalism or communism” choice never made much sense, as the same political left that criticized capitalism was responsible for an outsized portion of the political liberties, voting rights, and social programs of advanced democracy. Likewise, those who benefited from and promoted capitalism tended to be either agnostic about these democratic advances or resistant to them. Moreover, much of the left opposed left-wing dictatorships and developed some of the strongest critiques of them on democratic grounds.
At any rate, because mainstream scholarship simply accepted capitalism as the same as democracy and the only possible economic system, scholarship that emphasized political economy was left to those who were by definition radicals, which increased its likelihood of being stigmatized as “ideological” and “unscientific.” The rational play for a scholar who wished to change the system for the better in the here and now was to pledge allegiance to it, hoping to get taken seriously by those with power and thereby be effective. The motivation to take the loyalty oath was based on a realistic assessment of the political lay of the land as well as a desire to do good.

In stable times when the political economic system is working adequately, presupposing the status quo as a benevolent given would be an intellectual problem, but it would be understandable. However, when the political economy is in crisis, as it is in the United States and much of the world today, this presupposition moves from benign neglect to irresponsibility, from scholarship to propaganda. This is doubly true when one is discussing a social phenomenon of such sweeping importance as the Internet.

Internet scholars need not become anticapitalist. To the contrary, in my view it is a reasonable position to think that capitalism, and especially markets, have some, perhaps many, virtues that will be present in a good society. But I think it is a similarly reasonable position to think that a good society will have progressive taxation, widespread free trade unions, high-quality mass transit, universal free health care, guaranteed employment, and high-quality universal public education. Yet all of these points are debatable if not controversial among American scholars and pundits. There is no valid reason why American scholars should bow down to capitalism in general and corporate power specifically.

In the end, this is not a left-right issue. Some of the finest public intellectuals of the past century who ruthlessly criticized capitalism and its relationship to democracy were also advocates of capitalism as well as political conservatives. The most famous was Joseph Schumpeter, but the tradition lives on. Kevin Phillips wrote a series of thoughtful books in this vein over the past two-plus decades. In 2009 and 2010, renowned conservative Richard Posner wrote two stellar books precisely on the crisis of capitalism and the problem of self-government. Honest inquiry is not monopolized by any political ideology. Indeed, only a handful of liberals, like John Kenneth Galbraith, have been up to the task of providing an unvarnished view of capitalism’s deep flaws, without necessarily rejecting it. If capitalism is as great
as its defenders claim, it can survive and even prosper by being subjected to criticism, examination, and open debate. And if it cannot triumph after a round in the hot seat, this becomes a conversation that was long overdue.

Preview

In this book I will make the case that political economy holds a key to understanding the Internet. Political economy does not provide all the answers to all the questions, but it provides valuable and indispensable context and insight for the most important questions. The celebrants and skeptics alike—as well as the majority of Internet social scientists—have produced much of value as we ponder the fate of the Internet. Political economy does not obviate that work; it elevates and empowers it.

I am not the only person who has made this argument. Dan Schiller, Michael Perelman, James Curran, Vincent Mosco, Graham Murdock, and Luis Suarez-Villa, among others, have all contributed to the cause, but to date little of our work has had much success in penetrating the mainstream debate. Through a grounding in political economy and capitalism, scholars and citizens can make much better sense of why the Internet is the way it is and what the real options are. Political economy is the necessary missing ingredient to take the debate from parlor chitchat to serious social critique.

Chapters 2 and 3 set up the explicit analysis of the Internet that comes in the subsequent chapters, although at numerous points I bring the Internet directly into the discussion. In chapter 2 I introduce elements of political economy. I debunk the mythological notion of free markets—the “catechism”—and provide what I believe is a more accurate understanding of capitalism. My aim is to introduce those elements necessary for the critique of the relationship of capitalism to political democracy that follows. In particular, I assess how capitalism affects inequality, concentrated economic power, and economic growth. Political democracy is threatened when the first two factors are large and growing and the third is small and stagnant.

I argue that the nation Americans generally regard as the epitome of what is possible for self-government, the present-day United States, is actually a rather weak democracy once one sees it in the light of capitalism. If scholars want to make big claims about how the digital revolution is fundamentally
invigorating democracy, they must start from a stronger foundation. Moreover, capitalism is not a magical merry-go-round that continually improves people's material well-being. The evidence points in one direction: for the visible future, capitalism in the United States is marked by increasing stagnation, the likes of which have not been seen for eight decades, which translates into declining incomes, austerity, ever increasing inequality, and a lower quality of life. History suggests that this is not a political economy compatible with a high level of democracy. Something has to give.

In chapter 3, I introduce the subfield of the political economy of communication, or the PEC. If the standard free-market model is of only marginal analytical value for understanding bricks-and-mortar capitalism, it is useless for understanding how markets operate regarding information, commercial entertainment, and journalism. The same is true for the Internet. The discussion shows how, and with what effects, all these markets diverge at their very creation from the free-market norm. It pays particular attention to the relationship of communication to capitalism and to democracy. Students of PEC are centrally concerned with technology, advertising, and public relations, and most important, they have a singular devotion to studying communications policies and the policy-making process. The entire tradition is germane to making sense of the digital revolution and finding workable solutions to its problems.

In chapters 4 and 5, I turn to the relationship of really existing capitalism to the Internet. Much of the Internet literature, celebrant and skeptic alike, accepts that the Internet and capitalism have been and will be bound together in a natural and necessary relationship. I will provide an alternative view, one that elevates the many disharmonies between the two. Indeed, at several places in recent history, the tensions between the possibilities of the technology and the needs and desires of commercial interests have crescendoed, leading to ferocious policy debates.

In chapter 4, I review the Internet's 1990s transition from noncommercial oasis to capitalist hot spot. I assess how the “dinosaur” firms in telecommunications and media, which were generally considered to be facing extinction, have fared. In chapter 5, I examine the rise of a handful of gigantic monopolistic firms to dominance of the Internet alongside the telecommunication giants. I chronicle how advertising has flooded the Internet in a manner quite unlike the way it operated in “old media.” It has led to a degree of surveillance of nearly all Americans far beyond anything remotely possible
only a decade ago. The chapter concludes with an examination of the relationship between the Internet giants and the military and national security agencies of the U.S. government; it seems to be a marriage made in heaven, with dire implications for liberty and democracy.

In chapter 6, I examine the state of journalism in the digital age. Way back in the 1990s, the emerging digital era was often referred to as the information age. The assumption was that there would be a wealth of quality information readily available to citizens such that they could exert effective control over their lives and make politics appreciably more democratic. This was arguably the most powerful and attractive claim for the Internet. It is an issue of first-order importance, because a credible political information system is the foundation of effective self-governance. It is mandatory if there are going to be effective democratic solutions to the social problems of our times.

Journalism is the main way modern societies produce and disseminate political information, and it is of singular importance in democracies. Much has been made of how the Internet has destroyed the commercial news media business model. With no sense of irony, the same people argue that the Internet will combine with free markets to magically re-create a new, different, and superior news media system sometime in the future. I assess and reject those claims. Moreover, there is general naïveté about the quality of journalism, even in its “golden age.” Drawing from the PEC tradition, I provide an alternative way to understand journalism and its importance to a free society. I provide the actual history of journalism in the United States and other democratic nations as the basis for my argument that journalism is a public good and if it is to thrive, it will require resources and institutions, and that will mean large public investments.

Throughout the book, in virtually every chapter, I touch on specific Internet and communication policies and debates. In the conclusion, chapter 7, I consider them as a whole and ask what it will take to get these core policies out of the hands of self-interested corporations (and the politicians they own) so the broader population might participate. For this central political question, I draw on my work as a scholar and as the co-founder of Free Press, the media reform group.

I then turn to the implied questions: can the Internet be a democratic force without making any changes in the broader political economy? What sort of revolution is this, anyway? I argue that the United States and the
world are not merely in political economic turmoil, but that we are witnessing the emergence of broad social movements for democratic renewal, reform, and revolution. Even the United States, long regarded as a political laggard, is seeing a generational shift politically, although the bankruptcy and corruption of its political system is masking this phenomenon. At the center of political debate will be economics: what sort of economy can best promote democratic values and structures and self-governance while nurturing the environment? And at the center of everything will be the Internet. The democratization of the Internet is integrally related to the democratization of the political economy. They rise and fall together.
Does Capitalism Equal Democracy?

Capitalism is a society where individuals freely come together in the marketplace to buy and sell products, including their labor. It is a free exchange; there is no coercion. Markets guarantee that supply and demand determine prices, which accurately reflect their products’ value. Businesses emerge to better serve market demand for products, and profits are the reward successful businesses get for meeting those demands. Competition for profits among businesses guarantees the most efficient production, ensures that the economy will generate products and services that people actually want, and encourages technological innovation; hence the standard of living will continually increase. Those who become rich deserve it because they have earned their fortune in the marketplace; those who are poor have incentive to produce more for the market so they too can become wealthy. Their economic fate is in their hands, because it is a free society.

Capitalism has always been incipient in humanity, but it was only with the democratic revolutions that government was put in a cage and freedom and entrepreneurship flowered. This is the only democratic way to run an economy; any other system invariably involves the government or some other force, no matter how well intended, telling people and businesses what they should do, rather than letting people and businesses decide for themselves in the market. A market is the closest thing to an infallible institution that humans have created or discovered, and only in unusual circumstances are there any justifications for interfering with it. Capitalism, unlike free markets, may not be flawless, but its problems can and must be addressed within the system. Digital technology can be an important factor in improving capitalism.¹

That is pretty close to the official catechism of the United States. Some people may believe the government needs to play a larger role than others,
to iron out problems and make capitalism work better for everyone, but virtually all agree that capitalism is the optimum regulator in most areas of the economy, that the profit system works, and that it is in everyone’s interest to encourage something as close to that system as possible. It is the American way, and the doctrine underlies most of the thinking about the Internet.2

This catechism has elements that ring true, and hurricane-force ideological winds spread it, but it is mostly useless as a way to understand real-world capitalism. It is also striking that a nation as devoted to capitalism as the United States has such half-baked ideas about it.

The catechism not only presents a flawed understanding of really existing capitalism, but also makes it synonymous with democracy, which is charged mostly with protecting and promoting the functioning of the private economy. In the conventional wisdom, it is impossible to imagine a democratic society with political freedom that does not have a capitalist economy. This view does grave injustice to the actual democratic tradition, which is quite distinct from and often antagonistic to that of capitalism. This conventional wisdom obscures the nature of politics in the United States and prevents the expansion of democracy. The key to a better appreciation of the democratic dilemma in our times is taking understanding of capitalism beyond the catechism.

That is my goal in this chapter. I draw from the tradition of political economy to debunk the catechism and provide what I regard as a more accurate picture. I highlight a number of key themes in the political economic literature that touch on major issues with regard to the development of capitalism, especially as to its implications for democracy. In particular, capitalism tends to promote inequality, monopoly, hypercommercialism, and stagnation, all of which are corrosive to political democracy. The first three factors contribute to depoliticization, whereby those without means are alienated from the political process. I also address whether the emergence of the Internet mitigates (or will realistically mitigate) these antidemocratic factors generated by the capitalist economy. Obviously I am making broad generalizations that in a more detailed study would demand all sorts of elaboration and qualification, but for my purposes this level of abstraction is appropriate for the task, and similar to what other Internet observers provide.

As you may have already guessed, the short answer to the chapter title’s question is no. The long answer follows.
Foundations of Capitalism

The relevant history begins roughly eight to ten thousand years ago with the invention of agriculture and the domestication of large mammals. Then, for the first time, humans were able to generate a regular surplus, producing more than was necessary to keep everyone alive. For the previous fifty to two hundred millennia humans had existed in nomadic hunting-gathering tribes. These were effectively classless societies, and only in rare instances were they able to generate a regular surplus. Now with agriculture, food output soared, people settled down, populations increased, and a small number of people were freed from daily toil, living off the labor of others. From this elite sprang chieftains, religious leaders, soldiers, and eventually empires. Human population increased from 5 million to 50 million between 8000 and 3000 BCE, then increased to 100 million by 1000 BCE.

Human societies subsequently assumed a variety of forms, but before modern capitalism, one thing was true of all but those that remained unacquainted with agriculture: the surplus tended to be small, controlled by a feudal or landed elite, and the vast majority of people toiled and lived at subsistence level. Elites battled over the existing surplus—anthropologists sometimes refer to this as an era of kleptocracy—often starting a war in which one kingdom conquered another and put the population in some form of servitude to produce surplus for the new rulers. Starting from a world that had been largely egalitarian for fifty thousand years, humanity established slavery and intense class divisions over a few thousand years as agriculture spread. No wonder Jared Diamond has written that for the quality of life of much of humanity, agriculture arguably was a significant step in the wrong direction. Ironically, it was the price of civilization.

Markets existed in these precapitalist societies to varying degrees. They tended to be for lending or for merchants, and they were peripheral. The bulk of the surplus remained tied to agriculture. Surplus was generated to be consumed, and there was no particular incentive to increase its size. Capitalism emerged between 1500 and 1850 in a transition from feudalism through mercantilism to full-throttle industrial capitalism, marked by a radical transformation: surplus became something different from the amount society produced above the necessities of survival. Surplus now took the form of capital, money invested to generate profit. When it makes profit, it is then invested
again for more profit, and on and on and on to infinity and beyond. Unlike any previous economic system, that is the entire point of the system, and its logic pretty much forces participants to comply. No longer a static entity based on gouging peasants for goods to be consumed by elites, the productive surplus in capitalism is seen as being saved and invested, not consumed, even when it is consumed by the wealthy.

The kicker is when peasants leave the countryside and come to cities where they need to sell their labor to survive. This was the beginning of industrial capitalism, first in England, then in Western Europe and the United States, and thereafter all over the planet. (Most of the planet was on the receiving end of imperialism, a defining part of capitalism’s history.) Under capitalism the surplus is constantly growing, unlike all previous societies, and how the surplus is generated and distributed becomes the portfolio of political economy. The greatest empirical claim on behalf of capitalism is that it increases the surplus, wealth, and incomes dramatically, in a previously unimaginable manner. The debate over its merits emerges when one looks at the cost of generating growth in such a manner and at the way the surplus is allocated and deployed.

By all accounts, capitalism was a radical shift from precapitalist economies, even those with relatively developed markets in trade and credit, and it has proven to be a dynamic economic system that seemingly remakes the world nearly every generation. The United States is a very different nation in 2013 than it was in 1913 or 1813; the differences in, say, France or Japan or Afghanistan from 813 to 913 to 1013 were far smaller, even allowing for wars and plagues. Historians like Ellen Meiksins Wood make convincing arguments that capitalism was not inevitable where it first appeared—humanity in northwestern Europe might have found another route out of feudalism—and it needed a distinct set of historical circumstances to solidify. But once capitalism became established, it followed a distinct logic that locked it in place and created powerful pressure for other countries to modernize or suffer being economically and militarily dominated by the few industrialized countries.

Under capitalism those at the top are capitalists. They earn their money not by selling their labor to others but by generating profits and income from their capital. Unlike feudalism or other precapitalist societies, their position is not secure; there are no guarantees that they will make profits, and if they fail, they face a fate some might consider worse than death: they have to work
for someone else. Capitalists are in a Hobbesian war against all other capitalists to seize profits and protect their turf. This dynamic drives the system and defines it.

The percentage of people in any given economy who are capitalists—able to live securely and very comfortably off their capital without having to sell their labor power and with significant ownership of the means of production and finance—is quite small. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels depicted nineteenth-century England as a society in which 10 percent of the population owned the means of production. Today we talk about society being owned by the 1 percent, and even that figure is too high. In fact, as capitalist nations get wealthier, there is no marked increase in the percentage of the population that is capitalist, but there is often an increase in the standard of living for the workforce, including a well-paid upper-middle professional class.

Capitalism is not feudalism, so theoretically anyone can get rich, and anyone who’s rich can become poor. Of course, those at the top generally stay there, and those below the top almost always remain there, but the system is the most fluid and dynamic class society in history, although that is a bit like saying someone is the best ice hockey player in Sri Lanka. As the Wall Street Journal noted in 2005, “A substantial body of research finds that [in the United States] at least 45 percent of parents’ advantage in income is passed along to their children, and perhaps as much as 60 percent. . . . It’s not only how much money your parents have that matters [in determining your class position]—even your great-great-grandfather’s wealth might give you a noticeable edge today.”

This limited economic mobility provides some context to address one of the arguments of the Internet’s celebrants, that social media and new technologies are generating a new type of warm and fuzzy capitalist and a new type of business organization. Gone are the bad old days of Ebenezer Scrooge, John D. Rockefeller, Mr. Potter, Exxon, Goldman Sachs, and Walmart. In their place are Richard Branson, Steve Jobs, and hacky-sack-playing CEOs at Google and Facebook. “The high-tech revolution created an entirely new breed of technophilanthropists who are using their fortunes to solve global, abundance-related problems,” Peter Diamandis and Steven Kotler write. These new emblems of capital are cool people, community minded and ecofriendly. Short-term profits and all the trappings of bad capitalism are soon to be in history’s rearview mirror. The good guys are going to win.

Everything we know about capitalism suggests that this is poppycock. Bill
Gates and Warren Buffett may give billions to charity, just as the Ford Foundation has for decades donated huge sums to nonprofit and noncommercial endeavors. But the wealth-generating part of the operation—e.g., Microsoft in Gates’s case—is hard at work trying to maximize profit by any means necessary. It lives in fear of Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon and knows any slipup may lead to an opening that will undermine its ability to generate maximum profits. This fear is as old as capitalism itself. There are today and have been for generations plenty of cool artists and bons vivants who have made or inherited vast fortunes. It seems they have not a care in the world, but you can be sure that somewhere their capital is being ruthlessly managed to maximize return. These rich kids give a cut of the action to someone else who manages the money so they can enjoy the privileges of being fabulously wealthy. But their capital is at war to grow or it faces death.

It is true that with the advent of the Internet many of the successful giants—Apple and Google come to mind—were begun by idealists who may have been uncertain whether they really wanted to be old-fashioned capitalists. The system in short order has whipped them into shape. Any qualms about privacy, commercialism, avoiding taxes, or paying low wages to Third World factory workers were quickly forgotten. It is not that the managers are particularly bad and greedy people—indeed their individual moral makeup is mostly irrelevant—but rather that the system sharply rewards some types of behavior and penalizes other types of behavior so that people either get with the program and internalize the necessary values or they fail. Capitalism has an unforgiving logic: if you play, you have to play to win. Successful capitalists and managers tend to internalize the necessary values and rarely even notice it as an issue. This is not an antibusiness critique; it has been made most forcefully by Milton Friedman as his main defense of the system.

There is little evidence that today’s capitalists are more charitable or socially conscious than yesterday’s. For every Richard Branson or Ted Turner, there are a bushel of billionaires like David and Charles Koch and even more cento-millionaires, quite content with the status quo and keen to maintain it for self-evident reasons. Turner has complained that too many of his fellow billionaires are a bunch of cheapskates when it comes to philanthropy. People with vast fortunes, including high-tech impresarios, tend to acquire considerable hubris. Recent research indicates that upper-class people are less likely to feel compassion toward others and much more likely to feel that their greed is justified by their station in life.10 “Wealth gives rise to a me-first
mentality,” as the psychologist Dacher Keltner puts it, and the greed it rationalizes “undermines moral behavior.” PayPal’s billionaire co-founder Peter Thiel, for example, gives significant amounts to nonprofit groups, but much of that money goes to push his pro-business right-wing political agenda. And when corporations enter the public sphere, even high-tech ones, it is to advance their commercial interests directly or indirectly. Our society looks the way it does in the United States to no small extent because this is how they wish it to.

There may be good arguments that the Internet is altering capitalism and revitalizing democracy, but the existence of a new class of warm and fuzzy netrepreneurs is not one of them. In the first place, it is questionable enough that billionaires should have so much discretionary power over the planet’s surplus; there is no great amount of evidence that now that they are so cool, they have become remarkably selfless and visionary and are providing better public services than democratic governments might have provided if they had access to the same resources.

Labor and Inequality

Although capitalism constantly turns the world upside down because of its dynamic nature, it also has a few characteristics that are true of it at all times, which emerge inexorably out of the pursuit of profit. At all times capitalists want to maximize their possible return and minimize the risk that they might lose their investment. There is no available evidence suggesting these factors will disappear in the digital age; in fact, as much as anything, they shape it and define it.

First, class and inequality are built into the system’s DNA. It’s not just that only a small percentage of the population, even in the wealthiest capitalist nations, can be capitalists. It’s that the system of making profits is predicated upon paying labor as little as possible. If some hippie capitalist decides to pay workers more than she has to, her competition will pounce on her—not to mention her shareholders and/or heirs—and she will likely become a hippie ex-capitalist. Economics shows that firms hire workers as long as they generate revenue greater than their cost. The lower the cost, the larger the profit. For self-evident reasons, the class basis of wealth is not loudly advertised by capitalism’s champions.
It is for this reason that under capitalism it is always a struggle to establish labor unions so workers can have leverage to claim a larger share of the pie. Likewise, it is for this reason that most capitalists not only oppose unions but use their political muscle to support politicians and laws that will make organizing unions more difficult, if not impossible.  

One of the great stories of the past generation in the United States, overlapping the digital revolution, has been the collapse of organized labor, the stagnation of wages, and the massive increase in economic inequality. During these times the rich have prospered and everyone else has floundered. Joseph Stiglitz states that the field of economics has provided no credible justification for anything remotely close to America’s staggering inequality. Pundits and politicians tell us that increasing inequality is a function of a new information economy that rewards skilled workers—a necessary consequence of an innovative and dynamic economy. Scholars like James Galbraith, as well as Jacob Hacker and Paul Pierson, systematically demolish this rationalization. Galbraith’s research emphasizes the importance of the growth of the financial sector and debt, which created massive inequality over the past three decades. This growth required government policies and support. Hacker and Pierson establish that the skewing of American incomes was due primarily to major policy changes, especially pro-billionaire revisions in the tax code and business regulations, as well as the weakening of organized labor. These changes occurred primarily for one reason: business organized brilliantly and came to dominate Washington more thoroughly beginning in the late 1970s.

As a result, it has been all but impossible to launch successful private-sector unions since then, even when evidence suggests workers would very much like union representation. Around 11 percent of American workers are in unions today—only 6 percent in the private sector—whereas 35 percent were union members in the 1950s. (Public-sector unions have fared better because governments cannot engage in the same union-busting activities as corporations, though there has been a recent political drive to eliminate public-sector unions.) This has directly enhanced inequality, as a 2011 study in the American Sociological Review demonstrated, because unions are a significant force for raising the wages not only of union workers, but of all workers in the labor market. Unions also tend to promote more wage equality among workers. The result: in 1980, the wages of production and non-supervisory workers in manufacturing accounted for 35 percent of the value
added, around where the percentage had been since the 1950s; by 2011, the workers’ slice had been reduced to 17 percent. The loss of private-sector unions has enhanced inequality indirectly, too, because unions are the one organized institution that has the resources and strength to be a political and policy adversary to corporations and the wealthy. It is labor that has led fights for public education, health care, public pensions, and the like. As Seymour Martin Lipset and Noah Meltz observed in a classic comparative study, “support for unions is associated with social democratic strength.” Some indication of the changing role (and power) of organized labor is shown in chart 1. Strikes barely exist any longer in the United States, at least compared to fifty years ago.

The downward pressure on wages was also encouraged by new trade policies that made it easier for U.S. firms to “offshore” manufacturing jobs to extremely low-wage locales. Between 1980 and 2007, the global labor force, according to the International Labor Organization (ILO), grew from 1.9 billion to 3.1 billion, a rise of 63 percent—with 73 percent of the labor force located in the developing world and 40 percent in China and India. Stephen

Chart 1. Number of work stoppages involving 1,000 or more workers

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “No. of Work Stoppages Idling 1,000 Workers or More Beginning in Period” (WSU100), bls.gov.
Roach of Morgan Stanley dubbed this “global labor arbitrage,” i.e., the system of economic rewards derived from exploiting the international wage hierarchy, which resulted in outsize returns for corporations and investors. Research demonstrates that the pool of untapped labor in the world is so enormous that the downward pressure on wages will almost certainly remain powerful for many more decades, even assuming high global growth rates for capitalism.25

Internet-related industries have led in offshoring manufacturing jobs, primarily to low-wage locales like China. In 2012 Apple, for example, is the largest U.S. corporation in market value, but employs, by generous count, only around sixty thousand people in the United States. When General Motors was the largest U.S. firm, it employed nearly ten times as many Americans. Instead, Apple indirectly employs some seven hundred thousand people outside the United States.26 A 2012 New York Times in-depth report on working conditions in the factories that produce Apple products in China described conditions that made the age of Dickens look like a workers’ paradise: seven-day workweeks, excessive overtime, crowded dorms, dangerous working conditions, no effective unions or protection, and a small fraction of the wages a worker in the West would expect for the same labor.27 Apple defended itself by noting that all its competitors engage in the same practices, therefore no one can afford to leave China. So much for the idea that hippie capitalists can override the logic of the system. In addition, offshoring and the threat of more offshoring put tremendous downward pressure on wages and working conditions for jobs that remain in the United States (and other advanced countries).

What can only be termed a class struggle is clearly depicted by the results. From 1945 to 1975, as worker productivity increased in the United States, wages increased proportionately. Since the late 1970s, worker productivity has continued to increase, but almost all the newly produced income has gone into capital. Workers have received virtually none of it. As Robert Reich put it after crunching fresh government productivity data in March 2012, “The share of the gains going to everyone else in the form of wages and salaries has been shrinking. It’s now the smallest since the government began keeping track in 1947.”28 A Wall Street executive noted that 93 percent of the increase in personal income in the United States in 2010—$288 billion—went to those with annual incomes over $350,000.29 Charts 2, 3, and 4 give some sense of the growing inequality.
Business is well aware of how income and wealth have been radically reshaped over the past few decades. In a confidential 2006 memo, Citigroup said America had become a modern-day plutonomy, where “economic growth is powered by and largely consumed by the wealthy few.” In 2011, a special report by Advertising Age concluded, “Mass affluence is over,” saying that the top 10 percent of American households is where Madison Avenue needs to devote its attention because it now accounts for nearly half of all consumer spending, and a disproportionate share of that spending comes from the top 10 percent’s upper reaches.30 “Simply put,” sums up Advertising Age’s David Hirschman, “a small plutocracy of wealthy elites drives a larger and larger share of total consumer spending and has outsize purchasing influence—particularly in categories such as technology, financial services, travel, automotive, apparel, and personal care.”31

At the other end of the spectrum, the 2010 census determined that 48 percent of Americans are either poor or “low-income.”32 The much-vaunted youth market of eighteen- to thirty-four-year-olds—the 70 million
Chart 3. Income share of the top 1 percent

Source: Ibid. Includes capital gains.

Chart 4. Labor productivity and labor compensation

emerging “middle-class” Americans who’ve long been the dream target for corporations—has lost much of its allure. By 2009 the percentage of eighteen- to twenty-four-year-olds with employment was 54 percent, the lowest since the government began keeping records in 1948. Households led by people under thirty-five had 68 percent less inflation-adjusted wealth in 2009 than such households in 1984. Marketers had long thought, one ad agency executive said in 2012, that “we’re going to have a wonderful time selling to them,” but that door has seemingly been “slammed in their face.”

Economists have long used the Gini index, or Gini coefficient, to measure inequality within nations, with a score of zero being perfect economic equality (everyone getting the same income) and a score of one being perfect economic inequality (one person getting all the income in the nation). In 2009, the most recent calculation available, the Gini coefficient for the United States was 0.47, a 20 percent rise in income disparity over the past forty years, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. Germany (0.27), Italy (0.32), Ireland (0.29), and Sweden (0.23) give some sense of where European nations are in calculations determined between 2005 and 2009. America has become a global outlier in terms of economic equality among the wealthy nations. “We now have a Gini index similar to the Philippines and Mexico—you’d never have imagined that,” says Phyllis Jackson, Procter & Gamble’s vice president of consumer market knowledge for North America. “I don’t think we’ve typically thought about America as a country with big income gaps to this extent.”

American economic inequality is the direst threat to effective democracy, which is premised upon political equality. Timothy Noah calls it the Great Divergence in his illuminating 2012 book of that title. He concludes from his research that there is consensus among most experts about the existence of economic inequality and, increasingly, its causes. It is difficult to reconcile such extreme inequality with anything but a superficial democracy.

Ironically the one issue that best demonstrates that may be inequality itself. Michael Norton of Harvard Business School and Dan Ariely of Duke created a survey to determine what Americans considered a desirable level of inequality in society. They looked at wealth, rather than income; wealth refers basically to one’s capital and savings, so it is the measure of real economic power in a capitalist society. When Ariely and Norton asked thousands of Americans to give their ideal wealth distribution, they described, on average, a nation where the wealth distribution looks not like that of the United States but of
Sweden, only more so—the wealthiest quintile would control just 32 percent of the wealth, the poorest just over 10 percent. In the present-day United States, the top quintile has 84 percent of the wealth, and the poorest has 0.1 percent of the wealth. Even 90 percent of the respondents who voted for George W. Bush in 2004 opted for Swedish wealth distribution. “People dramatically underestimated the extent of wealth inequality in the U.S.,” says Ariely. “And they wanted it to be even more equal” than Sweden’s. Yet despite these values, wealth and income inequality is effectively off the table in American politics—an absolute nonstarter—except for periodic rhetorical flourishes by Democrats when elections draw near. What proposals do get a hearing, like the so-called Buffett rule in 2012—which would have applied a minimum income tax of 30 percent to people making more than a million dollars a year—would have been dream legislation for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in 1965, when the minimum rate for the rich was about 67 percent. Such has been the corruption of American politics since then.

But the problem of economic inequality goes even wider and deeper. A mountain of research has been generated in the past decade on the consequences of growing inequality for the health of American society—or any nation, for that matter. Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett’s *The Spirit Level* has earned justifiable acclaim for its documentation of how increasing inequality—far more than simply the actual amount of wealth in the elites of society—damages almost every measure of well-being, from life expectancy and mental health to violence and human happiness. This is largely true for the very rich, ironically enough, as well as the poor. People and cultures thrive in more egalitarian societies. The Internet may not be responsible for growing inequality, except to the extent that it may be connected to the financialization of the economy, but the digital revolution has done nothing notable to ameliorate the situation.

**Monopoly**

The second destructive factor built into capitalism is its tendency toward monopoly. On the one hand, successful firms get larger and larger over time, so it requires much more capital for newcomers to enter their markets and attempt to seize some of their profits. Larger firms have distinct advantages of scale over smaller firms, and they come to rule the roost. By the twentieth
century, the local owner-operator of capitalist lore, common to the nineteenth century, was replaced by the large national and multinational corporation as the dominant unit in the economy. The owners buy and sell shares in the stock market, while the management is professional and distinct, overseeing a vast bureaucracy and competing in several different product categories. When new industries emerge, as with the Internet, they often go through a manic start-up phase until crystallizing in this manner.

But it is much more than that, as observers beginning with Adam Smith understood. A capitalist’s chance of success is greatly enhanced if she faces less competition. The notion of competitive free markets in the catechism—wherein a firm will lose any superprofits it earns because new competitors will enter the field and increase output, leading to lower prices and lower profits—may be great for economics textbooks and for consumers, but it is a nightmare for any sane capitalist. The dream scenario is to go to market and discover you are the only one selling a product for which there is demand. Then you can set the price, not have it determined for you. This greatly reduces risk and increases profits. That is why so many of the great fortunes have been built on a foundation of near monopoly. “The real key to success” in a capitalist economy, Joseph Stiglitz writes, “is to make sure there won’t ever be competition for a long enough time that one can make a monopoly killing in the meanwhile.”

Pure monopoly, in which one firm sells 100 percent of a product and can scare away or crush any prospective competition, almost never exists. Instead, capitalism tends to evolve into what is called monopolistic competition, or oligopoly. These are markets where a handful of firms dominate output or sales in the industry and have such market power that they can set the price at which their product sells. The key to an oligopoly is that it is very difficult for newcomers to enter the market, no matter how profitable it may be, because of the size and power of the existing players. Under oligopoly there is strong disincentive to engage in price warfare to expand one’s market share, because all the main players are large enough to survive a price war, and all it would do is shrink the size of the industry revenue pie that the firms are fighting over. Indeed, the price in an oligopolistic industry will tend to gravitate toward what it would be in a pure monopoly, so the contenders are fighting for slices of the largest possible revenue pie.

At first blush, this is a pretty accurate picture of the commanding heights of the U.S. economy in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. In few areas
have the claims about the Internet been greater than that it would empower consumers, break down barriers to entry, and create much greater market competition in traditional industries and online. Although some industries have been turned upside down, as a rule the digital era has seen a continued, arguably accelerating, rate of monopoly in the economy. One measure for this is demonstrated by industry concentration ratios, meaning the percentage of sales controlled by a small number of firms. Chart 5 shows that both the number and percent of manufacturing industries (for example, automobile production) that have a four-firm concentration ratio of 50 percent or more have risen dramatically since the mid-1980s, the digital era. More and more industries in the manufacturing sector of the economy are tight oligopolistic or quasi-monopolistic markets characterized by a substantial degree of monopoly. And if anything, the trend is accelerating.

Concentration is also proceeding apace in most other sectors of the economy, such as retail trade, transportation, information, and finance. In 1995 the assets of the six largest bank holding companies (JP Morgan Chase, Bank of America, Citigroup, Wells Fargo, Goldman Sachs, and Morgan...
Stanley—some of which had somewhat different names at that time) had assets equal to 17 percent of U.S. gross domestic product (GDP). By the end of 2006, this total had risen to 55 percent, and by the third quarter of 2010, to 64 percent. In retail, the top fifty firms went from 22.4 percent of all retail sales in 1992 to 33.3 percent in 2007.

The inexorable emergence of monopoly undermines the case for the genius of free markets and has been a highly sensitive issue in economic circles for nearly a century. By 2012 Stiglitz wrote how “some of the most important innovations in business in the last three decades have centered not on making the economy more efficient but on how better to ensure monopoly power.” Friedrich Hayek once insisted, “The price system will fulfill [its] function only if competition prevails, that is, if the individual producer has to adapt himself to price changes and cannot control them.” Warren Buffett provided a real-world description of the economy in 2011: “The single most important decision in evaluating a business is pricing power. If you’ve got the power to raise prices without losing business to a competitor, you’ve got a very good business. And if you have to have a prayer session before raising the price by 10 percent, then you’ve got a terrible business.” For Buffett it is all about monopoly power, not management. “If you own the only newspaper in town, up until the last five years or so, you had pricing power and you didn’t have to go to the office” and worry about management issues.

The consequences for mainstream economics are disastrous if the price mechanism and market competition are removed as the main regulatory mechanisms. The economy will be inefficient and unfair. In general, economists have punted on this issue rather than face up to the reality of Buffett’s world and the implications of Hayek’s concern.

As important and revealing as concentration ratios for industries are, they are of more limited value today than in the past in getting at the full range of monopoly power of the giant corporation. This is because the typical giant firm operates not in just one industry but is a conglomerate, operating in numerous industries. Hence the best way to get an overall picture of the trend toward economic concentration that takes into account the multi-industry nature of the typical giant firm is to look at some measure of aggregate concentration, e.g., the economic status of the two hundred largest firms compared to all firms in the economy.

To put the top two hundred firms in perspective, in 2000 there were 5.5 million corporations, 2 million partnerships, 17.7 million nonfarm sole
proprietorships, and 1.8 million farm sole proprietorships in the U.S. economy.\textsuperscript{47} Chart 6 shows the revenue of the top two hundred U.S. corporations as a percentage of total business revenue in the economy as a whole since 1950. The revenue of the top two hundred corporations has risen substantially, from around 21 percent of total business revenue in 1950 to about 32 percent in 2009.\textsuperscript{48}

The prevalence of oligopoly—or in more popular parlance, corporate power—undermines the case for the marriage of capitalism to democracy. The core argument, made beautifully by Milton Friedman, is that the genius of capitalism for democracy is that it is the one system that separates control over the economy from control over the government. That diffusion of

![Chart 6. Revenue of the top 200 U.S. corporations as a percent of total business revenue](chart6.png)

Source: Data for the top two hundred corporations were extracted from McGraw-Hill’s subsidiary Standard & Poor’s division Capital IQ’s Compustat.com summary “Fundamentals Annual” (accessed Feb. 15, 2011). Total revenue was taken from “Statistics of Income” (SOI) “Corporate Income Tax Returns” Division, Internal Revenue Service, Washington, D.C., 1950–2008. “Total revenues” (REVT in Compustat) and the line item “total receipts” (from the SOI) are equivalent. Since the Compustat North America data set contains only conglomerate-level data for foreign companies operating in the United States; all foreign companies (i.e., those not incorporated in the United States) were dropped from the sample. The data points, which were smoothed using a robust linear smoother, approximate five-year moving averages. Compustat data were extracted via Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS). WRDS was used in preparing this article. This service and the data available thereon constitute valuable intellectual property and trade secrets of WRDS and/or its third-party suppliers.
power creates the space that protects individual freedom, he argued. Even if the government does not like someone, as Friedman pointed out, it cannot prevent that person from gainful employment in the private sector. The crucial element in his analysis is that the private sector is competitive, open, and fluid, and no entrenched monopolies exist to distort the system.

With the rise of giant monopolistic corporations, that separation is compromised. Governance tends to become corrupt; successful politicians and policies are determined by powerful corporate interests. The state and capital effectively merge, with the state geared to the interests of wealth. There are political debates, but the most important ones are when different corporations or sectors are battling each other. During the twentieth century, political scientists posited that labor unions and other organizations representing nonwealthy people could provide a structural balance to offset corporate power and make the governing system responsive to popular concerns. This idea was sometimes called pluralism and probably is a good explanation for many of the progressive victories from the 1930s to the 1970s. Today, with the demise of labor and the ever increasing size and power of corporations, that theory explains why the notion of pluralistic democracy is in such a deep crisis. In 2012, The Economist forecast a wave of corporate mergers and increasing consolidation of monopoly market power. There are few reasons to think that is a positive development for democratic governance.

The ideology of any social order eventually accepts and trumpets the existing system; the prevalence of monopoly is no longer possible to ignore, so it is celebrated by the troubadours of the status quo. “The future of the country,” David Brooks concluded in 2012, “will probably be determined by how well Americans can succeed at being monopolists.” “Don’t you see?” former U.S. Treasury secretary Robert Rubin answered when asked if the big banks, the most controversial of modern megacorporations, should be broken up. “Too big to fail isn’t a problem with the system. It is the system.”

**Advertising**

There is one important development for media, communication, and the Internet that is triggered to a significant extent by the growth of monopoly in the economy: advertising. Modern commercial advertising is not a function of competitive markets, profitable ones into which new businesses can easily
enter, increase output, lower prices, and help the consumer live happily ever after. Such markets tend to have relatively little advertising, because producers can sell all that they produce at the market price, over which they have little or no control. This is why the largely local and competitive U.S. economy prior to the late nineteenth century had little advertising by the standards of the past one hundred years.

Modern persuasion advertising blossomed as a function of less competitive markets where a handful of firms dominate output or sales. Advertising emerges front and center as a major way to increase or protect market share without engaging in destructive profit-damaging price competition. It represents a dramatic change in how capitalism operates, taking it that much further from the catechism. As Paul A. Baran and Paul M. Sweezy put it in 1964:

The purpose of [the corporate] sales effort is no longer merely to promote the sales of commodities the function of which is to satisfy human needs prevailing at any given time. The purpose of his sales effort is to create wants which will generate the demand for [the] product. The monopolistic producer is thus not only in a position to manipulate the price and the volume of his output, he can also adapt the physical properties of his product to the requirements. . . . The sales effort, in other words, develops from an auxiliary of the production process into an integral, and indeed decisively important part of it. What can be sold is no longer what is produced; on the contrary, what is produced is what it is possible to sell. In such a setting the molding of human wants and the designing of products to satisfy them cease to be a result of the objectified forces of the market and become the outcome of a conscious manipulative effort on the part of a relatively small number of monopolistic corporations.54

Advertising became a fully mature industry by the 1920s, accounting for around 2 percent of GDP, at which level it remains to this day.

Advertising, due to its content, has always been a controversial undertaking, one that can make the marketplace seem more absurd than efficient. Under conditions of oligopoly, firms tend to produce similar products and sell them at similar prices. Therefore advertising that emphasizes price and product information can be ineffectual, if not counterproductive. (That type
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Of price and product information advertising can be found in more competitive retail markets, or in classified advertising.) An ad campaign based on “Hey, buy our soft drink because it costs the same and tastes the same as our competitor” probably won’t lead to awards, a promotion, or a long career. Firms exert inordinate effort to create brands that are perceived as different from competitors’, and advertising is crucial in creating the aura surrounding these brands. To be fair, there are occasionally meaningful differences between products, and ad agencies generally welcome the opportunity to promote such a product.

But that is rarely the case. The legendary adman Rosser Reeves was reputed to have repeated the same presentation for years for newly hired copywriters at his Ted Bates advertising agency in the 1960s. He would hold up two identical shiny silver dollars, one in each hand, and would tell his audience in effect: “Never forget that your job is very simple. It is to make people think the silver dollar in my left hand is much more desirable than the silver dollar in my right hand.” Reeves was an advocate of such deceptive advertising stratagems as presenting as new and unique what was actually old and ordinary in a given product. Moreover, much of the product differentiation built into a brand is superficial and not truly related to usefulness, but it provides grist for an ad campaign. “Since most brands are basically not that different,” William Greider writes, “advertising’s fantasies provide as good a reason as any to choose one brand over another.”

Take a look at endless beer ads, soap ads, oil company ads, or ads for countless other products to see the inanity of much advertising. Pabst beer, for example, simultaneously markets itself as a downscale working-class brew, an ironically cool brew for urban hipsters, and as a champagne substitute and signifier of conspicuous consumption in China. “The same beverage means very different things to different people,” as Eli Pariser puts it. Likewise, advertising tends to be expert at playing upon emotions and using fear as a motivational weapon. Television advertising, in particular, uses cultural cues to communicate fairly complex messages in fewer than thirty seconds, exploiting stereotypes and cultural references to pack a lot of meaning into a few fleeting moments. It uses visuals in such a way that if one only reads the text or listens to the words, one will miss the heart of what is being communicated. As more than one critic has emphasized, a recurring theme in much advertising (especially aimed at women) is that you have a problem and the product is the solution. This is not a “radical” critique of advertising per se;
it grows from mainstream microeconomic theory. It is “obvious” that “many ads provide essentially no information,” University of Chicago economists Gary S. Becker and Kevin M. Murphy wrote in 1993. “Rather, they entertain, create favorable associations between sexual allure and the products advertised, instill discomfort in people not consuming products popular with athletes, beauties, and other elites, and in other ways induce people to want the products.”

The nature of oligopolistic advertising leads to two paradoxes. First, the more alike the products are and the more similar the prices, the more the firms must advertise to convince people they are different. Becker and Murphy note the irony that many of the most heavily advertised products “surely usually convey very little information.” The second paradox of advertising is that the more firms advertise to distinguish themselves from their competition, the more commercial clutter there is in the media and culture. As a result, firms are forced to increase their advertising even more to get through the clutter and reach the public. If there is anything close to an iron law in advertising, it is this: repetition works; the more exposure to a brand’s advertising the better. This follows from the conclusion drawn from social science research: people are more inclined to believe what they have heard before. It doesn’t guarantee success, but it increases the odds considerably.

Put all together, these forces spread advertising constantly into every available nook, cranny, and crevice of society in order to sell their products. Advertising is the advance army of capitalism. Although there is considerable debate about how effective any particular ad or ad campaign may be, there is no doubt that advertising as a whole is a dominant cultural force in the United States. Advertising is, as Mark Crispin Miller once put it, the most sophisticated system of applied propaganda in the world.

Traditional economics, enmeshed in its free-market models, has paid little attention to advertising and has traditionally regarded it as wasteful, a sign of monopoly. In 1960 the Swiss free-market apostle Wilhelm Ropke launched a famous attack on “soulless” advertising that was laying waste to the genius of capitalism. The best defense of modern advertising is that it stimulates consumer demand and keeps the corporate capitalist economy functioning. If one does not regard corporate capitalism as mandatory regardless of the costs, the case for advertising weakens.

One of the initial claims for the Internet, which will be discussed in
chapters 4 and 5, was that it would eliminate advertising by providing easy access to legitimate consumer information that would make commercial propaganda look ridiculous. It was one of the loudest claims about how the Internet would radically improve our lives and culture, at least for those not enthralled by commercialism. Correspondingly, the problem of how to make the Internet advertising friendly bewildered and obsessed Madison Avenue for much of the 1990s. In some respects, this conflict was a test of what values would drive the course of the Internet.

I will not keep you in suspense. Advertising won, and the hypercommercialization of our culture proceeds swiftly. Corporations cynically use “cause-related marketing,” linking their brands to some socially worthy project, to “tug at consumer heartstrings.” Inger Stole notes the irony that the same corporations that have battled successfully to denude the public sector of the resources it needs to tackle social problems turn around and offer to address the same problems as part of marketing campaigns, with dubious outcomes that do only one thing for certain: commercialize public life. Michael J. Sandel documents the spread of commercialism and argues that arresting and reversing its growth is a fundamental need if the United States is to have a credible civic culture and a functional democracy.

Advertising devotes considerable resources to linking brands to people’s emotions and deep wiring. Its function, writes Yale’s Robert E. Lane, “is to increase people’s dissatisfaction with any current state of affairs.” The key is to gain the “irrational edge.” “We are encouraged to act on impulse and fantasy instead of reason,” the economist Jeffrey Sachs wrote in 2011 in a discussion of advertising’s power.

We need to understand that the difficulty of maintaining our balance in a media-rich economy is even greater than we might have supposed even ten or fifteen years ago. The advances in modern neurobiology and psychology have revealed a level of human vulnerability that would have surprised even Freud and Bernays. . . . Within one generation, Americans have displayed a shocking array of addictive behaviors (smoking, overeating, TV watching, gambling, shopping, borrowing, and much more) and loss of self-control. These unhealthy behaviors surely have reached a macro-economic scale and raise deep questions about our well-being in an era of relentless advertising and excess.
Sachs developed a commercialism index to judge the advanced nations on how commercialized their media and cultures were and then compare that judgment to measurements of overall public well-being and the common good. The correlation was strong: nations that were the most commercialized also had the sharpest signs of being societies with disorderly public and civic life. The United States topped the list as most commercialized and most socially backward.\textsuperscript{74}

One can only imagine what sort of incredible society we might live in if the same resources and talent that go to commercial indoctrination went to education in the arts and sciences, liberal values, and critical thinking. Would self-government be on stronger footing then? The point is not that the firms that advertise are morally bankrupt; rather it is a reflection of an economic system that makes such expenditures mandatory, regardless of their cultural impact.

\textbf{Technology and Growth}

For readers of a book about the digital revolution, the third and final characteristic to be found in capitalist economies at all levels is no surprise: it is the endless drive to develop new technologies. Capitalists have tremendous incentive to use technology to increase productivity and gain an advantage over their competition. If a firm fails to do so and its competition beats it to the punch, the firm could be in trouble. Hence technological change is built right into the system and always will be. To make a comparison to precapitalist times, there has arguably been more technological change in the world in the week before you read these words than there was in any randomly selected century before 1700.

Technology also points up how distasteful the free-market catechism is to actual capitalists. In the catechism, a firm that innovates gets to make superprofits for a brief period, but then every other firm copies the product, new firms enter the fray, and the firm loses its profit advantage. What fun is that? (To some extent, patents allow firms to keep a monopoly advantage for a certain period of time, but not all innovations can be protected by patents. I turn to this problem in chapters 4 and 5.) The best protection for a firm’s technological innovation is being in an oligopoly. Then the firms can increase productivity and lower costs, but the price of the product need not
The increased net revenues go into the pockets of the firms, and maybe some might go to the workers if they have a union.

Technology is central to growth, and growth is central to capitalism. It is one economic system that delivers serious increases in output over time, to some extent because the system requires economic growth to survive. When a capitalist economy stops growing or shrinks for even a brief period, it is in a recession. If shrinkage continues for any length of time, it’s in a depression. This is an existential question for a capitalist economy. As with the individual firm, the mantra for the system is Grow or Die.

That is easier said than done.

Capitalists invest only if they think there is a reasonable chance that they can make a profit; otherwise it is better to keep the capital out of circulation rather than risk losing it. However, what is rational for an individual capitalist is irrational for the system as a whole. If a number of capitalists withdraw, they undermine demand for all products, and soon more capitalists suspend investment. This is a recession, and it is a part of a business cycle that has always existed under capitalism. Of course, recessions end when conditions change—ventories run down, wages fall, bad debt is cleared off the books—and generally turn into booms.

Even at the business cycle’s peak, as contemporary Americans know well, it will not necessarily gravitate to full employment. Instead, as John Maynard Keynes posited in his *General Theory*, the logical resting spot for an advanced capitalist economy may be with significant unemployment and unused capacity. The business cycle may “peak” with millions unemployed and incomes in decline. A major conclusion of Keynesian economics was the need for an increased role of the government in the economy. If private investment was not forthcoming, the government could borrow (or use taxation to get) capital lying fallow, spend it, stimulate the economy, and thereby provide markets to stimulate private investment.

This approach worked for many decades, such that the initial 1930s concern about stagnation was put on the back burner. Since the 1930s, the number-one job of the government has been to prevent depressions and foster a growing economy, and all political careers are judged by that one issue more than any other. Of course there are any number of areas where governments could spend to stimulate the economy. Left to Lord Keynes or to me—or, I suspect, most people in an open debate—the spending would have gone to schools, public transit, health care, parks, and the like. In the
United States, however, the one area of government spending that has proven to have no powerful enemies in the business or political class, and many strong allies there, is military spending. Beginning in the 1940s, it became a massive component of the American economy. In 2012 it accounted for a trillion dollars annually in the federal budget when all the various wars, intelligence budgets, interest payments, and other expenses were added up, and it is a sacred cow. How much it continues to stimulate the economy is a matter of debate; that it did so for decades is not controversial.

By the 1970s, the Keynesian policy solutions to stagnation were less effective, and the system slipped into a decade of slump and readjustment. A crucial factor that kept the economy afloat since the 1980s was the massive increase in debt. Now that option has been played out, and the United States, by most accounts, is looking at growth for the next decade at rates lower than any decade since the Great Depression.

Some economists and historians argue that major new technologies like the railroad and the automobile played a crucial role in stimulating investment and propelling the economy for decades to growth rates higher than
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they would have been otherwise. One of the great political economic questions concerning the Internet has been whether it would do this too. This hope was the basis for the commotion over the New Economy in the 1990s. On the one hand, the commanding heights of corporate capitalism today are digital. Investment has flooded the Internet and information technology. On the other hand, the evidence that this is translating into any sort of economic growth surge to date is underwhelming.

Stagnation is here, and that is bad news for most people. The evidence also suggests that the greater the degree of inequality in the economy, the greater the likelihood of slower economic growth and stagnation. History suggests that we may be entering tumultuous times.80 When capitalist economies stagnate, they put severe pressure on democratic states and society as a whole. As Paul Krugman notes, “it would be foolish to minimize the dangers a prolonged slump poses to democratic values and institutions.”81 After much suffering, this can lead to periods of significant reform and renewal or to periods of reaction, even barbarism.

Government and Markets

Perhaps the most striking blind spot in the catechism is the manner in which it treats the government, or what academics like to call the state. In the catechism, the state plays no particularly important role in the economy and is generally hostile to the market and profit making. The state is on the sidelines while the private sector produces wealth, and then the state is tempted to gunk up the process with taxation and regulation.

On the contrary, government took an active role in the economy long before the Great Depression. In fact, government has been foundational in the creation of a market economy and making the profit system possible. Beyond setting up laws to protect private property and investment, controlling currency, and setting tariffs and the terms of trade, the government has played the central role of coordinating the building of the nation’s infrastructure. This includes both transportation and communication—roads, canals, railroads, postal systems, the telegraph, and much more. The complexity and extent of such infrastructure projects preclude private interests from accomplishing them without heavy coordination and support by the state. Alfred DuPont Chandler Jr., arguably the greatest American business historian,
credits the creation of the modern transportation and communication infrastructure in the nineteenth century as the primary development that led to the creation of modern corporate capitalism as we know it.  

The task of providing an infrastructure for the market economy has grown in the past century—now including bridges, water systems, sewage and waste systems, dams, airports, and public utilities that form the backbone of economic activity. Increasingly, Americans understand that the Internet and broadband access are necessary parts of our infrastructure, as so much of our economic activity has shifted online.

What governments do will determine not just whether a society has a capitalist economy, but also what type of capitalism a society will have. It is true that in any capitalist society there is going to be powerful pressure to open up areas that can be profitably exploited by capital, regardless of the social costs. After all, capitalists—by definition, given their economic power—exercise inordinate political power. But it is not a given that all areas will be subjected to the market. Indeed, many areas in nature and human existence cannot be so subjected without destroying the fabric of life itself, and large portions of capitalist societies have historically been and remain largely outside the capital accumulation process. One could think of religion, education, romance, elections, research, and national defense as examples, although capital is pressing to colonize those where it can. Few, if any, religious conservatives have considered the implications of the family possibly being the most anticapitalist institution in history, even though the most successful families operate by the communist maxim, “From each according to his ability, to each according to his need.”

Many important political debates in a capitalist society are concerned with determining where the pursuit of profit will be allowed to rule and where it will not. At their most rational and most humane, capitalist societies tend to preserve large noncommercial sectors, including health care and old-age pensions, that are highly profitable when turned over to commercial interests. At the very least, the more democratic a capitalist society is, the more likely it is for there to be credible public debates on these matters.

Over the years, economists have generated a few concepts or tools to understand flaws in markets and thereby define a proper role for the state to address these problems and strengthen the capitalist economy. These are all of central importance for understanding media and the Internet. One such area is what economists call externalities. These are the costs and benefits of
market transactions that are not borne by the buyer or seller. Pollution, or overall environmental degradation, is the classic negative externality. Neither the purchaser of automobiles nor the producer of automobiles has had to factor the immense environmental cost of automobiles into the price of the product, so the market cannot address pollution. Society pays these costs because they are external to the market. As a rule, markets are considered to be inefficient and inappropriate if there are large negative externalities or potentially large and valuable positive externalities the market has no interest in generating.84

Government spending is often used in areas where it can generate large positive externalities or where it will prevent or minimize negative developments. Public education is a classic case. Good public schools will lead to a more educated society with a higher standard of living and a more developed culture. This benefits everyone, even people who do not have children in public schools. The loss of the positive externality would produce consequences no one would want: lower economic growth, more crime, social insecurity, and the like.85 It is why people support public education and why many of the founders of our nation put such emphasis upon it.

Advertising, as Sachs points out, has large negative externalities that are not being addressed. Journalism is chock-full of powerful externalities. Tremendous journalism that informs and engages people leads to more efficient and effective governance, a healthier economy, and a vibrant culture. All our lives will be fuller and richer. It will benefit everyone, even people who elect not to consume journalism directly. Likewise, if the market downgrades and corrupts journalism, it will produce an ignorant citizenry with resultant corruption and misery. We will all suffer as a result. This is the scenario unfolding at present. Understanding journalism as having important externalities does not tell us what specific policy or policies to employ, but it tells us how to think constructively about the policy-making process.

A related and arguably more important concept from economics is the notion of public goods. It refers to materials or benefits that cannot be effectively excluded from use by consumers who do not “pay” for them and can be used by one person without reducing their availability to another.86 National defense and anti-epidemic public health services are generally offered as examples of public goods. We need to be defended, and we need to have measures taken to prevent pandemics, but it is impossible for individuals to purchase these, despite their importance. Moreover, few would
pay for national defense voluntarily if someone else will do so; they would prefer to get the “free ride” by living in the same country. No one wants to be a chump. So no business can produce and sell this good. Either we all have it, or no one has it. It is something society needs, but the market cannot produce it in sufficient quantity or quality. It requires collective action.

The more a good or service has public-good attributes, the more there is a need for the government to play a role in creating policies to encourage production of that good and to share the expense equitably. That does not mean that there is not a role for commercial players and market forces, but the government plays quarterback, or the game never gets moving. It is a matter for policy deliberation and debate. Also, as Diane Ravitch astutely chronicles, the experience with education reform in the United States has demonstrated over the past two decades that innately unprofitable public goods like education do not lend themselves to “market discipline.” If they did, they would have been profitable operations in the first place. Subjecting a public good like education to commercial logic is generally disastrous, though for those steeped in the catechism, this can be a difficult point to grasp.

Public-good theory is valuable in several ways for understanding media and the Internet. Over-the-air broadcasting as it has been practiced is a public good. Whether three or 300 million people watch a program does not change the cost of producing that program or affect the satisfaction of individual viewers. There is no incentive to produce programs, because no one will pay you for them when they can watch them for free. Most nations solved this problem by using public money to create broadcasting content available to all. In the United States, advertising emerged as the means to support content and make broadcasting viable.

The Internet, too, has strong attributes of a public good, and has undermined the “private good” attributes of old media. Internet service providers obviously can exclude people, but the actual content—the value, the ideas—can be shared with no loss of value for the consumer. It is also extremely inexpensive and easy to share material. Sharing is built into the culture and practices of the Web and has made it difficult for the subscription model to be effective. It explains much of the problem the film and music industries are having with the Internet, as well as firms that produce journalism. Even if advertising is going to subsidize media content on the Internet as it did for broadcasting—a big if that I turn to in chapters 5 and 6—it may
do so with such large negative externalities that we may wish to limit it. In any case, we are in a situation where we may learn from public-good theory.

For economic activities that are public goods and/or that have powerful positive externalities, it can be difficult, even impossible, for people to use the marketplace to express their desires for the good or service. How does one demonstrate in the marketplace that one wants national defense or public health? What goods do you buy? It cannot be done. Sometimes people want to have goods and are willing to pay for them even if they do not ever plan to use them. The market strikes out there too. Research with working-class Americans demonstrates that a large number of them want public broadcasting and are willing to pay taxes to support it even if they do not plan to watch it themselves.\(^{88}\) They want it for their children or just to know there is somewhere to turn for noncommercial programming. It is therefore a popular use of government funds.\(^{89}\) I suspect the same thing is and will be true of journalism. Even people who do not regularly consume journalism like the idea that it exists, that people are reporting on government, economics, and the news of the day. They would be willing to pay to see that journalism thrives even if they, for whatever reason, do not themselves plan to partake of it.

Revisiting the Relationship of Capitalism to Democracy

With this foundation, let’s turn to the relationship of economics to politics and look at the American experience. The catechism provides a more accurate picture of the American economy in the first half of the nineteenth century, at least in the Northern states, than it does of more recent times. It is revealing, then, to see how the relationship of the economy to the government and political system has changed since the catechism went from some semblance of reality to being mostly mythology. The key to effective democracy has always been clear. “Democracy [is] when the indigent, and not the men of property, are the rulers,” Aristotle observed in his *Politics*. “If liberty and equality . . . are chiefly to be found in democracy, they will be best attained when all persons alike share in the government to the utmost.”\(^{90}\)

Notice that Aristotle was writing about democracy and republics some two millennia before anyone had ever uttered the term *capitalism* or understood
it as an economic system. Notice, too, that Aristotle emphasizes the tension between democracy and property. It was always understood this way prior to capitalism; democracy was all about empowering men without property, and inegalitarian property ownership was democracy’s mortal enemy. As democracy emerged in the United States and elsewhere, it was rare that wealthy property owners led the fight for its expansion; they were sometimes dragged along kicking and screaming. Many of the champions of American democracy and civil liberties—from Tom Paine and Eugene Debs to Martin Luther King Jr.—tended to be people on the left of their political spectrums, detested by many of those with property.

The founders of the republic and the people who fought for freedom from Britain included elements that were unsympathetic to the idea of democracy, and it is not hard to locate slaveholders and hypocrites among the most prominent. That being said, it is striking how truly revolutionary the American Revolution was. The people who rose up did so inspired by the words of Thomas Paine, and the commitment to egalitarian politics was astonishing for the time. The historian Gordon S. Wood said it was as radical in the late eighteenth century as Marxism would be in the nineteenth century. Equality meant more than formal political or legal equality, Noah Webster remarked in 1787. It required “a general and tolerably equal distribution of landed property” and therefore genuine economic autonomy. Such a political economy would render severe inequality, corruption, and tyranny far less likely and be most likely to promote liberty and popular, effective self-government. A localized, competitive, and mostly one-class market economy was the foundation of Jefferson’s and Paine’s conceptions of an ideal democratic political economy, and Lincoln’s as well.

Slavery and feudalism by their very nature are inhospitable to anything remotely close to democracy. The emerging market economy in the United States in the early nineteenth century, specifically the Northern states, was far more conducive to egalitarian politics, for property ownership was spread widely and a large portion of the workforce was self-employed as farmers, mechanics, tradesmen, or merchants. As modern capitalism developed, corporations replaced the small-scale entrepreneurs, employed a large property-less working class, and generated massive fortunes unimaginable in earlier times, undermining the political economy most conducive to American democracy. Inequality mushroomed, poverty deepened, and there was tremendous incentive for commercial interests to use their power, at times illicitly,
to have the government advance their interests at the expense of the balance of the citizenry. This process began to grow in the middle third of the nineteenth century during the great industrial revolution, and it exploded in the decades after the Civil War, the infamous Gilded Age.

The rise of great fortunes and the attendant political influence of big business horrified Lincoln. His first State of the Union Address in December 1861—arguably the most important speech of his political career to that point—was given as the Civil War had begun and the Union was in a fight for its survival. The eyes of the nation, even the world, were upon him. Lincoln understandably dedicated most of the address to a discussion of the war and its importance. Then, astonishingly, he sounded the alarm about a problem far from the battlefield: “In my present position I could scarcely be justified were I to omit raising a warning voice against this approach of returning despotism.” The despotism that so concerned Lincoln was “the effort to place capital on an equal footing with, if not above, labor in the structure of government.” Lincoln elaborated on the notion: “Labor is prior to and independent of capital. Capital is only the fruit of labor, and could never have existed if labor had not first existed. Labor is the superior of capital, and deserves much the higher consideration.” In particular, it was imperative that the wealthy not be permitted to have undue influence over the government.

No men living are more worthy to be trusted than those who toil up from poverty; none less inclined to take or touch aught which they have not honestly earned. Let them beware of surrendering a political power which they already possess, and which if surrendered will surely be used to close the door of advancement against such as they and to fix new disabilities and burdens upon them till all of liberty shall be lost.93

It did not take long for Lincoln’s warning to look prescient. In 1887 the retired nineteenth president of the United States, Rutherford B. Hayes, observed,

... it is time for the public to hear that the giant evil and danger in this country, the danger which transcends all others, is the vast wealth owned or controlled by a few persons. Money is power. In Congress, in state legislatures, in city councils, in the courts, in the political
conventions, in the press, in the pulpit, in the circles of the educated and the talented, its influence is growing greater and greater. Excessive wealth in the hands of the few means extreme poverty, ignorance, vice, and wretchedness as the lot of the many.

Recalling Lincoln’s stirring defense in the Gettysburg Address of the Civil War’s appalling carnage as only justifiable if it protected democracy, Hayes wrote, “This is a government of the people, by the people, and for the people no longer. It is a government by the corporations, of the corporations, and for the corporations.” Paul Buhle, a leading historian of the American left, states that it was in this period, the 1880s, that capitalism was arguably most threatened by a popular uprising. Future Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis captured a growing attitude: “We may have democracy, or we may have wealth concentrated in the hands of a few, but we can’t have both.”

It is worth noting that in addition to inequality, some of the framers understood one other phenomenon as a contributor to inequality and cancerous for self-government: militarism. This has been a concern since ancient Greece and Rome. James Madison thought it arguably the single gravest threat to the republic—one reason why the Constitution has such strict rules to be followed before the nation can go to war and strict prohibition on military involvement domestically. As he put it,

Of all the enemies of true liberty, war is, perhaps, the most to be dreaded, because it comprises and develops the germ of every other. War is the parent of armies; from these proceed debts and taxes; and armies, and debts, and taxes are the known instruments for bringing the many under the domination of the few. In war, too, the discretionary power of the Executive is extended; its influence in dealing out offices, honors and emoluments is multiplied; and all the means of seducing the minds, are added to those of subduing the force, of the people. The same malignant aspect in republicanism may be traced in the inequality of fortunes, and the opportunities of fraud, growing out of a state of war, and in the degeneracy of manner and of morals, engendered in both. No nation can preserve its freedom in the midst of continual warfare.

More prescient or brilliant words have rarely been written. By the second half of the twentieth century, the United States became the leading military
power in the world, and by the beginning of the twenty-first century, the most dominant military power in world history. Militarism also produces a great dilemma for modern journalism and has meant that the military played a far larger role in the development and management of the Internet than is generally recognized. I return to these issues in chapter 5.

**Corporate Capitalism and Weak Democracy**

The democratic state always has the potential to implement policies that benefit the whole population at the expense of those owning large amounts of property. This was a central concern of many of the republic’s founders, who feared that those fighting the revolution might get too carried away with the idea of democracy. Although Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Paine forcefully advocated universal male suffrage, theirs was a minority position. “They who have no voice nor vote in the electing of representatives,” Franklin observed, “do not enjoy liberty, but are absolutely enslaved to those who have votes.”

Even for white males, Madison feared and opposed universal suffrage, while John Adams was downright hostile to it. If men without property could vote, Adams stated, “an immediate revolution would ensue.”

John Jay, the first chief justice, was hardly outside the mainstream when he stated, “Those who own the country ought to govern it.” Some of the greatest political fights in American history have been over extending the franchise. The threat to property and the emerging corporate order became more pressing with the advent of universal adult suffrage, in the northern United States by the third decade of the twentieth century and in the South with the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

This threat has generally been contained, though many of the most progressive government programs in the past century, from the right to organize unions to Social Security and Medicare, came about when those without property organized to force the state to accede to their wishes. Much of the stuff of politics in the United States ultimately resolves to this calculus.

Why, despite seeming to have the numbers on their side, haven’t popular forces been more successful in the United States historically, and why are they an abject failure in more recent times? Why were the 1880s the high-water mark for resistance to capitalism? Above I highlighted the crucial role organized labor plays in advancing popular politics. To some extent the
question becomes in part, why has organized labor been incapable of being more effective politically?

The answers to these questions could consume many volumes, and there has been no small amount of scholarship on them. For our purposes, two points are important. First, precisely when the corporate political economy consolidated a century ago, there emerged the institution of public relations. PR is a complex matter. On the one hand, as Alex Carey points out, PR addresses the fundamental political problem of the times: how can concentrated wealth protect its privileges in a political world where the vast majority of eligible voters have strong interests in policies that may attack or even eliminate the prerogatives of the wealthy? In this sense PR serves the role of banging out a strong drumbeat extolling the virtues of business and capitalism and denigrating labor and government social programs. As Carey put it, the point of PR was “to take the risk out of democracy” for those who owned the country.101

However, public relations explicitly implemented along these lines—by trade associations like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers—is only a smidgen of the PR output. The lion’s share of PR funds are spent for specific political/commercial purposes. PR is produced by those who are lobbying the government and need to massage public opinion, to the extent public opinion might influence the regulation and policies the special interest wants (or does not want) from the government. Anyone can do it, including labor and nonprofit groups, but the big money comes from corporations and corporate trade associations that have a lot at stake in how the government treats them.102 This PR generally reinforces the themes Carey outlines: business good, markets good, government bad, labor very bad. Sometimes PR is a component of a traditional advertising campaign, where the goal is the sale of the company’s products.

There is one other crucial component of public relations: it takes advantage of the conventions of professional journalism so that PR comes to provide the basis for a significant percentage of the “news” stories. One of the reasons the amount of PR is less appreciated than, say, advertising, is that PR tends to be much more effective if it is done surreptitiously. If the ten greatest PR campaigns of all time are widely recognized by the public, then they probably do not belong on the list of the ten greatest PR campaigns of all times.103 The opposite is the case, obviously, with the ten greatest advertising campaigns of all time.
The combination of public relations and advertising has made our times the golden age of insincere communication, or you can insert the barnyard epithet of your choice. It promotes the view that one says what needs to be said to get what one wants. The truth is whatever you can get people to believe. It is a toxic environment for democracy, and it fans the flames of cynicism.

It therefore contributes to a second development in the past century: the increase in depoliticization. Americans simply are less interested in politics, at least if most measures, including voter turnout, are consulted. Depoliticization is not necessarily seen as a bad thing by society’s leaders; it is implicitly understood that if a disproportionate percentage of lower-income people do not get involved in politics, the wealthy benefit. In 1975, an elite business-intellectual group, the Trilateral Commission, released a report titled *The Crisis of Democracy*, which concluded that “the effective operation of a democratic political system usually requires some measure of apathy and noninvolvement on the part of some individuals and groups.” Paul Weyrich, founder of the Heritage Foundation and one of the great organizers of the corporate right since the 1970s, put it bluntly in a 1980 speech to conservative activists: “I don’t want everybody to vote . . . our leverage in the elections quite candidly goes up as the voting populace goes down.”

In recent times, voting turnouts range from 15 to 60 percent of voting-age adults, depending upon the location and the election. If the figure gets near or over 60 percent, people start doing backflips about how tuned in to democracy people are getting. In the late nineteenth century, for comparison’s sake, 78.5 percent of eligible voters participated in presidential elections, 84 percent if one excludes the South. In 1896, for example, arguably the most sharply defined election in American history because of the brief Populist takeover of the Democratic Party’s national ticket under William Jennings Bryan, a whopping 95 percent of Michigan’s eligible voters went to the polls. Even more striking is which sectors of society have stopped voting: it is disproportionately poor people. Nor is this a recent development. V.O. Key’s trailblazing research in the 1950s demonstrated the class bias in voting turnout—rich people often voted at nearly twice the rate of poor people—in the first half of the twentieth century. Charts 8 and 9 provide graphic detail, breaking the adult population into six roughly equal groups by income levels.

As far back as the 1970s, research by scholars like Walter Dean Burnham
lent credence to the notion that if Americans of all income levels voted at the same rate as most northern European nations, the nation would be electing governments with greater sympathy to social democratic policies and to the left of anything the United States had ever seen.\textsuperscript{108} Research demonstrates that Americans have not moved to the right on a battery of core political issues since the 1970s; indeed, they may be more progressive.\textsuperscript{109} James K. Galbraith’s research shows that as economic inequality increases, voter turnout among the poor and working class tends to decrease.\textsuperscript{110}

C.B. Macpherson was among the first to grasp how a duopolistic party system in a modern capitalist society like the United States will tend to provide a “competition between elites,” which “formulate the issues.”\textsuperscript{111} The basics
of the political economy are agreed upon by the two parties and are off the table for public debate or discussion. In Macpherson’s view, the two-party system was ideal for the production of citizen apathy and depoliticization—especially among those at the bottom end of the economic spectrum—and the maintenance of elite rule. As extraordinary recent research by Martin Gilens as well as by Kay Lehman Schlozman, Sidney Verba, and Henry E. Brady demonstrates, the widespread apathy among the poor, working class, and middle class has a rational foundation: the evidence is clear that they have virtually no influence over politicians and policies compared to corporations and the wealthy.¹¹²

The catechism has nothing to say about the caliber of American democracy, depoliticization, or public relations, Nor do most of the people who write exegeses about the Internet. They take the existing state of affairs as the natural order of things and as “democracy.” Anything else, apparently, is pie-in-the-sky stuff and not part of grown-up conversations. The bar has been set so low that most Americans have only a hollowed-out notion of democracy: the act of voting for politicians you know little or nothing about, who probably will ignore you to the extent you are one of the few who has any idea
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what the key issues are. We are a long way from the vision of Paine or Franklin or Lincoln. Thomas Jefferson made the same case, arguing that merely voting for representatives was far from sufficient. “Every day,” he wrote, a citizen must be a “participator in the government of affairs.”

If the Internet is worth its salt, if it is to achieve the promise of its most euphoric celebrants and assuage the concerns of its most troubled skeptics, it has to be a force for raising the tide of democracy. That means it must help arrest the forces that promote inequality, monopoly, hypercommercialism, corruption, depoliticization, and stagnation. To do so would put the Internet in the crosshairs of really existing capitalism. That is the conflict I examine in the balance of this book.
How Can the Political Economy of Communication Help Us Understand the Internet?

While the catechism presents a superficial and misleading picture of capitalism and condones a weak democracy, the commercial media system in the United States supplements this with its own catechism. It goes something like this:

Commercial media compete with each other to satisfy audience demands. Competition forces commercial media to comply, or else a competitor will steal their market and force them out of business. As a result, the system “gives the people what they want.” As for journalism, it too has the threat of competition to keep the firms in line. But there commercial pressures can be a problem, so the most important development is the rise of independent professional reporters committed to unbiased, objective news. The key to the success of both the entertainment and journalism components of the media system is that they be competitive and part of the private sector, not controlled by the government. If there is anything that is beyond debate, it is that government involvement with media is dangerous and should be avoided at all costs. A free press is the key to a free society, and the free market is the foundation of a free press and a healthy democratic culture.

As with the broader catechism from chapter 2, this vision of a free media system is pretty much accepted by most observers and is then adapted to digital technology. Although this vision of a free press has some accurate and attractive components, it is dubious for effective understanding and action with regard to the Internet or all media. As valuable as political economy is for shedding light on capitalism and on the relationship of capitalism to democracy, it cannot provide in its traditional form the basis for more than
a cursory critique of this notion of a free media system. Fortunately, there is a subfield of political economy—the political economy of communication (PEC)—that is ideally suited to address most of the central issues surrounding the digital revolution in considerable detail.¹

The PEC brings communication into the picture alongside capitalism and democracy. It evaluates media and communication systems by determining how they affect political and social power in society and whether they are, on balance, forces for or against democracy and successful self-government. This critical or explicit normative basis distinguishes it from related fields like media economics or media law. Those fields, like mainstream economics, take the United States as it is, for better or worse, and regard themselves as neutral regarding the status quo, so they give little critical thought to the system as a whole. This neutrality generally resolves into a tacit acceptance of the status quo and the existing power structure as the appropriate one for a free society.

The PEC has two general lines of inquiry. First, it examines the institutions, subsidies, market structures, firms, support mechanisms, and labor practices that define a media or communication system. The way media markets actually operate has little in common with the free-market catechism, so bromides about competition and the invisible hand are of mostly ideological value. The PEC strives to provide a more accurate understanding of media markets and the true role of the government. It examines how these structural and institutional factors shape the content of media and how communication systems function in society. Political economists of communication take a keen interest in evaluating the caliber of journalism produced by the commercial news media system.

Second, the PEC emphasizes the foundational role of government policies in establishing media systems, even commercial profit-driven systems. The PEC studies and assesses how communication policies have been debated and determined, and it has a strong historical component looking at how media policies and systems were created in the past. Communication policy debates are the nucleus of the atom, and if media systems are to be reformed or changed, this is where one must go.

Both elements of the PEC, in my view, provide an indispensable way to understand how the Internet has developed, what the great issues have been and are, and what options remain before us. The PEC cannot provide all the
answers to all the questions, but it can at least contribute a useful context to provide a basis for answers to most of them.

The ABCs of the PEC

The place to start is to understand media as a problem for society. By problem I mean its first definition in Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary: “a question raised for inquiry, consideration, or solution.” The media, in this sense, are a political problem, and an unavoidable one at that. Media systems of one sort or another are going to exist, and they do not fall from the sky. The policies, structures, subsidies, and institutions that are created to control, direct, and regulate the media will be responsible for the logic and nature of the media system. Understood this way, the manner in which a society decides how to structure the media system, how it elects to solve the problem of the media, becomes of paramount importance. These policy debates will often determine the contours and values of the media system that then produces the content of media that are visible to all.

The problem of the media exists in all societies, regardless of their structure. A society does not approach the problem with a blank page; the range of options is influenced by the political economic structure, cultural traditions, and the available communication technologies, among other things. In dictatorships and authoritarian regimes, the problem is solved by those in power, with the transparent goal of generating a media system that supports their domination of the nation and minimizes the possibility of effective opposition. The direct link between control over the media and control over the society is self-evident. In formally democratic societies, too, the same tension exists between those who hold power and those who do not, but the battle assumes different forms. Media are at the center of struggles for power and control in any society, and this is arguably even more often the case in democratic nations, where the issue is more up for grabs.

The PEC is oriented toward solving the problem of the media in a way that produces a media system most conducive to democratic values. There is no one answer to this problem, and the more study, debate, and experimentation, the better the answers will be. Due to circumstances, the PEC tends to highlight the problems associated with the dominant commercial media
system. Raymond Williams, the great Welsh scholar, pioneered discussions about the necessity of reforming media systems as part of building a more just, humane, and democratic society. His trailblazing work in the 1960s and early 1970s made the replacement of commercial media systems and structures a central part of the modern democratic political project. As early as 1962, in a pamphlet for the Fabian Society, Williams argued that creating nonprofit and noncommercial media structures was a necessary part of modern democracy.\(^3\) That Williams was considered among the most important scholars of communication in the English-speaking world only elevated the importance of his claims and concerns.

In my view, the most influential concept that has guided the PEC is the notion of the public sphere. The term is drawn from the work of the German scholar Jürgen Habermas, who argued that a crucial factor in the democratic revolutions of modern times has been the emergence of an independent realm, a public sphere, a commons, where citizens could meet to discuss and debate politics as equals free of government scrutiny or interference.\(^4\) The media have come to assume the role of the public sphere in the United States (and elsewhere). The logic of the public-sphere argument is to emphasize the importance of having a media system independent of both the state and the dominant corporate economic institutions. This insight has transcended much of the left’s difficulty in being critical of the government in principle and the conventional refusal to contemplate the core problems brought on by corporate control and advertising. The public-sphere reasoning rejects the notion that our two choices are Rupert Murdoch or Joseph Stalin. For a generation it has provided a democratic road map and blasted open a way of thinking about a third way—an independent nonprofit and/or small-business sector—as the necessary democratic media system. As with public-good theory, it does not tell which policies to employ, but it provides a valuable framework for thinking about appropriate policy making.\(^5\)

Policies are crucial to establishing media systems, and governments have the capacity to change policies and media systems, but they do so only on rare historical occasions. Indeed, it is so rare that most people understandably do not realize that the right to change these policies and systems even exists. What accounts for that? This is where critical junctures are important.

The idea of critical junctures helps explain how social change works: there are rare, brief periods in which dramatic changes are debated and
enacted drawing from a broad palette of options, followed by long periods in which structural or institutional change is slow and difficult. “Critical junctures are rare events in the development of an institution,” as Giovanni Capoccia and R. Daniel Kelemen put it; “the normal state of an institution is either one of stability or one of constrained, adaptive change.” During a critical juncture, which usually lasts no more than one or two decades, the range of options for society is much greater than it is otherwise. Ideas that were once verboten or unthinkable are suddenly on the table. The decisions made during such a period establish institutions and rules that put society on a course that will be difficult to change for decades or generations.

This notion of critical junctures is increasingly accepted in history and the social sciences. It has proven valuable for thinking broadly about society-wide fundamental social change, and also as a way to understand fundamental change within a specific sector, like media and communication. Most of our major institutions in media are the result of such critical junctures; once one has passed, the existing media regime is on stable ground, and its legitimacy and permanence are largely unquestioned. In times like those, communication policy debates tend to support the dominant institutions and attract little public awareness or participation.

Critical junctures in media and communication tend to occur when two or all three of the following conditions hold:

- There is a revolutionary new communication technology that undermines the existing system;
- The content of the media system, especially the journalism, is increasingly discredited or seen as illegitimate; and/or
- There is a major political crisis—severe social disequilibrium—in which the existing order is no longer working, dominant institutions are increasingly challenged, and there are major movements for social reform.

In the past century, critical junctures in American media and communication occurred three times: in the Progressive Era (1890s–1920s), when journalism was in deep crisis and the overall political system was in turmoil; in the 1930s, when the emergence of radio broadcasting occurred at the same time as public antipathy to commercialism rose against the backdrop
of the Depression; and in the 1960s and early 1970s, when popular social movements in the United States provoked radical critiques of the media as part of a broader social and political critique.8

The result of the critical juncture in the Progressive Era was the emergence of professional journalism. The result of the critical juncture in the 1930s was the model of loosely regulated commercial broadcasting, which provided the model for subsequent electronic media technologies like FM radio and terrestrial, cable, and satellite television. The result of the 1960s and 1970s critical juncture was less sweeping for communication, although a number of reforms were enacted. In many respects the issues raised then were never resolved, buried by the pro-corporate epoch that followed.

Today we are in the midst of another profound critical juncture for communication. Two of the conditions are already in place: the digital revolution is overturning all existing media industries and business models, and journalism is at its lowest ebb since the Progressive Era. The third condition—the overall stability of the political and social system—is the last domino to fall.

It remains to be seen whether the people will engage with the structural crises our society is facing or leave matters to elites. In the critical juncture of the 1960s and early 1970s, for example, elites were concerned by a “crisis of democracy.” This “crisis” was created by previously suppressed, apathetic, passive, and marginalized elements of the population—minorities, students, women—becoming politically engaged and making demands upon the system.9 The Occupy movement and mass demonstrations of 2011 provide glimmers of popular political activism not seen for many decades; if this is the start of something big, we truly are entering a full-throttle critical juncture, and what the country will look like when we get to the other side is impossible to predict.

Technology

As the discussion of critical junctures suggests, communication technology plays an enormous role in the political economy of communication. To some extent this role is self-evident, as many media are defined by their technology, be it the printing press, the radio, or the television. So when new technologies emerge, so do new media. But it goes much deeper than that. In some ways, the field can be better understood as political economy
and communication. The PEC is not just about making a structural analysis of communication systems and policy debates, as important as those are. Its practitioners also analyze how communication defines social existence and shapes human development. A study of communication can provide keen insights into our historical development. Communication affects political economy as much as political economy affects communication. When both are put in the hopper as codependent variables, things get interesting. This is precisely the intellectual cocktail we need in order to address the Internet and the digital revolution.

Here the importance of technology for communication—what are called “intellectual technologies”—is paramount. The Canadian political economist Harold Innis pioneered work that emphasized the “biases” of communication distinct from its political economic utilization, or, better yet, in combination with the political economic uses. In the mid-twentieth century, he wrote long studies on the importance of communication in shaping the course of human history. Innis argued that modes of communication and communication technologies were of central importance in understanding human development and that they had profound intrinsic biases. Marshall McLuhan was an acolyte of Innis, though this Canadian English professor altered Innis’s arguments. McLuhan is best known for his notion that the “medium is the message,” that the nature of media content derives from the structure and technology of the medium. The dominant media technology defines a society, he said, changing the very way we think and the way that human societies operate. His work was very influential on innumerable thinkers, including Neil Postman, who argued that television had an innate bias toward superficiality.

“Every intellectual technology,” as Nicholas Carr puts it, “embodies an intellectual ethic, a set of assumptions about how the human mind works or should work.” These technologies “have the greatest and most lasting power over what and how we think.” Without a political economic context, this approach can smack of media technological determinism, but with the PEC this approach highlights that media technologies have significant impact, an extra-large helping of what sociologists term “relative autonomy.” Innis did not only focus upon the importance of communication technologies; he was also a sharp critic of corporate media and media commercialization. The same was true of Postman, who termed the United States a technopoly, “a system in which technology of every kind is cheerfully granted sovereignty.
over social institutions and national life, and becomes self-justifying, self-
perpetuating, and omnipresent.” “The core of technopoly,” Postman wrote,
“is a vast industry with license to use all available symbols to further the
interests of commerce, by devouring the psyches of consumers.”

For an example of this fusion, Nicholas Carr makes a strong critique of
the Internet’s effect on how our brains function, discussed in chapter 1. Like-
wise, Eli Pariser expresses concerns about how the Internet is producing
“bubbles” that keep us in a world that constantly reinforces our known in-
terests and reduces empathy, creativity, and critical thought. In both cases,
aspects of the technology that seem most disastrous to Carr and Pariser are
enhanced or driven by commercial imperatives. As Carr puts it, Google is
“quite literally, in the business of distraction.” Indeed, the criticism of out-
of-control technology is in large part a critique of out-of-control commercial-
ism. The loneliness, alienation, and unhappiness sometimes ascribed to
the Internet are also associated with a marketplace gone wild. They are very
closely linked in modern America.

Because so much of the debate surrounding the digital revolution comes
down to how this technology is not only revolutionizing society but possibly
changing the very nature of human beings, it is appropriate to begin consid-
ering the digital communication revolution in the broad sweep of human
development. The question is not whether the Internet’s impact has equaled
or passed that of the telegraph or radio or television. The question is much
grander: Is the digital revolution going to qualify as the fourth great com-
munication transformation in human history. I use the term transformation
to indicate a communication revolution of such stunning magnitude that
it alters the way our species develops. These great communication trans-
formations are always accompanied by dramatic changes in the material
conditions and structures of humanity in our political economy.

The first great transformation was the emergence of speech and lan-
guage. Although there is some genetic basis for language, it did not emerge
overnight as a result of one or two mutations. Some scholars place its de-
velopment a mere fifty thousand to sixty thousand years ago. Some, per-
haps many, anthropologists believe that it was this emergence of language
that permitted a small band of hominids to avoid possible extinction and
to branch out from one corner of Africa across the planet in a geological
nanosecond. The acquisition of language helped develop human brains
and made more-advanced toolmaking possible. The eventual development
of agriculture—which permitted the accumulation of surplus and then civilization and history—would not have been remotely possible without language. So the first communication transformation was a big deal. In many ways, it defined our species; it created us. As Aristotle and the ancient Greeks understood, we are the “talking animal.”

The second great communication transformation was writing, which came many thousands of years after agriculture, only around five thousand years ago. Writing was not a “natural” development; many fairly advanced societies never had it, and there was never anything close to the diversity found in human languages. Even today all the world’s written languages come from three or four basic systems. Writing was driven in growing empires by the need to record information because of surpluses generated by agriculture, and those that did not have writing faced real limits to their expansion or survival. Indeed, empires with writing had a decided advantage over nonwriting societies and tended to crush and absorb them. As for the benefits of writing for humanity, Claude Lévi-Strauss writes that “the immediate consequence of the emergence of writing was the enslavement of vast numbers of people.” Innis, too, was skeptical about writing’s emergence; he lamented the loss of oral cultures.

Writing also had enormous unanticipated consequences, with much of what we regard as our cultural heritage the direct and indirect result. Without writing, for example, it is impossible to imagine the human brain being capable of generating the scientific, philosophical, and artistic accomplishments that define us. The development of the phonetic alphabet was decisive. Its origins can be traced to the Phoenicians before 1000 BCE, and the Greeks definitely had it by around 750 BCE and had advanced it. Alphabets are “energy efficient” in that “considerably less of the brain is activated in reading words from phonetic letters than in interpreting logograms or other pictorial symbols.” Shortly thereafter, classical Athens blossomed in a manner that some still consider the high point of human civilization. Athens is nothing if not a tribute to the written word, although Innis thought its unique genius was as much due to the fact that the oral tradition was still strong and co-existed with writing in a manner that would never be the case again.

The third great communication transformation, the printing press, is better understood among scholars, as it has been the subject of considerable analysis and debate. Before the printing press made reading, writing, and
literacy widespread, the vocabulary of the English language, for example, was limited to a few thousands words. After the printing press, it expanded upward to a million words. “As language expanded,” Carr writes, “consciousness deepened.” The printing press made possible the radical reconstruction of all major institutions, most immediately religion. It is difficult to imagine political democracy, the scientific revolution, or much of an industrial economy without the printing press and mass literacy. By no means did the printing press generate modern democracy and industrial capitalism on its own, but it was a precondition for either to exist.

Whether this current critical juncture develops into the fourth great communication transformation may not be settled until we are all long gone. To some, the jury has already returned. “With the exception of alphabets and number systems, the Net may well be the single most powerful mind-altering technology that has ever come into general use,” Carr writes. “At the very least, it’s the most powerful that has come along since the book.”

John Naughton cautions us that this communication revolution has only just begun, and if history is any guide, we really have little idea how it will eventually turn out. We do know for certain that the interplay of digital communication with political economy will determine its trajectory and strongly shape its ultimate role in human development.

In the meantime, the United States, like other nations and transnational bodies, faces myriad communication policy issues affecting digital communication that are often about technological choices. Technologies reinforce the status quo once a communication regime is put in place. Technologies are “path dependent,” meaning that once they are in place with a certain technological standard, it is very difficult and expensive to replace them unless there is a major technological revolution, even if they have considerable flaws. We still live with the limitations of the QWERTY keyboard, to take one example, though the rationale for that system disappeared generations ago. Likewise, communication technologies invariably have unintended consequences—the more significant the technology, the greater the unintended consequences. Both of these features point to the need for as careful and thoughtful an approach to communication policy making as possible. As Philip N. Howard puts it, “technology design can actually involve political strategy and be part of a nation’s ‘constitutional moment.’”
The Commercial Media Entertainment System

The Internet and digital technology encompass all communication. By most accounts, they have disrupted the business models of existing communication industries and forced media firms to rejigger their operations. These are some of the greatest concerns brought on by the Internet, and they are precisely where the PEC can be of value. Beyond simply figuring out a way to give consumers better deals or help firms figure out how to be more profitable, it can help us go large, to think about what type of cultural system digital technology makes possible. Let’s start by looking at the commercial entertainment sector.

The United States has a vibrant commercial entertainment media industry. It mushroomed into a key part of the U.S. economy and culture in the twentieth century with the advent of films, recorded music, radio, and television. American popular commercial culture has its share of critics, but most of them hold to the view that if there are problems, they are due to the audience, which demands questionable content. After all, if people demanded great culture, it would be in the interests of the firms to give the people what they want. If the free market works anywhere, for better or for worse, it is certainly in the realm of entertainment. At least, that’s the theory.

Commercial media do generate some exceptional material and serve the needs of many Americans. In many ways, the output of commercial media is quintessentially American and has become the way we understand our cultural heritage. The PEC cannot and does not say much about aesthetics or the nature of content, nor does it analyze the way audiences deal with media content. The PEC does look at structural and institutional factors and assess what types of pressures exist that will shape the content. The catechism asserts that commercial media “give the people what they want,” that the audience barks out orders and media firms race to satisfy them in a direct and unambiguous relationship. The consumer is king. The PEC examines these claims.

Right away, the catechism washes up against the rocks. Media content industries tend to be oligopolistic, with only a few firms dominating production in each sector. Moreover, in the past two generations, the largest media corporations have become conglomerates, meaning they tend to have major market shares in several different media markets, such as motion
pictures, television, recorded music, and magazines. A small handful of gigantic firms control film production, network television, cable TV systems and channels, publishing, and music recording. It is not simply the standard tendency toward market concentration in capitalism; it has to do with the nature of entertainment media markets. In such markets, the “first-copy” costs—say, of producing a film—are enormous, long before a penny of revenue is earned. This is a very high-risk industry. On the other hand, the marginal costs of serving additional customers after the first are rock-bottom, so blockbusters can be extremely profitable. Having size and being a conglomerate is the smartest way for firms to manage risk.

Consequently, instead of consumer sovereignty, there is producer sovereignty. The media firms have a great deal of power over what they produce and do not produce. They may give the people what they want, but only within the range that is most profitable for them: This tends to be a narrower range than one would find in a competitive market. That’s why media consolidation has been a central concern of the PEC. Concentrated control over culture (and journalism) instantly raises red flags in liberal democratic theory, for good reason.

The catechism also assumes that media firms and creative talent are conjoined and march in lockstep to high profits and high incomes. This elides a tension that has been present for centuries: art done purely for profit tends to be of dubious artistic value. Artists need compensation to be able to do their work, may need to have a sense of the audience in their minds, and may desire and embrace public acclaim. But if the commercialism overrides the art, the art—to invoke Howard Stern, who rejected using marketing surveys to determine the content of his radio program—will most likely suck. The conflict between creative talent and commercial pressures recurs often. If it didn’t, Rupert Murdoch and the other media CEOs could simply write and direct films themselves or indiscriminately hire people to do so at much lower wages.

Monopoly aggravates the tension: If creative people are dissatisfied, their options are not great in an oligopolistic market, especially when all the players ape each other. This is why media firms and creative talent tend to have such a complicated and often antagonistic relationship. As a rule, the best stuff comes when it has as little corporate interference as possible, and that goes against the logic of a system in which firms make risky investments.
The corporate instinct is to re-create what worked yesterday. Let some other chump take a chance—and if it pans out, imitate away.

Moreover, in the conglomerate era, the projects that get green-lighted are often those that lend themselves to prequels, sequels, spin-offs, adaptation to other media, toys, videogames, merchandising, and licensing income. Tim Wu compared the ten most expensive Hollywood films of the 1960s and 1970s to the ten most expensive Hollywood films of the 2000s. The earlier films were all stand-alone properties that rose and fell on their box office; the 1970s were indeed a golden age for American cinema by most critical accounts. The more recent blockbuster budgets were all spent on films that had all sorts of additional revenue streams built in, to the point that the actual quality of the film itself seemed to be far less a concern for ultimate profitability. When one studies the industrial production of culture in Hollywood, it is almost bewildering that anything good can be done once a project runs the gauntlet of a corporate bureaucracy.

The notion that the system invariably “gives the people what they want” further unravels when advertising is added to the equation. Advertising is of particular importance because it has provided much of the revenue that has supported entertainment media for the past eighty years. That support has been one of the main defenses of advertising’s otherwise questionable contribution to society. Advertising creates distinct pressures to appeal to certain types of audiences—generally more affluent—and to avoid certain types of themes. It can strongly influence the nature of media content, mostly for the worse. Those entertainment sectors, like most of radio and television, which depend upon advertising for the lion’s share of their revenues, are all about giving the advertisers what they want, and that is often different from what people want. They are effectively branches of the advertising industry.

Moreover, internal industry surveys show that most people want much less advertising in their media and would even be willing to pay more to have less commercialism. But this is rarely a profitable option, so it is not one people can routinely vote for in the marketplace. The commercial marketplace cannot be used effectively to reject commercialism. For all the talk about how the system “gives the people what they want,” it also gives people a truckload of uninvited material they desperately wish to avoid.

So audience demands for entertainment are filtered through the commercial requirements of media conglomerates and advertisers. The market
research that these firms do is less about determining what audiences want than what is the cheapest, safest, and most profitable way to reach target audiences. Audience demands that do not fit the commercial needs are likely to go unmet.

The catechism assumes that popular demand for programming is exogenous, that it springs from some other world and is divinely democratic. But what people are exposed to significantly shapes what they will demand. To adapt Say’s law: supply creates demand. Media firms have no incentive to upgrade the tastes of the audience; they take the market as they find it. One could argue that through commercialism they degrade it. It is generally non-profit institutions and noncommercial environments that are tasked with exposing people to culture they would not experience otherwise. It was marginalized communities that produced the great breakthroughs in popular music—from jazz and rock to reggae and hip-hop—not the R&D office in a media conglomerate. It is when young people are exposed to—and educated in—literature, musical traditions, and the panoply of filmed entertainment that they develop broader tastes. It was once thought that the Internet would provide a massive treasure chest of culture that would dramatically expand any individual’s horizon. As Eli Pariser argues in *The Filter Bubble* and I discuss in chapter 5, cyberspace is becoming less a frontier where citizens are like explorers on a glorious adventure than a cul-de-sac where advertising-driven cues keep people in their little individualized bubble, making it unlikely for serendipity to occur.

The primary education of Americans today appears to be in commercial values. Consider the education provided in the children’s market, which has exploded in the past generation. It goes way beyond just selling products to children; a majority of people use brands remembered from childhood, and children influence their parents’ purchases, too. Hence children under three years old—a market that barely existed forty years ago—are now a $20 billion annual market for advertisers. By three months old, 40 percent of infants watch screen media regularly; by two years, 90 percent do. By her third birthday, the average American child recognizes one hundred brand logos. The typical child is exposed to forty thousand screen ads per year. Children know the names of more branded characters than of real animals. By her tenth birthday, the average American child knows three hundred to four hundred brands. Research shows over and over that preschoolers will
overwhelmingly think advertised products, branded products, are superior even when the actual contents are identical.\textsuperscript{42}

In short, for all its problems in teaching other subjects, the United States is leading the pack in commercial indoctrination. The massive wave of advertising to children is considered a contributing factor in the epidemic of juvenile obesity, the growth of attention-deficit disorders, and other psychological issues, as well as the rampant sexualization of girls at ever-younger ages.\textsuperscript{43} In 2010, Alex Bogusky, who was named \textit{Adweek}'s Creative Director of the Decade in 2009 and called “the Elvis of advertising,” announced he was quitting the industry, in part to protest marketers “spending billions to influence our innocent and defenseless offspring.” Bogusky termed advertising to children a “destructive” practice with no “redeeming value.”\textsuperscript{44} “There can be no keener revelation of a society’s soul,” Nelson Mandela once stated, “than the way it treats its children.”\textsuperscript{45} It is difficult to study the commercial marination of children’s brains and not regard it as child abuse.\textsuperscript{46}

\textbf{Free Market in Action?}

The fatal flaw in the catechism is the notion that the commercial entertainment media system is based upon a free market. It is profit driven, to be sure, but that is a different matter. One need only start with the value of the monopoly licenses that are given free to commercial radio and TV stations, or spectrum to satellite television, or monopoly cable TV franchises. One recent estimate by Federal Communications Commission (FCC) staffers of the market value of the publicly owned spectrum today—some of which is given to commercial broadcasters at no charge—is around $500 billion.\textsuperscript{47} When one considers all the wealth created from the free gift of spectrum to broadcasters since the 1920s, all the empires built upon it, the total transfer is certainly well into the hundreds of billions of dollars. Or consider the massive empires that firms like Comcast built with government-granted monopoly licenses for cable television systems. Economists acknowledge that these companies earn “rent”—i.e., superprofits—from the monopoly franchises. (Much of the policy-making process is an effort by communities to get something in return for these rents.) These old media subsidies remain of concern in the digital era. As chapter 4 chronicles, these firms are using
their monopoly franchises and spectrum allocations to lock in a piece of the action online.

There are numerous other important direct and indirect subsidies that the government provides commercial media, and I have documented them elsewhere.\textsuperscript{48} Two are of particular importance. First, advertising is condoned and encouraged by government policies and regulations. Allowing businesses to write off their advertising expenditures as a business expense on their tax returns not only costs the government tens of billions annually in revenues, but also encourages ever greater commercialism in our culture. By performing only lax regulation of advertising content, even as permitted by the law, the floodgates to commercialism are kept wide open. In addition, federal, state, and local governments themselves spend billions annually in advertising, which in effect is money that bankrolls commercial media.

Second, and by far the most important for entertainment media, is copyright. Media products have always been a fundamental problem for capitalist economics, going back to the advent of the book. Without direct government intervention, the marketplace would barely exist as we have come to know it. The problem is that a person’s use of information, unlike tangible goods and services, does not prohibit others from using it. (In economic terms, it is nonrivalrous and nonexclusionary.) For tangible products, the type that fills economics textbooks, one person’s use of a product or service precludes another person from using the same product or service. Two people cannot eat the same hamburger or simultaneously drive the same automobile. More of the product or service needs to be produced to satisfy additional demand. Not so with information. “If you have an apple and I have an apple and we exchange apples, then you and I will still each have one apple,” George Bernard Shaw allegedly once said, “but if you have an idea and I have an idea and we exchange these ideas, then each of us will have two ideas.”\textsuperscript{49}

Stephen King doesn’t need to write an individual copy of his novels for every single reader. Likewise, whether two hundred or 200 million people read one of his books would not detract from any one reader’s experience of it. What this meant for book publishing was that anyone who purchased a book could then print additional copies and sell them. There would be free market competition, and the price of the book would come tumbling down to the marginal cost of publishing a copy, exactly where it should be in a competitive market. But authors would receive compensation only for those copies of the book they personally published or authorized, and competition
would force them to lower the price to where their compensation was zero. Consumers might get cheap books, great for a democratic culture, but authors would not receive enough compensation to make it worth their while to write books. The market fails. The problem with nonrivalrous resources is not allocating consumption; rather, it is encouraging production.

This was apparent long before modern capitalism. It was the basis for copyright laws, so important that their principle is inscribed in the U.S. Constitution. Authors received temporary monopoly rights to control who could publish their books in order to make certain they received sufficient compensation. The trick was to encourage production without creating dangerous monopolies over information. Thomas Jefferson only reluctantly agreed to copyright, detesting it as a government-created monopoly that was effectively a tax on knowledge. The Constitution states explicitly that copyright licenses cannot be permanent, and their initial length was fourteen years.50

In the early republic, authors or publishers had to specifically apply for copyright to get such protection; only 556 of the 13,000 books published in the 1790s were covered. Only American authors were eligible, which pained Charles Dickens to no end. But Dickens kept on writing, fortunately, able to build up a fine income on his British sales. He also made a good living giving speaking tours in the United States, where his inexpensive books made him wildly popular.

When new media technologies developed and powerful media corporations emerged in the twentieth century, they were able to get Congress to make copyright automatic and to dramatically extend the length and scope of copyright protection—or to put it in plain English, government monopoly protection licenses. This has been a godsend to their bottom lines—indeed, to the very existence of their industries—but at a high cost to consumers and artists wishing to use material that can remain copyright protected for well over one hundred years. The copyright for this book, for example, will last for 70 years after my death. (What is the thinking? That I would not write a book if it were covered by copyright only for 20 or 30 or 50 years after my death?) A corporate copyright, as for a film, lasts 95 years after it is published or 120 years after its creation, whatever come first. The numbers are almost meaningless, because copyright terms invariably get extended before they expire.51 We have, in effect, permanent copyright on the installment plan, and nothing produced since the 1920s has been added to the public domain. Copyright long ago lost its connection to promoting the interests of authors
or creative artists so they might have short-term monopoly control over their work—just long enough for them to theoretically make enough money to make more culture.52

Today copyright has become a huge market in which control over copyrights is frequently unconnected to the actual persons who created the original work—and the terms for copyright are extended after the fact, which makes no sense at all. Copyright is now something entirely different: it protects corporate monopoly rights over culture and provides much of the profits to media conglomerates. They could not exist without it.53 Copyright has become a major policy encouraging the wholesale privatization of our common culture.54 It is also an enormous annual indirect subsidy for copyright holders, mostly large media corporations, by the public, in the form of severely inflated prices both for consumers and for cultural producers wishing access to material. No one knows the exact amount of “rent” these monopoly privileges confer upon copyright holders, because there is no accounting for this category. But the handful of lawsuits over the spoils of copyright suggests it is enormous, probably running into the tens of billions annually. It was for this reason that Milton Friedman regarded copyright as an anticompetitive mechanism, and he generally opposed the various extensions it received in the twentieth century.55

Scholars term this history the paradox of copyright. A policy meant to encourage creativity and cultural output has become a primary weapon to prevent the same. The media conglomerates routinely take public-domain material, like Cinderella, and make a fortune using it—because it was produced before copyright began to be routinely extended. But no future artists will be able to do the same to their creations without the conglomerate’s permission (and usually a generous payoff).

Consider, for example, Bob Dylan. His first six albums of original material from the early to mid-1960s—The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan through Blonde on Blonde—are some of the greatest, most iconic albums in American history. Many of them rank on any list of the top fifty or hundred popular music albums of all time, and a couple of them are usually in the top ten. If I had a dollar for every time I listened to one of the songs on those albums I could retire comfortably. Yet when a Library of Congress musicologist studied the first seventy songs Dylan composed and recorded, he documented that “about two-thirds of Dylan’s melodies from that period were
lifted directly from the Anglo- and African-American traditional repertory.” Dylan admitted that was his approach to songwriting. Because those songs were unprotected by copyright, Dylan was able to do what he did, and we are very fortunate that Dylan was not prohibited from producing his great songs. The catch is that today no one could do to Bob Dylan what Dylan did to the folk canon without making far greater alterations to the melodies than Dylan did, because those melodies will be protected by copyright for a very long time.56 For that reason, we are all the poorer.

In this light, the existential threat posed by the Internet to the commercial media system becomes clear: Now digital content could be spread instantly, at no charge, all over the world with the push of a button. The marginal cost of reproducing material was zero, nothing, nada. By free-market economics, that was its legitimate price. Once sufficient broadband existed, music, movies, books, TV shows—everything!—would be out there in cyberspace accessible to anyone for free. Copyright enforcement would be helpless in the face of all-powerful digital technology.

To make matters worse from the capitalist perspective, advertising, which had been the way commercial interests had been able to convert the public good of over-the-air broadcasting into a lucrative industry, was likewise imperiled by the Internet. Who would ever voluntarily watch an ad on their computer, not to mention allow herself to be carpet-bombed with ads? On the Internet, media corporations could no longer hold people prisoner. “We are talking about a field,” one commercial website producer lamented in 1997, “where it’s not even clear who should pay whom.”57

This led in the 1990s to an initial deluge of euphoria from those who found the corporate media status quo unsatisfactory. “The world has suddenly developed a printing press for every person on the planet,” Henry Jenkins enthused.58 The media conglomerates, in their wheeling and dealing, were simply engaging in the “rearrangement of deck chairs on the Titanic,” as Grateful Dead lyricist John Perry Barlow of the Electronic Freedom Foundation famously put it. The infinitude of websites and the ability of anyone to go toe to toe with Rupert Murdoch was their death knell: “I think they are, in their present manifestations, goners.”59 Scarcity, a requirement for capitalist markets, no longer existed! There was no longer any need for the PEC; the digital revolution was ending scarcity and making communication ubiquitous, free, participatory, and wonderfully empowering and democratic. We
can have a generation of potential Bob Dylans able to draw from, and be inspired by, all the fruits of human culture.

Of course, it has not developed quite that way. The giant media firms have not disappeared, nor has the Internet eliminated television and Hollywood. Marketing is a mandatory core institution of contemporary capitalism; the $300 billion spent annually on advertising and sales promotion was not about to go gentle into that good night when John Perry Barlow fired up his bong and showed it the door. These are extremely powerful institutions with tremendous political and economic power; they have flexed it mightily and with great effect. But their world was being turned upside down, and the emergence of social media only underscored their dilemma. “At the end of this first decade of the twenty-first century, the line between media producers and consumers has blurred,” Michael Mandiberg writes, “and the unidirectional broadcast has partially fragmented into many different kinds of multidirectional conversations.”

This blurring and fragmentation pointed to an even more fundamental problem. No matter how much havoc the digital revolution might wreak upon commercial media business models, the Internet offered no solution at all to the core problem of funding and organizing media content. If a shrinking number of people could make a living producing content, what sort of culture would society produce? The online logic seemed as much pre-surplus as post-scarcity, as much Dark Ages as Age of Enlightenment. In short, the need for the PEC, the need to develop effective systems and policies, was and is more important than ever.

Journalism

I separate news media from the rest of commercial media (entertainment) for three reasons. First, journalism has developed out of a somewhat different tradition than entertainment: from the beginning of the republic, it has been a key part of the governing system and has been understood that way. Largely in recent decades, when media conglomeration merged the ownership of news media with that of entertainment media, especially in broadcast and cable TV news, the distinction between news media and entertainment media has been blurred, if not obliterated.

Second, even in the catechism, market criteria cannot to be used to
evaluate the quality of journalism. Commercialism has been a key factor in journalism since the beginning of the republic and has grown in importance, but it has never been embraced as entirely legitimate. Indeed, the pure pursuit of profit has generally produced sensationalism, corruption, and crisis for the news media. It has also meant that control over political information has been placed in the hands of a small number of very wealthy people. Normative assessments of journalism use different criteria, so the tension between the capitalist basis of news media and the information requirements of self-government is a central issue in the PEC critique of the news media.

Third, although broadcast news gets the generous subsidy of monopoly spectrum licenses and all news media benefit from the advertising subsidy, the news media get little benefit from copyright, because their product tends to become quickly dated. Hence the single most important subsidy for commercial entertainment media is of minimal value to news media. If journalism is in crisis due to the Internet and/or commercial pressures, it will likely require a specific set of policies devoted to it, because the economics are different.

There is considerable consensus in democratic theory and among journalism scholars about what a healthy journalism should entail.61

1. It must provide a rigorous account of people who are in power and people who wish to be in power in the government, corporate, and nonprofit sectors.
2. It must have a plausible method to separate truth from lies or at least to prevent liars from being unaccountable and leading nations into catastrophes—particularly wars, economic crises, and communal discord.
3. It must regard the information needs of all people as legitimate. If there is a bias in the amount and tenor of coverage, it should be toward those with the least economic and political power, for they are the ones who most need information to participate effectively. Those atop the system will generally get from their own sources the information they need to rule the roost.
4. It must produce a wide range of informed opinions on the most important issues of our times. Research demonstrates that this is a crucial factor for encouraging informed citizen involvement in politics.62 Such journalism addresses not only the transitory concerns of the moment,
but also challenges that loom on the horizon. It must translate important scientific issues accurately into lay language. These issues cannot be determined primarily by what people in power are talking about. Journalism must provide the nation’s early warning system, so problems can be anticipated, studied, debated, and addressed before they grow to crisis proportions.

It is not possible that all media outlets can or should provide all these services to their communities; that would be impractical. It is necessary, however, that the media system as a whole makes such journalism a realistic expectation for the citizenry. There should be a basic understanding of the commons—the social world—that all people share, so that all people can effectively participate in the political and electoral processes of self-governance. A free press is measured by how well it meets these criteria for giving citizens the information they need to keep their freedoms and rights.

There is more. Great journalism, as Ben Bagdikian put it, requires great institutions. Like any complex undertaking, a division of labor is required to achieve success: Copy editors, fact checkers, and proofreaders are needed, in addition to reporters and assigning editors. Great journalism also requires institutional muscle to stand up to governments and corporate power— institutions that people in power not only respect, but fear. Effective journalism requires competition, so that if one newsroom misses a story, it will be caught by someone else. It requires people being paid to cover stories they would not cover if they were doing journalism on a voluntary basis. In short, to have democratic journalism requires material resources, which have to come from somewhere and need to be organized on an institutional basis. It also must be an open system, so anyone can engage in the practice without needing a license, credentials, or approval from on high.

Of course, journalism is not the only provider of political information or stimulant for informed debate and participation. Political information also comes from schools, art, academic research, entertainment media, and conversations with friends and family. But all of those other avenues are much more effective and valuable if they rest atop a strong journalism and support that journalism. A basic weakness of the catechism is the superficial understanding of journalism’s history and evolution. Defenders of the catechism and Internet celebrants tend to fail to appreciate how far twentieth-century American journalism has strayed from reaching these
ideals. Hence reconstructing the journalism system under digital auspices begins on a suspect foundation.

In the first century of the republic, journalism was marked by a ubiquitous and highly partisan press that tended to have a wide range of viewpoints, including a crucial abolitionist press. The mostly unknown feature of this period, which I return to in chapter 6, is that this system was based on extraordinarily large public subsidies; it was anything but a testament to the free market. As advertising increasingly supported newspapers and publishing became a source of growing profitability, the subsidies decreased in importance. For much of the final third of the nineteenth century, the news media system tended to be quite competitive in economic terms. Large cities often had over a dozen competing daily newspapers; papers came and went, and nearly every newspaper was owned by a single publisher who also was the editor or had a strong say in the editorial direction.63

But capitalism imposed its logic. In some cases profit-hungry publishers found that sensationalism, what came to be called yellow journalism, was a lucrative course. Bribery of journalists, showing favoritism toward advertisers, and many other unethical practices were common. Most important, by the 1890s newspaper markets began to shift from competitive to oligopolistic, even monopolistic. Although revenues and population continued to increase sharply, the overall number of newspapers began to stagnate and then fall. “The stronger papers are becoming stronger and the weaker papers are having a hard time to exist,” one newspaper executive observed in 1902.64 Newspapers began to serve a larger and larger portion of their community’s population—with much less fear of new competition than had been the case—and had considerable power as a result.

Moreover, the great newspaper chains of Pulitzer, Hearst, and Scripps were being formed almost overnight. The new publishing giants no longer had any need to be closely tied to political parties; in fact, as local newspapers grew more monopolistic, partisanship could antagonize part of the market and undermine their commercial prospects. Yet many publishers continued to use their now monopolistic power to advocate for their political viewpoints, which were generally conservative, probusiness, and antilabor.65 The great progressive Robert La Follette devoted a chapter of his 1920 book on political philosophy to the crisis of the press. “Money power,” he wrote, “controls the newspaper press . . . wherever news items bear in any way upon the control of government by business, the news is colored.”66
By the first two decades of the twentieth century, this bias became a major crisis for American journalism. The news business was under constant attack for venality and duplicity. As even the publisher of the Scripps-owned *Detroit News* acknowledged in private in 1913, the corrosive influence of commercial ownership and the pursuit of profit were such that the rational democratic solution would be to set up municipal ownership of newspapers with popular election of the editors.\(^67\) In view of the explicitly political nature of newspapers in American history, this was not as absurd a notion as it may appear today. Scripps, always the most working-class dedicated of the major chains and realizing how commercialism undermined the integrity of the news, even launched an ad-less daily newspaper in Chicago in 1911.\(^68\)

Reconciling a monopolistic commercial news media with the journalism requirements of a political democracy is difficult. In many wealthier European nations, the solution came in the form of strong partisan and occasionally public subsidies to support journalism dedicated to working-class and labor interests, as well as the creation of independent public broadcasting. In Latin America, news media often have been the private preserve of wealthy families with strongly conservative politics and no interest in political democracy if their probusiness candidates do not win. They seldom care to expand the power or privileges of the great mass of poor people in their nations. Efforts by popularly elected socialist or populist governments to generate a news media that is not abjectly hostile to their policies—or, in the governments’ claims, to have elements representing the interests of the majority—understandably have met with charges of censorship.\(^69\) But even those who defend the Latin American media chieftains acknowledge they are often a dubious sort, and that their dominance is no democratic solution to a very real problem.\(^70\)

In the United States, the solution to the problem was self-regulation by the newspaper industry, in the form of professional journalism. This embodied the revolutionary idea that the owner and the editor could be separated and that the political views of the owner (and advertisers) would not be reflected in the nature of the journalism, except on the editorial page.

This was a 180-degree shift from the entire history of American journalism, which was founded on the notion of an explicitly partisan and highly competitive press. Now, news would be determined and produced by trained professionals, and the news would be objective, nonpartisan, factually accurate, and unbiased. Whether there were ten newspapers in a community or
only one or two would be mostly irrelevant, because trained journalists—like mathematicians addressing an algebra problem—would all come up with the same news reports. As press magnate Edward Scripps explained, once readers “did not care what the editor’s views were . . . when it came to news one paper was as good as a dozen.”71 There were no schools of journalism in the United States (or the world, for that matter) in 1900. By the 1920s all the major journalism schools had been established, and by 1923 the American Society of Newspaper Editors had been formed and had established a professional code for editors and reporters to follow.

There is nothing inevitable or natural about the type of professional journalism that emerged in the United States in the last century. The professional news values that came to dominate in this country were contested; the journalists’ union, the Newspaper Guild, in the 1930s unsuccessfully attempted to foster a nonpartisan journalism far more critical of all people in power. It argued journalism should be the agent of people outside of power—to “comfort the afflicted and afflict the comfortable,” as humorist Finley Peter Dunne put it. The guild regarded journalism as a third force independent of both government and big business and wanted to prohibit publishers from having any control over the content of the news. As the leading history of the formation of the guild reports, “The idea that the Guild could rebalance the power struggle between public and publisher through a new kind of stewardship of freedom of the press became a core tenet of their mission as an organization.”72 This institutionalized independence remains a compelling vision of journalism, worthy of being a portion of a good news system, and it is still practiced today by some of our best journalists.

This way of practicing journalism was anathema to most publishers, however, who wanted no part of aggressive reporting on their fellow business owners or the politicians they routinely worked with and relied upon for their success. They also were never going to sign away their direct control over the newsroom; editors and reporters had their autonomy strictly at the owners’ discretion. The resulting level of professionalism was to the owners’ liking, for the most part, and more conducive to their commercial and political needs. It was also porous, so commercial factors could influence the values that led to story selection and advertising could influence the nature and content of news coverage.73

The core problem with professional journalism as it crystallized was that it relied far too heavily upon official sources as the appropriate agenda setters
for news and as the deciders as to the range of legitimate debate in our political culture. There is considerable irony in this development. Consider Walter Lippmann, generally regarded as the leading advocate of professionalism and a ferocious critic of the bankrupt quality of journalism in 1910s America. In two brilliant essays written in 1919 and 1920, Lippmann argued that the main justification for, and requirement of, professionalism in journalism was that it provide a trained group of independent nonpartisan reporters who could successfully, systematically, and rigorously debunk government (and implicitly, corporate) spin, not regurgitate it.74

This reliance upon official sources—people in power—as setting the legitimate agenda and range of debate removed some of the controversy from the news, and it made the news less expensive to produce. It didn’t cost much to have reporters repeat what the mighty said. Thus the news had an establishment tone. Reporters had to be careful about antagonizing those in power, upon whom they depended for “access” to their stories.75 Chris Hedges, the former New York Times Pulitzer Prize–winning reporter, describes the reliance on official sources this way: “It is a dirty quid pro quo. The media get access to the elite as long as the media faithfully report what the elite wants reported. The moment that quid pro quo breaks down, reporters—real reporters—are cast into the wilderness and denied access.”76

This fundamental limitation of professional journalism does not manifest itself in the coverage of those issues where there is rich and pronounced debate between or within leading elements of the dominant political parties. Then journalists have generous space in which to maneuver, and professional standards can work to assure a measure of factual accuracy, balance, and credibility. There tend to be slightly fewer problems in robust political eras, like the Sixties, when mass political movements demand the attention, respect, and fear of the powerful.

The real problem with professional journalism becomes evident when political elites do not debate an issue but march in virtual lockstep. In such a case, professional journalism is at best ineffectual and at worst propagandistic. This has often been the case in U.S. foreign policy, where both parties are beholden to an enormous global military complex and accept the exclusive right of the United States to invade countries when it suits U.S. interests.77 In matters of war and foreign policy, journalists who question the basic assumptions and policy objectives and attempt to raise issues no one in the
leadership of either party wishes to debate are considered “ideological” and “unprofessional.” This has a powerful disciplinary effect upon journalists.78

So it was that, even in the glory days of Sixties journalism, our news media helped lead us into the Vietnam War, despite the fact that dubious claims from the government—e.g., the Gulf of Tonkin hoax—could in many cases have been easily challenged and exposed. “The process of brain-washing the public starts with off-the-record briefings for newspapermen,” I.F. Stone wrote at the time. Two great dissident Democratic senators, Alaska’s Ernest Gruening and Oregon’s Wayne Morse, broke with both their own party and the Republicans to warn against imperial endeavors in places such as Vietnam. Their perspective, which history has shown to be accurate, was marginalized in mainstream news media. The press, Stone observed, had “dropped an Iron Curtain weeks ago on the antiwar speeches of Morse and Gruening.”79 Morse recognized that the lack of critical coverage and debate in the news media was undermining popular participation in foreign policy. “The American people need to be warned before it is too late about the threat which is arising as a result of monopolistic practices [in newspaper ownership].”80

Journalism schools lament these lapses in retrospect, but the situation never improves; such is the gravitational pull of the professional code toward the consensus of those in power in matters of war and peace. The 2003 invasion of Iraq—based upon entirely fictitious “weapons of mass destruction”—was one of the darkest episodes in American journalism history. It had astronomical, almost unimaginable, human and economic costs. In his 2012 book, The Operators, foreign correspondent Michael Hastings, who spent considerable time in the company of General Stanley McChrystal and his staff, wrote about how military officials gloated in private at “how massively they were manipulating the press,” including the most prestigious correspondents.81 In March 2012, Glenn Greenwald critiqued National Public Radio’s hallowed coverage, in particular a report on Iran in which the correspondent

gathers a couple of current and former government officials (with an agreeable establishment think-tank expert thrown in the mix), uncritically airs what they say, and then repeats it herself. This is what establishment-serving journalists in Washington mean when they boast
that they, but not their critics, engage in so-called “real reporting”; it means: calling up Serious People in Washington and uncritically repeating what they say.\(^\text{82}\)

It seems the only time elite journalists exhibit rage is when their practices are exposed. “The unwritten rule” for journalists is a simple one, Hastings wrote. “You weren’t supposed to write honestly about people in power. Especially those the media deemed untouchable.”\(^\text{85}\)

Another weakness built into professional journalism as it developed in the United States was that it opened the door to an enormous public relations industry that was eager to provide reporters with material on their clients. Press releases and packets came packaged to meet the requirements of professional journalism, often produced by former journalists. The point of PR is to get the client’s message in the news so that it looks like legitimate news. The best PR is that which is never recognized for what it is. Although reporters generally understood the dubious nature of PR and never embraced it, they had to use it to get their work done. Publishers tended to appreciate PR because it lowered the costs of production. The dirty secret of journalism is that a significant percentage of our news stories, in the 40 to 50 percent range, even at the most prestigious newspapers in the glory days of the 1970s, was based upon press releases. Even then, a surprising amount of the time, these press releases were only loosely investigated before publication.\(^\text{84}\)

The high-water mark for professional journalism was the late 1960s and early 1970s. Even at its best, however, it tended to take the context and excitement out of politics, turning it into a dry and sometimes incoherent spectator sport. Unlike the partisan journalism of the nation’s first century, it tended to promote depoliticization and apathy as much as participation. Christopher Lasch characterized one of the limitations of American-style professional journalism: “What democracy requires is vigorous public debate, not information. Of course, it needs information too, but the kind of information it needs can be generated only by debate. We do not know what we need to know until we ask the right questions, and we can identify the right questions only by subjecting our own ideas about the world to the test of public controversy.”\(^\text{85}\)

Since the early 1980s, commercial pressure has eroded much of the autonomy that professional journalism afforded newsrooms and that had provided the basis for the best work done over the past fifty years. It has led to
a softening of standards such that stories about sex scandals and celebrities have become more legitimate because they make commercial sense: they are inexpensive to cover, they attract audiences, and they give the illusion of controversy without ever threatening anyone in power.

The emergence of the Internet has done much more damage to news media than it has done to entertainment media. The entire area is disintegrating, as I chronicle in chapter 6. Most of the discussion of this issue, however, has been vacuous because of the lack of a political economic critique of journalism. Professionalism has tended to be regarded as the natural American or democratic system of journalism, the organic result of profit-driven media firms, which were doing a bang-up job until the digital revolution rained on their parade. Imprisoned by this bogus schema, commentators have been incapable of addressing what is arguably the single most important communication issue of our time: creating a system of journalism in the digital era sufficient for credible self-government.

Policy Making

Ultimately the nature of entertainment media, journalism, and the Internet depend on policy making. As digital communication comes to engulf all traditional media, all of telephony, and much of commerce and social life, the stakes are enormous. Here the PEC has important lessons. As a rule, policies will be made by elites and self-interested commercial interests, unless there is organized popular intervention. In the United States today, there is considerable cynicism about democratic governance, such that many people have abandoned hope that anyone but powerful commercial interests have a say.

The cynicism is well founded. The metaphor that best captures American communication policy making is the famous Havana patio scene in The Godfather II, in which Michael Corleone, Hyman Roth, and other American gangsters are dividing up Cuba among themselves during the Batista dictatorship. They each take a slice of Hyman Roth’s birthday cake—appropriately shaped like Cuba—to demonstrate their piece of the action. After divvying up the spoils, Hyman Roth states how great it is to be in Cuba, with a friendly government that knows how to work with “private enterprise.” That is pretty much how communication policy making has been conducted in the United States. Monopoly broadcast licenses, copyright extensions,
and tax subsidies are doled out all the time, but the public has no idea what is going on. Like Michael Corleone and Hyman Roth, extremely powerful lobbyists battle it out with each other—in this case to get cushy deals from the FCC and the relevant congressional committees—whose members and top staffers often move to private industry to cash in after their stint in “public service.”

Above all else, the FCC has been dedicated to making the dominant firms bigger and more profitable. Congress, too, is under the thumb of big money. The one thing the big firms all agree upon is that it is their system and the public has no role to play in the policy-making process. And because the news media—generally owned by beneficiaries of the secretive system—almost never cover this story in the general news, 99 percent of the public has no idea what is going on. The best way to describe the role of the public in communication policy deliberations is this: If you’re not at the negotiating table, you’re what’s being served.

An example of corrupt policy making is the “debate” over copyright in the U.S. Congress. It has been entirely one-sided, and for the past three decades, copyright terms have been extended several times, for material that had already been produced. Why? The powerful media corporations and interests that own most copyrights spent $1.3 billion on public relations and lobbying Congress on this issue from 1998 to 2010. The proponents of protecting the public domain and fair use—librarians, educators, and the like—have spent $1 million in the same period. That is a 1,300-to-1 ratio. Furthermore, few Americans have any awareness of the issue except through the news media, so their exposure to it is largely via extravagant corporate PR scare campaigns against “piracy.”

Is it any wonder that few members of Congress even understand there is an issue to debate? Giving the copyright industries what they want is basically beyond debate; the specific ways Congress can expand and protect the domain of copyright holders is what is under review. Hence the gargantuan lobbying expenses. Congress is creating enormous profits for these industries by extending, expanding, and enforcing monopoly rights. The only time copyright industries seem to face opposition is when they square off against other corporate lobbies that want access to copyright-protected material in their operations. Such was the case in the 2011–12 debate over the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), when Google joined an avalanche of public opposition to battle the unprecedented extension of government policing power.
desired by the copyright lobby. In that rare instance, the pro-copyright forces were unable to get their dream legislation passed.

But cynicism must be avoided, as it feeds pessimism and depoliticization, and becomes self-fulfilling. It is also wrong. In fact, American history is rich with popular involvement with communication policy making, and many of the most democratic aspects of our systems were due to popular political pressure. Most of these moments of popular participation were during critical junctures, when the stakes were higher and the range of possible outcomes greater. During the nineteenth century, abolitionists and populists fought to keep postage low on periodicals, and they were successful to the point that these publications were able to survive and sometimes thrive. It was popular pressure that helped force universal service and common carriage on the AT&T telephone monopoly. Popular pressure in the Progressive Era pushed newspapers to lessen explicitly right-wing journalism. What public interest regulation of commercial broadcasting and advertising exists came from grassroots popular organizing efforts in the 1930s and 1940s. The social movements of the 1960s and 1970s were able to increase minority media ownership, establish community radio stations, and create public-access TV channels. And that is just a partial list.

As we are now arguably in the mother of all critical junctures, it is worth noting that there has been an attendant burst of organized popular media-policy activism. Beginning in the 1990s, the burgeoning political economic critique of commercial news media generated by people like Edward S. Herman, Noam Chomsky, and Ben Bagdikian and organizations like Fairness & Accuracy In Reporting (FAIR) spawned a generation of activists who saw changing media as a necessary part of creating a more just and humane world. The emergence of the Internet fueled this desire, both as a means to that end and because of the great concern that citizens needed to organize to prevent commercial interests from doing to the Internet what they had done to U.S. broadcasting. As I have been a participant in this movement, I can report that its very existence is predicated upon the work done in the PEC.

Specifically, I co-founded the public interest group Free Press with John Nichols and Josh Silver late in 2002. The idea behind Free Press was simple: to get democratic media policies, we need to have informed and organized public participation in communication policy making. We needed to generate popular awareness of the issues and organize it as a political force. While we lobbied on the issues at play in Washington, our goal had to be to expand
the range of debate and options beyond what was countenanced inside the corporation-dominated Beltway culture. We could not continue the practice of just taking the “lesser-of-two-evils” side in intracorporate scrums about who would get the biggest slice of the media pie. We needed to have one foot in the future and one foot in the present, and our goal had to be to convince all organized popular groups that media reform had to become a central issue for them. Unless we could do so, our chances of success, of real structural reform, were slim.

On the one hand, Free Press has been a striking success. In conjunction with its partners, it has organized or participated in major successful campaigns around a range of issues, including diverse media ownership, stopping fake news, protecting public and community broadcasting, preventing harassment of independent journalists covering political demonstrations, making TV stations disclose online who is paying for political ads, establishing low-power community radio stations, and preserving what there is of Net neutrality. The group counts around five hundred thousand active members and has thirty-five full-time staff members. It has become a force in Washington and has played a key role in helping draft public interest regulations. Perhaps the highest recognition is the extent to which corporate communication firms have gone to attack it. Glenn Beck and the coin-operated right-wing PR firms have regarded Free Press as a major threat to the republic, because it challenges AT&T’s monopoly power.91

At the same time, the Free Press experience demonstrates how far we have to go and how little time we have. It has been too isolated from other organized popular groups that still fail to understand the importance of media policy making. Too often, it is forced to operate inside the Beltway’s parameters, so it must continually evince a commitment to “free-market competition,” even when that is an unworkable option—or else be cast into the wilderness. It must spend too much time fighting defensive battles, getting caught up in the game of picking sides in intracorporate squabbles, because that is where the action is. This makes it doubly difficult to galvanize popular interest, as the issues seem wonky and the stakes seem low: no matter the outcome, corporations still win.

The fact that both the Democratic Party and the Republican Party are effectively owned by communication corporations highlights the difficulty for any populist group in Washington. As a veteran activist put it, whichever party is in power mostly determines “whether AT&T overtly or covertly
writes the laws.” Nowhere is the corruption and bankruptcy of the political system more apparent. The lack of a broader political base is smothering Free Press and the media reform movement. It is like trying to grow plants in the richest Iowa topsoil without sunlight.

Presently in the coming decade there will be a series of policy debates that will be crucial for the fate of the Internet. “What happens in the next ten years,” Heather Brooke wrote in 2011’s *The Revolution Will Be Digitised*, “is going to define the future of democracy for the next century and beyond.” That, in a nutshell, defines a critical juncture. Left to the usual suspects, who will embrace and brandish the catechism, the Internet will be put to the service of capital, with dubious or disastrous consequences. Armed with the insights of the political economy of communication, we can take a hard look at the marriage of capitalism and the Internet and the resulting crisis of communication and democracy in the digital era. There are alternative paths leading to a much brighter future.
The Internet and Capitalism I: Where Dinosaurs Roam?

With the foundation provided in chapters 2 and 3, we can turn specifically to an evaluation of the relationship of the Internet to capitalism. We can also reconsider the promise of the Internet, as understood by its most fervent advocates in the late 1980s and early 1990s; these accounts were almost uniformly optimistic, for legitimate reasons. With all information available to everyone at the speed of light and impervious to censorship, all existing institutions were going to be changed for the better. There was going to be a worldwide two-way flow, or multiflow, a democratization of communication unthinkable before then. Corporations could no longer bamboozle consumers and crush upstart competitors; governments and militaries could no longer operate in secrecy with a kept press spouting propaganda; students from the poorest and most remote areas would have access to educational resources once restricted to the elite. In short, people would have unprecedented tools and power. Not only would there be information equality and uninhibited instant communication among all people everywhere, but also there would be access to a treasure trove of uncensored knowledge that only years earlier would have been unthinkable even for the world’s most powerful ruler or richest billionaire. Genuine democracy would become a realistic outcome for the bulk of humanity for the first time in history. Inequality, exploitation, corruption, tyranny, and militarism were soon to be dealt their mightiest blow.

That seems like ten centuries ago. For all of the digital revolution’s accomplishments, it has failed to deliver on much of the promise that was once seen as inherent in the technology. The Internet was expected to provide more competitive markets, accountable businesses, open government, an
end to corruption, and decreasing inequality—or to put it baldly, increased human happiness. It has been a disappointment. If the Internet actually has improved the world over the past twenty years as much as its champions once predicted, I dread to think where the world would be if it had never existed.

To some extent, the gap between the vision of utopians and reality can be explained by their failure to appreciate fully that the Internet would be in direct conflict with hierarchical capitalist powers. James Curran argues that capitalism shaped the Internet far more than vice versa, that if the Internet were to remain a public service institution, it would likely stay on the margins. But leaving the analysis at that point barely scratches the surface of what has taken place and is taking place today.

The tremendous promise of the digital revolution has been compromised by capitalist appropriation and development of the Internet. In the great conflict between openness and a closed system of corporate profitability, the forces of capital have triumphed whenever an issue mattered to them. The Internet has been subjected to the capital-accumulation process, which has a clear logic of its own, inimical to much of the democratic potential of digital communication. What seemed to be an increasingly open public sphere, removed from the world of commodity exchange, seems to be morphing into a private sphere of increasingly closed, proprietary, even monopolistic markets. The extent of this capitalist colonization of the Internet has not been as obtrusive as it might have been, because the vast reaches of cyberspace have continued to permit noncommercial utilization, although increasingly on the margins.

In this chapter I assess how capitalism conquered the Internet—an institution that was singularly noncommercial, even anticommercial, for its first two decades—in the 1990s and what the consequences have been subsequently. By capitalism I mean the really existing capitalism of large corporations, monopolistic markets, advertising, public relations, and close, collegial, important, necessary, and often corrupt relationships with the government and the military. I do not mean the fairy-tale catechism of American politicians and pundits: heroic upstart little-guy entrepreneurs battling in competitive free markets while the deadbeat government is on the sidelines screwing up the job-creating private sector with a lot of birdbrain liberal regulations. I review how specific real-world powerful giant corporations in telecommunications and media have responded to the Internet's existential challenge to their modus operandi. Could these dinosaurs survive?
Once the Internet was largely turned over to capitalists to make as much money as possible, the overriding questions became: What's the killer app? What firms will emerge that will be the new Standard Oils and GMs? In chapter 5 I continue the analysis, assessing the new digital corporate giants that have come forth, looking at why and how they tower over not only the Internet but the whole economy. The key question for most of these new giants has been: where will the money come from to make this a viable market? The answer is advertising. I look at how the Internet has been converted into an advertising-based medium and what that portends for media, not to mention traditional liberal and democratic values. Throughout chapter 5, the crucial role of government policies and subsidies in creating and extending the commercial system will be foregrounded. The chapter concludes with a discussion of how the military and national security interests in the United States play an increasingly prominent role in Internet regulation and governance, in a largely copacetic manner with the corporate giants.

In many respects, chapters 4 and 5 provide an argument against the capitalist development of the Internet, though not necessarily capitalism per se. I draw from a wide body of research on telecommunications, copyright, monopoly, microeconomics, civil liberties, privacy, and advertising that has been produced by respected scholars and writers, the vast majority of whom would be regarded as sympathetic to the market system. Indeed, some of the critique has been generated by libertarians and self-described conservatives. Much of the contemporary data I rely upon comes from the business and trade press and from investment analysts. That being said, when viewed as a whole, the critique herein does invite fundamental questions about the overall capitalist system itself, which are taken up in chapter 7, the conclusion.

So Who Invented the Internet?

During the 2000 presidential campaign, Democratic candidate and vice president Al Gore was repeatedly ridiculed for allegedly claiming that he “invented” the Internet. The conventional response was along the lines of “how could any government bureaucrat think that he could have anything to do with something as entrepreneurial and genius-inspired as the
Internet?” Republican candidate George W. Bush lampooned Gore: “If he was so smart, how come all the Internet addresses start with W?” Of course, the charge against Gore was false but became an urban legend. His actual claim was merely that as a member of Congress he had played a key role in channeling funds to support the development of what would become the Internet. The person often regarded as the father of the Internet defended Gore, with little effect: “VP Gore was the first or surely among the first of the members of Congress to become a strong supporter of advanced networking while he served as Senator,” Vint Cerf stated. “While it is not accurate to say that VP Gore invented the Internet, he has played a powerful role in policy terms that has supported its continued growth and application, for which we should be thankful.”

This episode demonstrated how quickly the true history of the Internet had been swallowed up in collective amnesia and replaced by the mythology of the free market. In fact, the entire realm of digital communication was developed through government-subsidized-and-directed research during the post–World War II decades, often by the military and leading research universities. Had the matter been left to the private sector, the Internet may never have come into existence.

The story has been told many times, but certain aspects bear repeating. When computer scientist Paul Baran (not the economist Paul A. Baran mentioned elsewhere) imagined a decentralized network in the early 1960s, the telephone monopoly AT&T scoffed at his idea, telling him “he didn’t know how communications worked.” The Internet was designed as an “open and designable technology” through which scientists could contribute easily in a nonhierarchical environment. It was unlike the closed systems of corporate telecommunication, in which private control over the bottleneck, what Tim Wu has called the master switch, was the basis for profitability. The Internet predecessor, ARPAnet, under Cerf and Robert Kahn, was designed with no central control so that the system would be neutral or dumb, leaving the power to develop specific applications to people on the edges, who could participate as they wished. This “decentralized control meant all machines on the network were, more or less, peers. No one computer was in charge.” Corporations accordingly had little interest in the Internet during its formative decades. IBM declined to even make a bid to provide subnet computers in 1968, saying the venture was not sufficiently profitable. In 1972 the government famously offered to let AT&T take control of ARPAnet—i.e.,
the Internet—and the monopolist declined “on the grounds that it would be unprofitable.”

The Internet’s origins teach two important lessons. First, basic research of the kind that generates innovations like the Internet is a public good, and private sector firms have little incentive to produce it. Without the pressure to generate returns, as Cerf observed, government-based research has “the ability to sustain research for long periods of time.” Moreover, corporate research labs “rarely if ever invest in fundamental technology that will likely undermine the economic dominance they currently enjoy.” In corporate-think, the proper role of the government goes like this: make the massive initial investments and take all the risk. Then, if and when profitable applications become apparent, let commercial interests move in and rake in the chips, soon followed by shamelessly denouncing government taxation and regulation as interference with the productive work of the private sector. Another approach would accept that government investment in research is desirable and necessary, but argue that the public, through the government, deserves to get the same sort of deal for its investment from commercial interests that private investors would expect if they had bankrolled all the initial research and development and assumed all the risk when the risk was greatest. This return for the public is what was effectively being negotiated (and given away) in the 1990s when the Internet was turned over to the private sector.

Second, the Internet experience highlights the utterly central role that military spending has played in bankrolling technology (and economic development) in the United States since the 1940s. By one study, since 1945 fully one third of U.S. research professors have been supported by national security agencies. “Across the spectrum of high-technology industries,” Nathan Newman writes, “the single overwhelming factor correlating with the rise of technology firms in any region is the level of defense spending.” This is particularly true for communication. The U.S. Air Force, for example, did the research in the early 1960s that provided the basis for the personal computer and the mouse. Likewise, the basic architecture of computer design, advances in time-sharing minicomputers, and most of networking technology were the result of military spending and “massive government support.” As John Hanke, an Internet CEO and one of the creators of Google Earth, put it, “The whole history of Silicon Valley is tied up pretty closely with the military.” Google Earth specifically would not exist
unless the military had been “willing to pay millions of dollars per user to make it possible.” “We’ve come to the point,” Peter Nowak writes, “where it’s almost impossible to separate any American-made technology from the American military.” Nor is this ancient history. In 2012 Wired magazine’s Chris Anderson provided a cover story describing the extraordinary potential benefits of drone warfare for communication and society: “This new generation of cheap, small drones is essentially a fleet of flying smartphones,” he enthused. Military spending on research and development is such a central part of American capitalism that it is almost impossible to imagine the system existing without it.

The total amount of the federal subsidy of the Internet is impossible to determine with precision. As Sascha Meinrath, a leading policy expert at the New America Foundation, puts it, calculating the amount of the historical federal subsidy of the Internet “depends on how one parses government spending—it’s fairly modest in terms of direct cash outlays. But once one takes into account rights of way access that were donated and the whole research agenda (through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the National Science Foundation, etc.), it’s pretty substantial. And if you include the costs of the wireless subsidies, tax breaks (e.g., no sales taxes on online purchases), etc., it’s well into the hundreds of billions range.” Meinrath does not even include the immense amount of volunteer labor that provided a “continuous stream of free software to improve its functionality.” For context, even a conservative take on Meinrath’s estimate puts the federal investment in the Internet at least ten times greater than the cost of the Manhattan Project, allowing for inflation.

The issue is not only public subsidies with no return on investments. It’s also about a public ethos. The early Internet was not only noncommercial, it was anticommmercial. Computers were regarded by many of the 1960s and ’70s generation as harbingers of egalitarianism and cooperation, not competition and profits. Apple’s Steve Wozniak recalls that everyone at his 1970s computer club “envisioned computers as a benefit to humanity—a tool that would lead to social justice.” Salvador Allende’s democratic socialist government in Chile in the early 1970s devoted considerable resources to computing, in the belief that it could provide efficient economics without the injustice and irrationality of capitalism. By the 1970s and 1980s, the computer professionals and students who comprised the Internet community “deliberately cultivated an open, non-hierarchical culture that imposed
few restrictions on how the network could be used.”26 Rebecca MacKinnon calls this the digital commons, which would provide the foundation for all subsequent commercial applications.27 The hacker culture that emerged in that period was typified by its commitment to information being free and available, hostility to centralized authority and secrecy, and the joy of learning and knowledge.28

Nothing enraged the Internet community more than advertising and commercialism. Prior to the early 1990s, the National Science Foundation Network (NSFNet), the immediate forerunner of the Internet, explicitly limited the network to noncommercial uses. The first commercial e-mail message, which gained considerable attention, was sent in April 1994 to every board in the massive Usenet system, which held the noncommercial Internet culture near and dear to its heart.29 The sender of that e-mail was flamed by countless Usenet users, meaning that they clogged the advertiser’s inbox with contemptuous messages demanding that the sales pitch be removed and such conduct never be repeated. This internal policing by Internet users was based on the assumption that commercialism and an honest, democratic public sphere do not mix. Advertising already saturated the balance of the mass media; it wasn’t as if people couldn’t find enough commercials. The Internet was to be the one place where citizens could seek refuge and escape the incessant sales pitch.

This contempt for digital commercialism was well understood in the business community. In 1993 the trade publication Advertising Age lamented how the Internet is encased in a culture “which is loathe [sic] to advertising.”30 Marketers feared that their efforts to use the Web would be greeted by a tidal wave of flaming from “a cyberspace community peopled by academics and intellectuals” who regarded a commercialized Internet as “advertising hell.”31 As late as 1998, Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin rejected the idea that their search engine should be supported by advertising. “We expect that advertising funded search engines will be inherently biased towards the advertisers and away from the needs of consumers,” they wrote. “The better the search engine is, the fewer advertisements will be needed by the consumer to find what they want.”32 The Internet was expected, as Madison Avenue feared deeply, to make advertising irrelevant and obsolete.

As the Internet grew, it gradually attracted the interests of commercial concerns keen to see how they might capitalize upon it. Perhaps the first skirmish came with e-mail, which was created in 1972 by a hacker to piggyback
on the file transfer protocol. With the support of ARPAnet, e-mail soon surpassed all other forms of computer resource sharing. It was the first “killer app.” By the end of the decade, the U.S. Postal Service proposed the creation of an electronic mail service that it would administer, at first for business customers who expressed an interest, and then to others as the system developed. Even then, postal analysts argued that “the Postal Service must enter and participate vigorously in an electronic mail system if it is to survive.” Perhaps a decade earlier, this might have flown, but during the Reagan administration, business opposition from firms like AT&T was sufficient to quash the proposal. Had the Postal Service been successful, it might have put the Internet on a rather different trajectory as a decidedly nonprofit public service medium. By 1982 Cerf left the government and was working for the telecommunication company MCI, where he put together the first commercial e-mail system. When the MCI e-mail system was formally attached to the Internet in 1989, the commercial Internet was born.

Another commercial application of the Internet was the wave of online computer services—proprietary networks like America Online, CompuServe, and Prodigy—that provided “walled gardens” where the services controlled the content. These services enjoyed brief success, but they all failed after the emergence of the World Wide Web in the 1990s provided for free an infinitely greater amount of material than these services provided for a fee. AOL managed to survive and prosper by providing dial-up Internet access, rather than a walled-off system, in the prebroadband era of the late 1990s.

The single greatest concern in the Internet community during this period was the growth of patents and efforts by commercial interests to make proprietary what had once been open and free. As commercial interests were seen taking an increasing interest in the Internet, there was, as James Curran has documented, a “revolt of the nerds”—led by people like Richard Stallman and Linus Torvalds—which launched the open-software movement in the 1980s. Much of the noncommercial institutional presence on the Internet today can be attributed to this movement and its progeny. When Tim Berners-Lee created the World Wide Web in 1990, he said it would have been “unthinkable” to patent it or ask for fees. The point of the Internet was “sharing for the common good.” That was about to change. As the market exploded in the 1990s, patents became the rage. The use of patents to create unnecessary and dangerous monopolies rather than as incentives for
research, as Berners-Lee put it, became a “very serious problem.” By 1999 he wondered openly if the Internet was becoming a “technical dream or a legal nightmare.”

During the 1990s, the Internet was transformed from a public service to a distinct, even preeminent, capitalist sector. The Internet was formally privatized in 1994–95 when the NSFNet turned the backbone of the Internet over to the private sector. Thereafter market forces were to determine its course. The transition culminated a good six years of mostly secret high-level deliberations involving government and the private sector. Compared to the political debate that surrounded the emergence of radio broadcasting in the 1930s or the uprising against Western Union’s telegraph monopoly in the late nineteenth century, there was nary a trace of popular discussion about whether this privatization and commercialization was appropriate and what its implications might be. Press coverage was nonexistent, so the general public did not have a clue; the media watch group Project Censored ranked the privatization of the Internet as the fourth most censored story of 1995. The number-one most censored story was that of the deliberations leading up to what would become the Telecommunications Act of 1996.

Why was there no organized or coherent opposition? In view of the dominant noncommercial ethos that had driven the Internet and had been one of its most attractive features before 1995, the lack of opposition is striking. In my view, there were four crucial factors that account for the uncontested triumph of a privatized Internet.

First, the point emphasized in chapter 3 came into play: the policy-making process throughout the 1990s (and beyond) was dominated by large corporations and their trade associations. The traditional pattern was for the government to develop new communication technologies and then turn them over to capitalists once they could make profits. What little debate there was concerned what (generally minor) public interest obligations would be attached to the gift. Press coverage was restricted to the business press, so the general public had virtually no idea what was taking place. Politicians in both parties benefited by relations with the massive incumbents, who basically owned the board in Washington, D.C., and the state capitals. Due to the imbalance of power in these negotiations, the benefits invariably redounded to private interests. The Internet posed a distinct existential challenge to numerous superpowerful corporations and industries, as well as almost unimaginable promise to them and other businesses. They were not about to disappear
quietly for the good of humanity and allow a fair, widespread public discussion on how best to deploy digital technologies to enhance democracy, the economy, and quality of life.

Second, there was no single policy or coherent set of policies that determined the nature of the Internet. The implications of the 1994–95 privatization were not at all clear. Numerous crucial policy changes and technological advances would be required to get the Internet to where it is in 2013, none of which could have been anticipated in the 1990s. There were numerous institutions, industries, and government agencies that had a role in how the Internet would develop, and none was all-powerful. It was very difficult to get a handle on it. The threat that the Internet would be taken over by Big Brother or Rupert Murdoch seemed remote. For activists concerned about what to do to protect the public interest and prevent corporate domination online, it was difficult to get a sense of what policies were going to be effective. If this was a critical juncture—and many in the 1990s understood it as exactly that—it was not at all clear what the exact issues and alternatives were. Plenty of room existed in the infinite digital realm for everyone to “do their thing,” so it seemed that commercial and noncommercial users could easily co-exist. The only clear policy concern was to prevent explicit government censorship of Internet speech, as exemplified by the Communications Decency Act of 1996, which was almost immediately ruled unconstitutional.

There was also an element of arrogance among hackers, who tended to believe that no matter what the corporate guys cooked up, they would be able to circumvent it. The revolutionary nature of the technology could trump the monopolizing force of the market. This might help explain the 1990s alliance of sorts forged between some prominent counterculture types who embraced the Internet, like Stewart Brand, John Perry Barlow, and Esther Dyson, with free-market ideologues and techno-enthusiasts, like George Gilder and Newt Gingrich.41

Third, even in the context of a corporation-dominated polity, the political culture of the 1990s was close to an all-time high for procapitalist sentiment and close to an all-time low for notions of public service or regulation. The notions of public goods and regulation in the public interest were suspect, if not ridiculed. The digital revolution exploded at precisely the moment that what is commonly known as neoliberalism was in ascendance, its flowery rhetoric concerning “free markets” most redolent. The dynamism of technological revolution imbued the power-grab of corporations with the patina of
moral rectitude, virtue, and public service. The core opinion was that businesses should always be permitted to develop any area where profits could be found and that this was the most efficient use of resources for an economy. Digital technology supercharged the free-market mantra as it undermined the case for regulation of oligopolistic and monopolistic industries. New technologies created new competition, the argument went, and let the market work its magic.

Conversely, anything smacking of the left was suspect. Democrats, with a renewed commitment to free enterprise, were running full-speed away from the term liberal. They could do so with impunity because their base would be unlikely to vote Republican. President Clinton proclaimed, “The era of big government is over.” Anything interfering with capitalist expansion was seen as bad economics and ideologically loaded, advanced by a deadbeat “special interest” group that could not cut the mustard in the world of free-market competition and so sought protection from the corrupt netherworld of government regulation and bureaucracy. This credo led to the drive for deregulation throughout the economy and for the privatization of many once public-sector activities. The Clinton administration and Republicans were in sync when it came to the Internet: As Clinton and Gore put it in their 1997 Framework for Global Electronic Commerce, the first principle was that “the private sector should lead.” Electronic commerce “over the Internet should be facilitated on a global basis.” Matthew Crain’s trailblazing dissertation research on this period demonstrates that the Clinton administration worked extensively, quietly, and harmoniously with private industry on all policy matters related to the Internet, while incipient public interest concerns about privacy and advertising were marginalized. When controversial issues emerged, the preferred solution was industry self-regulation.

The symbolic coup de grâce for the public interest came in the bipartisan 1996 Telecommunications Act. This bill dealt with the Internet only indirectly, and was mostly the result of a turf war between the regional Bell monopolies (the “Baby Bells”) and the long-distance carriers. Derek Turner of Free Press argues, in fact, that a careful reading of the act reveals that it included several measures that could have spawned more competition and advanced the public interest in the digital realm. The real tragedy was that Congress washed its hands of fundamental policy making at this point, ending the possibility of meaningful public involvement. Matters were turned over to endless court challenges of public interest provisions in the law
brought by the corporate players, and to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which in the dark of night had little compunction about serving the needs of large corporate interests as they looked to exploit the Internet. “Before the ink was even dry on the 1996 Act,” Turner writes, “the powerful media and telecommunications giants and their army of overpaid lobbyists went straight to work obstructing and undermining the competition the new law was intended to create. By the dawn of the twenty-first century, what they could not get overturned in the courts was gladly undone by a new FCC staffed and led by the same lobbyists.”

In public pronouncements that accompanied the 1996 Telecommunications Act, this addition to communication law was premised on the notion that traditional concerns with “natural monopoly” in telecommunications and concentrated markets in media were rendered moot by the Internet, which would unleash so much new competition that there was no longer any justification for regulation. The propaganda was so thick, no one stopped to ask why huge monopolistic firms would be lobbying for deregulation if it would leave them facing increased competition and therefore reduced profits.

The biggest lie of deregulation was that these were markets that the government could exit, allowing market competition to work its magic. On the contrary, all the communication markets—including telephone, cable and satellite TV, broadcasting, motion pictures, and recorded music—were created or decisively shaped by the government and based on government monopoly licenses or privileges. Deregulation did not remove the government or the importance of policy making by one iota. In every area of importance, the government still played a central role. What deregulation did was remove or severely lessen the idea of government action in the public interest. The point of government regulation, pure and simple, became to help firms maximize their profits, and that was the new public interest. Deregulation in communication meant, in effect, “re-regulation strictly to serve the largest corporate interests.” “If the present trend is not comprehensively interrupted,” Dan Schiller perceptively wrote in 1999, “the extent to which cyberspace becomes a commercial consumer medium will be very largely determined by profit-seeking companies themselves.” This reregulation let companies locate the most profitable uses and then build policies to support those activities.

There was a fourth factor that undermined opposition or even debate
Despite this blatant pandering to a handful of corporations. The Internet bubble of the late 1990s made policies promoting the commercial development of cyberspace seem not only appropriate, but brilliant. After a difficult recession in the early 1990s following a scary crash in 1987, the Internet-inspired New Economy seemed to be the solution to the growth problems of capitalism. The late 1990s were a giddy moment, and the U.S. news media could barely contain themselves with their enthusiasm for the happy couple. Capitalism and the Internet seemed a marriage made in heaven.\textsuperscript{47} The emerging CEOs were the conquering heroes of the time, visionary seers, world-historical geniuses, and men of action, fully deserving of their rewards. “I think Bill Gates has the right to make $50 billion,” Harvard’s Henry Louis Gates Jr. stated in 1998, “if he’s smart enough to figure all that stuff out.”\textsuperscript{48} Where the hell did Al Gore get off thinking he deserved credit for the work of these titans?

Although the policy battles were won decisively by capital, it is important to acknowledge that there remained plenty of space for people to use the Internet as they wished, so this was not a case like radio broadcasting, wherein the system was turned over to a small number of commercial interests as a monopoly. There has been a tremendous burst of nonprofit and noncommercial Internet sites and free or open software and applications—Yochai Benkler puts the number in the thousands—that have become a central part of the digital realm as experienced by many online.\textsuperscript{49} Wikipedia is the most striking example. As John Naughton puts it, amateurs “have created what is effectively the greatest reference work the world has yet produced.”\textsuperscript{50} Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales understood from the outset that it could not be credible and successful if it was commercial, and Wikipedia still has a stance toward advertising that conjures up the Net’s salad days.\textsuperscript{51}

At their best, these noncommercial cooperative ventures hark back to what Internet celebrants have most extolled about the technology’s virtues and potential.\textsuperscript{52} The most prominent of these developments have found a niche that sits comfortably with the dominant commercial players. As Rebecca MacKinnon puts it, “Open-source software is not inherently anti-business,” and many of the giants like Google use it where it helps them.\textsuperscript{53} “Many businesses built on top of open source,” notes James Losey of the New America Foundation, “such as Apple building its OSX on top of Unix.”\textsuperscript{54} Google and Wikipedia, as Siva Vaidhyanathan writes, have such a strong synergy—Wikipedia ranks near the top of most Google searches—that “it’s unlikely
any reference source would unseat Wikipedia.” This cooperative sector is important for the corporate players too, because it brings legitimacy to the commercial Internet as something more than a digital ATM for billionaires. When Mark Zuckerberg prepared the initial public offering for Facebook in 2012, he wrote to potential investors that Facebook “was not originally created to be a company.” Instead, “it was built to accomplish a social mission—to make the world more open and connected.”

Internet Service Providers: From Monopoly to Cartel?

Two of the industries most immediately threatened by the Internet were the telephone and the cable television industries. For many generations the giant telephone and, to a lesser extent, cable TV firms had been the recipients of enormous indirect government subsidies through their government monopoly franchises. Almost all of them operated with local monopolies. Although often unpopular with consumers, they were arguably the most extraordinary lobbying force in the nation, as their survival depended on government authorization and support.

The great challenge for these industries was to survive the digital revolution. It seemed to be only a matter of time until the Internet provided all sorts of voice communication and access to all sorts of audiovisual entertainment at virtually no cost, making both of these industries superfluous or at least far smaller and less profitable. They were able to meet the challenge through their unrivaled political muscle not only in Washington, but in state and municipal governments as well. Their great leverage was due to the fact that, thanks to government-created monopolies, they controlled the wires necessary for Internet access, at least until a more sophisticated, wireless system could be constructed. The telephone companies had lent their wires to Internet transmission, and in the 1990s, they—soon followed by the cable companies—realized that the wires were their future, and a lucrative one at that. But there were crucial political victories that needed to be won first, and it was not at all clear that they would win them.

The first threat to these firms was the new competition that was going to arrive with the ownership deregulation inscribed in the Telecommunications Act of 1996. There were roughly a dozen major telephone companies in the mid-1990s, some long-distance firms, and seven regional phone
monopolies resulting from AT&T having been split up in 1984. There were another eight or so major cable TV and satellite TV companies, each of the cable TV providers having a monopoly license where it operated, and each satellite TV firm had monopoly rights to part of the electromagnetic spectrum. The theory was that with digital communication, all these firms would leave their monopoly boundaries and begin to compete with each other and that phone and cable and satellite TV companies would go after one another’s business. In addition, all sorts of new players were certain to enter the field now that the official monopoly licenses were ending and the digital gold mine was in sight. Images of the Wild West Internet were invoked to suggest an onslaught of new competitors in telecommunication and cable/satellite television. The principle was “competition everywhere,” creating what Tim Wu called a “Hobbesian struggle of all against all.”

These telephone and cable giants came to tolerate and eventually support the long process of “deregulation” of their industries that came to a head in the 1990s, not because they eagerly anticipated ferocious new competition, but because they suspected that the new regime would allow them to grow ever larger and have more monopolistic power. It was a cynical moment. The stated justification for deregulation was that these traditional phone and cable monopolies would be permitted to use their wires to compete with each other in local markets, creating bona fide competition. In exchange, restrictions on mergers would be relaxed, so the helpless giants could gird themselves for the coming competitive Armageddon.

It was all nonsense. The powerful incumbent players had sufficient monopoly power, commercial and political, to ensure that no new serious competitors emerged. In Texas, for example, SBC (the Baby Bell that later reconstructed AT&T) had nearly a hundred registered lobbyists working on a legislature of 181 members. Not surprisingly Texas passed laws making it very difficult for any newcomer to challenge SBC’s telephone monopoly. In most cases, the dominant players knew it was in their interest not to mess with another incumbent, and outsiders realized it was tantamount to torching their capital to try to break into these industries. The upshot has been a wave of massive mergers shrinking the number of telephone and cable powerhouses down to between six and ten, depending on one’s criteria—less than half the total from the mid-1990s—with AT&T, Verizon, and Comcast emerging as dominant and much more profitable entities.

Deregulation has led to the worst of both worlds: fewer enormous firms
with far less regulation. To top it off, the political power of these firms in Washington and state capitals has reached Olympian heights. Accordingly, politicians pretty much ignored their platitudes about increasing competition. The George W. Bush administration, as Tim Wu puts it, “tended to agree that competition didn’t necessarily require that there be any extant competitors.” These monopolists are the poster children for crony capitalism, which in theory promarket types despise but in practice invariably champion, at least when they’re anywhere near political power.

Increasing monopoly power and crushing the threat of competition was all well and good, but it did not solve the problem posed by the Internet. The telephone companies provided the main wires for Internet access in the late 1990s, but the FCC required that they fulfill the “common carriage” statutes, which meant that the shrinking number of Baby Bells had to allow open access at nondiscriminatory prices for other firms to use their lines as Internet service providers (ISPs). This led to an explosion in the number of ISPs—it was a highly competitive market—in which AOL rose to the top by the end of the decade. The telephone companies despised this regulation, and through the courts and regulatory system they pushed to have it ended, so they could have exclusive rights to use their own networks for ISP purposes. Otherwise, their future was pretty grim, renting out their dumb pipes for other people to use to get rich, especially as telephony would switch over to Internet protocols.

By the new decade, the fat cable pipes were brought online to provide broadband Internet access. The cable companies, too, initially had to follow the common-carrier provisions that telephone companies faced. Then, in 2002—very quietly, and with no debate or public hearing and scarcely a scintilla of news media coverage—the Bush administration’s FCC reclassified cable modems as an information service, rather than a telecommunication service. It was a party-line decision, with Democrat Michael Copps providing the lone dissenting vote. This change allowed cable to escape the common-carrier provisions. A cable company could be the only ISP to use its wires. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the FCC’s constitutional right to make this reclassification—though not necessarily agreeing with what the FCC did—in the 2005 NCTA v. Brand X case. Shortly thereafter, the FCC reclassified the phone companies’ Internet access services as information services, so they, too, could avoid the open-access requirement. By this time, nearly 50 percent of independent ISPs had already gone out of business.
since 2000; and soon nearly all of the rest would follow. As a leading study put it, “Broadband competition in the United States has collapsed.” A crucial policy fight going forward is getting the FCC to reverse its 2002 decision and return both cable and telephone-based broadband to the telecommunication service classification.

This reclassification has had magnificent consequences for the bottom lines of a handful of telecommunication giants and disastrous implications for broadband development in the United States. Nearly 20 percent of U.S. households have access to no more than a single broadband provider—a monopoly. Using FCC data (that the commission acknowledges probably overstates the degree of actual competition), all but 4 percent of remaining households have, at most, two choices for wired broadband access, a duopoly comprised of the local monopoly telephone provider—which may or may not be aggressively pushing wireline broadband—and a cable company. There is no incentive for these duopolists to expand the market if it means they must lower their monopoly prices and profits; hence the persistence of the “digital divide,” which I turn to below. The Obama administration set aside $7.2 billion in stimulus money to bring high-speed Internet to underserved areas, and while it helped in some rural areas, “it had no impact on the broader competitive situation in the market for most American consumers.” Moreover, it gave the big players an indirect subsidy “because a lot of the projects that were supported then need to buy connectivity from the major telcos.”

The other great development is the rise of cell phones, smartphones, and wireless Internet access. With extraordinary corporate jujitsu and no public study or debate, the handful of old telephone companies have gobbled up spectrum and transitioned to becoming the dominant cell phone and wireless ISP providers. Four companies control around 90 percent of the U.S. wireless market, and two of them—AT&T and Verizon—control 60 percent of the market and have more than 90 percent of free cash flow. It has become a classic duopoly, in which the smart play is to imitate the other firm. “AT&T and Verizon don’t really compete with one another,” a Consumers Union attorney commented. “They copy one another.” So it was that when AT&T put limits on the data customers were allowed to download in 2012, Verizon quickly followed suit. A few months later, Verizon announced a new scheme to allow its customers to purchase a certain amount of wireless data capacity that could be spread across a family’s digital machines.
The plan was devised to maximize Verizon’s revenues. “Verizon is finally delivering something everybody wants,” a telecommunication analyst at the research firm Ovum said, “in a way nobody wants.” AT&T was expected to offer an almost identical plan in short order.71

What is the price of duopoly? Americans pay an average of $635 per year for cell phone service; people in Sweden, the Netherlands, and Finland pay less than $130 for superior service. Moreover, in 1997 cell phone firms invested a whopping 50 percent of every dollar of revenue in the cell phone network; today, with little competitive pressure, capital expenditures have fallen to 12.5 percent of revenues.72 “AT&T doesn’t want to invest more in this network than it absolutely has to,” telecommunication expert Susan Crawford explains. “Building more towers and connecting all of them to fiber would bring down the value of its shares.”73 It’s a textbook case of monopoly power, and it pays off. In 2011, AT&T and Verizon were the twelfth and sixteenth largest firms in the Fortune 500, with combined revenues of $230 billion and combined profits of $20 billion.74

The concern is not simply that each of the wired broadband and wireless realms are monopolistic; it is also that they are becoming what Harold Feld of Public Knowledge terms a cartel.75 In 2011 and 2012, exclusive deals were engineered between the dominant cable companies and the telecommunication companies so they would work closely together on standards and integrate their services.76 To some extent, they were made in recognition of the fact that cable had won the battle for wired broadband. By 2011, 75 percent of people adding broadband were choosing cable.77 Cable firms agreed to give up their spectrum so the cell phone companies could have more of it, while the cell phone companies effectively withdrew from serious competition for wired broadband customers. The major development was when cable powerhouse Comcast and wireless giant Verizon reached a deal to market each other’s services in December 2011, in the midst of a number of similar deals among the big players.78 As Feld puts it, “these side agreements amount to a tacit agreement to divide up markets between them and avoid competition.”79

In August 2012, the cartelization of the entire ISP market—wired and wireless—was effectively sanctioned when both the Justice Department and the FCC approved Verizon’s deal to swap spectrum, divvy up the market, and collaborate with Comcast and the other major cable companies.80 “These companies aren’t competing anymore. Now they’re partners,”
telecom industry analyst Jeff Kagan said. “All I see is bad.”

“Instead of an arms race between telephone and cable incumbents,” tech policy journalist Timothy Lee wrote, “we seem to be getting a truce.” Providers, Feld notes, can aggressively pursue “anticonsumer incentives with no consequence.” Considering the size and importance of the telecommunication and ISP markets to the economy, that is an extraordinary state of affairs.

The consequences of the monopoly system are evident. In 2000 the United States was a world leader in terms of broadband penetration and access, “12–24 months ahead of any European country,” according to the Danish National IT and Telecom Agency. Today the United States ranks between fifteenth and thirtieth in most global measures of broadband access, quality of service, and cost per megabit. In a September 2011 global report from Pando Networks, the United States ranked twenty-sixth in the world in average consumer download speed. A 2012 New America Foundation examination of twenty-two cities worldwide concluded that “U.S. consumers in major cities tend to pay higher prices for slower speeds compared to consumers abroad.” “Here’s a big fact,” the author of the FCC’s National Broadband Plan, Blair Levin, stated in 2012: “For the first time since the beginning of the commercial Internet, the United States does not have a commercial wireline provider with plans to build a better network than the currently best available network.” Crawford notes that this means most Americans will never get access to “the speeds the rest of the world is used to.” The New America Foundation places the direct cost of monopoly in wireline to American consumers over the next decade at $250 billion.

There is more than a little tragedy surrounding the emergence of the cartel. There exists a great deal of existing and potential unused spectrum that could be used to establish a superb wireless network alternative to the existing cartel and drive down prices. As The Economist notes, the unused spectrum may offer a “third pipe” that can “rival cable and telephone broadband for access to the Internet.” What is the problem? The electromagnetic spectrum has been allocated in an “ad hoc, piecemeal system” by the government, generally in response to the pressures of the moment, be they commercial or military. Demand for spectrum for wireless applications is now doubling on an annual basis, hence the vaunted spectrum “shortage.” But, as Meinrath notes, “most spectrum lies fallow,” as spectrum “utilization rates are in the single digits throughout most the country. It’s not that folks
are hogging spectrum, they’re warehousing it—mothballing it away so no one else can use it.”

What exists is a “false scarcity” wherein AT&T and Verizon “continue to gobble up more and more of the spectrum capacity needed to provide wireless service.” Matt Wood of Free Press notes that “Verizon and AT&T have insurmountable advantages in the current system of spectrum allocation, which allows them to outbid everyone else—both in FCC spectrum auctions and on the ‘secondary market’ when other licensees look to sell—and then hoard the spectrum they have without really putting it to good use quickly enough.” In 2011, one industry trade publication reported that AT&T had license to $10 billion worth of spectrum that was lying fallow, while it lobbied to have more spectrum diverted to it. This guarantees that no alternative can emerge.

In a sane society, policy debates over spectrum would concern how best to utilize this public resource. As Peter Barnes argues, such a policy is not necessarily “socialist”—it would invigorate businesses by lowering their costs along with everyone else’s and by dramatically improving service. In the United States, the incumbents prevent such a debate, and politicians are quick to see selling off spectrum as a way to look like “deficit hawks,” regardless of the shortsighted nature of such a policy. At any rate, AT&T and Verizon have propagated the notion that there is a spectrum shortage and they need to be able to grab even more. The cartel’s claims have been dismissed by numerous experts with no material stake in the outcome. “Arguing that the nation could run out of spectrum is like saying it was going to run out of a color,” David P. Reed, told the New York Times. As the Times reported, Reed, “one of the original architects of the Internet and a former professor of computer science and engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, says electromagnetic spectrum is not finite.” Technologies exist to accommodate a dramatic increase in users, and the “shortage” can be solved by policy making. As MacKinnon notes, “There is no sign that Congress is serious about tackling this core problem of monopoly and pseudo-monopoly held by many wireless and broadband companies in many parts of the country.”

Elements of the FCC and the government as well as the business community are concerned about this situation. After all, the digital economy depends upon ubiquitous high-speed Internet, but it is hamstrung by the
cartel. One *Forbes* writer reflected the growing concern among businesses that America badly lags behind most advanced nations in broadband speed and prices. “This inferiority is almost purely a result of the lack of true competition and pro-consumer regulation in the telecom industry.”102 The President’s Council of Economic Advisers issued a report in February 2012 calling for more spectrum to be auctioned to improve wireless broadband.103 Later in 2012 a presidential advisory committee, including executives from Microsoft and Google, urged President Obama “to adopt technologies that would use radio spectrum more efficiently.”104 But while some in Washington might wish to see this new spectrum enable a credible challenger to the ISP cartel, the effects would not be felt for five to ten years, and there is no evidence that either political party wants to have a head-on collision with the cartel over what the cartel regards as a matter of life and death: maintaining its vise-like grip on Internet access. Those closest to the action in Washington are highly skeptical of any meaningful reform. The Obama-era FCC “has been willfully ignorant and avoided meaningfully addressing the dearth of competition in the US broadband industry,” one high-level activist told me in 2012.105 Meinrath concurred, calling the spectrum talk “window-dressing” and stating that “a more honest assessment would be that the FCC is actively supporting the telco cartels.”106 It was striking that when FCC chairman Julius Genachowski wanted to locate more spectrum in 2012, he was more comfortable lobbying the Pentagon to turn over some of its spectrum to private companies, rather than pursue the unused holdings of the cartel.107 “The prospects for broadband competition are as bad as they’ve ever been,” a leading public interest policy analyst observed in May 2012. “In fact, they’re much worse than when we first started banging this drum 6 years ago.”108

There is a striking comparison here to health care, for which Americans pay far more per capita than any other nation but get worse service, due to the parasitic existence of the health insurance industry. President Barack Obama said that if the United States were starting from scratch, it would obviously make more sense (from a public welfare and cost standpoint) to have publicly insured health care and no private health insurance.109 The same logic applies to broadband Internet access. It is worth noting that this is how Senator Al Gore understood matters during his years in Congress, when he championed funding for the Internet. In 1990 he argued that the foundation for the “information superhighway” should be a public network analogous to the interstate highway system.110 Commercial interests could
use the network, much as commercial businesses use the highways. The telecommunication companies would have a role, get contracts, and gradually increase their role, but the government would be in the driver’s seat, coordinate the system, and guarantee ubiquitous access and public interest standards. This generally uncontroversial assessment was buried under an avalanche once Wall Street cast its eyes that way, leading Vice President Al Gore to start singing a different tune. It has long been forgotten.

The parallel with the health care situation can be expanded: Just as the health insurance companies have no interest in taking on unhealthy customers or people from “risky” demographic groups, who might hurt their bottom lines, the wired broadband providers have no desire to solicit customers in poor or rural areas, where the firms find either revenues are too low or costs are too high, or both. In a nation with as much inequality and poverty as the United States, that can be devastating. Wireline broadband costs nearly twice as much in the United States as in Sweden, for example, and prices increased nearly 20 percent from 2008 to 2010. An extensive investigative report in 2012 revealed that as of December 2010, “40 percent of households did not have broadband connection in the home.” Homes in wealthier neighborhoods subscribe to broadband in the 80 to 100 percent range, while impoverished households in the same city subscribe at half that rate. The poorest states in the nation all subscribe at under 50 percent. “Access to broadband has become critical for anyone to keep up in American society,” the report observes. “Finding and applying for jobs often takes place entirely online. Students receive assignments via e-mail. Basic government services are routinely offered online.” The digital divide thereby accentuates the gnawing inequality in the United States. The “solution” for the unwired is the cell phone with some Internet access, but as the report concludes, “a smart phone is no substitute for a home computer with a wire-line connection, at least not today.” And as we will see shortly, probably not tomorrow either.

There are currently two great policy battles in the United States that may reduce the damage caused by the ISP cartel. First is the movement for local communities to establish their own broadband networks, “just as local governments a century ago wanted their communities to have affordable access to reliable electric power.” Countless cities have been ignored or feel gouged by the cartel, and more than 150 of them throughout the nation have built their own networks. The private ISPs tend to be unwilling “to invest in next
generation broadband networks except in the most lucrative markets.”

To many of the communities left out in the cold, this is regarded as a matter of life and death. A 2012 study by the New America Foundation demonstrates that American universities are well positioned to be the “primary anchor institutions” that provide “robust physical infrastructure that can be leveraged to provide high-speed Internet access into communities.”

The cartel has responded to community broadband exactly as the health insurance industry did to the idea of a viable “public option” in the 2009–10 health care debates. It has deployed its vast resources and lobbying armada in what can only be described as withering attacks in nearly all states to make municipal broadband networks all but impossible, if not illegal. By 2012 nineteen states had passed such laws. In North Carolina, for example, which passed a law restricting local governments from building broadband networks in 2011, the giant telecom companies and their trade associations gave nearly $1.8 million to North Carolina state candidates between 2006–11. At the same time, that the total is only 19 states reflects the fact that popular campaigns to protect the right for communities to establish broadband networks have been able to thwart, or at least stall, the cartel.

One Economist writer based in Atlanta raved about Chattanooga’s municipally owned high-speed broadband network: “Meanwhile, here in Atlanta, a region of over 4m people, I’m stuck with mediocre Comcast service that conks out every time I look at it funny.” Once people experience community or municipal broadband, as in Santa Monica, California, it is much harder for the cartel’s battalions of lobbyists and trunkloads of campaign donations to take it away. In both 2005 and 2007, a bipartisan group of senators including John Kerry and John McCain introduced legislation that would have stopped states from blocking their cities and towns from building their own broadband networks. The cartel was able to derail the legislation then, but that approach remains the best immediate solution to the problem.

The second policy battle is over Net neutrality. This is a requirement that ISPs not discriminate among users, following the old common carrier requirements on the telephone monopoly. Technically, this meant ISPs “could not discriminate against packets moving across their networks.” In the 1990s many Americans assumed the Internet was a magical platform that let everyone have an equal right to speak, thanks to the technology. In fact, the democratic genius of the Internet was the regulation that prohibited ISPs from discriminating among legal Internet activities, so a punk rock
or vegan website got the same treatment as Microsoft’s website. The ISPs hated this regulation; if they could discriminate among users, they could effectively privatize the Internet and make it like cable television. For cartel members, it is less about their desire to censor dissident speech than their desire to extort extra fees from commercial players on their networks. AT&T CEO Ed Whitacre proclaimed as much in an interview with BusinessWeek in 2005. What Internet websites and applications “would like is to use my pipes for free, but I ain’t going to let them do that.”\(^{122}\) Users did and do pay the ISPs to use their networks; what the cartel wanted was the right to discriminate, charge big users more, and collect additional undeserved “rents.” In a world without Net neutrality, the potential for increased ISP profits was and is mind-boggling.

Business analysts and publications like The Economist argued that the obvious market solution to the problem was more competition. If consumers had choices, no one would ever sign up to an ISP that censored websites or discriminated among them. But the cartel made that about as realistic politically as passing a constitutional amendment outlawing heterosexuality, so the campaign for the maintenance of Net neutrality became the crucial battle to prevent the elimination of the Internet as an open public realm.

Led by Free Press, an enormous campaign mushroomed around 2005–6 to maintain Net neutrality. There was support on the political grounds that it was singularly dangerous to permit a small handful of private concerns to have a censor’s power over what had become the primary marketplace of ideas. “In many countries,” MacKinnon points out, “a lack of net neutrality makes censorship—whether by companies, government, or some mix of the two—much easier to implement and much less publicly visible, let alone accountable.”\(^{123}\) There was also support for Net neutrality from the business community, especially from powerful firms like Google, which did not want to be shaken down by ISPs in order to get on their networks. In 2008 a frustrated Vint Cerf, by then a Google executive, asked if it might not be better if the Internet data-pipe infrastructure were “owned and maintained by the government, just like the highways.”\(^{124}\) Candidate and later president Barack Obama loudly announced that he would “take a back seat to no one in my commitment to net neutrality,” and that it would be the centerpiece of his communications policy regime.\(^{125}\)

The formal Net neutrality policy that the FCC approved in December 2010 maintained effective neutrality for the wired ISPs but effectively
abandoned it for the wireless ISPs, where much of the action was moving. “It’s the internet vs. the schminternet,” as Jeff Jarvis put it. The actual policy closely approximated the agreement Google and Verizon had privately reached on Net neutrality in August 2010. That meeting took on the air of the meeting of the five families in *The Godfather* to divvy up the illegal-drug trade in New York City. Jarvis termed it a “devil’s pact,” and it was a textbook example of how communication policy is made. As of 2013, mobile phones have overtaken PCs as the most common way to access the Web, and that will be an increasingly proprietary world. Nor will its influence end there. “The closed smartphone architecture is the canary in the coalmine for all of consumer computing,” Harvard’s Jonathan Zittrain says, concluding that “the PC is dead.”

Free Press, the New America Foundation, and most public interest advocates regarded the policy as a failure, an abandonment of the Obama administration’s oft-stated position. The fingerprints of the wireless ISPs were all over it, and it was easy to see the fear the Obama administration had about antagonizing such a powerful and well-heeled lobby, especially with a billion-dollar election around the corner. Republicans opposed any Net neutrality regulations. The ISPs sensed weakness and pushed ahead in the courts to have even the FCC policy rejected, if not the very notion of Net neutrality. That is where the matter stands at this writing. If this stops being an issue among politicians, it will be because the cartel has won.

**The Titanic Sails Again?**

From the 1970s to the end of the 1990s, in a dramatic transformation, the U.S. media system came to be dominated by a handful of entertainment conglomerates—Time Warner, News Corporation, Viacom, Disney, General Electric, and one or two others. After a wave of ever larger mergers and acquisitions, these companies owned all the major television networks, many of the largest-market television stations, hundreds of radio stations, all the major film studios, many cable TV systems, most of the cable TV channels, and much of the music recording industry. These firms also had large stakes in magazine and book publishing, and a few newspapers. Some of them—like Sony, General Electric, and Disney—had extensive holdings outside traditional media. In just fifteen years, between 1984 and the end of
the 1990s, the share of the five largest conglomerates in total media-sector revenues doubled to around 26 percent.\textsuperscript{131} That may not sound like much by recent American standards, but the media sector includes as many as ten fairly distinct industries that traditionally often had their own unique firms. Several of these industries, like book publishing, had been rather competitive in the not too distant past.\textsuperscript{132} This concentration would be somewhat akin to having five firms control 26 percent of the revenues of all branches of food production, grocery stores, and restaurants.

By 2000 there was also a second tier of a dozen or so lesser conglomerates that tended to be newspaper-based empires—like Gannett, the Tribune Company, Cox, the Washington Post and the New York Times—that had interests in television stations and publishing. These firms were pikers compared to the megaconglomerates, and they did not grow as quickly, but they were an important component of the media system, especially for journalism. Once one got past the first two dozen or so firms, the companies that remained were much smaller and less powerful. It was a quick trip from the redwood forest to the weeds. By the end of the 1990s, these two dozen largest firms were made up of what were once several hundred independent media companies as recently as the 1970s.\textsuperscript{133}

By 2000 there were eighteen media and advertising firms that qualified for the Fortune 500, compared to eight in 1970; eight conglomerates qualified for the top 150, compared to two such firms in 1970.\textsuperscript{134} Media concentration seems to many to violate the principle of open and diverse media required for a democratic culture. To the extent it was seen as affecting journalism, it became a growing concern.\textsuperscript{135} These firms had gotten larger for the same reasons other capitalist firms get larger: bigness reduces risk and increases profitability, everything else being equal.\textsuperscript{136} It’s important to remember that conglomerations required a number of significant changes in federal laws and regulations—largely because most of these firms traded in radio and TV stations or cable TV systems, the licenses for which had strict ownership regulations to prevent monopoly—but media firms proved to be highly skilled at getting their way in Washington.

By the mid-1990s, for media moguls like Rupert Murdoch and Disney’s Michael Eisner, it seemed the world was their oyster. But for all the depth and breadth of the empires they had constructed and despite all their political influence, the Internet seemingly posed a threat to their very existence. As Jaron Lanier put it, “the old-media empires were put on a path of
predictable obsolescence.” The Internet appeared to pose this threat for three reasons. First, it opened the possibility of making it much easier for new players to enter media markets. As the Internet became the dominant platform, prospective entrants would no longer need major capital to get a broadcasting license or buy an existing film studio. With barriers to entry eliminated, the digital era might make it possible for another giant with an enormous bankroll, say a Microsoft or an AT&T, to successfully use the Internet as a platform to get in the media game, whereas it would have been unthinkable otherwise.

Like the telephone giants, the media conglomerates and their lobbyists argued that ownership regulations were no longer relevant to their industries and should be abolished. Why? Because as all media shifted to digital formats, the traditional distinctions among media sectors would disappear—a process called convergence—with a consequent tidal wave of digital competition. Media giants needed to be allowed to get much, much larger to withstand the impending competitive war. Otherwise they would likely die, and it would be unfair to force them to compete in the digital race for survival with their shoelaces tied together. Partially as a result of this argumentation, for example, the 1996 Telecommunications Act greatly relaxed radio station ownership rules, leading to massive consolidation in the next three years. This notion of new digital competition for the media giants was embraced by many digital activists in the 1990s, who thought the big media corporations were getting their just deserts. They would all soon be submerged by the Internet, with its unlimited number of websites. All sorts of newcomers could enter what had been a restricted field, and if they could locate a following, they would be able to generate sufficient revenues to make a go of it. Jaron Lanier remembers the idealistic conviction that a digital utopia was around the corner in a cultural system soon to be liberated from the commercial monopolists.

The second threat to the media conglomerates was the difficulty of getting customers to pay for media content online, because it was so ridiculously easy to copy and distribute perfect digital copies of music, films, TV shows, and the like at no charge. The Internet magnified the inherent problem with markets for cultural production and, in effect, made the commercial media system impossible. Copyright was finally overmatched. One could imagine the end of the recording industry, Hollywood, television, and book publishing. The prospective demise of the commercial media system could
have generated public study and debate over how best to encourage cultural production and have cultural workers effectively compensated, that is, what policies could replace copyright in the digital era. But the media conglomerates had no interest in such a discussion, so it never occurred. Their business model is built on the dramatic expansion of copyright, and without it there would not be much of an industry.

Commercial media dealt with the public good of terrestrial radio and TV broadcasting by turning to advertising as the source of revenues. In theory this could have been part of a solution to their dilemma with the Internet. But all evidence suggested that people would never sit through thirty-second spots on their computer; they would go to another site. Advertising, which made television one of the great engines of profit for generations, was in the digital crosshairs. This was the third great threat posed by the Internet to the media conglomerates.

In combination, the three threats would take away audience with all sorts of new free offerings on the infinite World Wide Web. It would make “piracy” so rampant that there would be very little commercial incentive to produce content. Scarcity would no longer exist, so there could be no basis for markets. And it would be impossible for advertising to bankroll Internet media, because customers would not tolerate it, and in the land of digital plenty, customers would have an infinite number of choices. This was enough to make any media CEO want to upload a résumé and look for a new field to conquer.

The Internet explosion of the 1990s scared the dickens out of the media giants, and they responded by doing what was second nature to them: buying the competition. They frantically spent billions of dollars gobbling up digital ventures so they would not be outflanked by any digital media upstarts. They would buy up everything they could on the Internet so no matter how it developed, they would own the damn thing. That experience is now chalked up as among the most insane flights of fancy in business history and an unmitigated disaster for the media giants, who acted as if they had only a matter of months until the Internet destroyed them. Some of the digital ventures they invested in were laughably implausible. The nadir came in January 2000 when the AOL–Time Warner merger was announced; AOL was the dominant partner in the deal even though it had just a smidgen of Time Warner’s assets, sales, or profits. What AOL had was a mother lode of world-class hype. It soon became clear that once the Internet shifted from dial-up
to broadband, AOL had no business model and was next to worthless.\textsuperscript{141} How could Time Warner, the mightiest of the mighty media conglomerates, have missed something so elementary?

Despite the hit to corporate balance sheets due to the Internet bubble, in 2000 commercial media markets remained lucrative, and the immediate future looked just fine, especially for the Hollywood-based conglomerates. It would take widespread broadband to make the threats genuine. In the meantime, the media giants had oodles of cash and considerable lobbying power to try to redirect digital media before broadband hit full-force. They had also learned an important lesson by then: if the media giants couldn’t find a successful business model for media online, no one else would either. To the extent that anyone could make a profit producing online media content, the media giants, with their vast collection of content and resources, had dramatic advantages over everyone else. This changed the nature of the struggle, lengthening their shelf life by decades, and, insofar as content had value, giving them considerable leverage.

The corporate media sector has spent much of the past fifteen years doing everything in its immense power to limit the openness and egalitarianism of the Internet. Its survival and prosperity hinge upon making the system as closed and proprietary as possible, encouraging corporate and state surreptitious monitoring of Internet users and opening the floodgates of commercialism.\textsuperscript{142} By 2012, media firms were holding their own. Although asset-shuffling and deal making continued—Comcast, for example, bought a controlling interest in NBC Universal from General Electric in 2011—the degree of concentration has plateaued at around 2000 levels. The largest media firms maintained their grip, with about the same number ranking in \textit{Fortune}’s top 150 and top 500 in 2011 as in 2000.\textsuperscript{143}

The most important campaign has been to extend the scope and length of copyright and make enforcement as sweeping and penalties as onerous as possible. The copyright lobby has dominated congressional and regulatory deliberations. As MacKinnon put it, “The need to protect intellectual property has become a higher priority for many elected officials than due process—the presumption that a person is innocent until proven guilty.”\textsuperscript{144} Another major prong of this power grab was the development of digital rights management (DRM) technologies that imposed artificial limitations on the functionalities of digital devices and software.\textsuperscript{145}

From 1998’s Digital Millennium Copyright Act to the failed attempt
in 2011–12 to pass the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), copyright law has moved from the sleepy backwater of law school curricula—providing the rules of the road for a long-established commercial system—to the forefront as an offensive weapon for shaping our media and communication systems. SOPA would have given the government the power to shut down entire domains, with very little transparency and no meaningful repercussions for erroneous actions. It would have extended and legitimated the already extensive activities of ISPs to censor websites accused of “piracy,” with minimal standards for due process and fairness. The measure, according to Wired magazine, also would have paved “the way for private rights holders to easily cut off advertising and banking transactions to what the bill’s backers call ‘rogue websites,’ without court intervention.” As Google’s Sergey Brin told The Guardian in an interview, SOPA “would have led to the US using the same technology and approach it criticized China and Iran for using.”

Representative Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) may have spoken with only a tad of hyperbole when she stated that its passage “would mean the end of the Internet as we know it.” The details were so frightening that Wikipedia closed its website for a full day in protest. Although defeated in 2012, the issue will return to Congress in coming years, perhaps in sheep’s clothing.

Another measure of the power of the copyright lobby is how the federal government has made copyright enforcement the highest possible priority in trade deals and has pressured other governments to adopt U.S.-style laws and enforcement—to the point where a casual observer might think U.S. officials were on the media industry’s payroll. The United States has led the fight for the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA), which as of 2012 had over thirty signatories and is in the process of being ratified. The United States kept top secret its core provisions until they were released by WikiLeaks in 2008. ACTA would empower governments to cut off Internet access for alleged copyright violators without due process and to remove content without proof of any violation. After worldwide protests, these stipulations were watered down grudgingly, but the concerns of copyright holders are clearly the point of the exercise and a higher priority than human rights. In July 2012 the European Parliament rejected ACTA, largely due to the public outcry over the onerous copyright extensions, which pretty much killed it. Attention then turned to the Trans-Pacific Partnership treaty being negotiated between the United States and Pacific Rim nations. Feld saw in those negotiations indications that the U.S. trade representative—after
the publicity beating over ACTA—was beginning to recognize that a softer hand, and more acceptance of such matters as fair use and the public domain, might be necessary to gain passage of trade deals. But some people close to the action do not expect meaningful changes in the U.S. position on copyright either internationally or domestically. “These efforts are absolutely independent of public input,” James Losey told me. Meinrath is dubious about the efforts of policy makers to appease concerned citizens about new copyright laws and treaties: “All multi-stakeholder efforts I’ve heard about have been more towards the PR BS side of the spectrum than anything meaningful.”

Note well, as MacKinnon chronicles, the lessons from China and Russia are that those governments routinely use copyright enforcement as a politically convenient cover for cracking down on dissent. There is also a synergy of interests between the commercial forces that want to monitor people surreptitiously online to better sell them to advertisers and the copyright holders who want to monitor people online to see who might be using their material without permission.

The irony is this: research demonstrates that while aggressively enforcing onerous copyright laws can quash dissent, because of the technology, that approach is ineffective at reducing the supply of “pirated” material online. “In the long run,” as David Friedman puts it, “simply enforcing existing law is not going to be an option.” Scholars like Pat Aufderheide and Peter Jaszi propose smart reforms, while others, like Yochai Benkler, Lawrence Lessig, and Friedman, demonstrate that there may be ways to make cultural production compatible with the Internet. “I think we are at a point where we are asking whether you really need a film industry for a film to be made or a music industry to make music,” Kickstarter co-founder Yancey Strickler put it in 2012. The problem, of course, is that alternative approaches are not compatible with the media giants remaining enormous and enormously profitable.

Independent of the legislative front, in 2012 the media giants proceeded to work out private arrangements to enforce copyright to their satisfaction with the telecom cartel and Internet giants such as Google. The Center for Copyright Information was formed so that the ISPs would police their networks for “pirated” material. After six warnings, an infringing user would have the material significantly downgraded or removed. The exact manner in which the system would work has been obscure, as have been the rights of
the accused. The potentially explosive plan was to go into effect in July 2012 but was delayed to work out the details. As one observer noted, the “ISPs are not the most popular companies, and playing policeman for Hollywood will not make that better at all.”

The media firms did get Google to agree to alter its search algorithms to favor copyrighted material in August 2012. Google preferred a private agreement to a bill like SOPA that could make more onerous and costly demands on it to police copyright. Websites that were repeatedly challenged on copyright grounds would be listed so deep into Google searches that they would effectively no longer exist. The concerns again are that the process is opaque and, as a public interest advocate told Talking Points Memo, “appears to incentive copyright holders to file many removal requests.” Indeed, Google received copyright removal requests for over 4.3 million Web addresses within a thirty-day period during summer 2012, more than it received in all of 2009. “Google has set up a system that may be abused by bad faith actors who want to suppress their rivals and competitors,” one public interest lawyer stated. As Free Press’s Wood put it, “any number of deals that studios, ISPs, and search engine companies are ready, willing, and able to cut with each other” can threaten the open Internet just as much as “bad legislation.” Should private self-interested monopolies really be making secret policy that directs the future of cyberspace, without public awareness or participation?

The most significant development in the media giants’ battle to stem “piracy” has been the emergence of Apple iTunes, Netflix, legal streaming systems, and e-books as ways to sell content online. Forty percent of Americans who said they had illegally downloaded videos said the legal proprietary streaming services made them less likely to do so. By 2010 nearly a third of record companies’ global revenues came from digital distribution, and the proportion was rising quickly. By 2011, Amazon’s sales of e-books exceeded its sales of printed books. One major publisher saw the percentage of its revenues from e-book sales increase from 11 percent in 2010 to 36 percent by the end of 2011, and this is the trend industrywide. For the public, these legal alternatives are mixed blessings, because they are closed, proprietary systems devised to establish and maintain artificial scarcity, so as to give immense power to private monopolies. The problem for media giants is that they give firms like Apple and Amazon a great deal of power over pricing. The 2012 battle among Amazon, Apple, and book publishers over the
pricing of e-books, for example, pointed to a future in which publishers may not be necessary, except in the sales of their existing copyrighted material. Hence the media giants are doubling down on their campaign for onerous copyright laws, extreme enforcement, and draconian penalties.165

Media conglomerate bottom lines notwithstanding, it remains uncertain if these proprietary systems can effectively generate a revenue base to sustain a large system of original cultural production. Lanier, for one, has abandoned his utopianism for what he terms empiricism. “To my shock, I have trouble finding a handful of musicians” (besides artists like Ani DiFranco) who have bypassed the corporate system and made a go of it online. “After ten years of seeing many, many people try,” he concluded in his assessment of the Internet and culture, “I fear that it just won’t work for the vast majority of journalists, musicians, artists, and filmmakers who are staring into career oblivion because of our failed digital idealism.”166

The one truly hopeful sign for the media conglomerates is the extraordinary durability of television. In 2012 some $60 billion was spent on TV advertising, mostly flowing to the large conglomerates; online video received only $3 billion in advertising, although that was a 55 percent increase over 2011.167 What is developing is a merger of sorts between digital television and the Internet. Online streaming currently reaches one third of all TV viewers on a weekly basis.168 “Four to five hours per day is what Americans spend consuming video,” Hulu CEO Jason Kilar noted, and the battle is on to see who controls that four to five hours, whether it is on a television, a laptop, or a smartphone.169 According to Cisco Systems, video accounted for 40 percent of Internet traffic in 2012 and will account for around 60 percent in 2015.170 As this is an advertising-supported area for the most part, the convergence is accelerating as digital television becomes “addressable” like the Internet. “Contemporary activities suggest,” Joseph Turow writes, “that eventually there will be little difference between the ‘internet’ and ‘television’ in terms of advertisers’ approach to people and their data.”171 The media conglomerates are working diligently to become the main content providers and to have control over the channels, whatever the precise medium.172

Firms like Apple, Amazon, and Google—not to mention the ISP cartel—are joining the battle to control video consumption, and are all scurrying to expedite and capitalize upon this marriage of digital TV and the Internet. As the New York Times puts it, these “battles are part of the larger war for three screens: smartphones, tablets, and televisions.” A 2012 Pew survey
determined that 52 percent of all adult cell phone users “incorporate their mobile devices into their television watching experiences.” Google’s YouTube, for example, is launching one hundred TV-style advertising-supported Internet channels. “We want to make all your screens work together in a unique and seamless way,” a Microsoft executive explains. The growing consensus is that “whichever company ends up owning the living room, where most content is consumed, could own the entire sphere.”

It is unclear where this process will end up—and what the division of power will be among the corporate sectors—except that it is mostly being driven by advertising, in a form radically different from how it has been traditionally understood. The smart money says not to bet against the new digital giants as they square off with the media conglomerates for the largest slice of the pie. Let’s find out why.
In this chapter I complete the analysis of the marriage of the Internet to really existing capitalism. I look at the new digital giants that have emerged and are increasingly the masters of the Internet—and masters of much of our social life. I then assess the extraordinary conversion of the Internet into an advertising-based medium, and how the new digital advertising industry is a radical departure from advertising as we have known it. Finally, I bring the government and the national security and military agencies into the picture, discussing their use of the Internet and how their operations mesh with those of the dominant commercial players. In all three sections, questions emerge about the compatibility of the capitalist-driven Internet with the requirements of effective self-government.

The New Digital Giants—Who and Why?

It is supremely ironic that the Internet, the much-ballyhooed champion of increased consumer power and cutthroat competition, has become one of the greatest generators of monopoly in economic history. Digital market concentration has proceeded far more furiously than in the traditional pattern found in other areas, described in chapter 2. As “killer applications” have emerged, new digital industries have gone from competitive to oligopolistic to monopolistic at breakneck speeds. To be clear, the Internet is still crystalizing as an area of capitalist development, and it appears to be dynamic, so not all of its characteristics are discernible. Nevertheless, the monopoly tendencies are powerful, and the existing giants appear poised for a long
reign atop the U.S. and global political economy. At this point, one can only speculate as to whether any new digital monopoly giants will join them or the system is approaching consolidation.

In most Internet areas where profits can be generated, private interests have been able to convert beachheads into monopoly fortresses and generate endless profit. Google, for example, holds nearly 70 percent of the search-engine market. It may soon challenge the market share that John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil had at its peak. Google already has 97 percent of the booming mobile search market.\(^1\) Despite attacks by Apple and the growth of open-source Linux, Microsoft’s Windows operating system continues to be used on more than 90 percent of all computers.\(^2\) Apple, via iTunes, controls an estimated 87 percent market share in digital music downloads and 70 percent of the media-player market.\(^3\) The iPad dominates the burgeoning tablet computer market.\(^4\) “Ninety percent of the profits in the smartphone space are going to Apple and Samsung,” a former Microsoft executive said in 2012. “There’s no real sign that’s changing anytime soon.”\(^5\) Amazon sells between 70 and 80 percent of both physical books and e-books online,\(^6\) and eBay and Facebook, along with a handful of other giants, enjoy considerable monopolistic power as well. A recent analysis of economic inequality in the United States concluded that “the stupendous gains made possible by the technological advances of the information age have been almost entirely captured by a tiny elite.”\(^7\)

The monopolistic firms that have capitalized on the digital revolution have grown to world-historical proportions. In 2012, four of the ten largest U.S. corporations in terms of market valuation, including number one and number three, were Internet giants Apple, Microsoft, Google, and AT&T. Add IBM and that is five of the top ten. If one goes down through the top thirty, the list then includes Verizon, Amazon, Comcast, and Disney, as well as the Internet giants that depend less directly on the consumer market: Intel, Cisco, Qualcomm, and Oracle. That is thirteen of the top thirty firms. In comparison, the top thirty firms include only two of the “too big to fail” banks that have earned so much notoriety for their dominance of the political economy.\(^8\) In short, the Internet monopolists sit at the commanding heights of U.S. and world capitalism. When *Fortune* magazine compiled its list of the top twelve entrepreneurs of the past generation, the founders of Internet giants Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, and Google occupied four of the top five slots.\(^9\)
Why is monopoly so much more pronounced and so much more impervious to direct competitive challenge on the Internet than in the balance of the economy? The paradox is striking, because scarcity on the Internet has to be created and hence is artificial. As Wired editor Chris Anderson puts it, “Artificial scarcity is the natural goal of the profit-seeking.”

There are a few closely related explanations. First and most important, the Internet exhibits what economists term network effects, meaning that just about everyone gains by sharing use of a single service or resource. Information networks, in particular, generate demand-side economies of scale, related to the capture of customers, as opposed to supply-side economies of scale (prevalent in traditional oligopolistic industry) related to reduction in costs as scale goes up. The largest firm in an industry increases its attractiveness to consumers by an order of magnitude as it gets a greater market share, and makes it almost impossible for competitors with declining shares to remain attractive or competitive. Wired’s Anderson puts the matter succinctly: “Monopolies are actually even more likely in highly networked markets like the online world. The dark side of network effects is that rich nodes get richer. Metcalfe’s law, which states that the value of a network increases in proportion to the square of connections, creates winner-take-all markets, where the gap between the number one and number two players is typically large and growing.”

Bob Metcalfe, inventor of the Ethernet protocol that wires computers together, regarded the network effect as so prevalent that he formulated the law that goes by his name: the usefulness of a network increases at an accelerating rate as you add each new person to it. Google search is an example; the quality of its algorithm improves with more users, leaving other search engines with a less effective and attractive product. Consider Facebook, which during 2012 exceeded one billion users worldwide. “Those who sign up (and it’s free) have access to a wider circle. Those who don’t can feel excluded,” The Economist observed. “This powerful feedback loop has already made Facebook the biggest social-networking site in many countries. It accounts for one in seven minutes spent online worldwide.” Metcalfe’s law was responsible for Rupert Murdoch being hoisted by his own petard. Murdoch’s News Corporation spent $580 million for MySpace in 2005; at that moment MySpace had what looked to be a decent shot at grabbing a commanding lead in the nascent social-media market and getting a Google-type
monopoly. It soon found itself in Facebook’s rearview mirror and fading fast; Murdoch unloaded MySpace in 2011 for $35 million.15

There is also a flip side to Metcalfe’s Law: those excluded from a network face an accelerating cost of exclusion. Depending on the importance of the network, the severity of the exclusion can be tantamount to nonpersonhood. This is a good way to understand the importance of battles for Net neutrality and universal affordable broadband.16

A second factor that encourages monopoly is the importance of technical standards, which become imperative if different firms and consumers are going to be able to use the Internet effectively. Once they are set, the firm that holds the patent or even a head start is off to the races. It is in the public interest that these standards not privilege a single firm, but that is not always possible. Smart firms do what they can to make their technical system the industry standard, hence giving them the pole position and a two-lap lead in a three-lap race. “I suppose I shouldn’t say this,” Bill Gates acknowledged back in 1996 when discussing the importance of setting industry standards favorable to Microsoft, “but in some ways it leads, in a product category, to a natural monopoly.”17 Microsoft has been able to exploit the dependence of a wide range of software applications on its underlying operating system in order to lock in its system seemingly permanently, allowing it to enjoy long-term monopoly-pricing power. Any competitor seeking to introduce a new, rival operating system, faces an enormous “applications barrier to entry.”18

Some of this goes on beneath the surface. Consider the H.264 codec, owned by the MPEG LA group, with licenses held by Microsoft, Apple, and others. It is quickly becoming the standard for online video, currently getting 66 percent of the market. With a bottleneck on Internet traffic like this, the owners of H.264 can create many “billable moments.” Economists often term shakedowns like this “economic rents,” referring to the undeserved income economic actors receive by virtue of their ownership of a scarce resource, independent of the cost of production or reproduction.19 Or consider wireless powerhouse Qualcomm. It controls 69 percent of the code division multiple access (CDMA) chipset market and 77 percent of the wireless chipsets in Android devices. Along with Broadcom, Qualcomm controls half of the key wi-fi chipset markets.20

A related factor that encourages monopoly is the widespread use of patents, to such an extent that Tim Berners-Lee would probably now regard the
late 1990s, which he once deplored, as a golden age of openness. The U.S. Patent Office awarded 248,000 patents in 2011, 35 percent more than a decade earlier. Patents are similar to copyright: by offering government protection for a temporary monopoly license, they have the necessary function of rewarding and therefore encouraging innovation; like copyright, patents have exploded in prominence in the digital era. Bloomberg Businessweek terms the escalation in patents—Microsoft, for example, took out over 2,500 in 2010, compared to just a few hundred in 2002—as a “high-tech arms race.” Two or three decades ago a machine might have five or ten patents, a patent expert noted. “Today, the phone in your pocket has about 5,000.” Battles over patents among the digital giants are now routine. “We can sit by and watch competitors steal our patented inventions,” Steve Jobs said in 2010, “or we can do something about it.” He launched what was termed Apple’s Jihad over patent rights in the courts. When Google paid an “astonishing” $12.5 billion to purchase Motorola Mobility in 2011, it did so significantly for Motorola’s 17,000 patents. These were a “trove of mobile patents” that would make Google’s Android stand up to legal challenge and diminish the threat of any new market entrants. “As tech companies snap up patents,” Politico observed, “they are battling each other in courts around the world.” One antitrust attorney called it mutually assured destruction. The certain loser: the smaller firms that “can’t buy up 20,000 patents” or pay legal fees for endless court cases.

In the same manner that copyright law has become a deterrent to creativity as much as a foundation for it, so it is with patents. “The belief that stronger intellectual property protection inevitably leads to more innovations appears broadly wrong,” the Times writes, because “innovation is often a cumulative process, with each step piggybacking on the ideas before it.” Patents halt the process, but they are fantastic for protecting entrenched monopoly power, litigation costs notwithstanding. “Who has the patents?” Stanford economist Tim Bresnahan asks. “It’s the guys who have been around awhile, not the guys who have done a lot of innovation lately.” Bloomberg Businessweek notes that “startups no longer race headlong to develop prototypes as fast as possible. Instead, they must first protect them with bulletproof intellectual property portfolios that can take years to build.” Patents, the Times concludes, allow “dominant businesses to stop future inventions that would disrupt their business model.” The piece posits the radical idea that “perhaps software should not be patentable at all.” Berners-Lee, who will
meet his maker as the genius scientist who gave us the World Wide Web but not as a billionaire, would likely agree.

All these factors explain how the profitability of the digital giants is centered on establishing proprietary systems for which they control access and the terms of the relationship, not the idea of an Internet as open as possible. Back in 2006, Jonathan Zittrain predicted that in the coming decade the personal computer would be replaced by a new generation of (proprietary) “information appliances.” Tim Wu says he was “exactly right.” Apple was committed to this approach from the very beginning, and “Jobs’s vision of a closed computer did not waver.” Wu notes that Apple’s various devices were “Hollywood-friendly,” and designed to work with a single ISP. Technology writer Steven Johnson praised Apple for providing one of “the most carefully policed software platforms in history.” The genius of the iPhone, for example, is that it is a “tethered” device, for which all the control is with Apple. As John Naughton put it, the Internet-connected mobile phone “is functional, enjoyable and perhaps even beautiful—but it is largely under someone else’s control.” By 2008 Bill Gates conceded that Apple’s closed system had proven to be the best approach. The investment community agreed; by 2012 Apple was the most valuable company in the United States, worth over $550 billion. But Apple is hardly the only digital firm that can be so described. Facebook’s genius is building a realm that is proprietary and a new essential layer for engaging with other websites.

Google, ironically, has voiced loud protests over the emergence of these “walled gardens” as the basis for the Internet. “The old internet is shrinking and being replaced by walled gardens over which Google’s crawlers can’t climb,” John Battelle of the online advertising network Federated Media explained in 2012. “To many, the space outside Facebook will look more and more like an untamed space where scams, malware, and piracy thrive.” Google’s Brin has been blistering in his criticism of Apple and Facebook for their “proprietary platforms” that are “stifling innovation and balkanising the web.” He stated that he and co-founder Larry Page “would not have been able to create Google if the Internet was dominated by Facebook.” Nevertheless, Google has launched its own proprietary service, Google+, and Microsoft also has moved in a proprietary direction. Moreover both of them depended upon proprietary software, which may have been among the first apples eaten in the digital Garden of Eden. Google has been described as “the antithesis of the open-source movement.” And when matters turn to
the preeminent issue of privacy, Google locks arms with Facebook, abandoning any claim to the moral high ground.

A key development that accompanies and enables proprietary systems is cloud computing, wherein each of the giants stores vast amounts of material on their battalions of servers. Users do not need to have massive computer memories to store their own material; they can—indeed, must—access everything they have from a small device just by gaining access to the cloud. There are still “little guys” who offer hosting services, and that is a constructive activity. At the other end of the spectrum, though, the digital monopolists, including Google, Facebook, Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft, have all invested to build enormous private clouds. Cloud computing is a brilliant way to make the Internet more efficient and less expensive to users and society, but whether having the preponderance of cloud capacity in the hands of a few giant firms is a wise policy is another matter altogether. The clouds can be a treasure chest full of valuable data for the giants to exploit.

Cloud computing requires serious capital outlays—old-fashioned barriers to entry—which lock in oligopoly or monopoly. Consider Google, which spends many billions annually on computers so it can provide nearly instantaneous response to queries. Any Google search query “fires up between 700 and 1,000 separate computers in several huge data centers around the United States.” Like the other giants, Google has enormous “server farms” all over the world to keep all this information in its cloud. The companies are secretive about their location and size, but evidence suggests a server farm is an enormous industrial undertaking that would have more than held its own in Akron, Ohio, or Gary, Indiana, in 1963 or in China today. Naughton describes one data center as being comprised of ten vast “rooms” with thirty thousand computers and a sizable industrial cooling system in each of them. In 2008 Google had nineteen such data centers in the United States and almost as many elsewhere. Google was thought to be purchasing 15 percent of the servers being sold in the United States at the time.

In combination, these factors demonstrate how absurd are the claims by giants like Microsoft and Google that “competition is a click away” and that they are in mortal fear for their very survival if someone were to develop a better algorithm in her garage. Amazon, too, is more than an algorithm and a stack of patents. It has sixty-nine data and fulfillment centers in the United States, seventeen of which were built since 2011, with plans for more to come. It has a nonunion workforce; the working conditions in one of its
main fulfillment warehouses in Allentown, Pennsylvania, were characterized by an investigative report as resembling “the onerous conditions so indelibly satirized by Charlie Chaplin in *Modern Times*.”

Today, the Internet as a social medium and information system is the domain of a handful of colossal firms. Each of these firms is centered on having a monopoly base camp that generates piles of cash. By some accounts, Apple had $110 billion in cash on hand in 2012, while Google had $50 billion, Microsoft had $51 billion, and Amazon had $10 billion. Facebook pocketed $16 billion in cash from its IPO in May 2012, but even before that, it managed to make nearly two dozen acquisitions since 2010, topped by a $1 billion deal for Instagram. The giants, the *New York Times* noted, comprise an “industry that seems to be more awash in money by the day.”

Protecting and preserving the monopoly base camp is job one, and everything follows from it. The best way to imagine the Internet is as a planet where Google, Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, and the ISP cartel members each occupy a continent that represents their monopoly base camp. A mini-empire with a monopoly base camp like eBay is the equivalent of Japan. The traditional media giants have less leverage, so they are located on the equivalent of Hawaii, New Zealand, and Madagascar. (The pattern of merging with a larger digital giant, as NBC Universal did with Comcast, is a plausible outcome.) Those faltering digital contenders, like Netscape, AOL, and now Yahoo!, all failed to lock in monopoly power and found themselves in the middle of the ocean looking for an uninhabited island. Twitter has been discussing some sort of formal alliance with Apple—up to a formal acquisition—“amid intensifying competition from the likes of Google and Facebook.” The goal of each empire is to conquer the world and prevent getting conquered by someone else. It is understood that no firm is an island, so to speak, and it cannot rest content with its monopoly base camp and let the world sail on by. The firms sometimes compete aggressively, while they simultaneously are each other’s customers and find value in alliances with some empires against the others. As one industry observer put it in 2012, these “companies can cooperate with each other and gouge each other’s eye out and experience no dissonance.” This is where game theory probably best explains their behavior.

With their mountains of cash and stock that is attractive in deals, and with the benefits of their existing monopoly base camp, the empires all try to move into adjacent areas and launch new monopoly services, in the hope...
that they will eventually pan out. Apple has been tremendous at this, creating new monopolistic industries out of whole cloth. Google has moved out from search to countless other areas over the past eight years; Gmail and YouTube are just the tip of the iceberg. “When Facebook’s photo service was introduced,” Steven Johnson writes in *Wired*, “it almost instantly became the largest digital photo repository in the world, despite a feature set that was obviously inferior to those of competitors like Flickr and Photobucket.” Amazon hopes to use its e-commerce expertise from selling books to dominate nearly all e-commerce markets. Overall retail sales are pretty flat, so Amazon’s growth, and that of other online retailers, will come at the expense of the “physical shops,” as *The Economist* calls them. As U.S. e-commerce is expected to climb from $176 billion in 2010 to $279 billion in 2015, Amazon’s future looks bright. And the other empires are salivating to get a piece of the action.

Amazon and its CEO, Jeff Bezos, understand the prerogatives of monopoly power as well as Jay Gould or John D. Rockefeller ever did; it uses its monopoly pricing power and market muscle to drive prospective competitors out of existence or into submission. Then, like Rockefeller, it can set prices at the level that generates maximum profit. “Amazon is a bully. Jeff Bezos is a bully,” the CEO of one of the largest American book publishing houses said in a 2012 interview. “Anybody who gets that powerful can push people around, and Amazon pushes people around.” This is nothing new; Joseph Stiglitz describes how Microsoft used its “monopoly power” to crush Netscape in the 1990s. Bill Keller writes about how Facebook disabled the game Critter Island in its system in 2010, and Critter Island went from 14 million users to zero in 48 hours. What’s the point of being a monopolist if you don’t let everyone know who’s boss?

The empires each spend many billions to purchase digital upstarts and midsize firms. Many familiar brand names on the Internet—from PayPal and YouTube to Skype and Hotmail—are owned by a giant. In 2011 alone, Google, for example, spent $14 billion to make eighty acquisitions. Sometimes the firms are willing to overpay to lock in the potential of a new industry or to prevent another empire from getting the jump on them. As *The Economist* acknowledges, one of the benefits of being a cash-flush giant is that you are “rich enough to buy up potential rivals.” The fortunes being generated online go not only to the owners of the empires, but also to the owners of the upstarts that are sold to the empires. Mark Cuban, anyone?
fact, that is what many savvy entrepreneurs are aiming for, to get bought out by a giant. For another independent giant empire—e.g., another Google or Facebook—to emerge would require the creation of a new digital industry that can avoid the thicket of patents and that can quickly be monopolized. Its owners must also avoid the great temptation to sell out at what would seem like an incredible price. The existing giants have it in their interests to minimize the possibility of another digital colossus emerging; though in a technologically fluid moment, the empires are not all-powerful.

Remember the classic Havana patio scene from *The Godfather II*, which I mentioned in chapter 3. The empires all agree it is their world and no one else’s, and then they fight each other to control it. To the extent that there is competition in existing markets, it is because the giants decide to make a foray into enemy base-camp territory. No one else has a prayer. Fifteen percent of an existing market as number two can still be quite lucrative. So in one week in June 2012, Apple announced a series of new features to directly attack Google’s monopoly markets, Google did the same to Microsoft, and Microsoft was reported to be about to launch a tablet computer to go after Apple. When promising new areas emerge and it is unclear which empire will have the upper hand, the battle can be intense until the issue gets settled, which usually takes no more than a few years. So it is that most or all of the major empires are making (or preparing to make) plays in smartphones, search engines, tablet computers, Internet television, social media, e-books, games, e-commerce, and anything else that one of the other giants is currently prospering at doing and that has a growth horizon. Smartphones have opened up a new frontier of “over the top” services—including what are more commonly called apps—and the cartel and Internet giants are battling for dominance in new realms as these services emerge, as well as gobbling up new firms that show promise.

Perhaps the most aggressive move by a giant in 2012 was Google launching its Google Fiber network in Kansas City. The Google system offered much higher speeds—as much as a hundred times faster than what is available in American “broadband” and similar to speeds increasingly found in other advanced nations. It was also an attack on the cable TV and satellite industry because it offered full-channel television access. It is unclear where this will go and how serious Google is about giving the cartel a run for its money. One activist in Washington said, “From what we’ve heard there are
no plans for Google to build out in other cities or more broadly across the nation.” Why? The “costs are tremendously high”—good old-fashioned barriers to entry—not to mention squaring off with the reigning heavyweight champion of lobbying forces.65

What is clear is that only an Internet giant like Google is in any position even to consider this sort of attack. At worst, it might provide all sorts of good publicity and increase Google’s negotiating leverage with politicians and the cartel by acting as a shot across the bow at the cartel and even pushing it to get off its duff and join the twenty-first century, at least in wealthy communities. At best—and it is a long shot—Google might grab a nice profitable market share of the wireline ISP/pay television market. That would give Google more control over its own fate than any of the other giants.66 In short, a smart, low-risk investment for a company with money to burn and the potential for a massive payoff.

Why the obsession with global domination or, as Peter Burrows put it, “to be everything to everyone”?67 In the proprietary world, each empire wants to be as self-contained as possible and draw consumers into its world, where it will offer them an array of services and products and gather extensive data in its cloud to be mined for prospective advertisers. “The biggest tech companies are no longer content simply to enhance part of your day,” the New York Times reported. “They want to erase the boundaries, do what the other big tech companies are doing and own every waking moment. The new strategy is to build a device, sell it to consumers and then sell them content to play on it. And maybe some ads too.”68

The boundary between hardware and software has been obliterated by the likes of Apple, and Amazon and the others are racing to follow. “You need to control the hardware to control the overall experience,” as one analyst puts it.69 “It is about the ecosystem,” another analyst stated. “The idea is to get consumers tied into that ecosystem as tightly as possible so they and their content are locked into one system.”70 The name of the game in these walled gardens is to exploit what economists now sometimes call an “enhanced surplus extraction effect”—that is, the increased ability to fleece those walled within.71 Once an empire has you inside its confines, it is much easier for them to push the whole line of products on you. In effect, the giants are vying to be digital company stores in a national or global company town. Will it work? No one knows. “Who knows how the model is going to play out,” one analyst observes. “Google doesn’t know yet. But if you aren’t
building it today then you aren’t winning in five years.” The present logic points toward possibly even fewer megagiants once everything shakes out.

**In Praise of Monopoly?**

According to conventional economic theory, concentration in markets is bad for the efficient allocation of resources in an economy. Monopoly is the enemy of competition, and competition is what keeps the system honest. It is monopoly power, for example, that makes it possible for Facebook to disregard its users’ concerns about privacy; in a competitive market consumers would be able to switch to a more privacy-friendly social medium. Without effective competition, capitalism loses much or all of its justification to exist, its claims to be a rational and fair system compatible with political democracy. Some economists acknowledge that such monopolies have emerged but claim they will be only temporary due to the technological dynamism of the digital world. The assumption is that new technology will beat down the walls erected around any monopolistic market in a Schumpeterian wave of creative destruction. But there is little evidence to support this claim. Given these giant firms’ enormous size and financial and political power, there may be some reshuffling of the deck, but, barring political intervention, some version of these giant monopolies is likely here for the duration.

For Wired’s Chris Anderson, the new world order of monopoly *über alles* is simply the way of the world: “A technology is invented, it spreads, a thousand flowers bloom, and then some one finds a way to own it, locking others out. It happens every time. . . . Indeed, there has hardly ever been a fortune created without a monopoly of some sort, or at least an oligopoly. This is the natural path of [capitalist] industrialization: invention, propagation, adoption, control. . . . Openness is a wonderful thing in the nonmonetary economy. . . . But eventually our tolerance for the delirious chaos of infinite competition finds its limits.” As PayPal founder and billionaire Peter Thiel now tells students attending his lectures at Stanford, the moral of the story is that it is time to grow up and accept the new monopoly system. Competition is overrated, even destructive, and capitalism works better with a handful of monopolists “doing something so creative that you establish a distinct market, niche and identity. You’ve established a creative monopoly and everybody has to come to you if they want that service.” In this view, it is these
entrepreneurs behind the handful of monopolies who are the progressive force in society.\textsuperscript{76}

In fact, as this chapter has demonstrated, none of this was natural, nor does it reflect “our” preferences; “we” have had little say in the matter. The ISP cartel and the digital empires can appear far less benevolent if one is not looking through the rose-tinted glasses of Thiel’s asset portfolio. None of these monopolies would have been possible without supportive and enabling government policies on a range of issues, as well as considerable previous investments by the government, a point lost in Thiel’s self-congratulatory paean. If actions speak louder than words, the giants know full well that their existence depends upon favorable regulation and taxation policies. Their existence is predicated upon a government that not only accepts but expedites and facilitates their economic power. Facebook, as Lori Andrews observes, could not exist unless there were laws preventing it from being “sued for invasion of privacy, defamation, or criminal acts based on people’s postings.” As she observes, “all the rights run in one direction. Facebook holds the cards, and its citizens have little recourse—other than to leave the service entirely.”\textsuperscript{77} But don’t hold your breath waiting for Thiel or the giants to acknowledge the great debt they owe the government and to society. As two scholars observed wryly, “People care more about what unjustly harms them than about what unjustly benefits them.”\textsuperscript{78}

Nearly everything about the way the digital giants conduct their operations smacks of antitrust violations, or at least violations of the spirit in which the relevant statutes were passed a century ago. To put it politely, antitrust law enforcement has been malleable. Enforcement has declined over the past three decades, and—notwithstanding the integrity and commitment of many public servants—is seemingly more often deployed when business competitors complain about the dominant firm in a market than as the result of popular concerns or empirical reality. Such was the case with Microsoft in the 1990s.\textsuperscript{79} By 2012 the monopolistic propensities of the giants again were drawing attention from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the Justice Department, and Congress. Several of the giants, like Apple, Amazon, and Facebook, were embroiled in a variety of cases and negotiations. Google, in particular, was being pressed by the FTC over whether “Google has abused its dominance by manipulating its search results, making it less likely that competing companies or products will appear at the top of a results page.”\textsuperscript{80}

In much economic theory, such monopolies should either be publicly
owned or, at the very least, heavily regulated to prevent abuses, especially as they often tend to monopolize crucial public functions. If they can be effectively reformed into competitive industries, that route should be considered too, though—for the reasons mentioned above, and as Wired’s Chris Anderson and monopoly enthusiast Peter Thiel would agree—the monopolistic pressures in this sector makes that mostly unrealistic. The free-market option does not compute. André Schiffrin, founder of The New Press, suggests that the option of public ownership is a debate we should be having about Google. The World Wide Web has thrived in the public domain; why not Internet search?

Yet corporate political power has basically eliminated the threat of public ownership, as well as credible regulation in the public interest. “All too often policymakers thinking to regulate Google have preferred to treat it as an equal of Human Rights Watch rather than of Halliburton,” Evgeny Morozov writes, adding that “if we are serious about making the Internet deliver on its democratic potential, we will need to reconsider this attitude.” The regulation that remains, antitrust or otherwise, is done as much to guarantee the existence of profitable firms and industries as it is to protect public interest values threatened by commercial monopolies. The range of legitimate political debate cannot question the propriety of these giant firms; it can only nibble around the edges.

None of the government’s current activities toward the new giants is remotely close to life-threatening. Even at their most rigorous, contemporary U.S. or European antitrust regulators have no apparent problem with markets as long as there are two or three players with double-digit market shares. The regulators seem to be waving a white flag before the market reality of contemporary capitalism, except for the most egregious monopolies. The single greatest antitrust threat to Google and the other giants comes from the European Union, which does not necessarily regard the American-based giants as the home team. By 2012 the EU was in intense negotiations with Google over its monopolistic practices; Google has 85 percent of the European search market, some 15 percent more than its U.S. position. The FTC was in regular communication and collaboration with the EU officials. A concern from Google’s perspective was that a formal European antitrust case against Google might embolden American regulators and give them powerful ammunition.

All of this points in one direction: the Internet giants need to follow the
path of the cartel and the copyright lobby and add nuclear weaponry to their lobbying army. With “big policy issues looming,” one tech insider said, the giants “need to engage today to protect their long-term interests in Washington.”87 They are doing just that.88 Google spent $5 million on Washington lobbying during the first three months of 2012, an amount nearly equal to its entire 2011 spending on lobbying, which itself had doubled Google’s 2010 spending.89 Facebook, too, fattened its D.C. lobbying team, part of its work being to help members of Congress integrate Facebook into their election campaigns as well as constituent relations.90 The spending of individual firms is just a small part of the lobbying effort; there are several trade associations representing the Internet giants, each with budgets in the tens of millions of dollars.91 The digital empires have a long way to go to catch up with the ISPs or the media giants on the lobbying front, but they are starting to close the gap. Given their extraordinary size and wealth and the corruption of the political system, they should have commensurate political power in Washington in short order.

Some sense of the rapidly growing power of the digital giants comes when one looks at international politics, where the giants play a foundational role. Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg was invited to the 2011 G8 meetings, where he sat at the table and discussed world politics.92 MacKinnon characterizes “Facebookistan” and “Googledom” as virtual nation-states obsessed with limiting the ability of governments anywhere to interfere with their profitability and growth, which is their driving concern. The U.S. government—the same one that is theoretically working to regulate the giants domestically—generally acts as their powerful advocate globally. “Right now our social contract with the digital sovereigns is at a primitive, Hobbesian, royalist level,” Mackinnon writes. “If we are lucky we get a good sovereign, and we pray that his son or chosen successor is not evil. There is a reason most people no longer accept that sort of sovereignty.”93

One test for how effective the U.S. government can be in regulating the digital giants will be the matter of taxation.94 Because of the fluid nature of the digital economy, Internet firms have been able to take advantage of the federal income tax code, devised for brick-and-mortar businesses, to move a disproportionate amount of their profits earned in the United States to accounts in foreign low-tax nations and dramatically reduce what they pay in taxes overall, in particular to the U.S. government. Nicholas Shaxson describes aspects of the process in his 2011 book, Treasure Islands:
In October 2010 a Bloomberg reporter explained how Google Inc. cut its taxes by $3.1 billion in the previous three years through transfer pricing games known by names such as the “Double Irish” and the “Dutch Sandwich,” ending up with an overseas tax rate of 2.4 percent. The problem is getting worse. Microsoft’s tax bill has been falling sharply, for similar reasons. Cisco is at it. They are all at it. Transfer pricing alone costs the United States an estimated $60 billion a year—and that is just one form of the offshore tax game.95

Apple, for example, has pioneered sophisticated accounting techniques that—although probably technically legal—are extraordinarily damaging to U.S. tax revenues. It paid less than 10 percent in taxes on its $34.2 billion in 2011 profits; Walmart, for the sake of comparison, paid taxes at a 24 percent rate on $24.4 billion in 2011 profits, the average rate for nontech companies. High-tech firms effectively pay a third less in taxes on the same amount of profits as the balance of the U.S. corporate community.96

It will be a test of the political system to see if it can get the high-tech sector to pay what other firms do, and help address the nation’s deficit problems that are the purportedly the overriding concern of so many politicians. A problem for Apple and its fellow Internet giants is that the profits they allocate to foreign locales cannot be repatriated to the United States without paying U.S. taxes. To get around this, the digital giants are launching a lobbying campaign to establish a “repatriation holiday.” The last such corporate tax repatriation was in 2004. This would allow for a brief amnesty period during which American businesses could return these foreign profits to the United States without owing any taxes on them.97 Then the whole process would begin again.

As the authors of a 2011 report by the New America Foundation put it, on its present course, “the Internet will devolve into a feudalized space—one that limits democratic freedoms while enriching an oligopoly of powerful gatekeepers.”98 It is a world that would have been considered impossible not too long ago, but it is the destination where one inevitably arrives when really existing capitalism is behind the wheel.
Our Master’s Voice—Loud and Clear?

In 1934 journalist and ex-adman James Rorty’s seminal work, Our Master’s Voice: Advertising, was published. This was a historical moment when advertising was relatively unpopular and more than a little controversial. Reformers were marshaling widespread antipathy to broadcast advertising in their campaign to establish a large nonprofit and noncommercial sector in American radio. Radio inventor Lee DeForest so detested broadcast advertising and its “moronic fare” that in the early 1930s he attempted to invent a device that would automatically mute radio advertisements and then return the volume to audible levels when the programming resumed.99 The consumer movement, as Inger L. Stole has chronicled, organized campaigns for federal laws that would provide rigorous regulation of advertising so that it would provide accurate and useful information to consumers, not propaganda to confuse them.100 Rorty’s jeremiad against his former profession ultimately came down to one crucial point: advertising was the voice of corporations and the wealthy who owned them; its ultimate effect was to spawn a culture that cemented their power. In particular, its role as paying the piper gave the masters control over the very media system a free people required to address corporate power.101

This radical critique of advertising and the attendant political movements receded from public view in the postwar decades, but advertising remained largely suspect, fodder for comedy due to its insincerity, absurdity, and asininity, as piles of Mad magazines or parodies on Saturday Night Live attest. Meanwhile, considerable scholarship examined the dubious contribution of advertising to the content of American entertainment and journalism. When the Internet emerged, the notion that it would be a distinctly noncommercial space was uncontroversial and widely embraced. I was there and I can tell you that in the early 1990s no one was bellyaching about a lack of advertising on the Internet, or a shortage of advertising anywhere else for that matter.

But the notion of a commercial-free Internet was quickly challenged in the 1990s on two fronts. First, major advertising corporations, Rorty’s “masters,” were alarmed by the idea that they could not effectively market their products to prospective consumers online. Procter & Gamble CEO Edwin Artzt had the “chilling thought,” as Joseph Turow chronicles in his superb
book *The Daily You*, “that emerging technologies were giving people the opportunity to escape from advertising’s grasp altogether.” By the mid-1990s, Artzt had made this a central concern, and he implored major advertisers to respond to the threat of the Internet in the same way advertising had conquered previous media: “Let’s grab all this new technology in our teeth once again and turn it into a bonanza for advertising.”

One way to make the Internet more ad-friendly would be to support the creation of technical standards for *cookies*, small files secretly downloaded to users’ computers that would make it possible to track Internet users surreptitiously and create profiles of their activities so as to segment them for marketing. Websites could then “quietly determine the number of separate individuals entering various parts of their domains and clicking on their ads.” The counterculture types at the Internet Society’s Internet Engineering Task Force had an adverse reaction, offering a proposal that cookies “should be shut off unless someone decides they’re willing to accept them.” This standards battle became the first policy fight over advertising. As one ad industry executive said, “What concerns us is the tone of the proposal, which is that advertising is not good for us, so we want to avoid it.” Netscape and Microsoft bowed to the commercial pressures in designing their Web browsers. Though scholars, activists, and Internet purists expressed alarm about invasions of privacy, in one fell swoop, the nature and logic of the Internet had been turned on its head—though it would not be fully apparent for at least a decade.

But this still did not solve the problem. Most of the corporate advertising done online in the late 1990s was ineffectual. One expert termed the click-through rates on Internet ads as “miserable,” less than one half of one percent. Maybe the idealists were right and the Internet simply was not going to be a sales medium because users could not be held hostage.

The second factor behind the drive to make advertising effective online was the need to have a source of revenue for online content and services. The idea of converting the computers into vending machines and having a pay-per-view system was unrealistic for the foreseeable future. On the one hand, the Internet founders would never approve such a radical change in the system, nor would the public, as it had already tasted the openness of the Web. On the other hand, if websites tried to sell access to their content, usage tracking quickly established that most Internet users would ignore those sites and move on to the infinite world of free content. A handful of
prominent brands like the *Wall Street Journal* or ESPN might make a go of it, but for everyone else, *fuhgetaboutit*. As all the other alternatives stepped backward, advertising was left as the only answer to the question of how the commercial Internet could be funded. The emergence of widespread broadband early in the 2000s helped the cause a lot; now advertising could use compelling audiovisual messages as on television. Tools for surreptitious monitoring, like cookies, were augmented and dramatically improved. But the problem remained: how to get people to pay attention to and respond to the commercials; all hands were summoned to the task. “The best minds of my generation,” an early Facebook employee told *The Atlantic*’s Alexis Madrigal, “are thinking about how to make people click ads.”

The great development in recent years has been the emergence of advertising that targets people based upon detailed information gleaned surreptitiously from their Internet activities. “What was once an anonymous medium where anyone could be anyone,” Eli Pariser wrote in 2011, “is now a tool for soliciting and analyzing our personal data.” U.S. Internet advertising totaled $40 billion in 2012—topping the total amount going to all print media for the first time—and was expected to increase to as much as $60 billion in 2014 and then $80 billion annually by 2016. Borrell Associates estimates that ads placed on mobile apps will increase from $1.25 billion in 2011 to $21.2 billion in 2016. (The United States accounts for just under one half of global Internet advertising.) Internet advertising is on an explosive trajectory to gobble up an ever increasing portion of all advertising expenditures for the foreseeable future, and television advertising, to the extent it remains distinct, is becoming much more like Internet advertising.

Nothing exemplifies this emergence of advertising on the Internet more than the meteoric rise of Google. Google search advertising accounts for one half of all U.S. Internet advertising revenues—the other type of online advertising is called display advertising—and Google generated $36 billion in global ad revenue in 2011. It has taken the logic of commercial broadcasting—“If you’re not paying for something, you’re not the customer; you’re the product being sold”—and elevated it to unimaginable heights. Or, as Bruce Schneier puts it, “Google has great customer service. Problem is, you’re not the customer.” With scores of distinct Internet services collecting data on people online, Google can target advertising as no other firm has ever been able to do.

Except for Facebook. Beyond the hubbub surrounding its dramatic 2012
IPO, with its equally dramatic ascension and decline, something extraordinary is occurring with social media. Facebook is “more than the world’s largest social network, it is a fast-churning data machine that captures and processes every click and interaction on its platform.”115 By 2011 Facebook became the first website with a trillion page views in a month. More than half of its more than one billion users check it every day; in America half of eighteen- to thirty-four-year-olds check it within minutes of waking up, and 28 percent do so before getting out of bed. Americans spend, on average, 20 percent of their online time exclusively on Facebook. In a single day, 300 million photographs are uploaded; on the weekend, the figure jumps to 750 million.116 “Facebook will have more traffic than anyone else, and they’ll have more data than anyone else,” one investment analyst observed in 2012. “So, unless they are impervious to learning how to monetize that data, they should be the most valuable property on the Internet, eventually.”117 Corporate America is excited to burrow its way into this mother lode of data. “We’re going to get a ton of new ideas,” Frito-Lay’s North American chief marketing officer stated.118 “Facebook is unilaterally redefining the social contract,” Lori Andrews writes, “making the private now public and the public now private.”119

The digital advertising industry goes far beyond Google and Facebook. Turow documents how Madison Avenue ad agencies have been reconfigured so that media buying, once the somewhat perfunctory function of locating media to place ads, has become arguably the most important part of the operation. Moreover, Google, Microsoft, Yahoo!, and AOL have each established advertising networks to place advertising on websites. This Big Four accounted for 28 percent of online display ad revenue in 2008.120

Gathering as much information as possible on Internet users and knowing where to reach them online is the key to securing ad dollars. Turow calls it “one of history’s most massive efforts in stealth marketing.”121 Our era has come to be “epitomized by Big Data,” a report in The Guardian states.122 “Personal data is the oil of the information age,” writes a New York Times reporter.123 “Every day most if not all Americans who use the Internet,” Turow notes, “are being quietly peeked at, poked, analyzed, and tagged as they move through the online world.”124 The online advertising industry, says Jeff Chester, has turned the Internet into “a digital data vacuum cleaner on steroids.”

And it’s not just Google or Facebook or the ISP cartel tracking people.125
“Your smooth new iPhone knows exactly where you go, whom you call, what you read,” Pariser writes. “With its built-in microphone, gyroscope, and GPS, it can tell whether you’re walking or in a car or at a party.”126 Two investigative reporters for ProPublica concluded their examination of smartphones by writing, “Let’s stop calling them phones. They are trackers.”127 A 2010 Wall Street Journal investigation of 101 smartphone apps for Apple iPhone and Android found that 56 of these apps “transmitted the phone’s unique device ID to other companies without users’ awareness; 47 transmitted the phone’s location in some way,” and 5 sent “age, gender and other personal details to outsiders.”128 On the Internet, the Wall Street Journal concluded, businesses know immense amounts about individuals, who remain “anonymous in name only.”129

In fact, it is more accurate to say that the Internet is swarming with mostly anonymous and unaccountable companies tracking anything that moves. The Wall Street Journal examination determined that the top fifty websites in the United States installed, on average, sixty-four pieces of tracking technology on the computers of visitors.130 In 2012 The Atlantic’s Madrigal investigated who exactly was monitoring his online activities over a thirty-six-hour period. He discovered there were 105 companies that were tracking him and collecting data. Many of the companies were collecting the data to sell to other companies. “Right now,” he concluded, “a huge chunk of what you’ve ever looked at on the Internet is sitting in databases all across the world.” What individual anonymity that remains is little consolation to Madrigal. “The results of this process are ineluctable. Left to their own devices, ad tracking firms will eventually be able to connect your various data selves. And then they will break down the name wall, if they are allowed to.”131 A month after Microsoft purchased Skype in 2011, Microsoft patented a “legal intercept” technology that could “silently copy” every communication done on VOiP services like Skype. Microsoft refuses to say whether the technology is integrated into Skype’s architecture.132

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger regards this as nothing less than a “redistribution of information power from the powerless to the powerful.”133 The greatest fear of Schneier’s—arguably the leading global expert on computer security—is not cyberterrorism, cybercrime, identity theft, WikiLeaks, or illegal downloads of music and Hollywood films. According to the New York Times, it is “ubiquitous surveillance” conducted by “private companies and government agencies advancing their own interests, whether for surveillance
or commerce.”134 “You need to know one simple truth,” investigative jour-
nalist David Rosen wrote after a detailed examination of the subject: “You
have no privacy with regard to your electronic communications. Nothing
you do online, via a wireline telephone or over a wireless device is outside
the reach of government security agencies and private corporations.”135
“Given enough data, intelligence and power,” one technology journalist
said, “corporations and governments can connect dots in ways that only pre-
viously existed in science fiction.”136 Need it be added that this was invari-
ably dystopian science fiction?

This may be the great Achilles’ heel of the Internet under capitalism:
the money comes from surreptitiously violating any known understanding
of privacy. The business model for Google and Facebook, and to a certain
extent for all Internet firms, as Jaron Lanier put it, requires “a magic formula
to appear in which some method of violating privacy and dignity becomes
acceptable.”137 As the New York Times’s Keller puts it, the challenge these
firms face is “how to sell us on without creeping us out.”138 “This is not an
issue the Internet giants are keen to open up for public discussion or de-
bate, and for good reason. When Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO) held a
privacy hearing in 2010, she was astounded to learn how the Internet actu-
ally functioned. “I understand that advertising supports the Internet, but I
am a little spooked out,” she said. “This is creepy.” An industry consultant
acknowledged that as marketers pushed ever further into the data, there was
an “icky factor.”139

Polling data confirms widespread antipathy to online attacks on privacy.
A 2008 survey by Consumer Reports found that “93 percent thought Inter-
net companies should always ask for permission before using personal in-
formation, and 72 percent wanted the right to opt out of online tracking.” A
2009 study by Princeton Survey Research Associates found that 69 percent
thought the United States should adopt a law “giving people the right to learn
everything a website knows about them.”140 A 2012 survey of U.S. smart-
phone users found 94 percent consider online privacy an important issue
and 55 percent say it is something they think of often. Sixty-two percent of
respondents were aware they were being tracked by advertisers—though not
necessarily aware of the extent of the tracking—but only 1 percent “liked”
being surreptitiously pursued.141 Turow has conducted a series of surveys
over the past seven years and generated similar results. He found that “unlike
what many have suggested, attitudes toward privacy expressed by American
young adults (age eighteen to twenty-four) are not nearly so different from older adults.” In short, young people immersed in smartphones and social media want their privacy too. If the will of people were honored, Internet advertising as it has evolved might be effectively ended. The Internet giants “sell this extremely creepy intrusion as a great boon to your life because they can tailor services to your needs,” a legal expert in privacy and computer crime told the New York Times in 2012. “But do most people want to give that much away? No.”

The system appears safe from political challenge, however, and the polling data offers a good part of the answer there too. Surveys reveal spectacular ignorance by most Americans about what is actually occurring to them and their data online. Turow calls the ignorance level “distressing” and notes that it is worse among younger people and that it has not improved with increased exposure to the Internet. Only a small number of people are aware, for example, that over half of the roughly 84 data categories Facebook collects about its users are not available for them to see. One source estimates that only 29 percent of the information Facebook possesses on any given user is available through the site’s tools. Nor is there any right under U.S. law to ask a company to hand over the information it holds on you. When a person follows the online protocol to opt out and thinks she has stopped data tracking, she has stopped getting targeted ads from only the one specific company. Data tracking continues unabated and there is no way to stop being tracked online. In part, these misconceptions are due to the lack of media coverage or political interest in the matter. In part they are due to the official “privacy statements” of firms like Google and Facebook, which are worthless. A 2008 study by Carnegie-Mellon researchers concluded that these privacy statements are “hard to read, read infrequently, and do not support rational decision making.” “Legal and technology researchers,” the New York Times reported in 2012, “estimate that it would take about a month for Internet users to read the privacy policies of all the Web sites they visit in a year.”

By 2010–12, online privacy had become a political issue throughout Europe, and the FTC had gotten into the game. It has probably done the best it can in unsupportive political terrain, issuing critical reports on online privacy in December 2010 and March 2012, and reaching a settlement with Facebook in November 2011, after accusing the company of making claims about how it used its data that were “unfair and deceptive,
and violated federal law.” In August 2012 the FTC fined Google $22 million in a privacy case, but there was no indication this would lead to any substantive change in Google’s operations. As a writer for Slate put it, the fine amounted to “approximately 0 percent of revenues.” As part of the settlement, Google did not have to admit to any wrongdoing. There is little evidence at this writing that the FTC or Congress will get much more aggressive, in large part because of the political power of the Internet giants, which desperately need to expand their data collection to make profits. Even under the glare of attention in Europe in 2012, and knowing it would generate criticism, Google instituted a new privacy policy by which it consolidates all the data from sixty different Google activities into a single database. Twitter acknowledged in 2012 that its future was dependent upon addressing the concerns of advertisers and that this was not an optional course.

The Internet giants apparently reckon that their political muscle, combined with the importance of the Internet to the economy, makes their data-tracking systems untouchable. One investors’ report states that “government regulations and consumer pushback” over privacy are a, perhaps the, core threat to Internet advertising. As The Economist put it, at this point anything that handcuffed Internet advertising “would severely disrupt the internet economy.” In February 2012, the Obama administration said that privacy standards were important, but they had to allow “electronic commerce to grow.”

In Washington, industry self-regulation is the preferred foundation for any solution to the privacy issue, and the FTC acknowledges the centrality of “strong and enforceable self-regulatory initiatives.” Smarter figures in the Internet community know this is a problem that needs to be addressed to assuage growing public concerns. “Privacy is a source of tremendous tension and anxiety in big data,” a Microsoft executive acknowledged. “Technologists need to re-engage with regulators.” Microsoft went so far as to make the FTC’s favored “Do Not Track” the default option in its Internet Explorer 10 in 2012. This works like the Do Not Call registry. This will not stop tracking, but it might limit some targeted advertising, although the system seems to be largely voluntary and difficult to enforce. It is a public relations victory, though, almost certainly sufficient for politicians to go back to sleep on the matter. The Atlantic’s Madrigal, after going through a maze of these corporate self-regulatory privacy schemes, came to regard them as self-serving time wasters. If Congress does eventually adopt formal online
privacy protections, it will do so only in a manner that will get a sign-off from Google, Microsoft, Apple, and the other giants, according to the *New York Times.*

We should also expect world-class public relations campaigns extolling all the rights consumers have online, how strong the privacy standards are, and how wonderful the Internet is, thanks to advertising. It is not going to be an easy campaign. As *The Economist* puts it: “Everyone hates digital ads.”

A report on digital commerce by Forrester Research led to this conclusion: “Consumers aren’t saying, ‘Oh, I really want to be able to connect with companies and brands.’” Some liberals and progressives will trumpet corporate self-regulation as well, for a variety of reasons. Jeff Jarvis, for example, argues that we should not “become too obsessed with privacy.” A key reason is that Jarvis admits he is an “apologist of advertising”—even though “most advertising sucks”—because “advertising is the most visible means of support for journalism and media” online. But this attitude raises a question: is advertising generating sufficiently useful online content to justify the price people are paying?

The commercial media system online is nascent in some respects and will not crystallize for many years, so there are unforeseeable twists and turns ahead. But the preliminary indications are that the relationship of advertising to content production is going to be rather different online than it was for twentieth-century media, and that Jarvis’s defense is unlikely to apply. Recall from chapter 3 that during most of the twentieth century, the relationship of advertising to media was ambiguous. On the one hand, it did provide the funds that subsidized much of the media on recognized terms. “The social contract between advertisers and publishers used to be that publications gathered particular types of people into something called an audience,” Madrigal writes, “then advertisers purchased ads in that publication to reach that audience.” The same was true for broadcasters. Advertisers were, in effect, forced to bankroll media content if they wanted to reach their target audience. Because the media firms had leverage in the oligopolistic marketplace, they “often saw value in maintaining credibility with audiences, advocacy groups, and government regulators by adopting policies and principles that sometimes conflicted with the advertisers’ direct interest in getting the most for their money.”

However, one should not exaggerate how much integrity and commitment to public service these media firms had in their relationships with
advertisers. It is probably more accurate to say that they had enough leverage to pursue sufficiently credible editorial policies that protected their long-term profitability by not succumbing to short-term commercial pressures or opportunities. Moreover, as has been amply demonstrated in the literature, advertising had a powerful direct and indirect effect on the nature of media content in the predigital era, often for the worse. It was hardly a form of support that came without strings attached.\textsuperscript{172}

The balance of power began shifting with the emergence of cable and then satellite television systems, with their plethora of channels. Although most of the channels were owned by the same handful of conglomerates, each of the channels still was competing for advertising dollars, so there was a lot more “supply,” and advertisers now had more options. When digital video recorders came along, advertisers became concerned that their ads were going to be skipped over by empowered viewers. Marketers began to demand and get “product placement” in programs. The media conglomerates were eager to make money, so there was no apparent period of moral angst as they weighed their options. “Branded” entertainment became more common. This meant “embedding products in the plots of television shows and movies, making it difficult to ignore them.”\textsuperscript{173}

The Internet supercharges this tendency, as there are countless websites chasing after a finite pool of ad dollars. “If publishers of all sorts—print, electronic, digital—want to survive on advertising,” ad agency executive Rishad Tobaccowala explained to Turow, “they will have to adapt to their advertising masters’ new demands.”\textsuperscript{174} Media firms are aggressively pursuing advertisers to get programming along these lines, and it is now so common online that it is barely noticed any longer. “Rather than doing advertising and P.R. only,” a corporate brand manager working on Web entertainment stated in 2012, “we are part of the cultural conversation. When you encounter the brand through entertainment content, the conversation at the water cooler is very different.” The chief creative officer at BBDO North America said, “Hollywood and advertising agencies have tried to work together before, but this time has been a positive transmogrification to something really different, and the walls came down, and now there’s this.”\textsuperscript{175}

In short, the balance of power has shifted, giving advertisers much greater explicit influence over media content.\textsuperscript{176} “The new system is forcing many media firms to sell their soul for ad money,” Turow states.\textsuperscript{177} This on its own is an astonishing development that, according to most scholarship, portends
grave consequences for the quality and nature of journalism and entertain-
ment media.

But that is hardly the worst of it. The Internet has not simply made media
outlets more desperate to please advertisers; it has made them increasingly
irrelevant. “Marketers haven’t ever wanted to underwrite the content indus-
try,” Tobaccowala told Turow. “They’ve been forced.” Those days are over.
“Advertisers are increasingly indifferent to the context in which messages
appear” online, “at least compared with other media,” the Pivotal Research
Group reported in 2012. Online media—or “publishers” in the emerging
vernacular—no longer sell many of the ads appearing on their websites.
“Up to 80% of interactive ads are sold and resold through third parties,” one
industry source reports, “and advertisers don’t always know where their ads
have run.” Turow notes that the evidence suggests that in an environment
where advertisers purchase ads in real time (meaning they appear almost im-
mediately), reaching untold numbers of target demographic members, they
are mostly indifferent to the quality of the surrounding content on any of
the thousands of places their ads might instantly appear. The system allows
advertisers to “buy” desired individuals “automatically, and in real time, on
whatever page they’ve landed.” As Madrigal puts it, “Now you can buy
the audience without the publication.” Media in the traditional sense are
almost unnecessary.

In 2003 digital publishers “received most of every dollar advertisers spent
on their sites,” Pariser reports. In “2010, they only received $.20.” The
missing 80 percent was going to ad networks and people who handle data.
For publishers who want to attract ads, it is becoming more important to
have quality detailed data on their Web clientele that can be packaged and
sold by third-party wholesalers than it is to have quality content, or any con-
tent at all. Smart or targeted advertising is the term for what is emerging, and
it is quickly becoming the basis for much of Internet advertising. For that
reason, retail websites like Target.com are now becoming major advertising
sites because they have so much traffic and collect such extensive data.
“Content is no longer king,” The Economist proclaims. “Information about
users is what really matters.” Turow concludes, “The emerging trajectory
suggests that apart from a relatively few elite-oriented publishers (New York
Times, Atlantic, and the like), the pressure to bring personalization synced
to marketing goals will be difficult for companies to avoid if they want to
survive.” This should not really be a surprise; advertisers always supported
media for opportunistic reasons, because they had no better options. Now they have better options, and consequently much of the media can get thrown overboard.

The profit motive pushes this process into new and dangerous frontiers quickly. Increasingly, research—“persuasion profiling”—determines what types of sales pitches are most effective with each individual, and ads are tailored accordingly. Moreover, researchers are now working on “sentiment analysis,” to see what mood a person is in at a particular moment and what products and sales pitches would be most effective.\(^{188}\) Advertisers are at work developing emotional analysis software so webcams can monitor how one’s face responds to what is on the screen. “One way to persuade internet users to grant access to their images,” *The Economist* notes, “would be to offer them discounts or subscriptions to websites.”\(^ {189}\) Pariser chronicles a range of developments on the horizon, including making machines more “human.” Such machines-cum-humans can then establish “relationships” with actual people and get even more information from them.\(^ {190}\)

Nielsen research reveals that people put far more stock in peer recommendations and crowd-powered ratings than they do in traditional advertising, so considerable effort is going into making covert sales pitches.\(^ {191}\) Commercializing friendship is a killer app.\(^ {192}\) Facebook is ideal for this. “On Facebook, you take friends into account,” an ad executive explained to Turow. “So-and-so liked this; you will too. People find that creepy in the beginning, but . . . they slowly get used to it.”\(^ {193}\) A 2011 Duke University survey of corporate marketing officers found that they expected to allocate no less than 18 percent of their advertising budgets to social media within five years.\(^ {194}\)

The problems faced by traditional media do not mean that advertisers and the emerging system are entirely agnostic about content. Preliminary research suggests that the content of a website *does* influence the success of an ad. The issue is whether the effect is enough to justify any subsidy of the media content by the advertiser.\(^ {195}\) Sometimes advertisers simply “cut out the middleman” and produce the content themselves in a manner that has the sole objective of selling the product. The logic of the system is that it personalizes content for individuals, and the content is selected based on what is considered most likely to assist the sale. Pariser’s *Filter Bubble* documented how the Internet is quickly becoming a personalized experience wherein people get different results on Google searches for identical queries, based on their history. They are soon to get different websites on the screen.
than other people who enter the same URL. These developments are driven
in toto by advertising and commercialism.\textsuperscript{196} Indeed, with the appearance of
“content farms,” an industry has emerged that produces content on demand
to provide access to desired consumers for advertisers. Google’s former CEO
Eric Schmidt notes that individual targeting “will be so good it will be very
hard for people to watch or consume something that has not in some sense
been tailored for them.”\textsuperscript{197}

All of this has a long way to go, but some things are already crystal clear:
the notion in the 1990s that the Internet would empower individuals and
make them masters of their digital fate has been turned on its head. The
idea that people would join together in a shared global commonwealth is a
distant memory. “The way the Internet has gone sour,” Lanier laments, “is
truly perverse.”\textsuperscript{198} While “in many cases this provides for happier, healthier
lives,” Pariser concludes, “it also provides for the commercialization of every-
thing—even of our sensory apparatus itself.”\textsuperscript{199} And much as Rorty framed
the matter in 1934, Turow concludes that the evidence points in one direc-
tion: “The centrality of corporate power is a direct reality at the very heart of
the digital age.”\textsuperscript{200} In 1935, \textit{New Republic} editor Bruce Bliven characterized
himself as among those “who find advertising so obnoxious that they wish
the radio had never been invented.”\textsuperscript{201} One wonders if the Internet will pro-
duce its modern Blivenites—or if, as with broadcasting, people will come to
accept its degradation as the natural way of the world and barely recognize,
let alone question, what is taking place.

\section*{A Military-Digital Complex?}

In his farewell address in 1961, President Dwight D. Eisenhower ominously
warned about the military-industrial complex that had emerged as a cor-
nerstone of the American political economy in the postwar years, with pow-
ers previously unknown in American history. The former Supreme Allied
Commander in Europe during World War II decried the shared interests of
warmakers, large corporations, and politicians that would render the public
largely powerless to provide any opposition. In grave terms he charted how
this could lead to the end of any humane or democratic society in the war-
fearing spirit of James Madison and Thomas Jefferson. It was one of the most
extraordinary speeches by a president or any political leader in American
His warnings had no effect precisely for the reason he expressed concern: there were many powerful elements of society that benefited from a permanent wartime economy, and no powerful elements that were significantly harmed by a permanent wartime economy.

Eisenhower’s words were accurate at the time, and his analysis has proven depressingly prescient. Except for a brief hiccup in the 1970s in the aftermath of the Vietnam War, the system has been unchallenged. Military and national security spending has continued to grow and has remained a large and constant part of the economy. By 2012 the United States spent roughly $1 trillion on the military annually, when all the wars, nuclear weapons, secret budgets, and interest payments on debt are taken into consideration. America has around 5 percent of the world’s population but 50 percent of global military spending. “We don’t have any enemies in Congress,” a senior defense official told Rachel Maddow in 2011. “We have to fight Congress to cut programs, not keep them.” When Americans are directly informed of how much the government actually spends on the military compared to other programs, a significant percentage, arguably a strong majority, believe the military is a logical place for sharp cuts in government spending.

Military spending plays a central role in the economy. It provides demand for goods and services without putting any products on the market that compete with those produced in the private sector, so it is a definite stimulus to production and an antidote to stagnation. Military spending is also a windfall for the firms that are the recipients of military contracts, especially as an increasing portion of the budget is outsourced. Military spending has been the basis for much of the research and development spending in high technology in the United States. As I discussed in chapter 4, its role has been and remains crucial to the development of the commercial Internet. Many economists rightly point out that there are far more effective ways for the government to spend money to stimulate economic growth or spur research, but those options either have no political support from powerful lobbies or face ferocious opposition from them. The late Chalmers Johnson wistfully hoped the United States could eliminate its empire and return to being a republic, in a soft landing. The evidence suggests that the national security state is as much a part of really existing American capitalism as the large corporation, Wall Street, or advertising. A campaign to end it is, in effect, a campaign to radically reform or replace capitalism as we know it.

The transition from the Cold War, in which America’s antagonists were
known and the conflicts could (and did) eventually end, to the so-called War on Terror, in which the enemies are largely unseen and their activities unknown, has been a boon for the national security state. The War on Terror will last as long as our leaders tell us it must last; in other words, it is permanent. Americans now live in an Orwellian world where leaders periodically warn them about some evil “Eurasia” to get the blood boiling, but there is no need to provide evidence or context. The leaders are to be trusted, their budgets approved; to challenge them is to be unpatriotic, if not treasonous. Dissidents are parked on some university campus or at a community radio station. Nothing much changes, regardless of which party is in power, and what little political debate exists is fatuous. “Our national security isn’t much related to its stated justifications anymore,” Maddow notes.

To whatever extent we do argue and debate what defense and intelligence policy ought to be, that debate—our political process—doesn’t actually determine what we ought to do. We’re not directing that policy anymore; it just follows its own course. Which means we’ve effectively lost control of a big part of who we are as a country. And we’ve broken faith with some of the best advice the founders ever gave us.

In the last decade, federal spending on intelligence has ballooned some 250 percent to around $100 billion annually, though most of the intelligence budgets are secret, so the best one can do is guess. The national security state has gone places Stanley Kubrick and Terry Southern could have barely imagined when they wrote the screenplay for Dr. Strangelove. In 1995 the government classified 5.6 million documents; in 2011 it classified 92 million documents. Or consider this: in 1996 the government declassified (i.e., made public) 196 million pages of documents; in 2011 it declassified just under 27 million pages. The U.S. government spends, by conservative estimate, $13 billion annually to make and keep secret government information. As Fareed Zakaria puts it:

Since September 11, 2001, the U.S. government has created or reconfigured at least 263 organizations to tackle some aspect of the war on terror. Thirty-three new building complexes have been built for the intelligence bureaucracies alone, occupying 17 million square feet—the equivalent of 22 U.S. Capitols or three Pentagons. The largest
bureaucracy after the Pentagon and the Department of Veterans Affairs is now the Department of Homeland Security, which has a workforce of 230,000 people.\textsuperscript{209}

The resulting national security complex is almost unimaginable, like trying to compute the distance from earth to a far-off galaxy in millimeters. Over 850,000 people have top-secret clearances. Some 1,300 government agencies and 2,000 private companies are collecting intelligence and have top-secret clearance. It is a massive self-interested bureaucracy with no public accountability and barely a trace of congressional oversight.\textsuperscript{210} “The complexity of this system defies description,” a retired U.S. Army intelligence specialist told the \textit{Washington Post}. “We can’t effectively assess whether it’s making us more safe.”\textsuperscript{211}

The Internet has been embraced by the military and national security agencies, which are determined to make it their own. It “is a surveillance tool made in heaven,” John Naughton writes, “because much of the surveillance can be done, not by expensive and fallible human beings, but by computers.”\textsuperscript{212} In 2012 the U.S. military formally stated that it “intended to treat cyberspace as a military battleground,” and the most important battleground at that.\textsuperscript{213} The National Security Agency is completing a $2 billion complex in Utah that will be the cumulonimbus of Internet clouds. Its “near-bottomless databases” will include “the complete contents of private e-mails, cell phone calls, and Google searches, as well as all sorts of personal data trails.” The NSA then has enormous capacity to slice and dice the contents. As James Bamford observes, for the first time since Watergate, “the NSA has turned its surveillance apparatus on the US and its citizens.”\textsuperscript{214}

This is just part of the intrusion, as incredible as that may seem.\textsuperscript{215} “The U.S. government,” former Sun Microsystems senior engineer and cybersecurity expert Susan Landau writes, “has embarked on an unprecedented effort to build surveillance capabilities into communication infrastructure.”\textsuperscript{216} And Naughton writes, “Most Internet users would be shocked if they realized the extent to which their online activities are already under surveillance” by the government. “I suspect many are unaware of the laws that permit such surveillance.”\textsuperscript{217} Zakaria reports:

The rise of this national security state has entailed a vast expansion in the government’s powers that now touch every aspect of American life,
even when seemingly unrelated to terrorism. Some 30,000 people, for example, are now employed exclusively to listen in on phone conversations and other communications within the United States.\textsuperscript{218}

What is the relationship of the government, especially the national security state, to the ISP cartel and the digital giants? The evidence suggests it is complementary and collegial, even intimate. For national security agencies, the advantages are clear. As UCLA law professor Jon Michaels noted in a 2008 study, “Participating corporations have been instrumental in enabling U.S. intelligence officials to conduct domestic surveillance and intelligence activities outside of the congressionally imposed framework of court orders and subpoenas, and also outside of the ambit of inter-branch oversight.”\textsuperscript{219}

In addition, the Internet giants can provide extraordinary access to information that would be much more difficult for the government to get on its own.

For the Internet giants, the reasons for collaboration are many.

- There is a great deal of money to be made providing data services for the government. As Heather Brooke puts it, “Dozens of commercial data brokers compete to sell data to the government.”\textsuperscript{220}
- The military generates many of the new technologies that Internet giants can exploit commercially.
- The giants have a great deal at stake in government subsidies, regulations, taxation, and antitrust oversight. They have no interest in antagonizing the government by not playing ball with the military and intelligence agencies.
- Outside the United States, the U.S. government is an aggressive advocate for the Internet giants, and they therefore want to reciprocate and have the government in their debt.
- Much of the military’s cyberwarfare planning addresses protecting U.S. intellectual property, patents, and copyright. The government is like a private police force for the Internet giants, corporate media, and all businesses that rely on patents and copyright.\textsuperscript{221}

In short, the rational course for these firms—even the ones not presently working closely with the military and security agencies—is to cooperate with the national security state. Any other course of action would threaten their profitability. It’s a no-brainer.
Of course, there is almost certainly patriotic sentiment among some executives at the giants, which reinforces or guides the choices they make. But the Internet firms are not people; they are bloodless institutions legally chartered to maximize profits by any (legal) means necessary. Many of the same patriotic firms have had few qualms about “selling surveillance and censorship technology to the most heinous regimes in the world,” as Mo- rozov puts it. The Tunisian government that was overthrown in 2011, for example, used “deep-packet inspection” technology it purchased from the American firm Narus, a subsidiary of Boeing, to monitor the online activities of dissidents and eliminate them. Pakistan and Saudi Arabia are two more of Narus’s authoritarian clients. China expert Rebecca MacKinnon argues that U.S. investors and firms play a central role in the Chinese government’s ability to convert the Internet into a relatively harmless medium. It is “more than likely,” she observes, that “the Internet’s pervasive use in China will actually help prolong the Communist Party’s rule of China rather than hasten its demise.” For a firm like Google, there is an immense amount of money to be made providing security tools to governments and corporations and not as much of a market for supporting dissidents, especially those who have the misfortune of living in countries with governments that have close relations with the U.S. government. The evidence is clear: the Internet corporations place a lower priority on human rights and the rule of law than they do on profits.

We must assume that the vast majority of collaborations between the national security state and the Internet giants are not known—both sides have every incentive to keep them secret—but enough has slipped through the cracks to give us pause. In 2001 the NSA started an illegal warrantless wiretapping program on U.S. citizens, monitoring telephone calls with deep-packet inspection technology. It received the unconditional cooperation of AT&T, Verizon, and all the other telecom companies except Qwest. The Bush administration threatened Qwest that it would lose future lucrative government contracts if it did not cooperate. The other firms received hundreds of millions of dollars for their participation. In a subsequent shareholder lawsuit over the sale of Qwest, documents were released that “revealed an extraordinary degree of cooperation between the various military and intelligence branches of the government—particularly the Pentagon and the NSA—and the private telecommunication corporations.” The documents demonstrated, as Glenn Greenwald put it, “that the telecom corporations
and the military and intelligence agencies of the federal government were so close as to be virtually indistinguishable.”

The telecom giants understood that their actions were in clear violation of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), a law for which their own lawyers in the 1970s had written the precise clauses so there could be no confusion or ambiguity. The operation was seen as so “shockingly lawless that even Bush’s own top DOJ [Department of Justice] officials had revolted when they learned of it.” These corporations had committed the sorts of felonies that lead to severe jail time for those unconnected to power. When the operation became public—thanks to a whistleblower—no prosecutions were made, no heads rolled. Instead, Congress passed a full retroactive immunity for the telecom firms in 2008, with bipartisan support. This effectively made the program legal. The Obama administration tightened regulations to make it more difficult for whistleblowers to avoid prosecution. And the domestic spying program proceeded full steam ahead. By 2010, the Washington Post reported, “Every day, collection systems at the National Security Agency intercept and store 1.7 billion e-mails, phone calls and other types of communications.”

The domination of the Internet by a handful of monopolists, as well as the emerging cloud structure of the Internet, is perfect for the government. It need deal with only a handful of giants to effectively control the Internet. The consequences of this became striking in the wake of the brouhaha surrounding WikiLeaks after it released government documents in 2010. The “U.S. government response to WikiLeaks,” MacKinnon writes, “highlights a troubling murkiness, opacity, and lack of public accountability in the power relationships between government and Internet-related companies.” Amazon booted WikiLeaks off its servers, and the site immediately collapsed, as there was nowhere else to go. Apple pulled a WikiLeaks app from its store. Monopolist PayPal—as well as MasterCard, Visa, and Bank of America—also severed ties to WikiLeaks. There is no evidence that the executive branch made any explicit demand of the firms to do what they did; it appears they acted proactively, possibly egged on by all the saber rattling and macho talk coming from Capitol Hill. The firms responded to vague claims of illegality on the part of WikiLeaks, but no charges had been filed, nor had anyone been convicted. “We have a problem,” MacKinnon concludes.
The political discourse in the United States and in many other democracies now depends increasingly on privately owned and operated digital intermediaries. Whether unpopular, controversial, and contested speech can exist on these platforms is a decision left to unelected corporate executives who are under no legal obligation to justify their actions. The response to WikiLeaks’s release of classified cables is a troubling example of private companies’ unaccountable power over citizens’ political speech, and of how government can manipulate that power in informal and thus unaccountable ways.232

The list of such malfeasances continues. In April 2012 the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) released 5,500 pages of documents demonstrating that most police departments in the country tracked suspects and others by using their cell phones without warrants, hence illegally. The ISP cartel not only cooperated, but was sometimes paid, the price ranging from a few hundred dollars for providing a suspect’s physical location up to $2,200 “for a full-scale wiretap.”233 In 2012 it came out that the Department of Homeland Security was routinely scouring social media like Facebook and Twitter with a list of several hundred keywords. Its purpose was, among other things, to assess “public reaction to major governmental proposals with homeland security implications.”234 If it needs help, LexisNexis has developed a product “to give government agents information about what people do on social networks.”235

The caper came in July 2012 when it was revealed, in response to a congressional inquiry, that cell phone companies had responded surreptitiously to fully 1.3 million demands for subscriber information from law enforcement agencies. “I never expected it to be this massive,” said Representative Edward Markey, the Massachusetts Democrat, who launched the inquiry. AT&T handles seven hundred requests per day, and, like the other cell companies, is compensated for its assistance.236 AT&T now has one hundred full-time employees whose job is to review and respond to law enforcement requests; Verizon has seventy.237 With this explosion in easy access to mobile phones, traditional wiretapping—with its more “stringent legal standards,” which might actually protect a citizen’s constitutional rights—has sharply declined. There were only 2,732 nationwide in 2011, a 14 percent drop from 2010. The New York Times, to its credit, editorialized against the cell phone spying, wondering if privacy even continues to exist.238
Since September 11, 2001, when it comes to spying on Americans, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has increasingly turned to the National Security Letter (NSL), an administrative demand letter or subpoena requiring neither probable cause nor judicial oversight. As David Rosen puts it:

In effect, an NSL overrides 4th Amendment guarantees safeguarding an American’s right [to be free] from unreasonable search and seizure. Between 2000 and 2010 (excluding 2001 and 2002, for which no records are available), the FBI was issued 273,122 NSLs; in 2010, 24,287 letters were issued pertaining to 14,000 U.S. residents. Even more alarming, if a company, journalist, person or attorney receives an NSL, they are barred from informing anyone, including the press, about the order. And the NSL is but one of an expanding number of means employed by the surveillance state to spy on an evergrowing, in effect unknowable, number of Americans.239

Google co-founder Sergey Brin told The Guardian in 2012 that “the company was periodically forced to hand over data and sometimes prevented by legal restrictions from even notifying users that it had done so.”240 According to The Economist, Google received at least ten thousand requests for information from law enforcement and national security agencies in 2011—not necessarily all NSLs—and Google acknowledged that it complied with 93 percent of government requests.241 The only telecom company that has stood up to the government and gone to court to challenge the constitutionality of NSLs is Working Assets. It operates Credo Mobile, a relatively minuscule firm with explicitly liberal politics that directs a portion of its revenues to progressive causes. (That is generally why its preponderantly left-leaning customers sign up for its service.) The case is winding its way through the court system at this writing.242

Policing the Internet with minimal public interference is a front-burner issue in Washington. In April 2012 the U.S. House of Representatives passed the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA), which would allow for the sharing of Internet traffic information between the U.S. government and certain technology and manufacturing companies. The stated aim of the bill is to help the government investigate cyber threats and ensure the security of networks against cyber attack. It has been unanimously criticized by organized advocates of Internet privacy and civil liberties, such as the
Electronic Freedom Foundation, the ACLU, Reporters Without Borders, and Mozilla, which regard it as the most sweeping anti-civil liberties legislation yet proposed. As Free Press put it, CISPA would allow companies and the government to legally bypass privacy protections and spy on e-mail traffic, comb through text messages, filter online content, and block access to websites. It would permit companies to give the government its users’ Facebook data, Twitter history, and cell phone contacts. It would also allow the government to search e-mail using the vaguest of justifications without any real legal oversight. CISPA also contains sweeping language that could be used as a blunt weapon to silence whistleblower websites like WikiLeaks and the news organizations that publish their revelations.243 “I’m not convinced that Congress even comprehends the insanity of the laws they’re passing right now,” one of the leading experts on Internet policy told me in May 2012.244

The Internet giants all supported the legislation, either aggressively or tacitly, for four reasons. First, it gave them legal cover for what they were already doing surreptitiously with the government, much of it in the gray area of questionable legality. Second, it also opened new vistas for work with the government, which would offer remuneration as well as immunity from prosecution. Indeed, some of this work could develop useful commercial applications, particularly for the online advertising industry. Third, it would keep the giants on good terms with the government, which is very much in their interests. Fourth, CISPA was voluntary, and corporations could decline to participate, which they may want to do if the costs of the government request are damaging. (The fact that none ever challenged NSLs suggests refusal on grounds of principle wasn’t on the grid of responses.)

Senate Democrats refused to support CISPA, to some extent due to opposition on civil liberties grounds, so the Senate produced its own “cybersecurity bill” with the strong support of President Obama, Democrats, and the military.245 The Senate version of the bill was filibustered by the Republicans and failed to earn the necessary filibuster-defeating majority in August 2012, “losing” 52–46. A major change, and a stated reason most Republican Senators voted against the bill, was that it required corporations to do some of what had been voluntary in the House’s CISPA. The Senate bill was seen as possibly forcing “privately owned companies to spend what’s needed to protect our critical infrastructure, even if that spending drives down profits for a time,” Jeffrey Carr, founder of boutique cybersecurity firm Taia Global, told
Talking Points Memo’s Carl Franzen. Many security experts disputed the bill’s ability to actually better protect the United States from cyberattacks. In terms of civil liberties and privacy, and general public interest policy making, Meinrath says both the House and Senate bills were “atrocious.”

With SOPA in 2011 and CISPA and “cybersecurity” in 2012, all signs point to the legislative thrust being in one direction: shrinking the rights of citizens and expanding the unaccountable prerogatives of the national security state and the Internet giants. Depending upon the makeup of Congress, the logic suggests the Internet giants will have to be given better terms and a few crumbs will have to be thrown to civil libertarians to get the bills passed, and those are not insurmountable obstacles in contemporary American politics. “In a war of attrition where one side has infinite money and resources and the other only has volunteers,” one activist said, “that’s a bleak future.”

The difficulty of stopping this trend is elevated by a thoroughgoing lack of news media coverage, so the vast majority of Americans are understandably clueless. As one reporter noted,

Even after passing the House, the White House press pool has never asked a single question about CISPA at the daily press briefing, let alone in discussion with the president or senior officials. Out of all public transcripts and statements, there is only a single CISPA reference on the White House website, from the administration’s proactive policy announcement. (There are over seventy references to “long form birth certificate,” to compare another topic.)

A Free Press organizer summed up the situation: “Unless we get mass organized behind a universal set of Internet freedom principles, we’ll be playing defense on bad legislation until we lose.” The good news is the energy created by the campaigns against SOPA and CISPA and mounting concerns about privacy, monopoly, and digital censorship helped Free Press generate a broad coalition of some two thousand groups to organize popular support for protecting and expanding what it terms “Internet Freedom.” Its “Declaration of Internet Freedom” exploded into global prominence in the summer of 2012 and was translated into seventy languages in its first month. This is one of the central political fights of the times.

There are legitimate security concerns for any government, and in times of war the stick can be bent temporarily toward greater security at the
expense of freedom. There are also certainly legitimate security concerns surrounding the Internet and the threat of cyberwarfare. But we are entering dangerous new terrain. “When privacy is balanced against security, the scale is rigged so security will win out nearly every time,” privacy expert Daniel Solove wrote.252 “In the past, the U.S. government has built up for wars, assumed emergency authority and sometimes abused that power, yet always demobilized after the war,” Zakaria observed in 2012. “But this is, of course, a war without end.”253 The system that has emerged is an open invitation to abuse, which should remind us all of James Madison’s warning cited in chapter 2: “No nation can preserve its freedom in the midst of continual warfare.”254

“Every incentive in a state bureaucracy,” Siva Vaidhyanathan writes, “encourages massive surveillance.” Nothing pushes hard in the opposite direction.255 Cybersecurity expert Landau notes that “when surveillance mechanisms are easy to turn on, the chance of misuse is high.”256 Moreover, there is now an industry poised to make terrific profit through participating in and extending the national security apparatus. No one, except a handful of civil liberties lawyers, is making a dime slowing down surveillance. Without accountability, this is a recipe for disaster. For any national security agency, there is no credible penalty for overreach, but careers can end for underreach. The Electronic Freedom Foundation published a report in 2011 based on a comprehensive review of FBI documents and concluded that “intelligence investigations have compromised the civil liberties of American citizens far more frequently, and to a greater extent, than was previously assumed.”257

What little examination has been made, for example, of the government’s process for classifying material as top secret indicates that it is often more about keeping the truth about government malfeasance and incompetence from the public than it is about safeguarding necessary secrets. Award-winning journalist Sanford J. Ungar noted in the *Columbia Journalism Review* that WikiLeaks should have drawn attention to “an obvious underlying problem: that the obsessive over-classification of US official information has reached a point where it is impossible to know with confidence what truly deserves to be kept secret and how that can be done effectively.” Ungar quotes Erwin Griswold, the U.S. solicitor general in charge of prosecuting the Pentagon Papers case for the Nixon administration, who later renounced his position; Griswold noted in 1989 that “the principal concern of the classifiers is not
with national security, but rather with government embarrassment of one sort or another.” Griswold added that “apart from details of weapons systems, there is very rarely any real risk to national security from the publication of facts related to transcriptions in the past, even the fairly recent past.” 258

Griswold’s era looks benign compared to the contemporary United States. In 2011, Michael Hastings, one of the few reporters who is on this beat, wrote, “Over the past ten years the government has acquired a security fetish, classifying over 2.6 million new secrets.” He notes, like Griswold, that analysts have “pointed out that one of the main reasons the government tried to hold on so tightly to its documents wasn’t that their release would hurt national security, the catchall justification to classify, but that the government wanted to prevent embarrassment.” 259 “The world of secret knowledge is far larger than the world of public knowledge,” Stanford’s Robert Proctor told Chris Hayes. “In the U.S. there are four thousand censors who just work on censoring nuclear secrets. We live in this world where the public knowledge is just a tiny fraction of secret military knowledge.” 260

It is not just incompetence or banality that should concern us. Governments, even democratic ones, are capable of acting unconscionably and undermining the very freedoms that are necessary for self-government to be effective. When they grow secretive, the likelihood that they are representing powerful interests grows. Everyone understands that governments often identify their enemies as terrorists to justify persecuting them; it is par for the course in authoritarian nations. But Americans need to look in the mirror. When the U.S. government turns to domestic spying and illegal harassment of citizens, it rarely if ever has been known to go after billionaires, corporate CEOs, or their advocates; it has a track record of using its spying powers domestically on, among others, law-abiding and nonviolent dissident groups that challenge entrenched wealth and privilege. When one sees how peaceful Occupy protesters have been made the target of Homeland Security covert scrutiny here in the United States—while the bankers whose dubious shenanigans helped drive the economy off a cliff waltz free—the dimensions of the problem grow stark. 261 It invokes the darkest and most dangerous moments in American history, from the Alien & Sedition Acts, the Fugitive Slave Act, and Jim Crow to the Palmer Raids, McCarthyism, and COINTELPRO. But now the state has technological powers previously unimaginable.

The great defense of capitalism as the economic system best suited for
democratic governance and political freedom—made by Milton Friedman and others—is that the private sector is competitive and independent of the government, thereby providing an autonomous and occasionally adversarial source of power. As this chapter demonstrates, that notion of capitalism and democracy has blown up like a trick cigar on April Fool’s Day. Without meaning to be pejorative or alarmist, it is difficult to avoid noting that what is emerging veers toward a classic definition of fascism: the state and large corporations working hand in hand to promote corporate interests, and a state preoccupied with militarism, secrecy, propaganda, and surveillance. People who are uppity and nonviolently resist the system are the enemy. In such an environment, political liberty is at risk.

The founders of the American republic, to their immense credit, understood this dilemma. For that reason, they regarded the press system as the key institution that would keep people informed of what was taking place and give citizens the capacity to resist tyranny and protect their freedoms. It is the news media that must expose the duplicity and crimes of those in power. So how are these crucial institutions faring in the age of the Internet? A great deal rides on the answer. That is the question for the next chapter.
“Journalism is dead! Long live journalism!” So goes the mantra of the new conventional wisdom. The bad news is that the Internet has taken the economic basis away from commercial journalism, especially newspapers, and left the rotting carcass for all to see. The Internet is providing intense competition for advertising, which has traditionally bankrolled most of the news media. In 2000, daily newspapers received nearly $20 billion from classifieds; in 2011 the figure was $5 billion. A free ad on Craigslist generally gets more responses. Display advertising fell from around $30 billion to $15 billion in the same period. Combined newspaper advertising revenues were cut in half from 2003 to 2011.¹ In 2011 newspapers still received 25 percent of all advertising expenditures despite getting only 7 percent of consumers’ media time. By all accounts, the industry remains in free fall.²

The Internet has also taken away readers, who can find online for free much of the journalism they might want. A large and growing number of Americans, especially younger ones, get their news from comedy programs.³ A 2011 Pew Research Center survey found that computer tablets were booming among traditional newspaper readers, and 59 percent of the respondents said the tablet had replaced “what they used to get” from a newspaper.³ And as the content of newspapers gets skimpier, the product becomes that much more unappealing, making it that much more difficult to get people to subscribe to cover the lost advertising revenues. A 2011 survey determined that only 28 percent of American adults thought it would have a major impact on them if their local newspaper disappeared; 39 percent said it would have no impact whatsoever.³ By any reckoning, this onetime ubiquitous medium is in its death spiral.

It is not just newspapers, though they are being hit hardest; all commercial
news media are in varying stages of decay. But newspapers are by far the most important, because they are where the vast majority of original reporting is done, and no other media have emerged to replace them. Harvard’s Alex S. Jones estimates that 85 percent of all professionally reported news originates with daily newspapers, and he notes that he has seen credible sources place that figure closer to 95 percent.\textsuperscript{6} Commercial radio news barely exists at all, and much of what remains on commercial television can be called news only by a loose definition of the term.

But fear not, we are told. Here’s the good news: The same Internet that has slain the news media will provide ample journalism eventually, in an almost certainly superior form. In no other area have the celebrants been so emphatic.\textsuperscript{7} Jeff Jarvis asserts, “Thanks to the web . . . journalism will not only survive but prosper and grow far beyond its present limitations.”\textsuperscript{8} All we need to do is get out of the way and let free markets work their magic on revolutionary technologies.

Clay Shirky wrote in his influential 2009 essay, “Newspapers and Thinking the Unthinkable,” that “this is what real revolutions are like,” adding, “the old stuff gets broken faster than the new stuff is put in its place.” Shirky counsels patience. “Nothing will work, but everything might. Now is the time for experiments, lots and lots of experiments, each of which will seem as minor at launch as Craigslist did, as Wikipedia did, as \textit{octavo} volumes did.” He adds, “In the next few decades, journalism will be made up of overlapping special cases. . . . Many of these models will fail. No one experiment is going to replace what we are now losing with the demise of news on paper, but over time, the collection of new experiments that do work might give us the journalism we need.”\textsuperscript{9}

Yochai Benkler suggests that the new journalism will be so radically different from the old that traditional concerns about resource support are no longer of pressing importance. We can have a leaner journalism, and it will still be much better, thanks to the Internet. He writes: “Like other information goods, the production model of news is shifting from an industrial model—be it the monopoly city paper, IBM in its monopoly heyday, or Microsoft, or Britannica—to a networked model that integrates a wider range of practices into the production system: market and nonmarket, large scale and small, for profit and nonprofit, organized and individual. We already see the early elements of how news reporting and opinion will be provided in the networked public sphere.”\textsuperscript{10} Likewise, Shirky, in a major address on
The enthusiasm of the celebrants for the Internet as the basis for journalism’s revitalization is understandable, for four putative reasons. First, there are an exponentially greater number of people who are able to participate as journalists online because barriers to entry are all but eliminated. “We are all journalists, now,” as the saying goes. Second, newly christened journalists, like everyone else, can have access to the world’s information at a second’s notice, far beyond what anyone could have accessed in the past. All they need to do is develop their skills at surfing the Web. Third, journalists will be able to collaborate and draw from the intelligence and labor of countless others in a networked environment, so that the whole will be far greater than the sum of its parts. Fourth, the Internet dramatically lowers the cost of production and effectively eliminates the cost of distribution, so a journalist can have a digital readership in the tens of millions with barely any budget at all.

So while the Internet might undermine the viability of the existing commercial news media, unless they change, it will also provide a far more glorious and democratic replacement. All that needs to be done is to keep the government censors at bay, and even the censors will have a very difficult time wrestling this magical technology to the ground.

This is an intoxicating prospect. There are numerous great journalists, like Glenn Greenwald, whose work exists only because of the factors above. Concerned citizens can locate a treasure trove of information online. The Arab Spring demonstrates that the powers-that-be face an unprecedented threat to their existence from aroused and empowered populations. For the most exuberant among us, the newest wave of technologies may have already ushered in the next glorious period. “There’s no longer any need to imagine a media world where you create, aggregate and share freely and find credible, relevant news and information by using recommendations from peers you trust,” Rory O’Connor writes, “because that world is already here.” Peter Diamandis and Steven Kotler write that “the free flow of information enabled by cell phones replaces the need for a free press.”

Perhaps no issue is of greater importance to the future than how accurate these hopeful perspectives prove to be. Two matters are beyond debate: First, journalism in the manner I described it in chapter 3 is mandatory, not only so people can participate in the central political and communication policy issues outlined in this book, but also so there can be a democratic society.
wherein individual liberties are meaningful. Second, current journalism is in decline and disarray. If there are any doubts about the second point, the evidence presented below should eliminate them. We are in a political crisis of existential dimensions.

Two outstanding questions arise. First, will the Internet, the profit motive, citizens, and assorted nonprofit groups combine in some manner to generate a higher grade of journalism sufficient to empower self-government? I argue herein, drawing from the foundation I provided in chapter 3, that the celebrants have either greatly undervalued the importance of having independent competing institutions and resources to do journalism—especially living wages for reporters—or they have overestimated the capacity of the market to produce such a system, or both. Moreover, the celebrants tend to be naive about the endemic problem of commercialism for democratic journalism, in the form of both private ownership and advertising support. As I assess the state of journalism in the United States today, it becomes evident that the Internet is not the cause of journalism’s problems. Digital technology has only greatly accelerated and made permanent trends produced by commercialism that were apparent before the World Wide Web, Craigslist, Google, or Facebook existed.

I then look at the various efforts at generating digital journalism by the traditional news media, entrepreneurs, citizen journalists (a colloquial term for unpaid journalists), and nonprofit organizations. Although I find scant evidence that what is occurring online today could plausibly generate a popular journalism sufficient for a free and self-governing society, the notion that the Internet could provide the basis for a radically improved democratic journalism is another matter altogether. There I believe the celebrants are clearly on to something very big.

This leads to the second outstanding question: if the market, philanthropy, and new technologies are inadequate, how can we have a journalism system sufficient for a free and self-governing society? I return to the point first made in chapters 2 and 3: the solution to the problem of generating sufficient journalism begins with the recognition that it is a public good. Journalism is something society requires but that the market cannot generate in sufficient quantity or quality. The market is incapable of solving the problem, no matter how fantastic the technologies. Advertising disguised the public-good nature of journalism for the past 125 years, but now that it has found superior options, the truth is plain to see. That means that any realistic
notion of a credible Fourth Estate will require explicit public policies and extensive public investments, or what are also termed subsidies. I look at the enormous and striking role of journalism subsidies in American history—especially in the “pre-advertising” era—as well as the continued importance of public investments in journalism in the most democratic nations in the world today. I conclude by assessing what a powerful digital free press might look like.

**Farewell to Journalism?**

The notion that journalism was in severe crisis became common by 2006 or 2007, then escalated into a major theme following the economic collapse of 2008–9, when hundreds of newspapers and magazines shut their doors. Optimists hoped the economic recovery would put commercial journalism back on solid footing and allow breathing space for a successful transition to the Internet; instead newspaper layoffs increased by 30 percent in 2011 compared to 2010. The next recession could devastate the remaining commercial news media.

In 2012 the President’s Council of Economic Advisers described the newspaper industry as “the nation’s fastest-shrinking industry.” A survey of two hundred possible careers by CareerCast.com listed “newspaper reporter” as the fifth worst job one could have in terms of making a living. The worst job? A lumberjack. Broadcast journalists hardly fared better, ranking as the ninth worst job. Some sense of the collapse: in 2012 the legendary Philadelphia Inquirer and its sister properties sold for just 10 percent of what they sold for in 2006.

Speaking of Philadelphia, consider the findings of the Project for Excellence in Journalism in 2006 on the changes in Philadelphia’s journalism over the preceding three decades:

There are roughly half as many reporters covering metropolitan Philadelphia, for instance, as in 1980. The number of newspaper reporters there has fallen from 500 to 220. The pattern at the suburban papers around the city has been similar, though not as extreme. The local TV stations, with the exception of Fox, have cut back on traditional news coverage. The five AM radio stations that used to cover news have been
reduced to two. As recently as 1990, the Philadelphia Inquirer had 46 reporters covering the city. Today it has 24.10

As bad as it seemed at the time, 2006 looks like a golden age for journalists compared to today. In 2010–12, I visited two dozen American cities to discuss the state of journalism. In virtually every city I would ask veteran news professionals what was the percentage of paid journalists in their community working for all media compared to the 1980s. The general response, after serious contemplation, was in the 40 to 50 percent range, with several cities considerably less than that. In June 2012, in one fell swoop, Advance Publications eliminated over one half of the remaining editorial positions—some four hundred jobs—at three newspapers that served three of the four largest cities in Alabama.20 Such drastic layoffs have become so common that they are barely news stories any longer—or maybe there just aren’t people left to cover them.

A familiar story came when I visited Peoria, Illinois, in 2011 and learned that the once highly regarded Peoria Journal-Star had its editorial staff slashed in half since 2007 when GateHouse Media had purchased it. This led to political controversy as the mayor and city council realized that the citizens of Peoria had far less chance to understand what was going on in their community. At the same time that GateHouse was claiming dire circumstances forced it to slash budgets to the bone, it paid out $1.4 million in executive bonuses and $800,000 to its CEO.21 Jim Romenesko noted that corporate CEOs at nine of the largest newspaper-owning firms had compensation packages in 2011 ranging from $3 million to $25 million each—with the average around $9.5 million—and in nearly every case corporate revenues and earnings had fallen.22 Perhaps the only good news is that the journalism crisis has yet to reach the boardroom. That is hardly consolation for anyone else. “I don’t know anybody from my profession,” a former Seattle Times reporter said in 2011, “who isn’t heartbroken, devastated, terrified, scared, enraged, despondent, bereft.”23 As bad as it is, all signs point to it getting even worse, if that is possible. “Most newspapers are in a place right now that they are going to have to make big cuts somewhere and big seams are bound to show up at some point,” a media business analyst at the Poynter Institute said in July 2012.24

It is hard to avoid what seems like the obvious conclusion: corporations and investors no longer find journalism a profitable investment.25 If anything,
they are stripping what remains for parts and milking monopoly franchises until they run dry. That leads to an immediate problem for a society that has entrusted its news media to the private sector: a 2011 FCC study on the crisis in journalism concluded that “the independent watchdog function that the Founding Fathers envisioned for journalism—going so far as to call it crucial to a healthy democracy—is at risk.”

In addition, “the falling value and failing business models of many American newspapers,” as David Carr of the *New York Times* puts it, is leading to a situation in which “moneyed interests buy papers and use them to prosecute a political and commercial agenda.” Carr cites San Diego as exhibit A; the *U-T San Diego* (formerly the *San Diego Union-Tribune*) was purchased in November 2011 by right-wing billionaire Douglas F. Manchester, whose anti-gay rights politics gained him notoriety. “We make no apologies,” Manchester’s chief executive states. “We are very consistent—pro-conservative, pro-business, pro-military.” The newspaper also has a tendency to equate what is good for San Diego’s future with what is good for Manchester’s net worth. “There is a very real fear here,” a San Diego journalist said in 2012, that the *U-T San Diego* “will not be advocating for the public’s good, but the owner’s good instead.”

David Sirota has chronicled the return of monopoly press lords and their effect on communities ranging from San Diego and Denver to Chicago and Philadelphia: “Private newspaper owners have vaulted themselves into a historically unique position, which enables them to sculpt the news to serve their personal interests while circumventing the costs that come with true adversarial journalism.” It was this type of journalism that produced the crisis that led to the rise of professional journalism a century ago. The system is unraveling.

Let’s look more closely at what the crisis means in terms of actual reporting. The point is not to romanticize what is being lost; as discussed in chapter 3, U.S. professional journalism even at its peak in the late 1960s and 1970s had significant flaws. Many of the problems with journalism today can still be attributed to some of the weaknesses of the professional code, such as reliance upon official sources to set the boundaries of legitimate debate. That being said, it also had its virtues, not the least of which was a relatively serious commitment to covering much of public life, from small communities to major cities and the world. There was “a firewall between the news divisions and the corporate structure,” veteran broadcast journalist Dan Rather recalls from the 1960s and 1970s. “That’s all gone now. Out the window.”
The flip side of corporatization of the news, to Rather, is the “trivialization” of the content. An increasing portion of news has gone over to inexpensive-to-cover entertainment, celebrity, gossip, crime, and lifestyle journalism—“soft news.” Commercial values have increasingly permeated—or, to old-timers like Rather, subverted—the professional code.29

A study on the crisis was released by the Pew Center for the People and the Press in 2010; it examined in exhaustive detail the “media ecology” of the city of Baltimore for one week in 2009.30 The object was to determine how, in this changing media moment, “original” news stories were being generated, and by whom. They tracked old media and new, newspapers, radio, television, websites, blogs, social media, even Twitter tweets from the police department.

Despite the proliferation of media, the researchers observed that “much of the ‘news’ people receive contained no original reporting. Fully eight out of ten stories studied simply repeated or repackaged previously published information.” And where did the “original” reporting come from? More than 95 percent of original news stories were still generated by old media, particularly the Baltimore Sun newspaper. It gets worse: The Sun’s production of original news stories was down more than 30 percent from ten years ago and a whopping 73 percent from twenty years ago.

Back in the 1980s and 1990s, Ben Bagdikian chronicled the declining numbers of independent news media due to the wave upon wave of mergers and acquisitions and the entrance of large conglomerates as central players. He warned of the dire consequences for journalism and democracy caused by media monopoly. Internet celebrants consigned Bagdikian and other old-media fuddy-duddies to history’s dustbin; they believed that the last thing anyone had to worry about now was a lack of distinct voices or competition. How ironic then that the Internet appears to have all but finished off the job that the market began. By 2012, the newspaper industry was “half as big as it was seven years ago,” according to Carr of the New York Times. “Quite a few of the mid-size regional and metropolitan dailies that form the core of the industry have gone off a cliff.”31

In the Internet era, the New York Times probably plays a much larger role in national and international journalism than it ever did in previous generations, despite its own significant cutbacks.32 It does so because most of the other major news media have abandoned their networks of national and international bureaus altogether.33 As a recent history of the Times from
1999–2009 concludes, it has become “the worst newspaper in the world—except for all others.”

Dan Rather counted in his research between forty and fifty independent news media organizations that had the resources and a commitment to cover politics at the national level in the 1950s and 1960s. Most of these businesses did journalism as their exclusive or primary undertaking. That world is long gone, as a handful of conglomerates dominate the few remaining national newsrooms, and news is generally a small part of a broader corporate empire. As Rather put it in 2012:

Whether you’re a conservative or a liberal or a progressive, a Democrat or a Republican, everybody can be and should be concerned about this: the constant consolidation of media, particularly national distribution of media . . . few companies—no more than six, my count is four—now control more than 80 percent of the true national distribution of news. These large corporations, they have things they need from the power structure in Washington, whether it’s Republican or Democrat, and of course the people in Washington have things they want [in] the news to be reported. To put it bluntly, very big business is in bed with very big government in Washington, and has more to do with what the average person sees, hears, and reads than most people know.

Rather’s words are particularly striking in light of the conclusion of chapter 5: if the news media are to be the institution that protects the public from the collusion of very big business and the government, especially the very big national security state, its current industrial structure seems to be precisely the opposite of what is needed.

The shrinkage has had devastating implications for political journalism. The numbers of foreign bureaus and correspondents, Washington bureaus and correspondents, statehouse bureaus and correspondents, down to the local city hall, have all been severely slashed, and in some cases the coverage barely exists any longer. In an era of ever greater corruption, the watchdog is no longer on the beat. Some of the biggest political scandals in Washington in the past decade—the ones that brought down Jack Abramoff, Tom DeLay, and Randy “Duke” Cunningham—were all started by a daily newspaper reporter’s investigation. Those paid reporting positions are now gone,
and those reporters no longer draw a paycheck to do such work. This means the next generation of corrupt politicians will have much less difficulty as they fatten their bank accounts while providing their services to the highest bidder. Throughout the nation, most government activity is taking place in the dark compared to just one or two decades ago.

Everywhere it is the same: far fewer journalists attempting to cover more and more. It’s like an NFL team trying to stop the Green Bay Packers with only two players lined up on the defensive side of the line of scrimmage. Broadcast journalism hardly has any players either. By 2012 it was common practice for competing broadcast stations to pool their news resources and provide the same news on different channels in the same market. This practice is of dubious legality but takes place in at least 83 of 210 television markets; it allows stations to slash their labor costs. As the FCC observes, the remaining reporters and editors “are spending more time on reactive stories and less on labor-intensive ‘enterprise’ pieces.” Television reporters “who once just reported the news now have many other tasks, and more newscasts to feed, so they have less time to research their stories.”

For a chilling account of what the loss of journalism means, consider the explosion that killed twenty-nine West Virginia coal miners in 2010. Following the disaster, the Washington Post and New York Times did exposés and discovered that the mine had had 1,342 safety violations in the preceding five years, 50 in the previous month alone. This was big news. “The problem,” the FCC notes, “is that these stories were published after the disaster, not before—even though many of the records had been there for inspection.” Josh Stearns perceptively writes that “we are entering an era of ‘hindsight journalism,’ where some of the most important stories of our time emerge after the fact. This kind of journalism shines a spotlight on critical issues, but serves as more of an autopsy than an antiseptic. It dissects issues like specimens, instead of shining a light on problems before or as they emerge.”

It is especially disastrous at the local level, where smaller news media and newsrooms have been wiped out in a manner reminiscent of a plague. Research affirms that there is “an explicit relationship between local and community news, local democracy, community cohesion, and civic engagement.” When people living in a community no longer have credible news that covers their community and draws it together, the American system is suddenly on quicksand. In 2012 the New Orleans Times-Picayune became the first major daily newspaper to restrict publication to three days a week.
What does that mean for the roughly one third of New Orleans residents who have no Internet access? The Los Angeles Times is now the primary news medium for eighty-eight municipalities and 10 million people, but its metro staff has been cut in half since 2000. The staff “is spread thinner and there are fewer people on any given area,” Metro editor David Lauter laments. “We’re not there every day, or even every week or every month. Unfortunately, nobody else is either.”

Consider the farcical nature of American elections. Local elections, indeed nearly all non-presidential elections, barely get any news coverage, and what coverage they do get is generally inane, often driven by the TV ads and comprised of assessments of PR strategies, gaffes, and polling results. As for the presidential election, its coverage is generally endless and meaningless. Those with the most money to purchase the most ads can dominate political discourse. How can people effectively participate in electoral politics if they have little idea about the candidates, not to mention the issues? The logical course is to opt out, rather than be drowned in a pool of slime, spin, clichés, and idiocy. Where does that leave governance?

In a nation like the United States, the poor and marginalized are hardest hit. They are the least attractive group commercially, so labor news and news aimed at the bottom third or half of the population began to decline decades ago. Communities of color, which have traditionally gotten short shrift in the mainstream commercial news media, have seen many of the hard-won gains in diversifying newsrooms wiped out in the past five years. A 2012 American Society of News Editors report stated, “Across all market sizes, minority newsroom employment is still substantially lower than the percentage of minorities in the markets those newsrooms serve.”

The Pew Center conducted a comprehensive analysis of the sources for original news stories in its 2009 study of Baltimore. It determined that fully 86 percent originated with official sources and press releases. A generation earlier, PR accounted for more like 40 to 50 percent of news content. These stories were presented as news based on the labor and judgment of professional journalists, but they generally presented the PR position without any alteration. As the Pew study concludes, “the official version of events is becoming more important. We found official press releases often appear word for word in first accounts of events, though often not noted as such.”

So there may not be much journalism, but there still is plenty of “news.” On the surface, it can seem as though we are inundated with endless news.
Increasingly, though, it is unfiltered public relations generated surreptitiously by corporations and governments in a manner that would make Walter Lippmann—whose vision guided the creation of professional journalism in the 1920s—roll in his grave. In 1960 there was less than one PR agent for every working journalist, a ratio of 0.75 to 1. By 1990 the ratio was just over 2 to 1. In 2012, the ratio stood at 4 PR people for every working journalist. At the current rates of change, the ratio may well be 6 to 1 within a few years.46 Because there are far fewer reporters to investigate the spin and press releases, the likelihood that they get presented as legitimate news has become much greater.47 “As a direct result of changing media platforms,” one 2011 media industry assessment of the future of journalism put it, “PR pros are now a part of the media in a way they have never been before.”48

Is it a surprise that Gallup found that Americans’ confidence in television news dropped to an all-time low in 2012 and is not even half of what it was less than two decades earlier?49 Or that there has understandably been an increase in the number of people, to nearly one in five, who state they have gone “newsless”—not even glancing at Internet headlines—for the day before the poll? Who could blame them? By 2009 nearly a third of Americans aged eighteen to twenty-four years were thus self-described.50 Forty years ago, young Americans followed the news at the same rate as their parents and grandparents.

Note that the decline of journalism was well established long before the Internet had any effect.51 The big change came in the late 1970s and 1980s, when large corporate chains accelerated their long-term trend of gobbling up daily newspapers and becoming conglomerates, sometimes with broadcast stations and networks under the same umbrella as newspaper empires. Family owners sold for a variety of reasons, and corporations came in to milk the cash cow. The corporations paid top dollar to get these profit machines, and they were dedicated to maximizing their return. They quickly determined that one way to increase profits even more was to slice into the editorial budget; in a monopoly there is little pressure to do otherwise, and with the money flowing, who worries about the long-term implications?52

It was then, when they were still swimming in profits, that managers began to satisfy the demand from investors for ever-increasing returns by cutting journalists and shutting news bureaus. By the late 1980s and early 1990s, prominent mainstream journalists and editors like Jim Squires, Penn Kimball, John McManus, and Doug Underwood were criticizing the news
industry or leaving it in disgust because of the contempt corporate management displayed toward journalism. By the end of the century, the trickle out was more like an exodus.

The 1990s were a period of tremendous profitability for newspapers and broadcast networks, as well as rapid growth for the economy. It was also a decade of considerable population growth. The Internet had become a big deal on Wall Street but had yet to do much more than hypothetical damage to journalism business models. Yet from 1992 to 2002, the editorial side was reduced by six thousand broadcast and newspaper jobs. By the end of the 1990s, the number of foreign correspondents working for American newspapers and television networks had already been greatly reduced, as had the number of investigative reporters. At the dawn of the new century, editors and observers were vocal, at times almost apoplectic, in their alarm at the policies that were devastating newsrooms. In 2001 a team of leading journalists and scholars concluded, “Newspapers are increasingly a reflection of what the advertisers tell the newspapers some of us want, which is what the financial markets tell the newspapers they want.” It was already clear that this was a recipe for disaster.

This is the actual history of journalism under really existing capitalism. Celebrants who think the market will rejuvenate journalism online and produce better results have yet to come to terms with this record and explain why digital commercial news media would be any different or better. Right now it looks a whole lot worse.

**Digital Journalism: Gold Mine or the Shaft?**

The decline of journalism over the past generation, which has accelerated in the last decade, would be a less pressing concern if the existing news media were making a successful digital transition, or if the Internet was spawning a credible replacement in the manner Benkler envisions. The evidence provided above suggests on balance that emerging digital news media are having a negligible effect upon the crisis in journalism. It certainly is not due to a lack of effort, as commercial news media have been obsessed with the Internet since the 1990s; they understood that it was going to be the future.

For traditional news media, it has been a very rocky digital road. A 2012 report based on proprietary data and in-depth interviews with executives at
a dozen major news media companies found “the shift to replace losses in print ad revenue with new digital revenue is taking longer and proving more difficult than executives want and at the current rate most newspapers continue to contract at alarming speed.” For every seven dollars of print advertising lost there is only one new dollar of Internet ad revenues; the executives said it “remains an uphill and existential struggle.” The newspaper industry’s percentage of overall Internet advertising fell to 10 percent in 2011, an all-time low; it had been 17 percent in 2003. “There’s no doubt we’re going out of business right now,” one executive said. By all accounts, the “clock continues to tick” for old media to find a way to survive online in the inexorable transition to the Internet.

It is both tragic and pathetic to see dedicated journalists obsessing over how to keep their newsrooms alive. “We have to find a business model that works—we have to,” Christian Science Monitor editor Marshall Ingwerson told NYU media scholar Rodney Benson. “This is the word I hated but in the last five years has become universal—we have to monetize. How do we monetize what we do? Same as everybody else.” Journalists have been inundated with lectures that they “require an embrace of new technologies and a ruthless but necessary shedding of the old ways of doing business. It should have happened already. It must happen now.”

The assumption is that there has to be a way to make profits doing digital journalism if journalists and owners simply wise up and get with the program. Over the past few years, many American newspapers have been purchased on the cheap by hedge funds—nearly a third of the twenty-five largest dailies are now so owned—the subtext being that these business geniuses can generate profits where dummkopf journalism industry types have failed. As John Paton, the journalist-cum-CEO for a newspaper company purchased by the Alden Global Capital hedge fund in 2011, put it: “We have had 15 years to figure out the web and, as an industry, we newspaper people are no good at it.” Apparently, neither are the hedge fund managers. David Carr wrote in July 2012 that “hedge funds, which thought they had bought in at the bottom, are scrambling for exits that don’t exist.”

Few wish to consider the obvious question: what if it is simply impossible to generate commercially viable popular journalism online, let alone journalism adequate for a self-governing people? What then?

In the meantime, news media corporations work furiously to find their digital Shangri-La. The primary course for traditional news media has
been to pursue digital advertising dollars, with disappointing results. Most websites for publishers and broadcasters primarily run generic banner ads, “among the least trusted sources of commercial information,” according to consumer surveys.68 These are rapidly falling out of favor with advertisers. Digital news sites have been laggards in “using technology that would customize ads based on their users’ online behavior.”69 Moreover, as much as 80 percent of digital newspaper advertising is placed through networks that take a 50 percent cut of the action. This means a paper’s revenues for a thousand viewers (CPM in industry parlance) can be as little as 2 or 3 percent of its CPM for print readers.70 Worse yet, as discussed in chapter 5, much of local marketing—once the bread and butter of news media—as it goes digital does not support media content sites or independent content sites of any kind.71 “A consensus has emerged that website advertising,” a respected 2011 industry report said, “its rates driven down by massive available inventory, will probably never sustain a comprehensive daily news report.”72

However, digital advertising provided newspapers over $3 billion in revenues in 2011, far exceeding all other forms of Internet revenues. It is not going to be abandoned even if no one expects it to grow very much.

With the possibility fading for digital advertising to serve as a panacea, attention has returned to making people pay for their news online.73 This has worked for a handful of prominent newspapers like the Wall Street Journal and Financial Times, with well-heeled readers and specialized business content. The New York Times has also done well, enrolling nearly four hundred thousand subscribers since it introduced its pay system in 2011. The Washington Post, on the other hand, dismisses paywalls as “backwards-looking.” CEO Don Graham claims they can work only for papers like the Times and the Journal that have paid circulation spread across the nation.74 Paywalls have been a flop otherwise, and a study of three dozen papers that attempted to do so found only 1 percent of users opted to pay.75 Nevertheless, by 2012 some 20 percent of America’s 1,400 daily newspapers were planning to charge for digital access, and some firms, such as Gannett, claimed they were generating significant revenue.76 They are inspired by the success of dailies doing so in places like Finland and Slovakia.77 The key, apparently, is to be able to offer a lot of content at a low price—ideally by numerous newspapers combined—which might be easier in a small nation with a distinct language than in the United States, where English-language material grows like kudzu online. Whether there is an endgame is unclear—subscribers
have never provided sufficient revenues for news media—and it appears as much an act of desperation as vision. Of course, there is no time to be concerned with the externality that paywalls invariably cut many people off from access to the news, with all that suggests about their undemocratic character.

The latest hope is that the rapid emergence of mobile communication will open up new ways to monetize content. By 2012 a clear majority of Americans are getting some local news on their cell phones, and that number is growing. Best of all, the mobile world is increasingly proprietary, so there might be sufficient artificial scarcity to encourage people eventually to pay for news apps. Rupert Murdoch announced his iPad-only newspaper, The Daily, in 2011, and by 2012 the price had been lowered, some content was being offered for free, and it had been extended to smartphones. With a hundred thousand subscribers paying a couple dollars per month, “it’s going to need more than that to move from interesting experiment to profitable.”78 The news app idea still has a long way to go before it can be realistic. In 2011, 11 percent of the American adult population had a news app, but nearly 90 percent of them got the app for free. Only 1 percent of the adult population paid for one. There is little reason yet for thinking news apps could get anywhere close to supporting the network of newsrooms that once dotted the landscape. It did not help the case that News Corporation laid off 29 percent of The Daily’s full-time staff in 2012. But it may be the last best hope.79

The point of professional journalism in its idealized form was to insulate the news from commercialism, marketing, and political pressures and to produce the necessary information for citizens to understand and participate effectively in their societies. In theory, some people were not privileged over others as legitimate consumers of journalism. That is why it was democratic. There was one set of news for everyone. It was a public service with an ambiguous relationship with commercialism; hence the professional firewall. Journalists made their judgment calls based on professional education and training, not commercial considerations. That is why people could trust it.

The core problem with all these efforts to make journalism pay online is that they accelerate the commercialization of journalism, degrading its integrity and its function as a public service. The cure may be worse than the disease.

So it is that top editors at the venerable Washington Post “have embraced the view that studying [Internet user] traffic patterns can be a useful way to determine where to focus the paper’s resources.”80 They are desperate to
find the content that will appeal to desired consumers and to the advertisers who wish to reach affluent consumers. In this relationship, advertisers hold all the trump cards, and the news media have little leverage. In the emerging era of “smart” advertising, this means shaping the content to meet the Internet profiles of desired users, even personalizing news stories alongside personalized ads. The best stories for selling tend to be soft news. “The challenge,” Joseph Turow writes, has been “trying to figure out how to carry out editorial personalization in a way that wouldn’t cause audiences to freak out.” He points out that all the logic of the system points to advertisers demanding that they get sympathetic editorial mention as well. Research shows that that makes for a far more successful sales pitch. As one frustrated editor put it, “This crap may be groovy, but it still stinks.”

Nothing much changes when one looks at the new companies that have emerged to use the Internet as a battering ram to enter the news media industry. “All these people who forecast the end of newspapers because of the decline in advertising and users being unwilling to pay for content can’t explain how the new Internet journalism websites are going to survive or even thrive—since most of them, too, need paid ads and/or subscribers,” said Greg Mitchell, the longtime editor of Editor & Publisher. “I just don’t get it.”

The new commercial ventures range from “content farms” to apps to major efforts to establish newsrooms and re-create a sense of news media online. The content farms, like Demand Media and Associated Content, have “embraced the attrition of the church-state boundary and turned it into a business model.” These firms hire freelancers to produce articles quickly and cheaply to respond to popular search terms, and then sell advertising to appear next to the article. The needs of advertisers drive the entire process. The key to commercial success is producing an immense amount of material inexpensively; the leading content farms can generate thousands of pieces of text and video on a daily basis.

Pulse has emerged as one of the leading commercial news apps, with 13 million smartphone users who get it for free. Pulse aggregates other firms’ news and makes its money working with advertisers and merchants. It is moving into “branded-content advertising,” by which ads get slotted next to appropriate stories for individualized users. The outstanding question is whether Pulse will generate a workable business model and then can establish a monopoly position due to its scale and network effects, like Twitter. By
2012 it moved aggressively to provide local news—with the ability to place advertising in real time that addresses one’s exact location—and become a global operation; the service is already available in eight languages. Pulse does not generate original news, and its founders concede that they don’t know much about journalism. Nor do any of the other mobile aggregators generate any original journalism, but some of their revenues will probably end up in the hands of other news media and may eventually contribute to paying actual journalists.

The journalism company that has made the greatest impact online has been AOL, which was tenuously married to Time Warner for a decade until it went independent again in 2009. AOL purchased Patch around then, to be a “hyperlocal” digital news service, with branches in some 860 communities, supported by advertising. In other words, it would be like a digital newspaper but without the massive production expenses. A detailed and largely sympathetic Columbia Journalism Review account of a Patch editor in upstate New York described how the service logically focused on more affluent communities. After months of keeping the editorial and commercial sides distinct, that strategy was thrown overboard as the enterprise foundered; editors worked with the ad staff, among other things “drumming up ad sales leads.” The editors were then directed to favor content that would get people to the site and also to cultivate “user-generated free content.” Patch lost $100 million in 2011, and is estimated to have lost another $150 million in 2012. As David Carr puts it, Patch “is no closer to cracking the code.” While it may eventually get into the black, it will do so at the expense of sacrificing much of the journalistic vision it had at its launch.

Patch is evolving toward the Huffington Post business model: rely on volunteer labor, aggregate content from other media, emphasize sex and celebrities to juice the traffic, and generate some of your own content if you can afford to do so. As fate had it, AOL purchased the Huffington Post in 2011. An internal memo on journalism from AOL CEO Tim Armstrong at the time captured the commercial logic: he ordered the company’s editors to evaluate all future stories on the basis of “traffic potential, revenue potential, edit quality and turnaround time.” All stories, he stressed, are to be evaluated according to their “profitability consideration.” As one 2011 media industry assessment of the future of journalism put it, this is “good news for public relations professionals who are trying to pitch stories,” because “these sites will be looking for more content to fill their pages.”
Armstrong’s memo raises the question: What happens when a story—like that of a distant war or the privatization of a local water utility—fails to achieve proper “traffic potential, revenue potential”? What if no PR spinmeister wants to push it and provide free content? Does it disappear off the radar—and with it the ability of citizens to know what is being done in their name but without their informed consent? That might be a smooth ride for the CEOs, but it’s a clunker for a democratic society.

Two aspects of capitalism and the Internet loom large in digital journalism. First, if anyone can make money doing online journalism, it will almost certainly be as a very large, centralized operation, probably a monopoly or close to it. The Internet has proven to be more effective at centralizing corporate control than it has been at enhancing decentralization, at least in news media. “We are probably far more centralized than we were in the past,” one executive said.93

To some extent it is because human beings are capable of meaningfully visiting only a small number of websites on a regular basis. The Google search mechanism encourages concentration because sites that do not end up on the first or second page of a search effectively do not exist. As Michael Wolff puts it in *Wired*, “The top 10 Web sites accounted for 31 percent of US pageviews in 2001, 40 percent in 2006, and about 75 percent in 2010.”94 By 2012, according to the Web traffic measurer Experian Hitwise, 35 percent of all Web visits now go to Google, Microsoft, Yahoo!, and Facebook. (The same firms get two thirds of online ad revenue.) And, ironically, as Matthew Hindman points out, personalization of websites “systematically advantages the very largest websites over smaller ones.”95 A paradox of the Internet, John Naughton writes, “is that a relatively small number of websites get most of the links and attract the overwhelming volume of traffic.” If your site isn’t in that elite group, it will likely be very small, and stay very small.96

As Matthew Hindman’s research on journalism, news media, and political websites demonstrates, what has emerged is a “power law” distribution whereby a small number of political or news media websites get the vast majority of traffic.97 They are dominated by the traditional giants with name recognition and resources. There is a “long tail” of millions of websites that exist but get little or no traffic, and only a small number of people have any idea that they exist. Most of them wither, as their producers have little incentive and resources to maintain them. There is also no effective “middle class” of robust, moderate-size websites; that segment of the news media system has
been wiped out online, leading Hindman to conclude that the online news media are more concentrated than in the old news media world.

This seems to be the way of the digital world. Because the returns are so low and the marginal costs of adding new users are zero, profits are possible only by having massive scale. The “best bet for making money,” The Economist states, “is to pull in more readers for the same content.” And when a player gets that large, there usually isn’t much room for anyone else. “There will be fewer national news outlets” in the digital world. The grand irony of the Internet is that what was once regarded as an agent of diversity, choice, and competition has become an engine of monopoly. As to journalism, it is unclear if anyone can make a go of it commercially, beyond material aimed at the wealthy and the business community.

The second aspect of the capitalism-Internet nexus at the heart of the online journalism business model is an understanding that the wages paid to journalists can be slashed dramatically, while workloads can be increased to levels never before seen. Armstrong’s memo states that all of AOL’s journalistic employees will be required to produce “five to 10 stories per day.” Tim Rutten of the Los Angeles Times captured the essence of this requirement in his assessment of AOL’s 2011 purchase of the Huffington Post: “To grasp the Huffington Post’s business model, picture a galley rowed by slaves and commanded by pirates.” In the “new-media landscape,” he wrote, “it’s already clear that the merger will push more journalists more deeply into the tragically expanding low-wage sector of our increasingly brutal economy.”

With massive unemployment and dismal prospects, the extreme downward pressure on wages and working conditions for journalists is the two-ton elephant that just climbed into democracy’s bed. “In the new media,” Rutten concludes, we find “many of the worst abuses of the old economy’s industrial capitalism—the sweatshop, the speedup, and piecework; huge profits for the owners; desperation, drudgery, and exploitation for the workers. No child labor, yet, but if there were more page views in it . . .” David Watts Barton left the Sacramento Bee in 2007 to work at the Sacramento Press, a hyperlocal digital news operation. In the Columbia Journalism Review, he described the extreme difficulty of producing credible journalism based on volunteer labor. “Editing costs money. Citizen journalists are cheap and they can even be good. But even great journalists need some editing; citizen journalists need a lot of it. . . . Without journalism jobs, we don’t have journalism.”
Commercial media’s attitude toward journalism labor became apparent in the Journatic brouhaha following a whistleblower’s exposé aired on public radio’s *This American Life* in the summer of 2012. Journatic is a shadowy “hyperlocal content provider” that reportedly eschews publicity to the point where its site contains code that lessens its appearance in Google search results. It contracts with dozens of U.S. commercial news media to provide local coverage, including *Newsday*, the *Houston Chronicle*, the *San Francisco Chronicle*, and the GateHouse newspaper chain. The Journatic business model is premised on the idea that doing routine local news with actual paid reporters is no longer a viable option for many American news media, so it provides a discount alternative.

Journatic’s local coverage is provided by low-paid writers and freelancers in the United States and, ironically enough, the Philippines, where Journatic hires writers “able to commit to 250 pieces/week minimum” at 35 to 40 cents a piece. Journatic CEO Brian Timpone says that the compensation was “more than most places in the Philippines.” They produce stories under bogus “American-sounding bylines” that make it seem as if they are based in the local community running the stories. Part of the reason aliases are used is that it would be suspicious to readers and other journalists if they saw the number of articles a single writer produced, not to mention the importance of maintaining the illusion that these are local reporters.

Not surprisingly, these stories are “little more than rewritten news releases,” as the whistleblower put it. They also contain a considerable number of errors, fabrications, and instances of plagiarism. But to the casual reader of a Journatic client, it would seem the newspaper or website was chock-full of original local material.

The Tribune Company, which owns the *Chicago Tribune*, invested in Journatic in April 2012 and outsourced coverage for the Chicago area’s ninety TribLocal websites and twenty-two weekly editions to it. TribLocal laid off half of its forty staffers when it contracted with Journatic, and its output tripled. When word got out, ninety members of the *Chicago Tribune* newsroom presented a petition protesting Journatic’s role. On July 13 the company indefinitely suspended use of Journatic in its papers, but the hyperlocal content provider is still very much in action in other markets, waiting for the bad publicity to blow over.

This is hardly the end of the story. A Pasadena publisher, James Macpherson, stated he wanted to “defend the concept” of outsourcing, claiming
that “Journatic has done it quite shabbily.” His firm had begun outsourcing journalism to India in 2007, but the program was postponed soon thereafter as he was apparently ahead of his time. Macpherson uses Internet software developed by Amazon in 2012 to contract with freelance reporters all over the world and says, “I outsource virtually everything. I am primarily looking for individuals who I can pay a lower rate to do a lot of work.” He concedes there are limitations: “There is no way someone in Manila can possibly understand what is happening in Pasadena.” But the economics are such that Macpherson argues outsourcing is inevitable: “The real lesson of Journatic is that outsourcing is not going to go away.”

As journalism becomes increasingly rote, the logical question becomes who needs human labor at all? StatSheet, a subsidiary of Automated Insights, uses algorithms to turn numerical data into narrative articles for its 418 sports websites. Automated Insights now also computer-generates ten thousand to twenty thousand articles per week for a real estate website, and the emerging computer-generated content industry is convinced that algorithms will become a key part of writing news stories in the near future. “I am sure a journalist could do a better job writing an article than a machine,” says a real estate agency CEO who contracted with Automated Insights, “but what I’m looking for is quantity at a certain quality.” Who knows—maybe we will someday look back at Journatic as a golden age of journalism.

In short, the Internet does not alleviate the tensions between commercialism and journalism; it magnifies them. With labor severely underpaid or unpaid, research concludes that the original journalism provided by the Internet gravitates to what is easy and fun, tending to “focus on lifestyle topics, such as entertainment, retail, and sports, not on hard news.” As traditional journalism disintegrates, no models for making Web journalism—even bad journalism—profitable at anywhere near the level necessary for a credible popular news media have been developed, and there is no reason to expect any in the future.

There is probably no better evidence that journalism is a public good than the fact that none of America’s financial geniuses can figure out how to make money off it. The comparison to education is striking. When managers apply market logic to schools, it fails, because education is a cooperative public service, not a business. Corporatized schools throw underachieving, hard-to-teach kids overboard, discontinue expensive programs, bombard students with endless tests, and then attack teacher salaries and unions as the
main impediment to “success.” No one has ever made profits doing quality education—for-profit education companies seize public funds and make their money by not teaching. That’s why the elite managers send their own children to nonprofit schools, generally private but sometimes public in the affluent suburbs, while other children are hung out to dry in the marketplace. Education is, in short, a public good. In digital news, the same dynamic is producing the same results, and leads to the same conclusion.

Fighting for the Public Good

The severity of the crisis in journalism is difficult to ignore, especially for those in politics who have seen the number of reporters following them diminish rapidly. By 2008 many politicians were commenting on how difficult it had become to get press coverage in their districts or on the issues they cared about. On the campaign trail, U.S. senators who once had entourages of reporters following them like they were heavyweight champions suddenly found themselves traveling with one or two staffers and few others. By 2010 the FCC and the Federal Trade Commission had each created task forces to study the crisis in journalism and propose solutions. The Democratic Caucus in Congress established an informal inquiry too. Hearings were held in both the House and Senate. Nothing has resulted, but these inquiries were unprecedented in American history.

The lack of action was due in part to a lack of public outcry and pressure. The extent of the crisis in journalism is underappreciated by most Americans, including many serious news and political junkies. The primary reason may well be the Internet itself. Because many people envelop themselves in their favored news sites and access so much material online, even surfing out onto the “long tail,” the extent to which we are living in what veteran editor Tom Stites terms a “news desert” has been obscured. Moreover, using dissident websites, social media, and smartphones, activists have sometimes “bypassed the gatekeepers” in what John Nichols calls a “next media system.” Its value is striking during periods of public protest and upheaval.

But the illusion that this constitutes satisfactory journalism is growing thinner. Nothing demonstrates the situation better than the release by WikiLeaks of an immense number of secret U.S. government documents
between 2009 and 2011. To some this was investigative journalism at its best, and WikiLeaks had established how superior the Internet was as an information source. It clearly threatened those in power, so this was exactly the sort of Fourth Estate a free people needed. Thanks to the Internet, some claimed, we were now truly free and had the power to hold leaders accountable.\textsuperscript{112}

In fact, the WikiLeaks episode demonstrates precisely the opposite. WikiLeaks was not a journalistic organization. It released secret documents to the public, but the “documents languished online and only came to the public’s attention when they were written up by professional journalists,” as Heather Brooke put it. “Raw material alone wasn’t enough.”\textsuperscript{113} Journalism had to give the material credibility, and journalists had to do the hard work of vetting the material and analyzing it to find out what it meant. That required paid, full-time journalists with institutional support. The United States has too few of these, and those it has are too closely attached to the power structure, so most of the material still has not been studied and summarized for a popular audience—and it may never be in our lifetimes.

Moreover, there was no independent journalism to respond when the U.S. government launched a successful PR and media blitz to discredit WikiLeaks. Attention largely shifted from the content of these documents to overblown and unsubstantiated claims that WikiLeaks was costing innocent lives, and to a personal focus on WikiLeaks leader Julian Assange. Glenn Greenwald was only slightly exaggerating when he stated that “there was almost a full and complete consensus that WikiLeaks was satanic.” The onslaught discredited and isolated WikiLeaks, despite the dramatic content that could be found in the documents WikiLeaks had published. The point was to get U.S. editors and reporters to think twice before opening the WikiLeaks door. It worked.

Many journalists elsewhere rallied to defend basic principles about transparency and speaking truth to power. The material they assessed and made public energized a wave of global democratic movements, even contributing to peaceful political revolutions. In the United States, nothing of the kind occurred, and WikiLeaks has had no effect on democratizing our politics or calling our leaders to account. The responses of U.S. journalists and commentators to the WikiLeaks revelations were often indistinguishable from those of the government spin doctors. Greenwald ended up defending WikiLeaks on numerous broadcast news programs and discovered that his on-air opponents were often working reporters: “There wasn’t even really
a pretense of separation between how journalists think and how political functionaries think.”

When the U.S. government and the Internet giants took steps to render WikiLeaks ineffective, even though no one connected with it had been charged with, or convicted of, any crime for its publishing activities, what passes for U.S. journalism stood by meekly. How revealing that a news media that almost never does investigative work on the national security state or its relations with large corporations does not come to the defense of those who have the courage to make such information public! As the Obama administration, like those before it, has pursued extraordinary measures to limit public access to information and to punish whistleblowers, a credible independent news media in a free society would have led the charge to publicize its secrecy and actively oppose it. All the signs suggest that WikiLeaks, rather than being the harbinger of a new era, may have been the last gasp of an old one.

This also touches on the limitations of blogs, which not long ago were heralded as “little First Amendment machines. They extend freedom of the press to more actors.” Blogs provide commentary, sometimes expert commentary, but they tend to rely upon others’ reporting upon which to comment. Without a credible journalism, blogs have value only to the extent they produce original research, which is difficult unless one can do it full-time with institutional support. Moreover, Hindman’s research on online media concentration applies just as much, if not more, to the blogosphere. He found its traffic is highly concentrated in a handful of sites, operated by people with astonishingly elite pedigrees.

There is one exciting new hope for digital journalism that has emerged in the past few years: online nonprofit news media. A number of outlets have been created that are dedicated to doing journalism in the public interest. What we have done “was out of seeing where the business model is headed, off a cliff,” the editor of the Voice of San Diego told NYU’s Benson, “and if we want to keep this public service alive we needed to fund it in a different way.” “I say good riddance” to having to rely on advertising and generating profits, the editor of the SF Public Press told Benson. “It was a bad marriage to begin with and it skewed coverage. And it foreclosed discussion of people and communities who were not targets of advertising.” Founders of these organizations see the gaping void in American journalism and wish to fill it.
The great question, then, is whether this new wave of nonprofit news media can rejuvenate American journalism and steer it away from the commercialism that was eating at its foundations. If it can, public ennui and governmental inaction are justified. Yankee ingenuity will have licked the problem. Best of all, there will be little government or commercial involvement with journalism; it will be a genuine public sphere.119

Some of these nonprofit ventures are local, like MinnPost and the aforementioned Voice of San Diego, and some are national, like ProPublica, which, in 2010, was the first digital news medium to win the Pulitzer Prize for reporting. Many are staffed by superb journalists who once worked in commercial news media. Young and enthusiastic new journalists are entering the field in this sector. A 2011 study by the Investigative Reporting Workshop determined that the top seventy-five nonprofit news operations had 1,300 employees and combined annual budgets totaling $135 million. (This includes Consumer Reports, which accounts for nearly half the total staff and one third of the budgets.)120 Since 2008, there has been a spike in Internal Revenue Service (IRS) applications for nonprofit status from journalism organizations, almost entirely for digital operations.121 “This sector has absolutely ballooned,” I was told by Josh Stearns, the Free Press activist who works in the area.122 How many of these new nonprofit digital news ventures are there? “It’s scores, not dozens, maybe hundreds, probably a lot more than anyone knows,” says the Knight Foundation’s Eric Newton, who monitors and encourages such activity for a living.123

Nevertheless, the impact of the nonprofit sector may be less than the sum of its parts. “Investigative nonprofits,” as Newton put it, “are ‘punching above their weight,’” meaning that “the total community reached is still not close to the for-profits.”124 They are usually most successful when a mainstream news organization picks up their work. That is often the approach of ProPublica, which won the first of its two Pulitzers for a piece that ran in the New York Times Magazine. In this scenario, the nonprofit sector is providing a subsidy to commercial news media.

There is also a push for nonprofit activist groups—nongovernmental organizations, or NGOs—to become direct producers of online journalism in the areas where they have expertise.125 With the collapse of traditional newsrooms, public interest NGOs are doing their own reporting so they can pursue stories relating to their work. “What’s a nonprofit digital news operation? Consumer Reports online?” asks Newton. “The highly ethical digital
In 2011, for example, the Center for Media and Democracy (CMD) produced award-winning exposés of the secretive and corporate-dominated American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC). A few years earlier, the work might have been done by traditional journalists, but there were simply too few left to take on that assignment.

As exciting as it is to have NGOs get into the journalism business, we should not romanticize the development and make a virtue out of a necessity. In my experience, most of these groups would prefer that there be independent journalism organizations doing the hard investigative work they are being forced to do. It would allow them to use their very scarce resources for their core research, advocacy, and service. Most important, it would give the findings far more legitimacy and have greater public impact than when they come from an interested party. In a world where most journalism emanates from interested parties, it will be hard for NGOs to rise above the clatter that the corporate-funded groups produce, because the latter have exponentially greater resources. The work of the CMD on ALEC, for example, went mainstream when it was picked up and pushed along by the New York Times a full year after the CMD broke the story.127

The good news for both NGO journalists and the new sector of digital nonprofit news media is that by dispensing with print, they lop off at least 30 percent of the costs of production and distribution for a traditional newspaper or magazine.128 This is one of the factors that allows celebrants to wax rhapsodic about the postmaterial nature of networked journalism. The bad news is that losing 30 percent of costs still leaves this sector well under water. These digital nonprofit news media are underfunded, and there is no reason to think they will ever generate much more resources than they currently have. To put this sector in context, it has, at most, a few thousand employees, compared to the 120,000 full-time paid journalists our country had two decades ago.129 Moreover, none of these ventures is pointed toward large-scale growth. Even in the assessments of their most enthusiastic supporters, they are far more likely to go under. In fact, this is probably about as good as it gets, barring the sort of radical policy proposals I make in the next section. Once one gets past the seventy-five largest nonprofit news organizations, one is deep in the weeds of very small, marginal shops. “None has developed a clear business model,” a Knight Foundation study concluded.130

Individual donations and foundation grants have been the basis of
revenues, but these have distinct limits and invite problems. Experience with public broadcasting shows that people will pay, but there is an upper limit that is far below the money needed. Individuals gave $730 million to all public and community broadcasting stations in 2009. The total has not grown as a percentage of public media revenues over the past decade, and only a fraction of that went toward journalism. The SF Public Press made a concerted effort to establish a “PBS model” for donations to support itself, but the donations amount to only between 7 and 12 percent of its meager $80,000 annual budget. Even if the donation approach were to become viable, there is an additional concern: it tends to extend the privileges of the upper-middle and upper classes into the digital future.

This brings us to foundations. As the newspaper meltdown unfolded early in 2009, a movement was afoot to establish nonprofit newspapers and/or endowed newspapers, to be supported by philanthropy. As the longtime head of the Center for Public Integrity, Charles Lewis, put it, “It’s time for civil society, especially the nation’s foundations and individuals of means, to collaborate with journalists and experts who understand the changing economics of journalism in an imaginative, visionary plan that would support our precious existing nonprofit institutions and help to develop new ones.”

Since 2005, Jan Schaffer of American University estimates that foundations have donated at least $250 million to U.S. nonprofit journalism ventures. The problems with foundations as a form of support are threefold. First, they do not have anywhere near enough money to bankroll even a large chunk of journalism. They have a lot of other issues on their plates. The Economist notes that foundations “can only be a partial solution to the woes of newspapers.”

Second, foundations are hardly value-free or neutral institutions. They have their own pet causes and axes to grind, and they are often associated with powerful people and institutions. Sometimes they will fund coverage only of certain types of stories that they have an interest in. Foundations are generally accustomed to having their grantees give them what they want. Exceptions notwithstanding, they are not going to cut big checks and then head off to the beach. In an environment where many nonprofit journalists are wondering where their next meal is coming from, that gives foundations extraordinary implicit or explicit power over the content—largely unaccountable power.

Third, most foundations provide only limited-term support, often for
periods of three years or less, to new enterprises. Foundation boards and directors like to spawn groups, not bankroll them in perpetuity. “It is worth noting that many of these are start-ups within their first three years,” Stearns said when chronicling the state of nonprofit news ventures. “Once the start-up funding disappears it is unclear how many will survive.”

John Bracken of the Knight Foundation, the leading funder of nonprofit journalism, warns start-ups that “we will not be providing perpetual support.”

It is striking that the leading foundations involved in funding and studying nonprofit news ventures apparently have no idea, after years of experience, how these operations can ever become sustainable. Foundation officials are reduced to recycling platitudes and buzzwords like those that hedge fund managers are directing at old-fashioned newspaper people on the commercial side. The Knight Foundation president said, “We’re interested in new and different ways of doing things. . . . Folks who can be nimble and change are going to do better in the future than those who are slow to change.”

Jeff Jarvis told grantmakers in 2011 that digital nonprofit news media need to focus on figuring out “which financial models work.” A 2011 Pew Research Center report says the most “promising experiments in community news” are “coming from people who embrace business entrepreneurship and digital innovation.” Newton argues that “digital nonprofits need a diverse revenue stream to survive.”

He says the days of getting a grant and concentrating on doing great journalism are over. Digital nonprofits must spend “substantial amounts of money on such items as technology, sales and marketing.” He believes digital nonprofit media should embrace the use of unpaid labor: “The new digital models are different types, citizen/volunteer/freelance/traditional/mixed.”

In effect, this approach admits defeat and then tries to declare victory. It clings desperately to the faith-based conviction that everything will somehow eventually work out in the absence of any public policy intervention, while conceding that there will be an indefinite period during which the resources going to journalism are certain to decline precipitously. During that interregnum, anywhere from one to five decades, we apparently will have to get by on chewing gum and baling wire. Newton, to his credit, has pondered the implications of this approach:

News, like life, finds a way. My long-term optimism is tinged with worry about the current state of things. Eventually is not the same as
immediately. While we are waiting for the huge new age—two-way, not one-way; digital, not industrial; networked, not broadcast—to take hold, a lot of bad things are happening. Whenever traditional journalism decreases, for example, public corruption increases. Sometimes I wonder: How much corruption and confusion can one country take? 144

Newton is right: this is a dubious strategy. In view of the immense problems before us, it strikes me as tantamount to social suicide.

Perhaps the most sobering development of recent times concerns The Guardian, arguably the best English-language newspaper in the world, with an enormous online readership. As a report by The Economist’s More Intelligent Life notes, “The Guardian has been having an astonishing run.” Few newspapers have embraced the Internet with such fury and apparent success. In terms of reach and impact, “the Guardian is doing better than ever.” The success is due in part to The Guardian being a nonprofit, with a singular devotion to journalism above all else. There are no investors weighing their stake in The Guardian against other more profitable options. The Scott Trust—established in the 1930s by the family owners—has been well managed and has a “war chest” of roughly $250–300 million to cover operating losses, though CEO Andrew Miller says that amount will cover at most another three to five years. But even The Guardian cannot find a way to break even without cutting resources or commercializing its operations beyond the traditional role of advertising. Both options undermine quality and put the paper and its website on a downward spiral. Guardian employees are aware of the dilemma; reporter Nick Davies says it is impossible to see how investigative journalism can survive on the current trajectory. If an operation like The Guardian, with its support structure, vast resources, enormous scale, and popularity, cannot transition to the digital age and maintain quality—and might not even survive—what hope is there for anyone else? 145

In my view, we are better off admitting what is plainly obvious: there is no business model that can give us the journalism a self-governing society requires. What we need is a significant body of full-time paid journalists, covering their communities, the nation, the world, in competition and collaboration with other paid journalists. There need to be independent newsrooms where journalists who are secure enough in their livelihoods to focus on their work can collaborate and receive professional editing, fact-checking, and assistance. There needs to be expertise, developed over years of trial
and error, in vital areas of specialty, and paid journalists accountable for those beats. We need journalists trained in languages, history, and culture to work international beats with the credentials to protect them from government harassment. Great media institutions need to compete with other great media institutions, giving citizens solid choices and distinct perspectives.

And all of this media must be digital, perhaps with an old-media overlay during the interregnum. Digital technologies can make the system much more accessible and economically cost-efficient, and it can allow a much larger role for citizens to participate. That is what is so exciting about the world Benkler and the other celebrants envision. I can see a new and dramatically superior caliber of journalism emerging as a result of the Internet. It will be a journalism that will overcome the great limitations of professional journalism as it has been practiced in the United States: among other things, reliance upon the narrow range of opinion of people in power as the legitimate parameters of political debate, with a bias toward seeing the world through upper-class eyes. It will be a journalism that can truly open up our politics in the manner democratic theory envisions.

However, for this to happen there must be major public investments, and these funds must go to the development of a diverse and independent nonprofit sector. The future of journalism otherwise will likely approach what education would be like if all public investments were removed. With no such investments, our education system would remain excellent for the wealthy, who can afford private schools, mediocre for the upper-middle class, and nonexistent or positively frightening for the increasingly impoverished middle and working classes, the majority of the nation. To the extent it even existed, it would depend upon volunteer labor. It would be a nightmare unsuitable for any credible democratic or humane society. We wouldn’t accept this model for public education. Nor should we for journalism.

But wait, don’t government subsidies for journalism violate everything America stands for? Aren’t they an affront to the most elementary notions of freedom and democracy? Isn’t it better to risk going down in flames as a failed state than to open that Pandora’s box?
Baseball, Hot Dogs, Apple Pie . . . and Public Investments in Journalism?

In 1787, as the Constitution was being drafted in Philadelphia, Thomas Jefferson was ensconced in Paris as this young, undefined nation’s minister to France. From afar he corresponded on the matter of what was required for successful democratic governance. The formation of a free press was a central concern. Jefferson wrote:

>The way to prevent these irregular interpositions of the people is to give them full information of their affairs thro’ the channel of the public papers, and to contrive that those papers should penetrate the whole mass of the people. The basis of our governments being the opinion of the people, the very first object should be to keep that right; and were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter. But I should mean that every man should receive those papers and be capable of reading them.

For Jefferson, having the right to speak without government censorship is a necessary but insufficient condition for a free press and therefore democracy, which also demands that there be a literate public, a viable press system, and easy access to this press by the people.

But why, exactly, was this such an obsession to Jefferson? In the same letter, he praised Native American societies for being largely classless and happy, and he criticizes European societies—like the France he was witnessing firsthand on the eve of its revolution—in no uncertain terms for being their opposite. Jefferson also highlighted the central role of the press in stark class terms when he described its role in preventing exploitation and domination of the poor by the rich:

>Among [European societies], under pretence of governing they have divided their nations into two classes, wolves and sheep. I do not exaggerate. This is a true picture of Europe. Cherish therefore the spirit of our people, and keep alive their attention. Do not be too severe upon their errors, but reclaim them by enlightening them. If once they
become inattentive to the public affairs, you and I, and Congress, and Assemblies, judges and governors shall all become wolves. It seems to be the law of our general nature, in spite of individual exceptions; and experience declares that man is the only animal which devours his own kind, for I can apply no milder term to the governments of Europe, and to the general prey of the rich on the poor.\textsuperscript{146}

In short, the press has the obligation to undermine the natural tendency of propertied classes to dominate politics, open the doors to corruption, reduce the masses to powerlessness, and eventually terminate self-government.

James Madison was every bit Jefferson’s equal in his passion for a free press. Together they argued for it as a check on militarism, secrecy, corruption, and empire. Near the end of his life, Madison famously observed, “A popular government without popular information or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy or perhaps both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance, and a people who mean to be their own Governors, must arm themselves with the power knowledge gives.”\textsuperscript{147}

They were not alone. In the early republic, with no controversy, the government instituted massive postal and printing subsidies to found a viable press system. There was no illusion that the private sector was up to the task without these investments. The very thought would be unthinkable for generations. For the first century of American history, most newspapers were distributed by mail, and the Post Office’s delivery charge for newspapers was very small. Newspapers constituted 90 to 95 percent of its weighted traffic, yet provided only 10 to 12 percent of its revenues. The Post Office then was by far the largest and most important branch of the federal government, with 80 percent of federal employees in 1860.\textsuperscript{148}

In the haze of the past century of commercially driven news media, we have lost sight of the fact that the American free-press tradition has two components. First is the aspect everyone is familiar with, the idea that the government should not exercise prior restraint or censor the press. The second, every bit as important, is that it is the highest duty of the government to see that a free press actually exists so there is something of value that cannot be censored. Although this second component of the American free-press tradition has been largely forgotten since the advent of the corporate-commercial era of journalism, the U.S. Supreme Court, in all relevant cases, has asserted its existence and preeminence. Justice Potter Stewart noted, “The Free Press
guarantee is, in effect, a structural part of the Constitution” (Stewart’s emphasis). “The primary purpose of the constitutional guarantee of a free press was,” he added, “to create a fourth institution outside the Government as an additional check on the three official branches.” Stewart concluded, “Perhaps our liberties might survive without an independent established press. But the Founders doubted it, and, in the year 1974, I think we can all be thankful for their doubts.” In his opinion in the 1994 case *Turner Broadcasting System v. FCC*, Reagan appointee Justice Anthony Kennedy concluded, “Assuring the public has access to a multiplicity of information sources is a governmental purpose of the highest order.”

How big were these public investments in journalism (or press subsidies) in contemporary terms? In *The Death and Life of American Journalism*, Nichols and I calculated that if the U.S. federal government subsidized journalism today at the same level of GDP that it did in the 1840s, the government would have to invest in the neighborhood of $30 billion to $35 billion annually. In his *Democracy in America*, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote with astonishment of the “incredibly large” number of periodicals in the United States and concluded that the number of newspapers was in direct proportion to how egalitarian and democratic the society was. The robust press had little to do with free markets and everything to do with subsidies that dramatically lowered the costs of publishing and provided additional revenues from printing contracts. As late as the 1910s, when Postmaster General Albert Burleson questioned the need for newspaper and magazine postal subsidies, he was roundly dismissed as someone who knew little about news industry economics. To Americans of all political persuasions—and especially to progressive political movements like the abolitionists, populists, and suffragists—even during the most laissez-faire periods in American history, the necessity of a large public investment in journalism was a given.

Federal press subsidies—e.g., postal subsidies and paid government notices—have diminished in real terms to only a small fraction of their nineteenth-century levels, though they remain to the present day. Public broadcasting is the most visible investment by government in media, and it receives approximately $1 billion in public support, but only a small portion of that supports journalism. State and local governments, as well as public universities, provide much of this public subsidy, with only about $400 million coming from the federal government.

There are legitimate concerns about government control over the content
of journalism, and I reject any investments that would open the door to that outcome. I also understand that a government with a massive military and national security complex, like the United States, could be especially dangerous with the keys to the newsroom, but we could fund real journalism with some of the roughly $5 billion currently used annually by the Pentagon for public relations. Moreover, the United States, for all of its flaws, remains a democratic society in the conventional modern use of the term. Our state is capable of being pushed to make progressive moves as well as regressive ones.

This is a crucial distinction. Most opponents of press subsidies assume that the places to look for comparison purposes are Nazi Germany, Stalin’s Russia, Pol Pot’s Cambodia, and Idi Amin’s Uganda. If a dictatorship or authoritarian regime subsidizes journalism, the “news” will be propaganda designed to maintain an antidemocratic order. But that does not mean the same outcome necessarily occurs when democratic nations institute press subsidies. What happens when we look at nations with multiparty democracies, advanced economies, the rule of law, electoral systems, and civil liberties—places like Germany, Canada, Japan, Britain, Norway, Austria, the Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, Belgium, Sweden, France, and Switzerland.

For starters, all these nations are huge government investors in journalism compared to the United States. If America subsidized public media at the same per capita rate as nations with similar political economies, like Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, U.S. public broadcasters would have a government investment in the $7 billion to $10 billion range. If America subsidized public media at the same rate as nations along the lines of Japan, France, or Great Britain, the total would be $16 billion to $25 billion; if at the same rate as Germany, Norway, or Denmark, $30 billion to $35 billion.

These estimates do not even factor in the extensive newspaper subsidies that several democracies employ. If the U.S. federal government subsidized newspapers at the same per capita rate as Norway, it would make a direct outlay of approximately $3 billion annually. Sweden spends slightly less per capita, but has extended the subsidies to digital newspapers. France is the champion at newspaper subsidies. If a federal government subsidy provided the portion of the overall revenues of the U.S. newspaper industry that France does for its publishers, it would have spent at least $6 billion in 2008.

I have had the privilege of traveling to many of these nations in recent
years, and my impression is that these nations are far from police states, nor do their extensive public media systems and journalism subsidies evoke comparisons to a sham democracy, let alone a one-party state. But appearances can be deceiving, and one prefers harder evidence, from unimpeachable sources that would not necessarily be inclined to endorse public press investments.

I start with Britain’s The Economist, a business magazine keenly in favor of capitalism, deregulation, and privatization, unsympathetic toward large public sectors, labor unions, or anything that smacks of socialism. Every year The Economist produces a highly acclaimed Democracy Index, which ranks all the nations of the world on the basis of how democratic they are. In 2011 only twenty-five nations qualified as democratic. The criteria are: electoral process and pluralism, functioning of government, political participation, political culture, and civil liberties. The United States ranks nineteenth by these criteria. Most of the eighteen nations ranking higher had government media subsidies on a per capita basis at least ten or twenty times that of the United States. The top four nations on the list—Norway, Iceland, Denmark, and Sweden—include two of the top three per capita media subsidizers in the world, and the other two are dramatically ahead of the United States. These are the freest, most democratic nations on earth according to The Economist, and they all have perfect or near-perfect scores on civil liberties. The United States is tied for the lowest civil liberties score among the twenty-five democracies, and on this issue trails twenty nations described as “flawed democracies” in The Economist’s rankings.

Although all of the Democracy Index criteria implicitly depend to a large extent upon having a strong press system—and the report specifically discusses press freedom as a crucial indicator of democracy—freedom of the press itself is not one of the six measured variables. Is there a more direct source on press freedom?

Fortunately, there is. The Democracy Index can be supplemented with the research of Freedom House, an American organization created in the 1940s to oppose totalitarianism of the left and right, which with the coming of the Cold War emphasized the threat of left-wing governments to freedom. Freedom House is very much an establishment organization, with close ties to prominent American political and economic figures. Every year it ranks all the nations of the world on the basis of how free and effective their press systems are. Its research is detailed and sophisticated, particularly concerned
with any government meddling whatsoever with private news media. For that reason, all communist nations tend to rank in a virtual tie for dead last as having the least free press systems in the world. Freedom House is second to none when it comes to having sensitive antennae to detect government meddling with the existence or prerogatives of private news media.

Freedom House hardly favors the home team. In 2011 it ranked the United States as being tied with the Czech Republic as having the twenty-second freest press system in the world. America is ranked so low because of failures to protect sources and because of the massive economic cutbacks in newsrooms that have been chronicled in this chapter.

Freedom House’s list is dominated by the democratic nations with the very largest per capita journalism subsidies in the world. The top nations listed by Freedom House are the same nations that top The Economist’s Democracy Index, and all rank among the top per capita press subsidizers in the world. In fact, the lists match to a remarkable extent. That should be no surprise, as one would expect the nations with the freest and best press systems to rank as the most democratic nations. What has been missing from the narrative is that the nations with the freest press systems are also the nations that make the greatest public investment in journalism and therefore provide the basis for being strong democracies.

Freedom House research underscores the fact that none of these successful democracies permit the type of political meddling that is common in U.S. public broadcasting, particularly by those politicians who want to eliminate public broadcasting, with no sense of irony, because it has been “political.” Matt Powers and Rodney Benson conducted a thorough analysis of media laws and policies in fourteen leading democracies and “found that all of these countries have self-consciously sought to create an arm’s-length relationship between public media outlets and any attempt at partisan political meddling.” They conclude:

What matters for both public and private media are the procedures and policies in place to assure both adequate funding and independence from any single owner, funder or regulator. Inside corporate-owned newsrooms, as profit pressures have increased, informal walls protecting the editorial side from business interference have crumbled. In contrast, the walls protecting public media are often made of firmer stuff such as independent oversight boards and multiyear advance
funding to assure that no publicly funded media outlet will suffer from political pressure or funding loss because of critical news coverage.\textsuperscript{161}

“I’d like to think that this finding rather than our calculation of funding is the major contribution of our study,” Benson told me.\textsuperscript{162}

Although no nation is perfect and even the best have limitations, these examples consistently demonstrate that there are means to effectively prevent governments from having undue influence over public media operations, much as in the United States we have created mechanisms to prevent governors and state legislatures from dictating faculty research and course syllabi at public universities. In other democratic nations, public broadcasting systems tend to be popular and are defended by political parties throughout the political spectrum. Even in the United States, despite its paltry budgets and spotty performance, public broadcasting routinely polls as one of the most popular government programs.\textsuperscript{163}

One other annual survey presents supporting evidence. Since 2002 Reporters Without Borders has produced a highly respected annual world press freedom index that ranks all nations in terms of how freely journalists can go about their work without direct or indirect attacks. The survey does not address the quality of the journalism, but only how unconstrained journalists are to cover their communities and beats without violence or harassment. The United States plummeted to forty-seventh in the world in 2012, largely because of the mushrooming practice of police arresting and sometimes beating up journalists who dare to cover and report on public demonstrations. As journalism weakens, the state has less fear of harassing members of the Fourth Estate, who are seen as unduly interested in issues the state prefers not to be covered. The dozen or so nations that scored well above the rest of the world in terms of press freedom were pretty much the exact same nations that dominated the other two lists, those that have the largest public investments in journalism.\textsuperscript{164} Table 1 puts all these studies together.

Research also demonstrates that in those democratic nations with well-funded noncommercial broadcasting systems, political knowledge is higher than in nations without them and the information gap between the rich and the working class and poor is much smaller.\textsuperscript{165} Stephen Cushion’s recent research confirms this pattern. He notes that public service broadcasters tend to do far more election campaign reporting than their commercial counterparts. One conclusion of Cushion’s is especially striking: those
nations with strong public broadcasting have more substantive campaign coverage, i.e., news about policy that can help inform citizens about the relative merits of a political party or a particular politician. Moreover, good public broadcasting holds commercial broadcasters to higher standards than they have in nations where public broadcasting lacks resources for campaign coverage.166

Likewise, in a manner that recalls the U.S. postal subsidies of the nineteenth century and that might baffle contemporary Americans cynical about
the possibility of democratic governance, newspaper subsidies tend to be directed to helping the smaller and more dissident newspapers, without ideological bias, over the large successful commercial newspapers.\textsuperscript{167} Recent research on the European press concludes that as journalism subsidies increase, the overall reporting in those nations does not kowtow but in fact grows more adversarial to the government in power.\textsuperscript{168}

The point is not to romanticize other democratic nations or put them on a pedestal. Journalism is in varying degrees of crisis in nations worldwide. Resources for journalism are declining in other countries, too, even though public investments provide a cushion.\textsuperscript{169} Moreover, the quality of journalism is hardly guaranteed even with greater resources.\textsuperscript{170} Resources are simply a necessary precondition for sufficient democratic journalism.

Public investments in journalism are compatible with a democratic society, a flourishing uncensored private news media, and an adversarial journalism. The evidence is clear: the problem of creating a viable free press system in a democratic society is solvable. There may not be a perfect solution, but there are good, workable ones. And in times like these, when the market is collapsing, they are mandatory. The late James Carey—perhaps the dean of American journalism scholars, and no fan of government involvement with the press—said in 2002, “Alas, the press may have to rely upon a democratic state to create the conditions necessary for a democratic press to flourish and for journalists to be restored to their proper role as orchestrators of the conversation of a democratic society.”\textsuperscript{171}

In my other works, I have outlined a number of concrete suggestions to spawn a democratic journalism—including an immediate expansion of public, community, and student media. It is imperative that we develop a heterogeneous system, with different structures and subsidy systems, and significant nonprofit competition. There is little doubt that if Americans spent one tenth as much time devising creative policy proposals and public funding mechanisms as they do to trying to figure how to sell people stuff online, we could have a boatload of brilliant propositions to consider. Here I will mention only one, because it pertains directly to how best to capture the genius of the digital revolution and harness that potential for a credible journalism system.

This idea was first developed by the economist Dean Baker and his brother Randy Baker; Nichols and I have embellished their core concept and called it the citizenship news voucher. The idea is simple: every American adult
gets a $200 voucher she can use to donate money to any nonprofit news medium of her choice. She will indicate her choice on her tax return. If she does not file a tax return, a simple form will be available to use. She can split her $200 among several different qualifying nonprofit media. This program would be purely voluntary, like the tax-form check-offs for funding elections or protecting wildlife. A government agency, probably operating out of the IRS, can be set up to allocate the funds and to determine eligibility according to universal standards [like those granting 501(c)(3) nonprofit status] that err on the side of expanding rather than constraining the number of serious sources covering and commenting on the issues of the day.

This funding mechanism would apply to any nonprofit medium that does exclusively media content. The medium could not be part of a larger organization that has any nonmedia operations. Everything the medium produces would have to be made available immediately by publication on the Internet, free to all. It would not be covered by copyright and would enter the public domain. The government would not evaluate the content to see that the money is going toward journalism. My assumption is that these criteria would effectively produce the desired result—and if there is some slippage, so be it. Qualifying media ought not be permitted to accept advertising; this is a sector that is to have a direct and primary relationship with its audience. Qualifying media could accept tax-deductible donations from individuals or foundations to supplement their income.

With advertising banned from this new Internet sector, the pool of advertising that exists could be divvied up among newspapers and commercial media, especially commercial broadcasters. This would give commercial media a better crack at finding a workable business model. I would also suggest that for a medium to receive funds, it should have to get commitments for at least $20,000 worth of vouchers. This requirement would lessen fraud and also force anyone wishing to establish a medium to be serious enough to get at least a hundred people to sign on. (In other words, you can’t just declare yourself a newspaper and deposit the voucher in your bank account.) There will be some overhead and administration for the program, but it would be minimal.

The voucher system would provide a way for the burgeoning yet starving nonprofit digital news sector to become self-sufficient and have the funds to hire a significant number of full-time paid workers. It could be as much as an
annual $30 billion to $40 billion shot in the arm. All those nonprofit digital news operations would finally have a prayer of survival and growth, because this is a policy that recognizes journalism for what it is—a public good.

Imagine a website in the blogosphere right now covering national politics, producing some great content, getting hundreds of thousands of regular visitors, but depending on low-paid or volunteer labor and praying for advertising crumbs or donations for revenue. Now the site goes formally nonprofit, stops obsessing over advertising, and appeals directly to its readers. Imagine this outfit getting twenty thousand people to steer their vouchers into its accounts. That is $4 million, enough to have a well-paid staff of fifty full-time journalists, as well as ancillary staffers. Consider what a Web news service could do with that. And then start thinking about how motivated the reporters and editors would be to break big stories, maintain high quality, and keep attracting the vouchers.

Or imagine that you live in a city with deplorable news coverage of your community or neighborhood, as more and more Americans do. If someone starts a local news outlet and gets a thousand people to give her group their vouchers, that would provide a nice start-up budget of $200,000. For that money, a group can have several reporters covering the turf and build a real following.

Vouchers also would allow newcomers to enter the fray and hence encourage innovation. A group could raise start-up funds from donations or philanthropy, get under way, and then appeal directly for voucher support. In this model, philanthropists would have much greater incentive to put money into journalism because there would be a way for their grants to lead to self-sustaining institutions. The voucher system would produce intense competition because a medium cannot take its support for granted. It would reward initiative and punish sloth. It would be democratic because rich and poor would get the same voucher. And the government would have no control over who’d get the money, whether left, right, or center. It would be an enormous public investment, yet be a libertarian’s dream: people could support whatever political viewpoints or organizations they preferred or do nothing at all.

As Dean Baker puts it, this is an economic model that recognizes that old-fashioned media economics no longer work in the Internet era. You can’t produce a digital product, take it to market, and sell it. And you can’t
get advertisers to bankroll your operation. The rational policy solution is to give media producers—journalists, in this case—money up front and then make what they produce available to all for free online. Embrace the digital revolution; don’t try to fight it with electronic barbed wire, paywalls, hyper-commercialism, and spying on users. Citizenship news vouchers would fill the Web with large amounts of professional-quality journalism and provide a genuine independent journalism sector. Moreover, all the material developed through the program can be used by commercial news media however they see fit. They simply cannot monopolize it or restrict access to it. But if they can add value, more power to them.

When Dean Baker first broached this idea, well over a decade ago, it was dismissed as utopian and absurd. After Nichols and I wrote about it in *The Death and Life of American Journalism*, we visited officials connected to both the FCC’s and the FTC’s formal panels that were studying the crisis in journalism in 2010. Each of them had read the book closely. Each stated, almost immediately upon meeting us, that the citizenship news voucher represented exactly the sort of thinking that was necessary if there was going to be much journalism going forward. In critical junctures, once unthinkable ideas can become thinkable in a hurry.

Regrettably, this suggested reform, like many others, is not being considered. After acknowledging its value, the FTC and FCC journalism officials conceded that they could not endorse such a “radical” proposal for fear that political attacks would destroy their work altogether. There are two main reasons for this fear. First, there is the still-prevalent idea that “subsidies are un-American but profits are all-American.” One can only hope that this response is weakening due to the severity of the crisis and the mounting evidence that public investments in journalism are not only compatible with democracy, but mandatory for its survival. There has been some movement, but nowhere near enough. In 2011 a comprehensive analysis on the journalism crisis by Columbia faculty members still concluded that “it is ultimately up to the commercial market to provide the economic basis for journalism.” What Todd Gitlin said over three years ago is even more urgent today: “We are rapidly running out of alternatives to public finance. It’s time to move to the next level and entertain a grown-up debate among concrete ideas.”

The second factor is the more intransigent one and goes back to Jefferson’s assessment of the situation in 1787. There is one group that definitely
benefits from a lack of journalism and from information inequality: those who dominate society. They do not wish to have their privileges or affairs examined closely, either in politics or commerce—if the two are still separable. The Wall Street banks, energy corporations, health insurance firms, defense contractors, agribusinesses—powerful interests of all sorts—do not want their operations or their cozy relations with the government exposed for all to see, nor do the politicians who benefit from these relationships. These are Jefferson’s wolves. None of them desires a journalism that will engage the electorate and draw the poor and working class into the political system. These powerful forces oppose anything that would open and enhance our news media, and they will aggressively oppose any campaign for press subsidies like public media or citizenship news vouchers. They might not say so in public, but their actions speak louder than words. Journalism? No, thank you.

Not all wealthy people are content with a world that lacks democratic journalism. True free-market capitalism would even benefit from a strong press system. But none of the rich have a material stake in pushing the cause, so it founders. Our political system has become so corrupt that it is losing the capacity to address problems that threaten its own existence. Instead, the main issues placed before policy makers are making what seem like endless cuts in social programs, lowering taxes on business and the wealthy, ignoring necessary environmental protections, increasing “national security” spending, and corporate deregulation.

As of 2013, it seems obvious that if the Internet is really reviving American democracy, it’s taking a roundabout route. The hand of capital seems heavier and heavier on the steering wheel, taking us to places way off the democratic grid, and nowhere is the Internet’s failure clearer or the stakes higher than in journalism.
Revolution in the Digital Revolution?

The Internet and the broader digital revolution are not inexorably determined by technology; they are shaped by how society elects to develop them. Reciprocally, our chosen way of development will shape us and our society, probably dramatically. I have highlighted a number of policy issues and suggested the type of reforms we ought to be debating, which could put the Internet and our society on a very different trajectory. These issues include:

- Establishing comprehensive media literacy education in schools to give people a critical understanding of digital communication;
- Strict regulation of advertising;
- Elimination of advertising directed to children under the age of twelve;
- Elimination of broadcast candidate advertising;
- Elimination or sharp reduction of the tax write-off of advertising as a business expense;
- Strict ownership limits on broadcast stations;
- Expansion of the nonprofit broadcast sector;
- Management of the electromagnetic spectrum as a public resource;
- Broadband availability to all for free as a basic right;
- Strict limits on copyright, returning to precorporate standards with expansion of the public domain and protection of fair use;
- Heavy regulation of digital “natural monopolies” or conversion of them to nonprofit services;
- Large expansion of funding to public, community, and student media;
- Steps to make cooperative and nonprofit media and journalism more practical;
• Large public investments in journalism, including citizenship news vouchers;
• Net neutrality: no censorship of or discrimination against legal digital activities;
• Strict online privacy regulations so that online activities are regarded in the same way as one’s private correspondence in the mails;¹ and
• Strong legal barriers against militarization of the Internet and use of it for warrantless surveillance.

Enacting these measures would change America for the better and make it a much more democratic society. They would go a long way toward enabling us to address what seem like intractable social, economic, and environmental problems. Enactment might even make the capitalism of the catechism work much more effectively, producing a solid basis for free markets and competition in the context of a more democratic and humane society. Yet none of these policy reforms has a chance; only a few even have a hope of being debated in the corridors of power.

The reason is the corruption of the policy-making process. In really existing capitalism, the kind Americans actually experience, wealthy individuals and large corporations have immense political power that undermines the principles of democracy. Nowhere is this truer than in communication policy making. Most Americans have no idea that debates on policy could even exist or what the actual deliberations are, due to an effective news blackout on the topics, except on occasion in the business press.

This situation results not necessarily from a conspiracy, but rather from the quite visible, unabashed logic of capitalism itself. Capitalism is a system based on people trying to make endless profits by any means necessary. You can never have too much. Endless greed—behavior that is derided as insanity in all noncapitalist societies—is the value system of those atop the economy.² The ethos explicitly rejects any worries about social complications, or “externalities.”

The fact that this basic problem is intrinsic to capitalism has been understood for a long time. It is called the Lauderdale paradox. James Maitland, the eighth Earl of Lauderdale (1759–1839), was the author of An Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Public Wealth and into the Means and Causes of Its Increase (1804). Lauderdale argued that there is an inverse correlation
between public and private wealth, such that an increase in the latter diminishes the former.3

Scarcity is necessary for something to have value in exchange and to augment private riches. “Scarcity,” as Adam Smith said in *The Wealth of Nations*, “is degraded by abundance,” and is a requirement for capitalist markets.4 But this is not the case for public wealth, which encompasses all value in use and thus includes not only what is scarce but also what is abundant. This paradox led Lauderdale to argue that increases in the scarcity of necessary and normally abundant elements of life like air, water, and food would, if exchange values were attached to them, enhance individual private riches and indeed the riches of the country conceived of as “the sum-total of individual riches”—but only at the expense of the common wealth. For example, if one placed a fee on wells and thereby monopolized water that had previously been freely available, the measured riches of the nation would be increased at the expense of the growing thirst of the population.

Ecologists have embraced the Lauderdale paradox as providing a way to understand how growth in a nation's GDP and in its profitable investments may actually decrease the well-being of society. Capitalists are constantly locating new places to generate profits, and sometimes that entails taking what had been plentiful and making it scarce. So it is for the Internet. Information on it is virtually free, but commercial interests are working to make it scarce. To the extent they succeed, the GDP may grow, but society will be poorer.

Pause to consider how far the digital revolution has traveled from the halcyon days of the 1980s and early 1990s to where it is today. People thought that the Internet would provide instant free global access to all human knowledge. It would be a noncommercial zone, a genuine public sphere, leading to far greater public awareness, stronger communities, and greater political participation. It would sound the death knell for widespread inequality and political tyranny, as well as corporate monopolies. Work would become more efficient, engaging, cooperative, and humane. To the contrary, at what seems like every possible turn, the Internet has been commercialized, copyrighted, patented, privatized, data-inspected, and monopolized; scarcity has been created. One 2012 survey concludes that digital technologies, far from relieving workloads, have made it possible for the typical American worker to provide as much as a month and a half of unpaid overtime annually, just by using their smartphones and computers for work at all hours while outside the workplace: “Almost half feel they have no choice.”5 Precisely as
Lauderdale suggested, the economy is topped by gazillionaires who have succeeded in creating digital fiefdoms and adding to the GDP, but the public wealth is much less. Our wealth of information is increasingly accessible only by entering walled gardens of proprietary control feeding into monopolistic pricing systems. To make the Internet a capitalist gold mine, people have sacrificed not just their privacy—and to skeptics, their humanity—but much of the great promise that once seemed possible.

Don’t get me wrong; the digital revolution, even in this context, still continues to amaze, astound, and engage. That only makes the paradox that much more striking.

Of course, capitalist societies—even especially democratic ones—have mechanisms for popular pressure to prevent the total privatization of essential public services or the creation of artificial scarcity of abundant resources like water. Occasionally, especially when labor movements are strong, important reforms are won. Much of what is most humane about the United States—like what remains of progressive taxation, collective bargaining, public education, Social Security, unemployment insurance, consumer protection, environmental safeguards, and Medicare—is a result of such political organizing. But attaining and maintaining these benefits require difficult battles, and the playing field is tilted; today it seems the slope approaches 90 degrees. The electoral system and the judiciary are controlled by big money and dominated by people who live in gated communities, send their children to private schools, hang out with other millionaires (unless dealing with servants or sycophants), and divorce themselves from the reality most people live in. Traditional recourses for justice are increasingly ineffectual. Instead, all the previous victories are now in the crosshairs of big business. The fights now are mostly defensive, despite little popular enthusiasm for many of the rollbacks—a striking statement about the deterioration of self-government.

To win any of the Internet policy fights listed at the beginning of the chapter will require coalitions of people to form a common front and generate strength in numbers. This has been the principle behind Free Press, which works on several of these issues. But even getting copyright activists and independent journalists teamed up with community media activists and privacy advocates has not proven anywhere near sufficient. Some victories can be won, like passage of the 2011 Local Community Radio Act, which makes hundreds of new noncommercial radio stations possible. Some draconian measures can be delayed, as in the defeat of the Stop Online Piracy
Act in 2011–12. But the big stuff remains off the table. Success will require a broader political movement motivated by a general progressive agenda, not one specifically focused on the Internet or media. Only then will there be the enormous numbers possible to defeat the power of big money. As the legendary community organizer Saul Alinsky put it, the only thing that can beat organized money is organized people, lots of them.

Such a political movement will likely take flight only if it is designed to replace really existing capitalism. In “normal” times, such movements are mostly hypothetical in the United States. The political economy has been successful enough to prevent a groundswell of grassroots popular opposition. But these are not normal times, and we are getting further away from normal with every passing day. One need only look at the great protests of 2011—the likes of which we have not been seen for decades—against rampant inequality, corporate domination of the economy and politics, a deathlike embrace of austerity, endless warmaking, and a stagnant political economy that has no apparent use for young people, workers, or nature.

Nobel laureate economist Joseph Stiglitz captured the spirit of the protest movements in the United States and worldwide in 2012.

Underlying most of the protests were old grievances that took on new forms and a new urgency. There was a widespread feeling that something is wrong with our economic system, and the political system as well, because rather than correcting our economic system, it reinforced the failures. The gap between what our economic and political system is supposed to do—what we were told that it did do—and what it actually does became too large to be ignored. . . . Universal values of freedom and fairness had been sacrificed to the greed of the few. 6

Economist Jeffrey Sachs, who once was a leading architect of the promarket policies he now decries, notes that the U.S. and worldwide “protests have focused on four targets—extreme inequality of wealth and income, the impunity of the rich, the corruption of government, and the collapse of public services.” 7

In short, this is a critical juncture, and that fact changes everything. Stiglitz compares our moment to 1848 and 1968, two of the most tumultuous watershed years in modern history. People “all over the world seem to rise up, to say something is wrong, and to ask for change.” 8 Capitalism is in the midst of
its greatest crisis in eight decades, what Nobel laureate economist Paul Krugman argues is most definitely a depression of the 1930s type. Growth rates that would have been considered subpar in the second half of the twentieth century would now be cause for jubilation. By 2012, only one in six young American high school graduates in the labor market—i.e., working-class young people—could secure full-time employment, and wages are stagnant or falling, with a massive oversupply of labor for available jobs. A group of eighteen leading global environmental scientists came together in 2012 to report that humanity faces an “absolutely unprecedented emergency,” and societies have “no choice but to take dramatic action to avert a collapse of civilization.” In effect, the report rejected really existing capitalism in toto and called for a complete redesign of the economic system.

Many of those in power or sympathetic to those in power understand that a crisis is at hand and new policies are necessary, as the status quo is unsustainable. David Brooks calls for a “structural revolution,” while Edward Luce thoughtfully chronicles a nation in sharp decline, where the system is not working. But there is little indication that those in power, unwilling to question the foundations of capitalism, have any idea how to return it to a state of strong growth and rising incomes, let alone address the environmental crisis that envelops the planet. Luce ends despondently, and if one is wedded to really existing capitalism, it is logical that one would tend toward depression, hopelessness, and depoliticization. But depoliticization eventually butts up against the reality of people’s lives, their need to survive, and their desire for decent lives. A capitalist system “that no longer meets most people’s needs,” economist Richard Wolff writes, “has prompted social movements everywhere to arise, adjust, and coalesce in the active search for systemic alternatives.” This is the historical moment we seem to be entering now.

Those primarily concerned with Internet policies and hesitant to stick their toes into deeper political waters need to grasp the nature of our times. This isn’t a business-as-usual period, when the system is ensconced and reformers need the benediction of those in power to win marginal reforms. The system is failing, conventional policies and institutions are increasingly discredited, and fundamental changes of one form or another are likely to come, for better or worse. One look at how different nations responded to the crises of the 1930s gives a sense of the broad range of possible outcomes.

Another question: can one reform the Internet and make it a public good in the manner suggested by the proposals at the top of the chapter,
with capitalism still intact? As the chart below demonstrates, information technology accounts for some 40 percent of all nonresidential private investment in the United States, quadrupling the figure from fifty years ago. In chapter 5 I discussed how Internet-related corporations now comprise nearly one half of the thirty largest firms in the United States in terms of market value. If one challenges the prerogatives of the Internet giants, odes to the catechism notwithstanding, one is challenging the dominant component of really existing capitalism.

This is an important question, too, for those who have paid little attention to Internet policies but are deeply concerned about injustice, poverty, inequality, and corruption. At times, one senses among such activists the celebrants’ notion that digital technologies can create a new capitalist economy that is dramatically superior and that the existing Internet giants are allies, not adversaries, in creating this new friendly capitalism that will deliver the goods. The logic is sound: in the past, massive investments in railroads and automobiles (and related spin-off industries) propelled entire
eras of capitalism to much higher growth rates and standards of living. When seeing the enormous investments in information technology, one wonders why can’t it be that way again, and this time without all the environmental damage? The problem is simple: despite endless claims about the great new capitalism just around the bend thanks to digital technologies, there is little evidence to back them up. In particular, the Internet giants comprise thirteen of the thirty most valuable U.S. firms, but only make up four of the thirty largest private employers. There is clearly a lot of money for those at the top—who want to keep it that way—but little evidence that it is passing benefits down the food chain. Quite the contrary.

In my view, efforts to reform or replace capitalism but leave the Internet giants riding high will not reform or replace really existing capitalism. As chapters 4 and 5 document, the Internet giants are not a progressive force. Their massive profits are the result of monopoly privileges, network effects, commercialism, exploited labor, and a number of government policies and subsidies. The growth model for the Internet giants, as one leading business analyst put it, is “harvesting intellectual property,” i.e., making scarce what should be abundant. The entire range of Internet and media issues must be in the center of any credible popular democratic uprising. Given the extent to which the digital revolution permeates and defines nearly every aspect of our social lives, any other course would be absurd.

To some observers, like Peter H. Diamondis and Steven Kotler, there is no reason to worry: the digital revolution will solve capitalism’s crisis and soon re-create the system better than ever. “Within a generation,” they write, “we will be able to provide goods and services, once reserved for the wealthy few, to any and all who need them. Or desire them. Abundance for all is actually within our grasp.” Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee make a more nuanced case that depends upon policy changes. Boiled down, though, the argument goes that while digital technologies may contribute to the current crisis of capitalism, they will also lead soon enough to a glorious future for capitalism, a “third industrial revolution.” They are correct that we have the technological and material capacity to do far better, both quantitatively and qualitatively, than we are currently doing. However, the notion that such improvements can be accomplished under really existing capitalism is, to be polite, unconvincing.

It is here that one of Karl Marx’s greatest and most lasting insights moves to the fore. Though written 150 years before the Internet, that insight is
relevant to this book. Marx and Engels argued that an inherent problem built into capitalism was the contradiction between its ever-increasing socialization and enhancement of production and its ongoing system of private appropriation of profit. In other words, society can produce more and more—it is capable of extraordinary material accomplishments—but because society’s wealth is determined by what can generate maximum profit for the few who control society’s wealth, we do far less than we could, and what we do is different from what would make sense for society.  

“The central question is whether the prevailing relations of production promote or block, encourage or discourage the translation of these potentialities into practice,” the economists Paul A. Baran and Paul M. Sweezy explained nearly fifty years ago. “The appearance and the widening of the gap between what is and what could be, demonstrate thus that the existing property relations and the economic, social and political institutions resting upon them have turned into an effective obstacle to the achievement of what has become possible.”

Now consider what this means for the United States. There has been a tremendous growth in worker productivity in American capitalism over the past forty years; far fewer workers are required to produce the same output. Yet to what extent has this enormous potential for the enhancement of human development been realized within the existing order? Stiglitz notes, for example, that when he recently returned to his hometown of Gary, Indiana, the output of one of the great steel mills was the same as it had been a generation earlier, but it now required only one sixth the number of workers. To varying degrees, this worker productivity growth is spread throughout the economy. By 2005, the average American worker produced what two workers could produce in 1970, and in manufacturing the increase was even more dramatic.

In a sane world, this would be fabulous news. One might imagine that this tremendous increase in worker productivity would lead to higher incomes, shorter workweeks, earlier retirement ages, longer vacations, and a more pleasurable life. There would be quality employment for all—and less drudgery. Moreover, the United States would be a nation of such extraordinary wealth that it would provide quality health care, education, housing, and old-age pensions for all its citizens, clean up its own environment, and lead aggressive campaigns to address global economic, social, and ecological issues. The increase in productive capabilities would translate to a much higher standard of living. The ability to improve human life would
accelerate almost beyond comprehension with the coming generation of robots, which will be able to do many of the most onerous labor tasks far more efficiently. That would be realistic expectations.

That hasn’t happened and isn’t going to happen on our present path because capitalism is not a sane political economy. Our economy is developed at the whim of those with capital. They invest society’s wealth—the surplus all of the people have created—only if it can make them richer. Why not have the same number of workers produce six times as much steel in environmentally sound factories? Lord knows our deteriorating buildings and bridges could use the steel. But that won’t happen, because if steel production increased sixfold, the handful of giant firms that dominate production would have to sell it at lower prices for less profit.

Instead of a flowering economy that makes the quality of life today vastly superior to that of forty or fifty years ago, millions go without work, much of our productive potential lies fallow, and our public sector is in squalor. People are working longer hours, with less vacation and later retirement, for stagnant or declining real wages, with less security, in an environment increasingly unable to sustain human civilization. Poverty has reached levels not seen for generations and found more commonly in the global South. In 2012 U.S. businesses held $1.73 trillion in liquid assets—or cash, in shorthand—that they were not investing for apparent lack of profitable options. This was a 50 percent increase in the corporate cash reserves from 2007. Is there any stronger evidence that the economic system is absurd? After commenting on the radical improvement in worker productivity, Stiglitz observed that “Gary looks like a ghost town.”

At every turn, the quality of life is under attack. The United States increasingly resembles a developing nation, not the nation with the greatest economic potential in history. It has seemingly privatized or outsourced almost anything on which money can be made. The catechism’s notion of its most successful participants being honest businessmen competing to serve consumers and increase the quality and quantity of goods and services in the market can barely pass the giggle test; it has been replaced by the assumption that those at the top tend to “take wealth from others” through monopoly power and corruption rather than create wealth, as Stiglitz puts it. In this climate, the real world of “corporate wrongdoing” has become a “routine occurrence,” as the New York Times acknowledged in 2012, and rarely if ever punished. Cheating is increasingly the smart play for those atop the system.
As the *Times* concluded, a market system where the participants lose their trust in the integrity of dominant firms and players is a system in trouble.\(^30\) Measures of human happiness place the contemporary United States well down the charts, below where it was fifty years ago. We now account for two thirds of the global market for antidepressant drugs.\(^31\) To anyone not hypnotized by the catechism, our plight is absurd and indefensible.

The notion that capitalism has long outlived its usefulness is only confirmed when one considers the state of our infrastructure. As discussed in chapter 2, a great infrastructure is the foundation of any successful modern economy, capitalist or not. Financier Felix Rohatyn once told *New York Times* columnist Bob Herbert, “A modern economy needs a modern platform, and that’s the infrastructure.”\(^32\) At midcentury, the United States had the most advanced infrastructure in the world by a wide margin; in the past three decades, it has fallen into collapse. The American Society of Civil Engineers estimates that the United States needs to spend $2.2 trillion over the next five years to get our infrastructure to the level of other economically advanced nations.\(^33\) Politicians most closely associated with business interests evince almost no concern. In 2012 *The Economist* characterized America’s neglect of its infrastructure “a foreseeable and utterly unnecessary disaster.”\(^34\) *Washington Post* columnist E.J. Dionne has written, “The American ruling class is failing us—and itself.” He stated, in language unimaginable a few years ago, “America needs a better ruling class.”\(^35\) Another way to put it: *This is a system that no longer acts as though it has a future.* People at the top are just grabbing what they can while they can and letting the rest fend for themselves.

This is an issue that has perplexed many liberal reformers. How can the capitalists be so shortsighted, they wonder, as to oppose the use of government to build infrastructure, create jobs, and end stagnation, when other democratic governments have made capitalism operate far more efficiently and effectively? Economists Stiglitz and Robert Pollin each published books in 2012 with reasonable and thoughtful policy prescriptions for a full-employment, high-wage capitalism, but they command almost no support among the wealthy capitalists who subsidize American politicians.\(^36\) Can’t these business interests look at the historical record and see that capitalists have done far better and made more profits in the high-wage, high-growth, full-employment economies following the New Deal, arguably even in the social democratic nations of northern Europe? Why do they obsessively
clinging to the antiquated economic theories that were discredited in the 1930s and 1940s and have led present-day capitalism to crisis, stagnation, and decline? Economists like Krugman are almost apoplectic as they chronicle the absurdity and tragedy of this paradox.

In his 2012 book, *End This Depression Now!*, Krugman supplies an answer to this riddle. He cites a classic 1943 essay by the economist Michal Kalecki in which Kalecki argues that if the public realizes that the government has the resources to establish full employment, the realization would undermine the notion that the central duty of government is to create a climate in which business has confidence in the system and therefore eventually invests to create jobs. The “powerful indirect control over government policy” enjoyed by business would end, a prospect discomfiting to business leaders.37 “This sounded a bit extreme to me the first time I read it,” Krugman writes, “but it now seems all too plausible.”38 A successful state generating full employment might logically lead people to question why capitalists have so much economic power and what they provide that could not be better provided by more democratic means. In short, the wealthy and the corporations prefer a depressed and stagnant economy to a growing one led by state policies, if those in any way jeopardize their control over the government and their dominant position in society.39

Marx famously wrote that the main barrier to capitalism’s growth and survival was capital itself, meaning that the logic of the economic system would invariably lead it to crisis. Contemporary evidence suggests that the main immediate problem of capitalism is capitalists. And if capitalists oppose reforms to make their own system functional, why exactly do we need them?

The digital revolution may have given a burst of life to capitalism as it provided new profit opportunities, but it also magnifies the tension Marx identified and that Baran and Sweezy discussed in detail. Indeed, digital technologies may bring to a head, once and for all, the discrepancy between what a society could produce and what it actually does produce under capitalism. The Internet is the ultimate public good and is ideally suited for broad social development. It obliterates scarcity and is profoundly disposed toward democracy. And it is more than that. The new technologies are in the process of truly revolutionizing manufacturing, for example, making far less expensive, more efficient, environmentally sound, decentralized production possible.40 Under really existing capitalism, however, few of the prospective benefits may be developed—not to mention spread widely. The corporate
system will try to limit the technology to what best serves its purposes. Given capitalism’s track record and its corruption of the political system, we should not get our hopes up. Instead we need constantly to keep in mind Baran and Sweezy’s emphasis on the “widening gap between what is and what could be” and how this demonstrates that “the existing property relations and the economic, social and political institutions resting upon them have turned into an effective obstacle to the achievement of what has become possible” for society.

For an increasing number of people, the logic suggests one thing: it is time to give serious consideration to the establishment of a new economy. “The capitalist system was able to thrive, on and off, during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries,” Jerry Mander wrote in 2012. “But it’s now obsolete, nonmalleable, and increasingly destructive.” Capitalism “had its day. If we care about the future well-being of humans and nature, it’s time to move on.” This is “radical” talk, but Mander, a former successful advertising executive, makes it clear that he is no socialist or Marxist. We are, in his view, at the point where we are dealing with an economy structured “to sustain the institutions and the people who sit at the top of the process.” The “system is bound to fail.”

To return to a point from chapter 1, if we were assessing any noncapitalist society or a foreign capitalist society from bygone days, Mander’s conclusions would not be especially controversial. But they elicit incredible fury in the contemporary United States. Capitalism has become what Mander terms “a kind of ‘third rail’ of politics—forbidden to touch.” He acknowledges, “It remains okay to critique certain aspects of the system,” but the capitalist system itself “occupies a virtually permanent existence, like a religion, a gift of God, infallible.” The reason is obvious: those in power do not wish the system that makes them powerful to be questioned. Keeping capitalism off-limits to critical review is essential for that system, because it generates demoralization, disengagement, and apathy. This is not a political economy that can withstand much engaged political participation. To question the performance and suitability of really existing capitalism at a time when the world is falling to pieces does not necessarily make one an anticapitalist in some universal sense. It means one recognizes that a system that promotes poverty, inequality, waste, and destruction—to the point of making the planet uninhabitable—deserves no free pass from democratic interrogation in the present, whatever its past achievements.
It is striking that, despite the universal reverence for it in the media and mainstream culture, capitalism is not especially popular with Americans. It’s even more astonishing how popular socialism is, though one would be hard-pressed to find any favorable references to it in our mainstream culture. A global survey conducted by the BBC in 2009, even before the Occupy movement and the worldwide revolts of the last two years, found that some 15 percent of Americans agreed with the statement that free-market capitalism “is fatally flawed and a different economic system is needed.” Another 50 percent of Americans thought capitalism had problems that required regulation and reform. A mere 25 percent thought that capitalism was doing a swell job and increased government regulation would be harmful. Likewise, a survey conducted three years ago found that only 53 percent of Americans thought capitalism superior to socialism. Among Americans under the age of thirty, capitalism was preferred to socialism as the best system by a slim margin of 37 to 33 percent. Today, three years later, people throughout the world, including the United States, are increasingly taking their protests against the system to the streets, recognizing that the pavement may be the last remaining realm of democracy.

It is only recently, as capitalism has floundered, that it has become almost mandatory to regard capitalism as permanent, irreplaceable, and benevolent. As recently as the 1960s and 1970s, when it produced golden-age results in America by today’s standards, it was more common to have frank, no-holds-barred discussions of the system’s merits and demerits. Going back further, many of the great economists, including John Stuart Mill and John Maynard Keynes, understood capitalism as a historically specific system, not as the eternal state of nature for humanity. Mill and Keynes saw capitalism as solving the “economic problem” and eventually making a world without scarcity—and therefore without capitalism—possible. Granted, Mill and Keynes saw that outcome as generations away and championed capitalism in their own times, but their historical perspective sharpened their critique and gave it tremendous lasting significance.

During the depths of the Great Depression, Keynes wrote an extraordinary essay acknowledging that economists, as well as business and political leaders, had been woefully wrong about the economy and how to make it work for the bulk of the population. “The decadent international but individualistic capitalism, in the hands of which we found ourselves after the war,” Keynes wrote in 1933, “is not a success. It is not intelligent, it is not
beautiful, it is not just, it is not virtuous—and it doesn’t deliver the goods.” He argued that what was necessary was a wide-open period of debate and experimentation because the existing theories and policies had proven so disastrous and bankrupt. “When we wonder what to put in its place, we are extremely perplexed.” Although Keynes was an advocate of markets and the profit system, he said that there could be no sacred cows and that no honest observer could state with certainty that capitalism was not fatally flawed.

What Keynes proposed in the early 1930s is precisely the approach we need today. We need to be open-minded and to experiment. We have to escape the shackles of the current system and see what can work. We “need to imagine a different social order,” Chris Hayes writes, “to conceive of what more egalitarian institutions would look like.” Certain values appear in most writing on the subject, especially from economists like Richard Wolff, Juliet Schor, and Gar Alperovitz:

- The wealth of a community has to be controlled by the people of that community.
- Decentralized and local community control should be emphasized, with the state reinforcing local planning.
- There must be a strong commitment to a variety of cooperatives and nonprofit organizations.
- Democratic control of enterprises by their workers is imperative.
- Planning for long-term goals must be generated from popular debates and deliberations.
- Environmentally sound production and distribution must be emphasized.

In the American context, such words can make someone question an author’s sanity; they seem so far removed from existing reality and conventional wisdom. But beneath the surface, there has been a rise in new kinds of economic ventures. In distressed communities, like Cleveland, they are a source of promise for the future. We are beginning to develop some experience about what a democratic, postcapitalist economy might look like and how it could function. There will be markets, there will be for-profit enterprises, but under the overarching logic of the system, the surplus will be mostly under nonprofit community control.

Absolutely central to building this new political economy will be
constructing nonprofit and noncommercial operations to do journalism, produce culture, provide Internet access, and serve as bedrock local institutions. These can range from community radio and television stations and Internet media centers to cultural centers, sports leagues, and community ISPs.

Any such movement faces tremendous political and economic obstacles, and it cannot be successful while governments are doing the bidding of capital. Attempting to build this new world will put people in direct conflict with the current political system. The great political fights will be over whose interests the state will serve. But all the efforts cannot go into prodding or changing the state; work on building the next economy, the new cultural system, from the ground up has to begin in tandem. The new world must be born within the old. Until people can see and experience a different type of economy, they will be reluctant to support it or fight for it.

Ultimately the new economy cannot exist on the margins; it is in a fight for defining the overall logic of society. It is—dare I say it—a revolution. As such, it is about ultimately changing the culture and fostering a new type of human. Here again the vision tracks closely to that of celebrants like Yochai Benkler, with his argument that the Internet can encourage the more cooperative elements of human nature.49

In 2009 Michael Moore released his film on the financial crisis and economic collapse, *Capitalism: A Love Story*. Because of his prominence, Moore was able to secure interviews on cable TV networks, where for the first time, newscasters actually encountered criticism of the economic system they had simply taken for granted as quintessentially American and the embodiment of freedom. One particular CNN host was astounded by Moore’s criticism of capitalism. He demanded of his guest, what would you replace capitalism with? After a pregnant pause, Moore replied, “Democracy.” The host, like many Americans, was confused. Democracy, he said, was a political system while capitalism was an economic system. Moore was comparing apples and oranges.

But was he? Politics and economics are intimately connected. The crisis of our times is that capitalism undermines democracy. The choice we face is whether to expand democracy or let it continue to shrivel: Expanding it requires confronting really existing capitalism head-on. It is the defining issue of our times, the basis for the critical juncture in which we live.

The Internet is in the very middle of this critical juncture. It is central to the
movement to build a more democratic society and extend self-government to the economy. Digital technologies make the new economy and self-management of decentralized units far more realistic. With enlightened public investments, the Internet can provide the greatest journalism and public sphere ever imagined. Digital technologies also are a crucial part of political movements to mobilize people effectively for social change. “In the age of social networks,” as Jeffrey Sachs writes, “it will be possible to run effective campaigns on the energies of committed people, without vast sums.”50 “The Internet plays a huge role in allowing people to self-organize in non-hierarchical ways,” Chris Hayes writes.51 This point, one of the core arguments of the celebrants, is correct as far as it goes—but that is nowhere near far enough.

Left on their current course and driven by the needs of capital, digital technologies can be deployed in ways that are extraordinarily inimical to freedom, democracy, and anything remotely connected to the good life. Therefore battles over the Internet are of central importance for all those seeking to build a better society. When the dust clears on this critical juncture, if our societies have not been fundamentally transformed for the better, if democracy has not triumphed over capital, the digital revolution may prove to have been a revolution in name only, an ironic, tragic reminder of the growing gap between the potential and the reality of human society.
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